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Tudo se penetra. A leitura dos classicos, que n6o distinguem os poentes,
tem-me tornado intelligiveis muitos poentes, em todas as suas cores.
Ha uma relagio entre a competencia syntactica, pela qual se distinguam
os rzalOres dos s€res, dos sons e das f6rmas, e a capacidade de comprehender

quando o azul do ceu € realmente verde, e que parte de amarello existe
no verde azul do ceu.

No fundo € a mesma coisa

-

a capacidade de

distinguir

e de subtilizar.

Sem syntaxe n6o ha emoEa6 duradoura.

A immortalidade 6 uma funcESo dos grammaticos.

FenNANoo PEssoA. Lrvno

no Dr,slssossEco.

A Ia meva mare i al meu parel
per molt m€s del que creuen haver-me donat
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negative polarity item
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free relative
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computational system of human language
conceptual-intentional (interface)
question operator

FonpwoRD
Although the study of mood has always enjoyed a thorough treatment in
traditional grammars and descriptive treatises of many European languages,
it has never occupied a place of its own in modern grammatical theory,
unlike many other features of natural language like tense, aspect or
agreement, just to name a few other topics linked to verbal morphology. It is
often the case that references are made to mood in the context of discussions
of other linguistic phenomena for which mood choice appears to make a
difference. Among such phenomena we find long distance reflexivization,
subject reference, long distance licensing of negative indefinites, NP scope,
wh-extraction or Neg-raising. Reference to mood in the context of such
discussions remains often limited to folklore observations and vague
as the realis/irrealis opposition for
characterizations
-such
indicative/subjuctive contrasts- that lack a solid theoretical basis.
A significant advancement in this domain took place in the 80's and
90's, mostly within the framework of generative grammar. Some pioneering
studies appeared that tried to approach the issue of the grammatical role of
mood from a more formal perspective, be it from a syntactic perspective or
from a more semantic one. Mood had also featured in a number of pragmatic
studies for quite a long time, but the explanations offered were usually
confined to the level of language use, thus resisting formalization and
overlooking the interaction of mood with syntax and semantics.
Despite the achievements of the recent approaches to mood, which
will be discussed in detail in this dissertation, a recurring limitation has been
the empirical range the available analyses are based on. Insightful
conclusions are often reached, but their scope is normally circumscribed to
one domain of subordination. This becomes a real shortcoming, given that
the results obtained in the characterization of mood in one domain cannot be
always extrapolated to another one without biasing the essence of the
analysis. One of the real challenges of the inquiry into mood is to try provide
an analysis that does not leave any relevant empirical domain out of the
picture.
This dissertation constitutes an attempt at developing such an
overarching account of mood distribution. As a consequence of the fact that
the contribution of mood is unquestionably linked to interpretive effects on
propositions in the very broad sense, dynamic semantics presents itself as
the most adequate general framework against wich the results should be
evaluted. This research prografirme incorporates into the account of meaning
the effects propositions have on the context. In this study I will make crucial
use of the notion of 'model relativized to a context and an individual' where
propositions are evaluated. The basic hypothesis to be motivated here is that
mood contrasts constitute the overt marking of a shift in the model of
interpretation. Though being a contribution essentially tied to consequences
at the syntax/semantics interface, the workings of mood in different domains
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of subordination provide a clear clue as to how different components of the
grammar interact to reach that end, ranging from lexical semantics to the
proj ection of tripartite structures for quantificational interpretation.
However broadly the scope of such a study is defined, not all the ins
and outs of such a complex empirical domain can be dealt with in one
attempt. I hope to have clearly laid out what the real issues regarding mood
distribution are, as well as to have provided a clear picture of the line of
research to be pursued in this area. Still, the loose ends that remain are not
insignificant.

First of all, a methodological choice has been made as to which
portion of the realm of mood will be taken into account. Here I have
exclusively concentrated on the opposition between indicative and
subjunctive, i.e. on the most well-studied instances of finite mood paradigms
in European languages. As a result of this, infinitivals have not been
considered. Admittedly, they should be eventually included in the research
agenda in order to arrive at a more comprehensive understanding of the
intricacies of mood and subordination, but given that infinitivals overlap
with both indicative and subjunctive, including them in the discussion would
have become an obstacle to the depth of the argumentation at this stage of
the inquiry. I refer the reader to a number of outstanding recent works that
deal with the issue of non-finite complementation (Pesetsky 1991, Bo5kovii
1995, 1996, 1997, Broekhuis et al. L995, Ormazabal 1995). In addition, the
focus of the discussion have been subordinated domains, given that
subjunctive is typically absent from root contexts in the languages
examined.

Secondly, the crosslinguistic range of this study might seem very
restricted at first glance. I have used Catalan as the main language for
exemplification, with constant pointers to Spanish either where they display
the same behaviour or where they differ in some respect. Nevertheless, I
believe that the conclusions reached can be extended at least to the whole
Romance group, yet allowing room for crosslinguistic variation across the
same language family. At different points I have made the pertinent
qualifications concerning the most well-documented discrepancies within
Romance. Romanian, though, deserves a separate treatment as a
consequence of its Balkan traits: as in Greek, the lack of a non-finite
paradigm correlates with the realization of infinitival-like complementation
by means of subjunctive clauses. Having made this proviso, the main
conclusions reached in this dissertation apply to Balkan-type subjunctives.
Nevertheless, the languages of the world display many more mood
paradigms than just indicative and subjunctive (for a good overview, see
Palmer 1986), and also markers of modality that are independent of verbal
morphology. Comparative research on these languages will have to show
whether the proposals put forth in this dissertation are able to account for
those extra facts, if they are to be included under the label 'mood' at all.
Thirdly, only a relatively small portion of the vast amount of the
existing literature on mood has been taken into consideration, and in this

Foreword
respect the present study will not be able to do justice to the long tradition
on the grammar of mood. However, the choices have not been random and I
am confident that the most influential and insightful accounts have played a

role in the formation of the analysis that will be developed, and are
represented in one way or another. Unfortunately, several minor facts and

observations that appear in the literature have been necessarily neglected in
order not to blur the main line of argumentation. I do not think this has
happened at the cost of accuracy, since most of the empirical range of mood
oppositions has been covered and the central issues ate addressed and
explained. Beyond the inherited body of knowledge, where necessary I have
either added a reasonable amount of completely new empirical facts or
completed existing observations in the light of my proposal.
Although the attempt at formalizing the proposals has not always
been implemented in a detailed fashion, the theory proposed clearly provides
us with very concrete tools in order to account for the distribution of
grammatical mood, thus giving credibility to observations that often seemed
to escape expliciteness and falsifiability.
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Introduction

Since the independent status of inflectional morphology was recognized in
syntax and inflection acquired the properties of a head that projects a full
category on a par with lexical Xo's (Chomsky 1981, 1986 and subsequent
work), research within generative grammar started to devote increasing
attention to the role that inflectional elements play in syntactic derivations.
What originally were considered to be constituent features of INFL turned

out to be amenable to an analysis as independent heads. Thus,

the

decomposition of the features [tTense, +Agr] on INFL led to the postulation
of separate tense (TP) and agreement (AgrP) projections (cf. the seminal
work of Pollock 1989). This line of reasearch resulted in extensive inquiry
into the functional structure of the clause both at the CP and the IP level

(Rizzi 1995, Alexiadou

1997

, Cinque

1997

, just to name a few

recent

examples), as well as of nominal phrases (Fukui & Speas 1986, Szabolcsi
1983, Abney 1987, and much subsequent work). As a consequence, a
dramatic enrichment took place of the set of functional elements that
arguably play a role in syntaCtic derivations.r
In this light, the question has often been asked what the role of
mood is in syntax. Different kinds of answers have been proposed through
the years, but almost all of them build on the traditional characterisation of
subjunctive as a dependent (finite) mood, as opposed to indicative, the
independent mood par excellence. This coarse distinction actually goes back
to Ancient grafirmarians, and it is based on the view that subjunctive
typically constitutes the mood of subordination, while indicative freely
occurs in both main and embedded environments.
The dependent character of subjunctive has been directly linked on
the one hand to the tense properties of this mood, which are 'defective' in
some sense and have to rely on the full tense specification of the matrix,

leading

to

sequence

of

tense phenomena.

In this

connection, the

I For a reassessment of what has been called the 'explosion' of functional categories, see
latridou (1990) and Chomsky (1995: Chapter 4), among some other pieces of work.
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impossibility of coreference between the matrix and embedded subjects of
subjunctive clauses has featured prominently in many accounts. A version of
this type of approach resorts to a special licensing mechanism through an
operator which is either contributed by subjunctive itself or by the selecting
predicate that takes the subjunctive complement. On the other hand, in other
accounts a specific type of subjunctive complementiser has been postulated
with properties that crucially differ from the indicative one (Agouraki 1991,
Giorgi & Pianesi 1996). In some pieces of work the case for a distinct
subjunctive C head is made on the basis of diverging overt realisations of the
C system in indicative vs. subjunctive clauses, as in Romanian or Albanian
(Terzi 7992, Turano 1994). Connected to the distinct verbal morphology of
subjunctive verbal forms we also find proposals in the literature that argue
for an independent functional projection MoodP or ModalP (Laka 1988,
1990, Motapanyane 1994, Terzi 1992, Poletto 1993, Rivero 1994, Roussou
1994, Turano 1994, Kempchinsky 1997, Pollock 1997) that hosts mood
features able to trigger V-movement, for instance.
A different line of research has pursued the parallelism between
nominals and clauses and has reduced the dependent character of
subjunctives to the properties of 'dependent' nominals that display scopal
properties, typically narrow scope with respect to some other element. Thus,
subjunctive CPs have been analyzed as indefinite clauses (Tsoulas 1994),
clauses containing an indefinite tense (Manzini 1994, Santos 1997), as
polarity items (Giannakidou 1995) or as clauses whose mood morphology is
polar in itself (Laka 1990, 1992, Stowell 1993, Uribe-Etxebarria 1994,
Brugger & D'Angelo 1994). By contrast, indicative CPs are treated as the
clausal counterparts of definite descriptions or as nominal-like constituents
with anti-polarity properties.
In this dissertation I will depart from such approaches and argue that
although most of the insights about subjunctive expressed in the literature
are of great importance for the understanding of the role of mood in
grarnmar, the contribution of mood has to be interpreted as the overt
marking of purely interpretive facts. In the absence of mood alternation, the
lexical semantics of the selecting element becomes the decisive factor.
Otherwise, in contexts where mood alternation is possible, mood shift marks
model shift in the sense that the proposition expressed with the shifted mood
has to be interpreted in a model of evaluation different from the one which
was already present. I will couch the analysis within Kratzer's (1981, 1991)
theory of modality and will crucially rely on its elaborations in Farkas
(L992) and Giannakidou (1997). Before proceeding, though, I will present
the most prominent proposals in the literature that constitute the basis for the
current understanding of the grammatical contribution of mood.
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Subjunctive as Dependent Mood

Subjunctive and Dependencies

I will outline the most recent analyses of subjunctive that
have been developed within generative grammar. They will be grouped
according to the type of approach adopted in order to capture the dependent
character of subjunctive: (i) as a defective or anaphoric tense ($ 2.1), (ii) as
an operator or operator-licensed element ($ 2.2) and (iii) as a dependent
nominal($ 2.3).
In this section

2.1

Subjunctive as Defective/Anaphoric Tense

One of the most influential approaches to subjunctive within the Principles
and Parameters framework is the one developed in Picallo (1984, 1985). She
concentrates on the occurrences of subjunctive that are the result of lexical
selection by a head, as in the Catalan examples (1)-(2).2'3

(1)

Esperivem que ells sortissin
hope. I M P F. I P L that they c ome - out. SU B. P ST. 3 P L
'We hoped that they would come out.'

(2)

El desig d'en Joan que el diari publiquds la noticia era evident
the desire of-the Joan that the paper publish.SUB.PST.3SG the news
be.IMPF.3SG evident
'Joan's desire that the paper would publish the news was evident.'

Such subjunctive complements can be shown to display sequence of tense
restrictions, as opposed to their indicative counterparts. This is illustrated in
(3)-(4), to be compared to (5)-(6).

(3)

Desitja que {porti/hagi portat/*port6s/*hagu6s portat} un llibre
that bring.SUB.PRS/PRFf PSTf PLPRF.3SG
book
brought a
'Slhe desires that slhe bringsftras brought/*brought/*had brought
(SUB) a book.'

desire.PRS.3SG

2 The examples
used for the discussion of Picallo's work in this section are either
directly taken or adapted from Picallo (1984, 1984-85, 1985).
3
For the idea that subjunctive clauses are tenseless or rather that tense in subjunctive
clauses is anaphoric, see Luj6n (1980), Anderson (1982), Pica (1984), Everaert (1984),
Jakubowicz (1984) and Johnson (1985).
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Desitjd que {*porti/*hagi portat/portdslhagu6s portat} un llibre
desire.PST.3SG that bring.SUB.*PR,STPRF/PST/PLPRF.3SG
brought a book
'S/he desired that s/he *brings/*has brought/broughtlhad brought

(SUB) a book.'

(5)

Jo s6 que {telefona / ha telefonat / telefonard I havia telefonat /
telefonh / telefonava)
I know. P RS. 1 SG that phone. IN D. P RS/P RF/F UT/P LP RF/
PST/IMPF..3SG

'I know that sftre phonesftras phoned/will phoneftrad phoned/phoned
(IND).'

(6)

Jo sabia que {telefona / ha telefonat / telefonari / havia telefonat /
telefonh / telefonava)
I know.IMPF. I SG that phone.IND. PRS/PRF/FUT/PLPRF/
PST/IMPF..?SG

'I knew

that s/he phonesftras phoned/will phone/had phoned/phoned

(IND).'

While indicative complements do not seem to display tense restrictions
imposed by the tense of the matrix predicate, subjunctive CPs can be argued
to be forced to agree in tense specification with the selecting verb.
Picallo claims that although subjunctive clauses are morphologically
marked for [+ Past], they do not have an independent temporal interpretation

and in this respect they are defective if we compare them with their
indicative counterparts, whose tense is contentful. Consequently, though
being specified for agreement, subjunctive INFL nodes rely on the tense
marking of the superordinate clause. In contrast with indicative INFL, which
is specified as [+Tense, +Agr], subjunctive INFL must be charactenzed with
the features [-Tense, +Agr]. Picallo further argues that this dependency
materializes in an anaphoric-type link between the temporal features of the
subjunctive and those of the root sentence. Beyond the reported sequence of
tense effects of subjunctive clauses, such an analysis is taken to be able to
account for two empirical generalisations.
First, the anaphoric character of subjunctive tense should explain the
impossibility of using this mood in root clauses, as in (7).

(7)

a.

*En Joan hagi portat un llibre
the Joan has.SUB.PfiS.3SG brought a book
('Joan has (SUB) brought a book.')

b.

*La Isabel dormis
the Isabel sleep.SUB. PST.3 SG

('Isabel slept (SUB).')

Cru*rsn I Subjunctive

as Dependent Mood

Given that in root contexts there is no tense specification available, the
subjunctive tense remains unbound and leads to ungrammaticality, in the
same fashion as an unbound anaphoric nominal expression.o

Second, Picallo argues that subjunctives, by virtue of being
dependent for their tense specification on a contentful indicative tense,
constitute a transparent domain for binding. This is taken to offer the
explanation for the obviation effects between embedded and matrix subjects
that are found with subjunctive complements, as exemplified in (8):
according to Principle B of the Binding Theory, the embedded pronominal
subject has to be free in its binding domain, which in this case comprises the
matrix clause as well, and consequently the embedded pro cannot be
coreferential with the superordinate subject. In indicative complements such
obviation effects are argued to be absent because an indicative tense
determines an opaque domain for binding: the binding domain for the
embedded subject remains limited to the subordinate clause (cf. (9)).

(8)

En Joani desitja qure fttro*ti elil*l comprenguil
the Joan desire.3SG that him understand.SUB.PRS.SSG
'John desires that slhe understands him.'

(e)

En Joani diu que lprou: ely.1 miraval
the Joan say.3SG that him Iook-at.IND.IMPF.3SG
'Joan said s/he looked at him.'

The extension of the binding domain that is linked to subjunctive clauses is
brought about by the establishment of a T(ense)-chain between the tense
features of a subjunctive INFL node and those of its INFL antecedent. This
amounts to saying that what establishes an opaque domain for binding are
the tense properties rather than the agreement properties of subjunctive.
a

This characterization of the facts puts aside the occurrences of subjunctive forms in
suppletive negative imperatives (i), polite imperatives (ii), as well as in root clauses
introduced by an overt C with directive or permission force (iii).

(i)

(ii)

No entris!
not come-in. SUB. P RS.2SG
'Do not come in!'
Segui, sisplau
s

it - dow n. SUB. PRS. 35 G ple as e

'Take a seat, please.'

(iii)

Que marxin tots

that leav e. SU B. P RS. 3 P L all
'Let them all leave.'
These and other instances of root subjunctives are not uncofirmon in the languages that
I will not deal with them here.

have this category, but
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Though recognizing qhat subjunctive is an overt way to mark
absence of independent tense,5 Progovac (1993, L994) claims that domain
extension takes place under a more general condition of functional LF
deletion of Infl and Comp projections, under the assumption that they are
unnecessary for interpretation. Her proposal with respect to domain
extension in subjunctive clauses is reproduced in (10).

(10)

Subjunctive FunctionalDeletion
Subjunctive InfVComp projections become invisible (delete) in LF
up to recoverability (Progovac 1993: 38).

From this perspective, domain extension affects only those types of
dependencies that involve the IP and CP projections. Progovac (1993,1994)
discusses three kinds of processes that are sensitive to functional deletion:
long distance licensing of negative polarity items,6 long distance
reflexivization and disjoint reference effects between embedded and matrix
subject.

The mechanism proposed by Progovac allows for distinctions
between different types of subcategorized complements. Volitional
predicates, which typically display transparent clausal complements, select
for a C without a truth value and an Infl without independent tense;
therefore, functional deletion can apply, resulting in a sort of 'clause union'
at the relevant interpretive level. By contrast, the subjunctive complement of
non-volitional predicates like factives are argued to possess a C that carries a
truth value, thus making fuBctional deletion inapplicable; in this case, no
domain extension is attested.'
With respect to the status of subjunctive Progovac's approach
implies that if a language possesses this grammatical category, it must
surface in the environments where functional deletion of InfVComp is
argued to take place. However, subjunctive mood may occur in embedded
clauses whose C/I domain contains some unrecoverable information like
tense or truth value (e.g. factive complements), thus blocking functional
deletion and domain extension. In addition, the existence of the category
subjunctive is not a prerequisite for domain extension: functional deletion
applies in the complements of volitional predicates in a language like
Serbian/Croatian that does not display a subjunctive paradigm.
From this brief presentation, it becomes clear that the properties that
Picallo (1984, 1985) attributed to the category of subjunctive as such have to
s

For this view, see also Kampers-Manhe (1992,1996).

6 For a full-fledged account

of long distance licensing of negative indefinites, see

Giannakidou & Quer (1995, 1997 a, b).
7
As Ignacio Bosque pointed out to me, Progovac's assumption about the notion of truthvalue is not a trivial one, for it is not clear what it means exactly for the interpretation of
propositions embedded under epistemic predicates, for instance, and for mood distribution in
such contexts from a crosslinguisc point of view. In this dissertation I will follow Farkas
(I992a) and Giannakidou (I997a, c) and assume that the truth of propositions has to be
relativized to individuals. See section 3.1 below and Chapter 2.
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be reinterpreted as deriving from other factors that crucially have to do with
selectional properties of predicates in the case of complement clauses. Under

the relevant conditions that account for transparency effects, subjunctive
surfaces, but not exclusively in those cases, and in this sense subjunctive
constitutes a necessary condition for transparency in languages that have it,
but not a sufficient one. This line of reasoning is pursued in different works
that point out the role of selection.
Raposo (1985-86), though taking the same basic facts as Picallo as a
departure point (in European Portuguese), does not reduce them to the mood
opposition, but to the selectional properties of the embedding predicates.
Two basic classes are identified: E-predicates (including epistemic and
declarative predicates) and W-predicates (comprising verbs of volition,
influence, permission, necessity and non-factive emotives). The crucial
difference between them is that the former select a [+TENSE] operator in
the embedded Comp position, which determines the opacity effects with
respect to the subject of the complement clause. By contrast, W-predicates
do not select a tense operator in C, which is specified as [-TENSE], thus
making the embedded clause transparent for the binding possibilities of its
subject. The creator of opacity is then the [+TENSE] operator and not Agr:
such an operator binds the tense morphology which is present in
complement clauses, irrespective of the mood. In the absence of a
[+TENSE] operator in the embedded C, the embedded [+Tense] feature will
be non-locally bound by the matrix [+TENSE] operator associated with the
indicative.

However, the presence vs. absence of [+TENSE] does not strictly
correlate with mood choice in the complement. Whereas W-predicates
typically select for subjunctive mood, there are also E-predicates that, when
negated or questioned, take subjunctive, but still do not give rise to
obviation effects, as in (11).

(11)

O Manell n6o acredita que (e1e)1 ganhe a corrida
the Manel not believe.3SG that he win.SUB.3,SG the race
'Manuel does not believe that he will win the race.'

The complement clause constitutes an opaque domain due to the presence of
the [+TENSE] operator in its C, selected by the verb acreditar. In his
analysis, Raposo (1985-86) clearly dissociates the choice of mood from the
temporal interpretation of the complement and the binding possibilities of its
subject (cf. Rivero 197L, 1977b, Salamanca 1981, Meireles &. Raposo
1983).

In a series of works, Sufler and Padilla-Rivera (Sufrer & PadillaRivera 1985, 1987, 1990, Padilla-Rivera 1985, 1990, Sufler 1990)
extensively argue against the claim that subjunctive clauses lack tense in
Spanish. They forcefully show that strict temporal dependencies arise just in
the complement clauses of predicates that only allow for subjunctive, like
volitional or influence predicates. Subjunctive triggered by negation or
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question does not display tense restrictions in the general case. In addition,
they are also absent from relative and adverbial clauses in the subjunctive
mood. What singles out volitional and influence predicates is a lexical
feature [-PRECEDENCE]U that bars the non-agreeing sequence of tenses
like [+past...-past], as in (12), or [-past...+past], as in (13).

(12)

Querfa que telefonearas/*telefonees
want. IM P F. 3 SG that phone. SU B. P STfr P RS.2 SG

'S/he wanted you to phone.'

(13)

Les exige que est6n/*estuvieran atentos
them re quire. P RS. 3SG that b e. S U B. P RSft P
'S/he requires of them to pay attention.'

ST. 3 P L

attentiv e

However, the feature I-PRECEDENCE] is not exclusively present in
for subjunctive complements, but also in predicates
take
indicative
that
CPs like prometer 'to promise', programar 'to
prograrnme', proyectar 'to make plans', planificar/planear oto plan', as
illustrated in (14).
predicates that select

(14)

Prometi6 que vienelvenial*habfa venido
romi s e. P ST. 3 S G that c ome. IN D. P RS/I M P Ffr P LP RF
'Sftre promised that slhe is coming/would come/*had come.'

p

of tense phenomena observed in
subjunctive (and indicative) complement clauses stems from the lexical
feature [-PRECEDENCE] that is present in the selecting predicates, and not
from the lack of tense specification in subjunctive forms: subjunctive tense
morphology is as contentful as indicative tense morphology.
Subject obviation effects are also dissociated in Sufler & PadillaRivera (1985) and Sufrer (1986) from a binding theoretic account that relies
on domain extension triggered by subjunctive. Such effects are reduced to
another lexical feature that volitional and influence predicates share, namely
[WII-L]. This feature is also present in purpose connectives like para que 'in
order to'o which incidentally selects for subjunctive and displays strict
sequence of tenses as well.
Zanng (1985) aligns with Suf,er & Padilla-Rivera's position and
argues that subjunctive clauses have full tense specification. This follows
from the possibilities Universal Grammar seems to offer with respect to the
combination of Agreement, Tense and Mood. As reflected in the diagram in
(15), a specific slot was lacking in the picture developed so far, since
Portuguese inflected infinitivals had to be collapsed with subjunctives under
They conclude that the sequence

8

The relevant lexical feature is taken to be [+SUBSEQUENCE] in Sufler and Padilla-

Rivera (1985) and [+POSTERIOR]

in

PRECEDENCEI is the one adopted

Sufrer (1990) and

adequate choice.

in

Sufler and Padilla-Rivera (1987, 1990). tit seems to me to be the most
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the view that subjunctives are tenseless and thus [-Tense, +Agr] too.
However, Portuguese has both subjunctive clauses and inflected infinitivals
and their distribution is not identical, which asks for an explanation.

(ls)

AGR

Inflected Infinitivals

Indicative

Indi{ative Clauses

Subjunctive Clauses

AccordingtoZarrng, sequence of tense restrictions are not to be attributed to
subjunctive but to semantic and pragmatic factors. Next to this, she suggests
that it is not Binding Theory which accounts for subject disjoint reference in
subjunctive clauses, but an LF principle of obviation, akin to the principles
that regulate Control.

From this cursory review of some of the most important proposals in
the literature it becomes apparent that the original association of subjunctive
clauses with lack of contentful tense and obviation effects, as developed in
Picallo (1984, 1985) faces serious empirical problems. Nevertheless, there
remains the possibility of distinguishing different sorts of subjunctive
clauses and confine tense restrictions and obviation effects to the subset of
subjunctive complements embedded under volitional and influence
predicates.' This is actually the option taken in Kempchinsky (1986, 1987,
1990) and Avrutin & Babyonyshev (1997) and both analyses crucially
appeal to operator licensing, though with different implementations. I will
briefly sketch them in the next subsection.

2.2

Subjunctive as Operator

The main insight in Kempchinsky's (1986, 1987, 1990)t0 work is that
subjunctive complements to verbs of volition, influence and command are
e

For a discussion of subjunctive types and their properties, see Chapter 2 and Stowell

(1e93).
r0

See also Kempchinsky (1997)

for a modified approach.

t4
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essentially embedded imperatives. Beyond the fact that some

of

those

predicates can convey the actual report of an order, the trait that turns out to
be shared by their complements is the impossibility to be assigned a truth
value. In this respect they resemble simple imperatives. Her implementation

of this observation amounts to the proposal that volitional predicates and
their companions select for an imperative operator in the C position of their
complement. Such an operator has to be identified by the subjunctive modal
operator in INFL: the identification process takes place at the level of LF as
the result of movement of INFL to C, as depicted in (16).

(16)

[cp [co C [ro

I

[V]r l: I [p NP [,' e; [vr ei ...]lll

The covert movement of the subjunctive operator up to C is what underlies
the disjoint reference effects on the subjects of subjunctive complements to
volitional predicates: being in C, the subjunctive INFL ends up coindexed

with an argument in the theta grid of the selecting predicate and

the

Complete Functional Complex relevant for the determination of the binding
domain for the embedded subject is thus extended to the main clause. This
account has the advantage that it can explain obviation effects in CP
complements to nominals, where there are no tense specifications available
to anchor the subjunctive tense such as 'the wish' or 'his desire', as well as
the fact that disjoint reference is limited to the immediate superordinate
subject and it does not extend any fuither even if no indicative intervenes.
Furthermore, in languages like Romanian an overt subjunctive complentizer

can be taken to identify the imperative operator: this renders I to C
movement of the subjunctive I unnecessary and offers a plausible
explanation for the lack of subject disjoint reference effects in such
languages (if INFL does not raise, the embedded clause constitutes the
governing category for the embedded subject).
Kempchinsky claims that in subjunctive complements to other kinds
of predicates like epistemics or factives no such imperative operator is
present and consequently the subjunctive operator in INFL does not raise to
C covertly. This is the reason why these types of complements do not

present subject obviation effects either, and their tense, despite the
subjunctive morphology, appears to be contentful.
In the case of clausal complements to volitional predicates and the
like, the attested tense restrictions can be made to follow from the presence

of the imperative operator in C: since in essence this operator is like a
modal, it imposes future orientation of the embedded eventuality. However,
these facts do not counter the conclusion that subjunctive clauses possess
full tense specification.
Avrutin & Babyonyshev (1997), in trying to account for obviation
effects in subjunctive clauses in Russian, take the Russian subjunctive
complementtzer ctoby to be an operator that must bind the event variables of
both embedded and main clause. In order to reach the appropriate ccommand configuration, the complex formed in the embedded clause by V-
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to-I-to-C movement (which is assumed to be universal, either overtly or
covertly) adjoins to the V head in the main clause. From such a position, the
subjunctive operator is able to bind both events variables. As a result of this,
a temporal ordering is imposed among the two eventualities, such that the
time of occurrence of the first event necessarily precedes the time of
occurrence of the second event. Although Russian does not overtly display
sequence of tense phenomena in this kind of situation, the necessarily nonanterior reading of the embedded event vis-h-vis the main one is accounted
for under this view.
Obviation effects are claimed to follow from the configuration
derived from the movement of the subjunctive operator up to the matrix V.
Given that the matrix V also undergoes V-to-I-to-C movement, at LF we end
up with the embedded C-AgrS-T-V complex adjoined to the matrix C-AgrST-V complex. In this configuration the main AgrS head c-commands the
embedded AgrS. If main and embedded subjects are coreferential, they bear
the same index and share it with their respective Agr projections, the result
being that both AgrS heads are coindexed and thus give rise to a violation of
Principle B of Binding Theory. According to Avrutin & Babyonyshev's
analysis, this is the cause of disjoint reference effects among subjects. They
have to stipulate that the C that subjunctive complements of epistemic
predicates select, though displaying the same overt form, does not raise to
the matrix V in order to bind both event variables and therefore it neither
imposes the specific temporal interpretation discussed above nor gives rise
to disjoint reference effects among subjects.
Independently of the specifics of each analysis, it is important to
observe that both Kempchinsky's and Avrutin and Babyonyshev's
characterization of subjunctive clauses crucially resort to the lexico-semantic
and selectional properties of the embedding predicate: subjunctive
complements to volitional and directive predicates are clearly differentiated
from those that appear under epistemic predicates. In either case, the

decisive difference resides

in some property of the

embedded

complementizer, roughly the operator status of C in the former group of
clauses vs. the non-operator status in the latter. Such a divide systematically
recurs to a greater or smaller degree in all the analyses of subjunctive.

An attempt to treat

subjunctive clauses as

a unified type of

grammatical object has been made in a more recent line of research that, by
exploiting the parallelism between the nominal and the clausal domain,
characterizes subjunctive as some sort of dependent nominal expression. In
the next section we will briefly present the most significant traits of the
proposals made within this type of approach.

2.3

Subjunctive as Dependent Nominal

The fundamental insight in the approaches that draw a parallelism between
subjunctives and indefinite nominal expressions originates in the long-
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standing observation that subjunctive tense is not referential in the usual
sense. In contrast to Picallo's (1984, 1985) view of subjunctive as conveying
an anaphoric tense, the 'indefinite' treatments of subjunctive rightly
emphasize that the reference of the embedded tense in subjunctive
complement is not simply 'picked up' from the matrix tense, as in anaphoric
dependencies. As has been repeatedly voiced in the literature, subjunctive
does convey tense reference, since past shifted, future shifted and
simultaneous readings do arise with respect to the matrix tense even if the
embedded predicate is in the subjunctive.
Tsoulas (1994, 1995) puts forth a theory of clausal indefiniteness
that basically sets out to explain the correlation between the interpretation of
indicative and subjunctive clauses, on the one hand, and definite and
indefinite NPs, on the other, as well as their extraction properties.ll He
observes that in the same way extraction out of indefinite DPs, as oposed to
definite ones, yields a grammatical result, wh-movement out of a
subjunctive or infinitival clause (and across a wh-island) is possible, while
the choice of indicative in the same environment blocks extraction. The
relevant part of the paradigms in French is reproduced in (17)-(18).

(r7)

*De qui; veux-tu voir ces photos ti ?
of who want.2SG-you to-see these pictures
('*Who do you want to see these pictures of?')

a.

b.

(18)

a.

De quil veux-tu voir une photo t1 ?
of who want.2SG-you to-see a picture
'Who do you want to see a picture of?'
*Quer te demandes-tu [qui a dit [qu'Alex a vu ti
]l?

what REFL ask.2SG-you who have.3SG said that-Alex
have.IND.-?SG seen
('What do you wonder who said that Alex saw?')
b.

Quei te demandes-tu [qui a decidd [de voir ti ]l?
what REFL ask.2SG-you who have.3SG decided to see
'What do you wonder who decided to see?'

l1

Bosque (1996c: 95) also suggests a distinction between generic and specific infinitival
complements that would reside in a difference in the D-features of the embedded C. From this
he derives the interpretive contrasts between (i) (generic) and (ii) (specific).

(i)

Me gusta ir al cine (xahora)
me appeal-ro.PRS.3SG to-go to-the cinema now
'I like going to the movies (+now).'

(ii)

Me apetece ir al cine (ahora)
me

feel-like.PRs.3SG to-go to-the cinem.a now

'I feel like going to the movies (now).'

Cnepron

(18)

c.
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Quei te demandes-tu [qui a voulu [que Sophie voie t ]l?
what REFL ask.2SG-you who have.3SG wanted that Sophie
see.SUB.SSG

'What do you wonder who wanted Sophie to see?'

Tsoulas suggests that this striking parallelism, which is also attested
crosslinguistically, has to be captured in the proper characterisation of
subjunctive (and infinitival) clauses. He proposes that indefiniteness in the
clausal domain amounts to temporal indefiniteness, which is in turn related
to the inability of indefinite clauses to receive a truth value, since a worldtime pair cannot be formed for the evaluation of the truth of the proposition.
In addition, he claims that indefiniteness in the clausal domain can be
materialized in different ways which account for the differences among the
diverging realizations of indefinite clauses across languages. This hypothesis
is formulated in the following terms:

(19)

a.

b.

I-DEFINITE] in C gives rise to (Inflected) Infinitive-type
structures with particular COMPs (Greek).

[-DEFINITE]

in I

results

in specific morphology,

sometimes bound (French subjunctives) and sometimes not

(English infinitival to).

A

specific solution for the potential problem posed by the islandhood of
subjunctive complements of factive verbs is available within this proposal,
since such subjunctive clausos can be seen as the correlate of specific
indefinites, which also block extraction.

A

syntactic interpretation

of

Tsoulas's proposal has

been

implemented in Manzini (tigO).12 Building on the idea thaf subjunctive is an
indefinite T, Manzini argues that it has to be licensed syntactically by
entering a head-to-head dependency bound by an intensional operator such
as Neg, Q or conditional if. Subjunctive morphology simply constitutes the
spell-out of a T dependent on a sentential operator. If no such dependency is

is the mood that surfaces. Like other syntactic
dependencies, the one established by a subjunctive is sensitive to island and

present, indicative

to parasitic gap-like configurations. Long distance reflexivization and
obviation effects are argued to rest on the presence of the syntactic
dependency established by the subjunctive.

The fact that certain classes of lexical predicates like volitionals
trigger the subjunctive is imputed by Manzini to lexical embedding of an
12
A different proposal based on the idea that subjunctive is an indefinite tense is
developed in Santos (1996, 1997). In Santos's analysis, the burden of the licensing of
subjunctive is borne by a fine-grained semantic typology of complementizers which is the
source of the different interpretations of subjunctive complements. From this perspective
complementizers are able (or not) to unselectively bind the subjunctive INFL occurring in

their domain.
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intensional operator in them. From this perspective, a subjunctive displays
the same licensing restrictions as a polarity item. But given that the sets of
operators that license polarity items on the one hand and subjunctive clauses
on the other do not completely overlap, the licensing options will have to be
parametrized.

The idea that subjunctive has to be properly analyzed as a polarity
item had been previously motivated by Giannakidou (1994, 1995) from a
semantic perspective. She established a direct link between the licensing of
subjunctive and polarity items. Greek licenses the latter both in main and
embedded subjunctive clauses, but they are excluded from indicative
environments, as illustrated in Q}-QL).

(20)

elpizo na f6ris kandna filo su sto pdrti
hope.lsc SUB bring.2SG any friend yours to-the party
'I hope you will bring a friend of yours to the party.'

(21)

tonirdftika 6ti (rthe kan6nas
dream. PST. I SG that come.IND.PST. 3 SG anyone
'I dreamt that someone came.'

This contrast is explained under the assumption that the crucial notion that
characterizes the ilcensing environments ls non-veridicality.r3 In Greek,
predicates and operators which create non-veridical contexts select the
subjunctive, while those that give rise to veridical environments select the
indicative. (Negative) Polarity Items (NPIs) have to be licensed within the
scope of a non-veridical operator like negation, monotone decreasing
predicates and NPs, Q operator, conditional operator, and so forth.
Giannakidou (1995) shows that Greek (and Romanian) subjunctive
appears precisely under those predicates that obey non-veridicality. The
relevant categories are desideratives, directives, modals and predicates of
fear. Next to these contexts, subjunctive clausal complements are selected by
prepositions like 'before', 'without' or 'instead', the conditional if, negation
and the Q operator, which also determine non-veridical contexts. In view of
this, Giannakidou concludes that the selection of subjunctive is nothing but
an instance of (N)Pl-licensing and that the occurrence of subjunctive is
dependent on a suitable non-veridical trigger in much the same fashion as

13

Following Giannakidou (1994, 1995), an operator Op is non-veridical iff Op p does
iff Op p implies p (where p is an arbitrary proposition).

not imply p; Op is veridical
Schematically:

(i)

a.

b.

Opp-/+p
opp-+p

Non-veridicality
Veridicality

For a more refined notion of (non)-veridicality relativized to a context, see Giannakidou
(t997a).
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(N)PIs are.'o The ungrammaticality of subjunctive clauses under epistemic,
fiction and assertive predicates reduces to a case of lack of licensing by a
veridical operator. By contrast, indicative is viewed as a positive polarity
item like the determinet some.
The hypothesis that the grammatical role of mood should be
interpreted in terms of polarity has been recently pursued in a number of
syntactically oriented studies. The foundations of such approaches are based
on Stowell's (1993,1995a, b) theory of the syntax of tense. Stowell's basic
insight that sequence of tense phenomena have to be understood as a
consequence of the polar properties of tense morphology is argued to be
applicable to mood morphology. On the one hand, subjunctive morphology
can be said to be polar in the sense that it has to be licensed in the scope of
an operator or an intensional predicate of the relevant kind. On the other
hand, indicative displays anti-polar properties, since it has to get out of the
scope of such an operator or licensing predicate. The polar properties of
mood morphology are argued to have consequences for the LF derivation:
while subjunctive clauses have to remain necessarily in the scope of its
licenser, yielding a narrow scope effect, indicative CPs have to unde_rgo LF
movement in order to get out of the scope of _an intensional operator.r5
Brugger & D'Angelo (1994, 1995)tb offer a detailed account of the
polarity properties of tense and mood, and further motivate it by showing
that the predicted interactions of those properties a"re borne out by the
empirical evidence. Their claims about mood morphology are reproduced
under (22).

(22)

Italian indicative mood is an Anti-Intensional-Operator Polarity
Item (AIOPD.
Italian subjunctive mood is an Intensional-Operator Polarity ltem
(IOPI).

They show the effects of (22) with respect to the scope possibilities of
indefinite NPs depending on the mood of the relative clause that modifies
them. Thus, in the pair of examples in (23)-(24) the interpretation of the
indefinite object varies with the choice of mood, as predicted: only rn (23),
'o See Giannakidot (1997a) for a treatment of Greek subjunctive relative clauses as a
kind of polarity item that is sensitive to a set of environments that only partially overlaps with
the licensing contexts for other sorts of polarity items in the same language. Cf. Farkas (1982,
1985) on Romanian subjunctive relatives as well.
rs
A comparable proposal was made in Laka (1990, 1992) concerning the licensing of
indicative and subjunctive clauses. In those works, though, the polar status of subjunctive
clauses is not attributed to the polarity of morphology, but to the presence of a Negative
Complementizer (NegC) that has to remain in the scope of its licenser, namely matrix
negation. If an indicative clause appears in the c-command domain of such an element, it has
to raise and scope out at LF. For arguments against the NegC hypothesis, see UribeEtxebarria (1994).

'6 Cf. also Uribe-Etxebarria (1994) on the impact of tense on LF derivations, within
Stowell's syntax of tense framework.
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but not in (24), can the indefinite have a distributive interpretation with
respect to the universally quantified subject; the sole interpretation of the NP

object

in (24) is the one where it gets wide scope with respect to

ogni

studente.

(23)

Gina desidera che ogni studente incontri vnaragazzache sia alta
Gina wish.3SG that every student meet.SUB.SSG a girl that
be.SUB.3SG tall
'Gina wishes that every student meets a girl who is (SUB) tall.'

(24)

Gina desidera che ogni studente incontri unaragazza che E alta
Gina wish.3SG that every student meet.SUB.SSG a girl that
be.IND.3SG tall
'Gina wishes that every student meets a girl who is (IND) tall.'

These differences in the readings are claimed to exemplify LF raising
triggered by mood: being in the scope of an intensional predicate like
desiderare, the subjunctive relative (and its antecedent) has to remain in situ,
whereas the indicative counterpart has to escape it.
Brugger & D'Angelo argue that contradictory polarity requirements
on the part of tense and mood can lead to ungrammaticality. After claiming
that present tense is an Anti-Past Polarity Item, i.e. present cannot appear in
the scope of a c-comanding Past (cf. Stowell 1993, 1995a, b), they predict
that a present subjunctive embedded under an intensional predicate in the
past tense should lead to ungrammaticality. Given that the subjunctive has to
remain in the scope of the intensional element and the present has to escape
the matrix past, those two polarity requirements cannot be satisfied at the
same time and the structure is ill-formed, as (25) makes clear.

(25)

*Gino desiderava sposare una ragazza che sia ricca
Gino wish.IMPF.3SG to-marry a girl that is-SUB.PRS.3SG rich
('Gino wished to marry a girl who is rich.')

It is important to point out that the syntactic proposals that we have
just reviewed make crucial use of the morphological properties of mood in
order to derive the intended interpretation. In Chapters 2 and 3 we will
return to the issue of polarity and scope in more detail.

3.

Mood and Interpretation

From the overview of some of the most significant treatments of subjunctive
in the recent literature it becomes clear that a1l the accounts crucially hinge
on the lexico-semantic and selectional properties of predicates and on the
interpretive effects that are attached to the choice of subjunctive mood. In

addition

to

these attempts

at formalizing the grammatical role of

subjunctive, we also find a long tradition of studies and grammars that try to
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The observations found in such studies often lack proper
formalization and constitute the foundations of impressionistic
classifications that do not provide any real insight into the role of mood
choice. A recurrent proposal within this tradition tries to explain the mood
opposition between indicative and subjunctive as the expression of realis
and irrealis modality: while indicative would be used to express a
proposition that holds of the actual world, subjunctive would be chosen if
that proposition were to hold of some non-actual world. In this sense,
subjunctive has repeatedly been associated with the attitudes of the
speaker/subject and defined as the mood of subjectivity, as opposed to
indicative, the mood of objectivity. As we will see below, this hypothesis
characterize the semantic nuances of moods on the basis of their context

appearance.

eventually turns out to be falsified by the empirical evidence. Besides this,

the divide realislirrealis (or objective/subjective, for that matter) is too
coarse-grained from a theoretical point of view.

In this

dissertation

I will

motivate the hypothesis that the

grammatical role of mood is to overtly mark the sort of model a proposition

must be interpreted in (cf. Giannakidou I997a and $ 3.1 below for the
relevant notion of 'model'). In order to reach this end, it will be argued that
different components of the language system can intervene in the
determination of mood, and that one type of factor can have precedence over
another one that cannot override it. The ultimate contribution of mood,
though, is an interpretive one, since it will have an effect in identifying the
type of model of evaluation of a specific proposition. However, this proposal
clearly departs from many suggested accounts that attribute 'meanings' to
mood categories. This research also differs from many existing approaches
that attempt to explain the distribution of mood by reducing it to one type of
factor (lexical, syntactic, semantic or pragmatic). The analysis to be
presented is couched in a framework that takes certain specific aspects of the
context to constrain semantic interpretation, among which models of
evaluation.
Rigid mood selection by a predicate will be interpreted as an sselectional fact linked to the lexico-semantic properties of the embedding
item. However, if a mood alternation is possible, the shift from one mood to
the other will signal a shift in model of evaluation for the proposition. Model
shift can be argued to rest on several parameters like the type of model or
the individual anchor, which can differentiate one model from another (see
below for details).
I will defend the idea that the alleged scopal properties of mood are
just a consequence of the way the presence of models in the context is
marked by grammatical means. Other properties that have been tied to
subjunctive like sequence of tense phenomena or subject disjoint reference
effects are claimed to originate in the lexical semantics of the selecting
predicate and do not constitute a property of subjunctive as such.
This study does not limit itself to the role of mood in a single type of
embedded clause. In trying to strengthen the central claim about the
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grammatical role of mood, a detailed analysis of the impact of mood is
offered in all domains of subordination: complement, adjectival and adjunct
clauses. Although no treatment will be presented of the scarce instances of
subjunctive mood in root contexts, I assume that the account developed for
embedded contexts naturally extends to those as well.
In the next subsections I will sketch the essential features of the
model theory I will be assuming in the rest of the dissertation.

3.1

Models

The proposal to be developed has to be understood in the light of a dynamic
theory of meaning that incorporates into the semantics certain aspects of
interpretation that so far were confined to the domain of pragmatics and
language use. The essential tenet of the overall approach is that sentences
actually have as semantic values functions from information states into
information states: the utterance of a sentence conveying a specific
assertion, for instance, modifies the common background of a conversational
exchange by updating the informational state shared by the illocutionary
agents up to that point and it excludes a number of alternatives previously
left open. The context change potential of sentences becomes, then, a
decisive component of the calculus that builds up recursively the semantic
values of expressions. This view of the study of meaning stems from
Stalnaker (1978) and it has been pursued and implemented in Kamp (1981)
and in recent influential theories of dynamic semantics known as File
Change Semantics (Heim 1982), its subsequent development of Context
Change Semantics (Heim 1992) and Discourse Representation Theory
(Kamp & Reyle 1993), as well as Dynamic Montague Grammar
(Groenendijk & Stokhof 1991, Chierchra I995a). " The account put forrh
below should be evaluated against this general research project, as we will
argue that mood encodes information that refers to the characteristics of

information flow

in

contexts

in

connection with the evaluation

of

the

propositions conveyed in utterances.

Within a Discourse Representation Theory framework,

Farkas

(1992a) proposes that for the interpretation of argument clauses truth has to
be relativized to worlds and individuals. The truth of the proposition that an
embedded complement expresses has to be interpreted in the first place with
respect to a modal anchor, that is with respect to the world or set of worlds
contributed by the main predicate to the context. An epistemic predicate like

'think', for instance, introduces those worlds that accord with what the
of its subject knows and beliefs. By contrast, a desiderative
predicate like 'want' introduces a set of worlds that are compatible with the
wishes of that individual, among which one finds those worlds where the
referent

'7 For a detailed motivation of the enterprise, see the works cited in the text and the
references therein.
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proposition expressing the object of the wish is true. What is specific to
Farkas's analysis is the notion of individual anchoring, a relation that
connects worlds to individuals: the proposition that a complement denotes
has to be true as far as the individual referred to by the matrix subject is
concerned, but this happens indirectly by anchoring the world(s) introduced
by the predicate to that individual. With this move our modal semantics
acquires more individuality than usually assumed. Consider (26) for
instance:

(26)

La Mireia creu que el Josep s'ha tornat boig
the Mireia believe.3SG that the Josep REFL-have.IND.3SG turned
crazy

'Mireia believes that Josep has gone mad.'

In order to interpret the embedded proposition we will have to relativize its
truth to the individual denoted by the main subject in the following fashion:

(27) P=Tinwp(M)
(27) characterises a situation where the proposition p is true in a world that
models reality according to Mireia. The individual denoted by Mireia is the
individual anchor of p by being related to the world with respect to which p
is evaluated.

Giannakidou (1997a: 108) exploits this notion of individual
anchoring and incorporates it in her definition of model relativized to a
context, a crucial component within a dynamic view on meaning. Contexts
are essential in accounting for information growth, which is taken to proceed
in a Stalnakerian way. The immediate origins of the dynamic view on
meaning have to be traced back to Stalnaker (1978). As part of a formal
theory of pragmatics, he developed a theory of assertions and
presuppositions that incorporates an essentially dynamic view. Assertions
are speech acts that have content and change the context where they are
made by adding to it the information provided by their content. From this
perspective, the content of an assertion is the proposition expressed in the
relevant utterance context. The emphasis is placed both on the contextdependence of assertions and on the effect that assertions have on the
context. An assertion takes place within a context where the participants in
the conversation share a number of beliefs and assumptions and once
accepted, the effect of the assertion is to increment the background
assumptions of those agents about what the actual world is like. From this
point of view, informative assertions increase that body of information by
virtue of their content: they enrich the corlmon ground of a context. One of
the main insights of Stalnaker was to see information growth as the
elimination of alternatives, as narrowing down the possibilities of how
things actually are (that is, reducing the context set). However, Stalnaker
maintained the standard truth-conditional view of meaning and the
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traditional division between semantics and pragmatics: the effect of an
assertion on the context is essentially pragmatic, whereas the propositional
content of an assertion is determined independently by the semantics. The
conceptual innovation of dynamic semantics with respect to the Stalnakerian
theory is. to make the updating effect on context the central aspect of
meaning.ls

In dynamic semantics the meaning of a sentence is determined on
it has on a given body of information, what has been
called an information state. Its truth-conditional content can then be
determined on the basis of its informational updating effect. In this view,
meaning is an operation on information states: it can be construed as a
function from information states to information states. If we take
information states to be sets of possible worlds, then the meaning of a
sentence will be specified in terms of update conditions on information
the basis of the effect

states, determining a way for eliminating worlds from a given set of possible
worlds.
Utterances are interpreted against the background of specific
contexts. At the point where an assertion is uttered, certain information is
shared by the illocutionary agents and it constitutes the common ground: it rs
understood as the set of propositions corresponding to the background
assumptions taken to be true by the participants at that specific point. By
making an assertion, the set of worlds compatible with the informational
state stored as the common ground is narrowed down. This set of worlds
forms the context set. In other words, the context set is the set of worlds

compatible with what is believed to be true by the illocutionary agents
previously to each assertion. As the cofllmon ground is incremented with the
propositions added by new assertions, the context set is reduced. A context
is defined as a tuple of the form (28) (taken from Giannakidou 1997a: 106;
see also

Condoravdi 1994),

(28)

c = <cg(c), W(c), s, h, w6, f...>

where the Kaplanian parameters included are the speaker s, the hearer h, the
world ws where the utterance takes place and a function / which assigns
values to variables. The informational parameters of c are the common
ground cg(c) and the context set W(c).

Within the context set of a given context c (that is, W(c))
Giannakidou (1997a) defines models of the form M(x) (constructed as a
collection of worlds) in the following way:

(29)

l8

A model M(x) in a context c is a set of worlds W' c W(c) associated
with an individual x. x is said to be the individual anchor.

For a very insightful discussion of these issues, see Condoravdi (1994), on which the
presentation in this section partly relies.
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In the default case of a belief-report embedded under an epistemic predicate,
Ms(x) stands for x's worldview and it represents his or her epistemic status.
In the case of an unembedded assertion the individual anchor will be the
speaker, whose worldview will be represented as MB(s). So Me(x) will be
defined as in (30):

(30) A model Me(x) in a context c is a set of worlds W' g

W(c)

associated with an individual x, representing worlds compatible with

what x knows.

However, the type of model can vary according to the kind of worlds
introduced by the matrix predicate. For instance, the propositional
complement of a fiction predicate like 'dream' will be evaluated against a
model of the type Mp(x), representing a set of worlds compatible with what
the individual anchor x dreams. '' Similarly, Mp6(x) will constitute the model
for the evaluation of propositions embedded under assertive predicates and it
conceptualizes the context of reported conversation (see Giannakidou 1997a
for details).

3.2

Modality

As was already suggested, not all the worlds that are present in the different
kinds of models have the same properties and are structured in the same
way. An intensional predicate such as 'want' or 'need', for example, will
typically introduce a model endowed with a set of future worlds that is
quantified over and with respect to which the embedded proposition is
evaluated. By contrast, a main assertion containing no modal element in it is
taken to hold of the actual world according to the speaker in Ms(s). This
amounts to saying that some of the models will be linked to modality, while

will not.
Following standard practice, I adopt the hypothesis that modality
involves quantification over a set of worlds. Such quantification can be
effected by modals like 'must' or 'may', but also by intensional predicates
like 'want'. I will briefly sketch here the possible worlds semantics of modal
operators that I will be assuming in the rest of this study. It is mostly based
others

on Kratzer (1977,1981, 1991).

'e As Giannakidou (1997c) notes, the worlds compatible with one's beliefs are not
identical to the worlds compatible with one's dreams, and in this sense Me(x) and Mp(x)
single out different (but possibly intersecting) sets of worlds with respect to the same
individual: although Me(x) can be seen as a doxastic extension of the actual world, Mn(x)
cannot. She points out the possibility of understanding such models as a distinct informational
parameter of the context, as sets of worlds distinct from W(c). In accordance with the
definitions given in the text, I will simply assume that the relevant sets of worlds are part of
the context set, since nothing crucial in my discussion hinges on this choice.
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According to Kratzer, three separate parameters of modal operators
must be distinguished in natural language. The first one is the modal relation
(or modal force), that differentiates modals such as may/can from must, or
possibly from necessarily: the former class of operators represent possibility
while the latter express necessity.
A second parameter is determined by the modal base.It is related to
the more customary accessibility relations from modal logic that for each
world determine the set of worlds that are accessible from that world.
Membership into a modal base is defined by a conversational background,
which can be sometimes explicitly introduced by phrases like what the law
provides, what we know, etc. Different kinds of modality are tied to different
modal bases. Thus, in the case of epistemic modalities, the modal base is
constituted of the propositions one takes to be known. The set of worlds
accessed by the modal base that are relevant for the interpretation of an
epistemically modalized sentence is composed of all the worlds in which all
the propositions in the modal base are true. On the other hand, deontic
modality involves modal bases determined by a set of commandments or
deontic conditions and thus accesses worlds which satisfy that set of
commandments. Sometimes the same modal expression can be linked to
different modal bases, as in the case of English must illustrated in (31).

(31)

The murderer must be in

jail

Deprived of a context, this sentence can basically receive two readings
depending on the kind of conversational background we provide. If
interpreted against a modal base determined by what is moral, what the law
provides or what we want, deontic modality arises. But epistemic modality is
at stake if (31) is presented as the inference from the information that is
available to the speaker, namely that the sentence of the court was issued a
week ago, for instance.
The modal base of epistemic modality bears a special relation to the
world that models reality: the latter must be one of the worlds of which all
the propositions in the modal base are true. Such a priviledged relation is not
present in the modal bases that define deontic modality, though.
The third parameter that can determine the interpretation of modal
expression is the ordering source. Equally provided by a conversational
background of the type just mentioned, it establishes an ordering among the
possible worlds. For example, the epistemic interpretation of (31) will say
that worlds in which the murderer is acquited are more abnormal than
worlds in which he is condemned, given that we know he had confessed his
crime and all the evidence gathered by the police pointed to his involvement
in the crime. Under the deontic interpretation of (31), the world in which a
confessed murdered is declared free from charge are more distant from the
base world than those worlds where crime is punished.
With these tools available, we will be able to disentangle some of
the intricacies of the contribution of mood to the interpretation of utterances.
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However, establishing a rash correlation of subjunctive and indicative with
modal and non-modal readings will prove useless, as will become obvious in
the coming chapters: there are cases where modalized propositions are
expressed in the indicative, and other cases where subjunctive does not yield
a modalized interpretation.
As I have pointed out above, though, mood signals the kind of
model a given proposition must be interpreted in. Since modality crucially
involves quantification over worlds, its presence will be tied to a different
model and marked by one mood or another accordingly.
A natural question arises at the very outset of the discussion as to
how the same interpretive effects are reached in languages that do not
posssess distinct paradigms of finite moods which are used productively.
Obviously, the same intelpretations are available even in the absence of

overt marking with mood morphology. The crucial difference between
Romance languages and, say, English or Dutch, will amount to the
occurrence of ambiguities for the latter precisely in those contexts where
mood shift takes place in the former group of languages. In that situation,
the burden of disambiguation will lie in the context. As regards those
languages with mood morphology, I will discuss several cases that show
how the interaction of different modules of the grammar determine the
choice of mood and explain why there is choice of mood in some cases but
not in others. Economy considerations regulating the operation between
those modules will turn out to play an important role in the domain of
argument clauses.

4.

Overview of the Dissertation

In Chapter 2 the scene is set by a discussion of mood distribution in
argument clauses. The hypothesis is motivated that lexical selection plays a
in the case of complements of strong intensional predicates.
Crosslinguistically, diachronically and in the processes of language

decisive role

acquisition and language attrition the presence of subjunctive in these
contexts is extremely robust. Still, the role of lexical selection is not limited
to complement clauses: purpose clauses display the same behaviour with
respect to mood choice. Both cases receive a unified explanation under the
generalization according to which the lexical property they share is that
those predicates and the purpose complementizer are intensional anchoring
elements in the sense of Farkas (1992) or alternatively, that they are nonveridical operators, as in Giannakidou (1997a, c).In languages like Catalan
or Spanish that possess different indicative and subjunctive paradigms, such
a lexical trait must be encoded by the computational system and cannot

possibly be overridden by other requirements of the interpretive component
semantics/pragmatics).
Complement clauses of epistemic predicates, on the other hand, turn
out not to be subject to restrictions of a lexical kind as far as the selection of
(
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mood is concerned. In the absence of external factors in the matrix, the
clausal argument is expressed with the default mood, namely indicative.
However, if clausal operators such as negation or the Q operator occur in the
matrix, mood alternation is possible, but it involves systematic contrasts in
the interpretation of the subordinate clause: when it is expressed in the
subjunctive, the proposition is anchored to the referent of the matrix subject,
whereas the choice of indicative conveys the presupposition that the
embedded proposition is true according to the speaker. Such interpretive
contrasts provide further support for the notion of individual anchoring in
Farkas (1992), according to which the truth of propositions must be
relatlized to an individual in the context, the individual anchor. Within the
framework of Giannakidou (1997a), where individual anchoring is fleshed
out in models relativized to contexts, I propose that mood alternation
constitutes ttre overt marking of model shift for the evaluation of the
corresponding proposition. The presupposition that arises in such contexts as
a consequence of the choice of indicative constitutes the restriction of a
tripartite structure through which the operator receives a quantificational
interpretation (cf. Partee 199L,1995; on the quantificational interpretation of
negation, Giannakidou 1997a). However, such a presupposition remains
local: mood alternations at a further level of embedding that are licensed by
the matrix operator do not have any such impact on interpretation.
Mood alternations in complement clauses take place not only as a
result of the involvement of quantificational structures. Verbs of saying and
manner of speaking and more generally predicates of communication can
systematically take a complement either in indicative or subjunctive, but the
interpretive consequences are very clearly defined: an assertion is reported
with the indicative, while the choice of subjunctive leads to a report of a
command and brings the predicate into the group of directive verbs, which
are strong intensional. It is argued that the latter case involves a covert
CAUSE predicate that determines the form and interpretation of the
complement clause. In this case, model shift is caused by the presence of a
non-overt element.
Mood alternation as a marker of model shift is shown not to be
restricted to the domain of argument clauses, but to extend to the whole
domain of subordination.
In Chapter 3 the influence of mood in the interpretation of relative
clauses is examined. Relative clauses can appear in both moods as well, but
there exist clear constraints on the licensing of the subjunctive version, in
accordance with Farkas's (1982, 1985) conclusions: the subjunctive relative
must appear in the scope of an opacity creating element such as intensional
predicates or negation. The descriptive condition that the relative clause
imposes on the value assignment to the variable in the antecedent must be
evaluated in the model that the opacity creating element has introduced. In
case an indicative relative appears in the same context, model shift is
indicated and the descriptive condition is evaluated outside the scope of the
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intensional element, i.e. in the epistemic model of the matrix anchor or in the
model of the speaker.
It is further argued that under certain circumstances model "hift can
take place even if an intensional element is lacking. Two cases are analyzed
(purpose relatives and subjunctive of indirect speech in relative clauses in
Spanish) where a subjunctive relative occurring in an extensionaUepisodic
context acts as a pointer to a model that differs from the one that is already
present (the model of the speaker in most cases).
In Chapter 4 the interpretive effects of mood choice on free relatives
are analyzed. Subjunctive free relatives display the same type of sensitivity
to licensing contexts as free choice items. It is claimed that the conditions on
the licensing of this kind of embedded clause can be reduced to the

requirement free choice items impose on the contexts where they are
legitimate: availability of alternative worlds, through which their inherent
attributivity is satisfied, as proposed in Dayal (1997) and Giannakidou
(I997b). Unlike in those works, no i(dentity)-alternatives are invoked: the
crucial property free choice readings require is guaranteed by models
involving quantification over a plurality of worlds in a non-veridical model
(cf. Giannakidou 1997a, c). Indicative free relatives receive two sorts of
interpretations depending on the context: in non-generic contexts they are
interpreted in the same way as any other definite description, but in generic
contexts they can trigger a free choice reading and in such a situation they
contribute the restriction of the generic operator. The contrast between
indicative and subjunctive in generic contexts must be attributed to the type
of model where the free relative is evaluated: in contrast with the indicative,
the subjunctive indicates that the model includes worlds that are more farfetched from the base world and that are structured according to an ordering
source in the sense of Kratzer (1981, 1991). Mood alternation constitutes a
reflection of model shift agatn.
In Chapter 5 the issue of mood alternation is addressed in the
domain of adjunct clauses. Concessive adjuncts are chosen as case study.
The main conclusion that is reached in the chapter is that mood creates a
decisive distinction at the interpretive level: in contrast to indicative
concessive clauses, which simply express an opposition between two
propositions, their subjunctive counterparts belong to the category of
concessive conditionals, that is they yield a conditional reading that is
lacking in the indicative cases. On top of that conditional reading a
concessive relation is laid.

CHAPTER 2
SunluNCTrvE Tvpgs AND AncuuENT Cr,nusns

1.

Introduction

The need to distinguish different sorts of subjunctive complements has a
long tradition in the literature, stemming mainly from the grammars of
Ancient Greek and Latin, and it has been present in the approaches to mood
in one way or another as an attempt to characterise the 'core meaning(s)' of
this morphosyntactic category, t rather challenging enterprise in itself given
the wide variety of contexts where subjunctive clauses appear. Such an
attempt has led to a number of taxonomies that rest either on semantic,
pragmatic or both semantic and pragmatic labels: these labels derive from
the interpretive properties of the predicate or the operator triggering the
appearance of the subjunctive clause. Good samples of this in the analysis of
Spanish are the Esbozo de una nueva gramdtica de la lengua espafiola (RAE
1973), which retakes the distinction between potential and optative
subjunctiya,Zo or Lozano (1972, L975), who argues for the two categories of
dubitative and optative subjunctive. For Catalan, a binary classification of
subjunctive clauses was put forth in Ballesta (1993). This basic divide
reappears in more recent treatments of mood within the Principles and
Parameters framework (for an overview see Chapter 1, section 2). Following
upon the idea that subjunctive CPs are the clausal analogues of Polarity
Items, Stowell (1993) reintroduces a classification of subjunctive types,
which he dubs as Intensional and Polarity Subjunctive. His distinction,
though, does not imply that there are two formally distinct categories of
subjunctive, but it rather refers quite transparently to the relation the
subjunctive entertains with its licensing element: while Intensional
Subjunctive is typically triggered by an intensional verb like 'want', Polarity
Subjunctive is licensed, for instance, by a matrix negation or a Question
operator.

'0 There is a well established distinction in studies on Latin between subjunctive of
subordination and optative subjunctive which finds its motivation in the syncretism of the
Indo-European subjunctive and optative moods.
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Building on Stowell's suggestion, in section 2 it is shown that a
number of systematic properties cluster around each type of subjunctive,
which seems to provide support for his classification. Furthermore, I discuss
the apparent correlation between the two subjunctive types and lexical
selection/operator licensing. In section 3 I concentrate on Intensional
Subjunctive and identify the semantic property underlying its trigger. I
discuss several problems that arise when trying to account for the whole set
of environments where Intensional Subjunctive is attested. Section 4
presents a solution for the problem of double mood selection with verbs of
saying and communicative acts based on the analysis of the role of causation
as trigger for Intensional Subjunctive outlined in the previous section.
Finally, section 5 analyzes the distribution and interpretation of Polarity
Subjunctive vis-h-vis the indicative and it offers a detailed analysis of mood
shift that constitutes the foundation for a theory of the role of mood in
grammar.

The first conclusion of the chapter is that the dichotomy concerning
the properties detectable in subjunctive complements has to be reduced to
the properties of the selecting or licensing element and does not belong to

In this respect, the chapter constitutes a
contribution to the clarification of the issues that have to be accounted for in
the analysis of the grammatical category "mood".
The second and more general conclusion of the chapter is that the
grammatical role of subjunctive mood is to signal the presence of a model of
evaluation which is substantially different from the default one. This can be
determined lexically, as in the case of strong intensional predicates or
causatives, or by the presence of sentence negation or a question operator,
which allow for mood shift. A detailed account will be offered of how mood
shift overtly marks model shift in connection with the presupposition
triggered by indicative in the immediate scope of a sentential operator. In
subsequent chapters it will be shown that the role of mood in argument
clauses can be successfully extended to the whole domain of subordination.
the mood category itself.

2.

Intensional vs. Polarity Subjunctive

In this section (cf. $ 2.1) I will argue that Stowell's (1993)

distinction
between Intensional vs. Polarity subjunctive can be motivated on the basis
of at least four properties that draw a line between the two categories.
Ultimately, though, it will have to be accepted that the discriminating
properties have to be directly related to the triggering element, and not to the
subjunctive itself, but the discussion of this issue will be postponed until
section 3.3. In g 2.2 it will be argued that the Intensional vs. Polarity divide
correlates with lexical selection vs. operator licensing of subjunctive and
that several apparent counterexamples to this generalization can be shown to
fit into this picture under closer examination.
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Distinguishing Properties

In this subsection four properties will be described which from an empirical
perspective point to two classes of subjunctive argument clauses.

2.1.1

Constraints on the Sequence of Tenses

The first property concerns certain constraints on the sequence of tenses
arising in subjunctive complements. A standard observation about the
behaviour of subjunctive complement clauses in Romance is that they
display tense restrictions imposed by the tense of the selecting predicate (cf.
Picallo 1985, among others; see Chapter 1, section 2).The contrast under (1)
from Catalan illustrates this point:'' PAST subjunctive under a PRESENT
matrix verb yields an ungrammatical result, as in (1b)," whereas PRESENT
under PRESENT is unproblematic (cf. (1a)):

(1)

a.

Vull que acabi la tesi
PRESENT [PRESENT]
w ant. P RS. I S G that fini s h. S U B. PRS. 3,SG the di s s e rtation
'I want herftrim to finish the dissertation.'

b.

sVull que acab6s la tesi

*PRESENT IPAST]
w ant. P RS. I S G that finish. S U B. P ST. 3 S G the dis s ertation

('Sftre wants that I finished the dissertation.')

The same observation has been often claimed to hold for the opposite
pattern, that is PAST subjunctive under a matrix PAST gives a grammatical
result (cf. (2a)), but PRESENT subjunctive under PAST would lead to
ungrammaticality (cf. (2b)). Yet, the observation based on this judgement
must be questioned (cf. Quer 1995): the apparent difficulty in interpreting
such cases is due to the double-access construal"' they give rise to, which
2r Throughout

argued

I will mostly use Catalan for exemplification. The claims, though, are
to apply to Spanish, too, and to Romance languages in general, but some

qualifications I will gloss over for the sake of simplicity might be necessary at several points.
22 'the
ungrammaticality of the example cannot be repaired by an appropriate context.
Imagine a situation where two script writers are discussing the guidelines of a plot involving a
fictional character in the beginning of the century. Even then, a sentence like (lb) would
remain ungrarnmatical for most speakers, though apparently not for all (Itziar Laka, p.c.). The
only way to rescue it would require conditional morphology on the volitional predicate
(voldria'I would like'), but with that change counterfactuality enters the picture. Thanks to
Itziar Laka and Eddy Ruys for drawing my attention to this possibility.
23

Descriptively speaking, a double-access construal of an embedded tense arises when

we have a present tense subordinated to a matrix past, as

(i)

Edward said that Jeremy is mad at him

in (i):
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requires the right choice of predicates and an appropriate context. A
sentence like (2b) is perfectly grammatical in a context where, for instance,
somebody expressed the wish for the speaker to complete a PhD at MIT and
the speaker conveys that s/tre is still busy with his/trer dissertation at the time
of utterance.
Volia que acab6s la tesi a I'MIT
PAST [PAST]
want.PST.3SG rhat finish.SUB.PST.lSG the thesis at the-MIT
'Sftre wanted me to finish the dissertation at MIT.'

(2)

b.

[*]Volia que acabi la tesi a I'MIT

PAST [PRESENT]

want.PST.iSG that finish.SUB.PftS. ISG the thesis at the-MIT
('S/tre wanted that I finish the dissertation at MIT.')

Assuming this is correct, I claim that the only valid tense restriction for
subjunctive complements of this sort is the one exemplified in (1b), namely
*PRESENTIPAST].
On the basis of a contrast like the one under (l) it has been argued
that the selecting predicates impose tense restrictions on the subjunctive
complement: this type of evidence would indicate that subjunctive clauses
lack real tense specification and are in some sense anaphoric to an
indicative, referential tense, and such an anaphoric dependency would
surface in a sort of "tense agreement" requirement (see e.g. Picallo 1985 and
Chapter 1, section 2).
Nevertheless, it has also been noted (most noticeably by Sufrer &
Padilla-Rivera 1985, 1990 for Spanish) that this cannot be true for the whole
class of subjunctive complements. The empirical counterevidence mostly
comes from subjunctive mood triggered for instance by negation, as in (3ab), or by a Question operator, as in (4a-b), in the complement of predicates
that otherwise take indicative. If the negative or interrogative operator is
removed, the choice of subjunctive results in ungrammaticality (cf, (3c)) and
only an indicative is acceptable as a finite complement (cf. (3d)).

(3)

a.

No recorda que en Miquel trebalh

PRESENT [PRESENT]

not remember.PRS.3SG that the M. work.SUB.PRS.-3SG
'Sftre does not remember that Miquel works.'

b.

No recorda que en Miquel treballds

PRESENT IPAST]

not remember.PRS.3SG that the M. work.SUB.PSf.SSG
'S/he does not remember that Miquel worked.'
The double-access reading of such an example amounts to the fact that Jeremy's
emotional state of anger has to be evaluated with respect to both the past matrix saying event
and the utterance time. For recent treatments of the double-access construal, see Eng (1987),
Abusch (1988, 1991, 1997), Stowell (1993, 1995), Heim (1994), Ogihara (1995) and Giorgi
& Pianesi (1997).
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*Recordo que en Miquel treballi
remember.PRS.l SG that the Miquel worb.SUB.PRS.SSG

('I remember that Miquel works (SUB).')

(4)

d.

Recordo que en Miquel treballa
rememb er. PRS. 1 S G that the M iquel w o rk. IN D. PRS. 3SG
('I remember that Miquel works (IND).')

a.

Recordes que en Miquel treballi?
rememb e r. P RS. 2 SG thnt the M. w ork.

PRESENT [PRESENT]
S

U B. PRS. 3SG

S

U B. PSf. 3SG

'Do you remember if Miquel works?'

b.

Recordes que en Miquel treball6s?
rememb e r. P RS. 2 SG that the M. w o rk.

PRESENT IPASTI

'Do you remember if Miquel worked?'

This paradigm suggests a different conclusion from the one we drew from
(1): as (3b) makes clear, a subjunctive PAST tense can appear under a
matrix PRESENT in this case. Consequently, the restriction
*PRESENT[PAST] cannot be extended to all the subjunctive contexts.
The generalization to make on the basis of these observations is that
subjunctive clauses embedded under an intensional predicate like 'want'
(Intensional Subjunctive) obey the constraint *PRESENTIPAST], while
subjunctive triggered by negation or a Question operator (Polarity
Subjunctive) does not. As we will see in the following subsections, this
property correlates with some others, drawing a clear line between the two
subjunctive types.

2.1.2

Alternation with Indicative

The second criterion that distinguishes between the two sorts of subjunctive
is the possibility or impossibility of alternation with indicative in the same
environment. Intensional Subjunctive occurs in contexts where indicative
mood is not licensed: in fact, the appearance of the latter leads to
ungraflrmaticality, as can be observed in (5), and for this reason one can

argue that subjunctive

of the intensional sort

does not alternate with

indicative mood in its distribution.

(5)

*Vull que acaba/vaacabwlacabavalacabarh la tesi
want.PRS.lSG that finisL.IND.PRS/PST/IMPF/FUT.3SG the
dissertation
('I want that s/tre finishes/finished/will finish the dissertation.')

By contrast, Polarity Subjunctive does alternate with indicative, as in (6).
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No recorda que en Miquel treballa/va treballar
treballava/treballarh
not remember.PRS.3SG that the M. work.IND.PRS/PST/

IMPF/FUT,3SG

'Sftre does not remember that Miquel works/worked/will
work.'

b.

Recorda que en Miquel treballa/va
treball arltreb allava/treballari ?
remember.PRS.SSG that the M. work.IND.PRS/

PST/IMPF/FUT.3SG
'Does sftre remember that Miquel works/worked/will work?'

Obviously this is not a free or optional alternation, because the choice of
mood has immediate consequences for the interpretation of the embedded
clause. Roughly, if the CP is subjunctive it has narrow scope with respect to
the licensing element (in (3a-b) negation; in (4a-b) the Question operator),
whereas the indicative variant takes wide scope relative to the same element
(in (6a) and (6b), negation and Q, respectively), which correlates with the
presupposition that the complement is true from the point of view of the
speaker (for extensive discussion of this aspect, see section 5 on Polarity
Subjunctive).

2.1.3

Locality of Triggering

The third characteristic differentiating between the two subjunctive types
has to do with the locality of the triggering. A frequently observed property
of the subjunctive occurring under intensional predicates is that it does not
extend to further embedded CPs: it is triggered only in the immediate
embedding of the intensional predicate. The ungrammaticality of (7b), as
opposed to the grammatical (7a), is due to the fact that the most embedded
appearance of subjunctive is not licensed under creure 'to believe', because
this verb cannot license subjunctive complements by itself in Catalan:

(7)

a.

Vull I que creguin I que ens agrada ]l
want.lSG that believe.SuB.3PL that
'I want them to believe we like it.'

b.

*Vull
want.I
p leas

us please.IND.SSG

vtsr.rB[ND]l

I que creguin I que ens agradi/agrad6slhagr agradat

SG

e. S

that

believe.SUB.3PL

that

U B. P RS/P ST/P FT. 3 S G

('I want them to believe we like/liked/have liked it.')

*vlsuBlsuBll

]l
us
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However, when the subjunctive is licensed for instance by negation (Polarity

Subjunctive), it can appear in consecutively embedded complements,
independently of the choice of selecting predicate. An example minimally
contrasting with (7b) is (8b), where neither creure'to believe' nor pensar'to
think' are verbs that select for subjunctive: matrix negation is the element that
licenses the subjunctives. Notice in passing that subjunctive is not licensed at
the second level of embedding if the mood of the first embedding is indicative
(cf. (8c)). The issue of the ungrarnmatimaticality of (8c) will be addressed in
section 5.5 below.

No creuen I que pensi I que li

(8)

not

that

believe.3PL

conv6]l

think.SUB.-?,SG

optsuBtlNDll

that him

be-

convenient.IND.3SG
'They do not believe sftre thinks it is convenient for himlher.'
b.

No creuen I que pensi I que li convingui

not

believe.3PL

that

]l

think.SUB.3SG

optsuBtsuBll

that him

be-

convenient.SUB.3 SG

'They do not believe s/he thinks it is convenient for him/trer.'

*No creuen I que pensa I que li convingui ]l
not believe.3PL that think.IND.SSG

soptINDtSUBll

that him

be-

convenient.SUB.3SG
('They do not believe s/he thinks it is convenient for himlher.')

d.

No creuen I que penso I que li

not

believe.3PL

conv6]l

optINDtINDll

that think.IND./SGSG that him

be-

convenient.IND.3SG
'They do not believe I think it is convenient for him/trer.'
The paradigm in (9) is intended to show that the the Q operator in the matrix is
essentially as capable to license subjunctive as negation.'*
(e)

a.

Creus I que pensi I que

believe.ZSG

that

li conv6]l?
think.SUB.SSG that

optSUBlINDll
be-

him

convenient.IND.3SG
'Do you believe s/tre thinks it is convenient for him/her?'
b.

2o

Creus I que pensi I que li convingui ]l?
optSUBlSUBll
that him bebelieve.ZSG that think.SUB.SSG
convenient.SUB.3SG
'Do you believe s/he thinks it is convenient for himftrer?'

For some unclear reason, though, licensing of subjunctive in questions is sometimes
more delicate than under negation. Further research is required in order to account for this
potential asymmetry.
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I que pensa I que Ii convingui

believe.2SG

that

xoptlNDtsuBll

]l

that him

think.IND.3SG

be-

convenient.SUB.3SG
('Do you believe s/he thinks it is convenient for himftrer?')

d.

li conv6]l
think.IND.lSGSG

Creus I que penso I que

believe.2SG

that

opIINDtINDll
be-

thnt him

convenient.IND.3SG
'Do you believe I think it is convenient for himftrer?'

2.1.4

Obviation Efficts

The fourth and final criterion differentiating subjunctive types has to do with
disjoint reference effects between the embedded and the matrix subject. As
we saw in Chapter 1, embedded subjunctives of the intensional sort tend to

display obviation effects, namely a ban on coreference between the
embedded and the matrix subject, as illustrated in (lOa). Obviation effects,
though, do not generally surface with Polarify Subjunctive, as in (10b).2s

(10)

a.

* prorvull

[que proilaconvidi]

want.ISG that her invite.SuB.lSG
('I want that I invite her.')
b.

proino crec [que proilaconvidi]
not think.lSG that her invite.SuB.lSG
'I do not think I will invite her.'

As discussed in Chapter 1, obviation is probably the phenomenon that has
received most attention in the syntactic literature on subjunctive and in some
cases, as in Picallo (1985), it has been taken to be a defining property of
subjunctive as a whole. Nonetheless, it has already been shown with (lOb)
that this is not a property of the mood category itself, but of Intensional
Subjunctive clauses.

25

As Carme Picallo pointed out to me, there are some cases
triggered by Q that seem to give rise to obviation effects, as in (i):

(i)

xCreus que la convidis?
eliev e.2 SG that he r invite.

b

S

of Polarity Subjunctive

U B. P RS. 2 SG

('Do you think you will invite her?)

I have no explanation for this unexpected facts. See Brugger
though, on obviation effects under epistemic predicates in Italian.

&

D'Angelo (1995),
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Summary

I the distinguishing properties of Intensional Subjunctive and Polarity
Subjunctive are summarized.
In Table

Yes

POLARITY
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes

No

INTENSIO].{AL
*PRESENT IPASTI
Subi/Ind Alternation

Non-local Trisserinp
Subiect Obviation

Table L. Properties of Intensional Subjunctive and Polarity Subjunctive.

2.2

Lexical Selection vs. Licensing

A quick

consideration of the set of properties that argue for a divide between
Intensional and Polarity Subjunctive already suggests that such a partition
correlates with lexically selected vs. operator licensed subjunctive. At face
value, though, this generalization seems refutable in both directions, but as
discussed in Quer 1995, the apparent counterarguments can be shown to fit
into the mentioned divide.
On the one hand, the properties of Polarity Subjunctive can also be
detected when it occurs under predicates which seem to lexically select it, like
dubtar 'to doubt' or negar 'to deny', for instance. Consider the paradigm in

(11): the subjunctive complement of negar does not display the tense restriction
*PRESENTIPASTI (cf. (1lb)), it alternates with indicative (cf. (11c)),
subjunctive is triggered beyond the frst embedding (cf. (lld)) and obviation
between the embedded and the matrix subject does not arise (cf. (11e)). Thus,
despite being triggered by a lexical predicate, the subjunctive complement of
negar aligns with the Polarity typ..'o
26

Notice, incidentally, that negar, when used pronominally, becomes close in meaning
to 'to not want to', that is 'to refuse'. As expected, in this case no mood alternation with the
indicative is possible and only subjunctive or infinitive is allowed, as in (i)-(i|.

(i)

Es va negar que li {apugessin/*van apujar} el sou
REFL AUX.3SG to-refuse that her/him raise.SUBfrLND.PST.3PL the pay
'Slhe refused to be given a pay rise.'

(ii)

Es va negar a acceptar una apujada de sou
REFL AUX.3SG to-refuse to-accept a rise of pay
'S/he refused to accept a pay rise.'

Thanks to Anastasia Giannakidou
Greek.

for drawing my attention to comparable facts in
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Nega I que en Miquel hagi acabat la tesi ]
deny.PRS.3SG that the M. have.SUB.PRS.SSG finished the
thesis

'S/he denies that Miquel has finished the dissertation.'
b.

Nega I que en Miquel acabds la tesi ]
deny.PRS.3SG that the M. finish.SUB.PST.3SG the thesis
'Sftre denies that Miquel finished the dissertation.'
Nega I que en Miquel ha acabat la tesi ]
deny.PRS.3SG that the M. finish.IND.PRSPFCT.3SG the
thesis
'Sftre denies that Miquel has finished the dissertation.'

d.

Nega I que en Miquel pensi I que la proposta els pugui
convBncer

ll

deny.PRS.3SG that the Miquel think.SUB.PRS.3SG that the
proposal them can. SU B.3SG convince

'S/he denies that Miquel thinks that the proposal might
convince them.'

e.

proine[a I que proisigui pessimista ]
deny. P RS. 3SG that be.

S

U B. PRS. 3SG pe s simistic

'Sftre denies that sftre is pessimistic.'

From this brief discussion we might conclude

in a

first

approximation that the crucial factor determining the type of subjunctive is
not lexical selection as opposed to operator licensing. Nevertheless, for the
case at hand in (11) it seems unquestionable that the verb negar encodes
negation in its lexical semantics and this is the reason why the subjunctive
displayed in its complement patterns with the Polarity typ_e rather than with
the Intensional one: it amounts to being operator licensed.''

Although this chapter focuses on the mood distribution in
argumental clauses, at this point it must be mentioned that Intensional
Subjunctive also surfaces in at least one type of adjunct clauses: purpose
adjuncts.'o The paradigm in (12) makes the four relevant properties clear:

" With this I do not commit myself to a lexical decomposition analysis of this predicate.
The issue of how the negative operator should be exactly represented will be left open. Let us
observe, though, that 'deny' could be in principle decomposed into 'to say that -- p', thus
placing negation within the embedded complement and not in the matrix clause, as would be
required

for the licensing of

subjunctive. Nevertheless,

I do not think that such a

decomposition is at play here, but rather that 'deny' should be viewed as the lexicalization of
a negated epistemic, something like 'not believe (and say)'. Thanks to Henriette de Swart for
pointing out this problem to me.
" On purpose clauses in Catalan, see Viana (1987, 1990-91) and Espaflol-Echevarrfa
(1996).
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the sequence of tenses *PRESENTIPAST] is excluded (cf.(12b)), no
alternation with indicative is possible (cf. (12c)), subjunctive is triggered
only in the immediate embedding of the purpose complementrzer and no
further (cf. (12d)) and, finally, obviation effects arise (cf. (l2e)).

(12)

a.

Et truca perqud l'ajudis

DAT c all. P RS. 3SG s o -that he r/him-he lp. S U B. P RS. 2 S G
'Sftre calls you so that you help her/him.'

y o u-

b.

*Et truca perqud l'ajudessis
ou- D AT c all. P RS. 3SG s o -that he rlhim- he lp. S U B. P ST. 2 S G
('S/he calls you so that you helped herftrim.')

y

c.

*Et truca perquB l'ajudes
you-DAT call.PRS.SSG so-that her/him-help. IND.PRS.2SG
('S/tre calls you so that you help (INDI her/him.';2e

d.

Et truca perquE creguis que {voU*vulgui} ajudar-te
you-DAT call.PRS.3SG so-that believe.SUB.PRS.2SG that
ant. IN DfrS UB. PRS. 3SG t o - he lp -y ou
'S/he calls so that you believe that s/he wants to help you.'

w

e.

*pro;et truca perqud proit'ajudt
you-DAT calI.PRS.SSG so-that you-help. SUB. PRS.SSG
('S/he calls you so that sftre helps you.')

In the case of finite purpose clauses it becomes clear that Intensional
Subjunctive is not confined to the argumental position of verbs, but it can
also appear in adjunct positions. Still, one has to accept that its appearance is
directly linked to the purposive complementizer perqui, which in a crucial
sense parallels the semantics of a volitional predicate. Therefore, we can
argue that selectional properties akin to those of want-type verbs are at stake
heie.'o
2e

The example is ungrammatical only under the purpose reading. There is, though, a
grammatical one for the same structure where the adjunct is interpreted as a reason clause, but
this possibility is not immediately relevant for the discussion here.
30
It must be noticed that in a variety of typologically very different languages it is often
the case that complements to volitional predicates and purpose adjuncts are overtly marked in

the same fashion. For instance, Dixon (1995: 2;04) reports that in Dyirbal clausal
complements of predicats like'to want', 'to ask','to threaten'or'to tell to do'display the
same purposive inflection as purpose clauses. Palmer (1986: 176) reports a number

of

cases

of identical marking for both purpose clauses and complement clauses of volitional

and

directive predicates, such as in Ngiyambaa, in Latin (the complementizer ut plus subjunctive
mood), or in Russian (the complementizer itoby combined with past morphology). Palmer
mentions that even in English such ambiguities arise in cases like (i):

(i)

I waited to see the queen
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The plausibility of viewing s-selectional properties as

the

determining element of Intensional Subjunctive is further increased by the
fact that the same kind of subjunctive is selected crosscategorially in the
clausal complement to a head encoding volition, for instance. Bosque (1990)
observes that the category type the CP is selected by does not make a
difference in the realization of the complement, as the Spanish examples
under (13) illustrate.

(13)

a.

Deseando que vuelva

wishing that come -back. SUB. 3 SG
'Wishing sftte comes back.'
b.

El deseo de que vuelva
the wish of that come-back.SuB.3SG
'The wish that s/tre comes back.'

c.

Deseoso de que vuelva
eager of that come-back.SUB.3SG
'Eager for herftrim to come back.'

On the other hand, the properties of Intensional Subjunctive can be
detected in contexts where direct lexical selection cannot be easily defended,
as in the case of subjunctive relative clauses under intensional predicates.
However, it can be shown that those are instances of relative clauses with a
purpose interpretation and as such they receive a particular analysis that
differentiates them from subjunctive complement clauses of the intensional
type (cf. Farkas 1982,1985, Quer L997b, and Chapter 3, section 3).

If

these observations are correct, the initial hypothesis that the

Intensional vs. Polarity divide correlates with lexical selection vs. operator
licensed subjunctive is reinforced. In the next section we will inquire into
the semantic property that determines lexical selection of Intensional

Subjunctive. The interaction

of lexical selection of

mood and

the

computational system will also be taken into consideration in order to shed
light on the overall picture of mood distribution.

3.

Semantic Selection of Intensional Subjunctive

The verb classes that have featured most prominently in the treatment of
subjunctive complement clauses can be grouped under the label of
intensional predicates. From a crosslinguistic and diachronic point of view
as well as from the perspective of the processes of language acquisition and
According to Palmer, (i) could be interpreted as 'I waited for something (i.e. to see the
queen)' or as 'I waited (stayed a long time) in order to see the queen', corresponding to the
interpretation of the infinitival clause as an the object or as an adjunct clause, respectively.
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language attrition, the apperance of subjunctive is extremely robust under
this type of predicates (Farkas 1992a, Kempchinsky 1995, Padilla 1990,
Ocampo 1991). They systematically select Intensional Subjunctive,
identifiable through the four properties presented in section 2.1. The
prototypical selectors of Intensional Subjunctive fall into one of the
following sets of predicates, grouped under more or less descriptive labels:
(i) Directives: ordenar 'to order', exigir'to require' (see (14))
(ii) Modals: caldre'must', pot ser'maybe' (see (15))
(iii) Semi-modals: necessitar'to need' (see (16))
(iv) Volitionals: voler'to want', preferir'to prefer' (see (17)).

(14)

Ens van ordenar que ens despulldssim

AW3PL order thot REFL undress.SUB.PST.lPL
'They ordered us to undress.'

us

(15)

Cal que el vestim
3 SG that him dre s s. SUB. P RS. I PL
'We have to dress him.'

must.

(16)

Necessito que m'ajudis
ne ed. I SG that me -help. S U B. P RS.2 SG
'I need you to help me.'

(17)

Prefereix que li escriguis
prefer. 3 SG that himlher write. SU B. PRS2 SG
'S/he prefers that you write herftrim.'

Nevertheless, this list of predicate classes does not exhaust all the
intensional verb classes. Most noticeably, the class of epistemic verbs like
'think' and 'believe' or declaratives like 'say' have not been included, and the
reason is rather obvious: across the Romance languages,3l they do not select for

subjunctive

but for indicative mood. Thus, at first glance, the

semantic
is
not
accurate
predicates
Intensional
Subjunctive
the
taking
characterization of
(L992a),
distinction
between
two
though,
for
a
crucial
Farkas
argues
enough.
predicates
indicative
for
the
distribution
of
that
can
of
intensional
account
sorts

and subjunctive mood within the domain

of finite

argument clauses in

Romance. In the next section her proposal is outlined.

3l With the prominent exception of Italian, where there seems to exist considerable
register and dialectal variation with respect to the choice of mood with these predicates (cf.
Wandruszka 1991, Brugger & D'Angelo 1994, Giorgi & Pianesi 1996). This sets them apart
from the core cases of subjunctive under intensional predicates, which do not display mood
alternation. Nonetheless, closer examination is required into the distribution of mood under
epistemic predicates in Italian..
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Intensional Anchoring

3.1

Farkas (l99Za) develops a system in which the basic assumption is that
propositions are anchored to worlds, and worlds are in turn anchored to
individuals. In this sense, the anchoring of propositions to individuals is
indirect. In the same way unembedded non-modalized declarative propositions

are taken to be true or false

in the world of reality as modelled in
by the participants of the discourse,

conversational colrlmon ground

the
the

propositions expressed by embedded clauses have to be true or false as far as
the individual(s) referred to by the matrix subject is concerned. This happens
indirectly, as already mentioned, through anchoring of the proposition to the
world or set of world introduced by the main predicate.
Buildilg on McCawley's (1981) distinction between weak and strong
intensionality,3z Farkas distinguishes extensional anchoring from intensional
anchoring and claims that mood distribution in Romance complement clauses
reflects this semantic partition in a consistent way. If a proposition is interpreted

with respect to a particular world,

it is extensionally

anchored;

if it

is

interpreted with respect to a set of worlds, it is intensionally anchored.33 Each
type of anchoring correlates with one or the other type of intensional predicates.
These linguistic expressions have a direct effect on the context: they introduce a
world or a set of worlds in it, and the propositions that rcalize one of its
arguments get interpreted with respect to the world(s) in question. Farkas,
following McCawley (1981), denominates such linguistic expressions 'worldcreating predicates.' Weak intensional predicates (categorical epistemics like
'believe' or 'think',3a declaratives like 'say', commissiues like 'promise' or
fiction verbs like 'dream') introduce a single world in the context where the
argumental proposition is true, while strong intensional predicates (modals,
directives, desideratives) contribute a set of worlds to which the propositional
3' An important fact for the distinction between weak intensional verbs llke
believe and
strong intensional ones such as want is that one can be ascribed contradictory wishes, but not
contradictory beliefs. In part, the contrast derives from the fact that belief worlds have to be
compatible with the world that models reality according to the subject, while this is not the
case with want worlds.
33
Farkas's (1992a:86) precise formulation is as follows:

(i) a.
b.

A proposition p is extensionally anchored iff the value of its
world variable is a particular world.
A proposition p is intensionally anchored iff the value of its world
variable ranges over a set of worlds.

3o

Let us mention that in Catalan and Spanish pensar'to think' can also behave as a
strong intensional predicate, but in that case it takes an infinitival complement, as shown in
(i).

(i)

Pensa penjar els

hibits

think.3SG to-hang the habits
'He is thinking to leave the priesthood.'
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content of their complements are anchored and in each one of which that
proposition is true. For example, the proposition expressed by the complement
clause in (18) has to be true in the world that models reality according to
Andrea, while in (19) it has to be true in the set of worlds that Andrea takes to
be the future alternatives of her (version of the) real world.35

(18)

L'Andrea creu que els turistes del seu grup s6n estripids
the Andrea believe.-3sc that the tourists of her group he.IND.3PL
stupid
'Andrea believes that the tourists in her group are stupid.'

(19)

L'Andrea vol que els turistes dels seus grups siguin menys pesats
the Andrea want.3SG that the tourists of her group be.SUB.3PL less
boring
'Andrea wants that the tourists in her $oups are less boring.'

One of the most appealing aspects of Farkas's analysis is that the
divide extensional vs. intensional anchoring turns out to correlate
systematically with the choice of indicative vs. subjunctive mood in Romance
complement clauses:36 extensionally anchored complements display the
indicative, whereas thg subjunctive gets licensed in intensionally anchored
complement clauses." Her account fares much better than previous
characterizations of mood distribution in terms of realis vs. irreahs mood. A
good example of this is offered by fiction verbs like 'dream' or 'imagine':
according to the realislirrealis analysis, clausal complements of this sort of
predicates should display the subjunctive, contrary to fact; Farkas, on the other
hand, defends the claim that fiction verbs introduce a particular fictional world

3s

Note that the anchoring is determined under a head-complement relation. Even if
another expression could in principle introduce a modal anchor different from the one of the
embedding predicate, the complement is necessarily bound to the anchor introduced by the
latter. This

is confirmed by the

impossibility

of

determining the modal anchor (and

consequently, the mood) of a complement clause from an adjunct position (cf. (i)-(ii)).

(i)

A causa del

(ii)

A causa de les seves creences vol que {s'acabi/*s'acaba} el m6n
because of the herlhis beliefs want.3SG thar REFL-finish.(SUBftIND).jSG the

seu desig creu que {6s/*sigui} estiu
because of-the herlhis desire s/he believe.3SG that be.(INDftSUB).3$G summer
'Because of herlhis desire, slhe believes it is (IND/*SUB) summer.'

world
'Because of herftris beliefs, s/he wants the world to come
36

(SUB/*IND) to an end.'

This holds for subjunctive in other language families. For Greek, see Giannakidou

(1ee4).
37
The English predicates that take subjunctive (bare) forms fall under the category of
intensionally anchoring predicates. For the English subjunctive, see Haegeman (1991) and

Roberts (1985), among others.
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(a dream, for instance) and not a set of worlds, thus predicting cgrrectly that the
complement clauses will appeff in the indicative, as is the case.'o
As it stands, Farkas's (1992a) proposal is one of the best accounts
available for the semantic trigger for mood selection in complement clauses.
Moreover, it can be easily extended to non-argumental clauses such as purpose
clauses (see section 2.2 above), since the semantic charactenzatron of these
adjuncts can be shown to involve strong intensionality.
Farkas's division of world-creating predicates in two classes according
to the introduction of one vs. several world in the context has received an

alternative analysis in Giannakidou (1995, 1997a, c) in terms of their
veridicality properties:3e while extensionally anchoring predicates are veridical
because the truth of their complements is implied or entailed in the embedded
model they introduce,ou intensionally anchoring predicates do not guarantee the
truth of the proposition in the embedded model and in this sense they are nonveridical. Thus, the conffast of two predicates such as 'believe' and 'want' with
respect to their veridicality properties can be expressed in the following way
(from Giannakidou 1997c):

(20)

a.

flbelieve (su,p)

b.

I want

(su,

]1"

=

p) n" = I

1 +
-l+

[PnME(su;=

[P

nMEtu(su)

1

=I

In this way, Farkas's basic insight about the correlation between mood
distribution and type of modal anchoring is essentially preserved and the
problematic assumption that epistemic predicates introduce a single world can
be abandoned.

Nevertheless, both Farkas's analysis and Giannakidou's alternative in
terms of (non)-veridicality face an interesting empirical problem that will be
discussed next.

3.2

Causatives

Causative predicates, despite the fact that they select for Intensional
Subjunctive, do not seem to be easily amenable to the semantic
characterization of selectors of Intensional Subjunctive presented in the
previous subsection on the basis of Farkas (1992a) and Giannakidou (1997a,
c). In this subsection I will address that problem in detail and offer a possible
solution for it.
38
See Giorgi & Pianesi (1996) for the alternative idea that the contexts created by
'dream', in much the same way as common grounds, are persistent, i.e. once introduced they
remain available to the following sentences. Just as persistent modal operators, they have

discourse scope.
3e
For a short summary of Giannakidou's views on veridicality in connection with mood
distribution, see Chapter 1, section2.3.
oo
For the notion of model relevant here, see Chapter 1, $ 3.1.
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The discussion about the properties of Intensional Subjunctive
usually remains limited to a certain number of verbs which can be
characterised as volitional or influence predtcates, like 'want', 'wish', 'order',
etc. (cf. Kempchinsky 1986), as we have already seen. More generally, those
predicate classes unquestionably fall under the label 'intensional' (or more
precisely, 'strong intensional'). Yet, the class of verbs that can be shown to
take subjunctive complements of the intensional type is much wider.ar
Consider for example the predicate fer 'to make' in Catalan, which, next to
the infinitival, can take a finite subjunctive complement clause: it displays the
four properties of Intensional Subjunctive reviewed in section 2.1.
(i) Tense restriction *PRESENTIPASTI

(21)

a.

:

Fas que marxi abans d'hora
make.

2S

G that

le av e. S

U B. P RS. 3SG

b

efo r e of-

time

'You make her/trim leave earlier.'

b.

*F'as que marx6s abans d'hora
2 S G that I e av e. S U B. P ST. 3 S G b efo r e of- time
('You make that sftre left earlier.')

make.

(ii) No alternation with indicative:
(22)

*Fas que marxa./va marxar/marxava/marxarh abans d'hora
2 S G that I e av e. IN D. P RS/P ST/I M P F/ F UT. 3 S G b efo r e of- time
('You make that slhe leaves/left/will leave (IND) earlier.')

make.

(iii) Subjunctive triggered only in the immediately embedded clause:
(23)

Fas I que pensi I que

make2SG

that

li convd ll
think.SUB.SSG

that him/her be-

convenient.IND.3SG

'You make herftrim think (SUB) that
for herlhim.'
b.

*Fas I que pensi I que li convingui

make.2SG

that

]l

think.SUB.SSG

convenient.SUB.3SG
('You make herftrim think (SUB) that

it is (IND)

convenient

that himlher

be-

it is (SUB) convenient

for her/him.')

ar

This observation was also emphasized in Giannakidou (1997a) with respect to Greek.
Greek subjunctive, though, presents the extra complication that it has assumed the functions
of infinitivals as well, which appear with both extensionally and intensionally anchoring
predicates. I will ignore these facts in the discussion.
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(iv) Disjoint reference effect between matrix and embedded subjects:

(24)

* prorfas que proirrraitxis abans d'hora
make. 2 S G that le av e. S U B. P RS. 2SG b efo re of- time
('You make that you leave earlier.')

The predicate fer 'to make' can be regarded as the lexicalization of
the function CAUSE, which here takes a finite clausal complement, yielding a
periphrastic or analytic causative structure. A crucial empirical generalization
that has remained unnoticed so fara2 is that basically ali the non-intensional
predicates embedding an Intensional Subjunctive can be shown to belong to
what Jackendoff (1993) calls 'the family of causative concepts,' that is,
predicates whose conceptual structure includes CAUSE as one of their basic

ingredients. Still, most of those predicates cannot be characterized as
'intensional' on a par with want or order. The hypothesis I will defend and
motivate is that the distribution and characteristics of Intensional Subjunctive
derive from the property intensional and causative predicates share in their
lexical meaning, namely the property of introducing a set of alternative
worlds, despite the fact that they do so in rather different *ays.o'
Although it might not be self-evident that many of the predicates in
question are causative, Jackendoff s (1990, 1993) analysis of their conceptual
structures shows that their meaning is crucially structured around the notion
of causation.aa He pushes the notion of causation far beyond the physical
domain, and in this sense his understanding of causation involves not only
manipulative causation but also directive causation (Shibatani 1976).
Among the predicates Jackendoff discusses, those taking a finite clausal
complement systematically select an Intensional Subjunctive in Catalan and
Spanish. Let us examine some of his classes.os
(a) Clear causatives: forgar 'to force' (see (25)), impedir oto prevent',
evitar'to prevent', aconseguir'to manage', intentar'to try' (see (26)).

a2

With a few exceptions, though. Zaring (1985), for instance, classifies fazer'to make'
Portuguese together with verbs of influence. Pdrez Saldanya (1988) groups implicative
predicates with volitionals.

in

a3I

would like to thank Donka Farkas for discussion and suggestions on this point.
refer the reader to the sources mentioned in the text for the explicit causative analysis
Jackendoff offers for different classes of predicates. He relies in important respects on
Talmy's (1988) ideas about causation.
as
Jackendoff s (1990, 1993) inventory of 'causative concepts' includes other predicate
classes (like experiencer verbs, for example) that trigger Intensional Subjunctive. The type of
causation involved, though, differs in obvious ways from the one instantiated by the verb
classes discussed in the text and fcr this reason they will not be taken into consideration for
the time being. On the link between causation and selection of subjunctive, see the Appendix
aa

I

to this chapter.
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(25)

2

Ens van forgar que abandondssim l'edificr
3 P L fo rc e that ab ando n. S U B. P ST. I P L
'They forced us to abandon the building.'

us AUX.

(26)
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the - buildin g

Vam evitar/aconseguir/intentar que abandonessin l'edifici

AUX.lPL prevent/manage/try that abandon.SUB.PST.3PL
building
'We prevented them from abandoning [succeeded
abandon/tried for them to abandonl the building.'

in making

the-

them

(b) Verbs of helping and letting: ajudar 'to help', contribuir 'to
contribute' (see (27)), deixar'to let' , permetre'to allow' (see (28)).

(27)
(28)

L'esci,ndol contribuirh que sigui reelegit
the - s c andal c ontrib ut e. F UT. 3 S G that b e. S U B. P RS. 3SG
'The scandal will help him be reelected.'

re

e

le c t e d

Em va deixar/permetre que I'abrac6s
me AW.3SG let/allow that him-hug.SUB.PST.lSG
'He let me hug him.'

Even

if

some

of these

predicates might

be susceptible of

an

intensional analysis, the most obviously causative ones definitely are not:a6
causative predicates are non-intensional, non-modal, in the_sense that they do
not involvi a modal base. Most of them are impli cative;41 the truth of their
complement is presupposed on the part of the speaker. The fact that they
select for the same type of complement as intensionally anchoring predicates
(Intensional Subjunctive in our terms) constitutes a prima facie problem for
Farkas's account.

However, causative predicates can be charactenzed as establishing a
world dependency in which the main clause subject (the causer) introduces a
set of future alternatives right before the point of causation: at a time to the
causer acts in such a way that the actual future is in the set of future
alternatives where the (caused) eventuality is realised.
Farkas's and Giannakidou's proposals about mood distribution
should be then adequately adapted in order to be able to include among
subjunctive selecting predicates those linguistic expressions such as
causatives that lexically entail the presence of a set of future worlds but do not

a6

Kural (1996) decomposes make and let into a CAUSE predicate and a necessity and
possibility operator, respectively. Such an approach can easily subsume causatives under
intensionality, but it is not clear to me how further distinctions could be made among the
different causative predicates.
o'
O., implicative predicates, see Kartunnen (l97la, b, c), Hom (1972), Nadal (1975) and
Rigau (1981), among others.
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contribute them to the context.at In Farkas's framework, the important
difference between causatives and intensionally anchoring predicates is that
the former, not being world-creating predicates in the sense of Farkas (I992a),
have the propositional content of their complements (the caused eventuality)
evaluated against wp, the world taken to model reality. In Giannakidou's
(1997a, c) system, on the other hand, causative predicates come out as
veridical, therefore they are not predicted to select Intensional Subjunctive
complements, contrary to fact. For causatives, though, we can appeal to the
non-veridical model M61(su) representing future realizations of the world
according to the main subject, which causative predicates lexically imply but
do not contribute to the context, for their complements are evaluated in
MB(speaker), the epistemic model of the speaker.'

3.3

Back to the "Properties" of Intensional Subjunctive

If the suggestions made in the previous subsection a"re correct, what we gain
with this move is a unified account of the properties of Intensional
Subjunctive: each one of the properties characterising it could be naturally
derived to a larger or a smaller extent from the property intensionally
anchoring predicates and causatives share, namely the introduction of a set of
future (or rather, non-anterior) alternative worlds as a lexical property:

(i) Tense restriction *PRESENT [PAST]: the subjunctive complement of the
causative or the intensionally anchoring_predicate is by necessity non-anterior
to the event time of the matrix tense.5u Since subjunctive clauses do have
contentful tense specifications, a PAST tense embedded under a matrix
PRESENT would imply that the 'caused' or 'future' eventuality should be
o8

It is important to emphasize that lexical meaning is not static: it crucially interacts
with other elements in the structure like tense or aspect, for instance. Strong intensional
predicates lTke voler 'to want', poder 'can' or saber 'to know (how)' become implicative
when marked for perfective aspect, as illustrated in (i).

(i)

Va voler que el seu fill estudi6s Belles Arts
AUX.3SG to-want that her/his son study.SUB.PST.3SG Fine Arts
'S/he (wanted and) made her/his son study Fine Arts.' (approx.)

ae

A possible alternative to the account suggested in the text for causatives would be to
link causation to counterfactual reasoning, which makes use of a different model too. For
proposals along those lines in connection with factive-emotive predicates, see the Appendix
to this chapter.
s0
A proviso is in order here, though, with respect to predicates like 'wish', ohope'.or 'be
possible', since they do not display the tense restiction. They belong to the small group of
intensional predicates that also quantify over possible worlds in the past (in the case of
'wish', counterfactually). For the differences among desideratives, see Farkas (1991) and
Heim (1992). Palmer (1986) offers an interesting discussion of the morphological correlation

between the complements
English, respectively.

of 'wish' and 'hope' and 'unreal' and 'real' conditionals

in
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anterior to the matrix event, a situation that would lead to contradiction with
the semantics of the embedding predicate.

(ii) No

alternation

with indicative: given that the subjunctive is lexically

selected by the matrix predicate, that requirement has to be satisfied and no
mood alternation is possible. In languages that have an indicative/subjunctive
mood opposition at their disposal, strong intensional and causative predicates
robustly select for subjunctive complements. This will be argued to follow
from the type of model that such linguistic expressions contribute. On the

other hand, since Polarity Subjunctive typically arises as the result of
licensing rather than as a selectional requirement, it can alternate with
indicative.
(iii) Triggering exclusively in the immediately embedded clause: this property
has to be related to the lexically selected character of Intensional Subjunclive
as well. Since lexical selection between a head and a complement is local," it

is not expected to affect multiply embedded CPs. By contrast, the occurrence
of Polarity Subjunctive should be seen as a case of 'licensing' by an operator,
a less local relation in itself.

(iv) Obviation or Disjoint Reference Effect of the subject: this restriction
affects the matrix and embedded subjects only when the complement is finite

(the subject PRO of an infinitival, often the alternative realization of the
complement, can be controlled by the matrix subject). Several attempts to
derive this effect from an extension of the binding domain to the matrix clause
in subjunctive clauses (Picallo 198_I, Kempchinsky 1986) fail to cover the
most conspicuous counterexamples." Though not a real explanation, the right
generalization to be put forth is that the subject of the matrix predicate cannot
be the agent in control of the embedded eventuality, which is more of a
semantic reshiction than a syntactic one (see Ruwet 1984, 1991, Farkas 1988
and especially Farkas 1992b for an account of the distribution of subjunctive
versus infinitive in terms of blocking).
From this discussion it becomes clear that what we have been calling
"identifying poperties" of Intensional Subjunctive are nothing but by-products
5l A question remains open as to how the subjunctive selecting head determines the
subjunctive morphology in IP. For an account in terms of feature-checking, see Svenonius
(tee+).
s2
Among the factors that lift the obviation effect, let us mention the most important
ones: (i) a modal in the embedded clause; (ii) emphatic focus on the embedded subject, and
(iii) passive subject in the matrix or in the embedded clause. Other problems for an account of
obviation in terms of extension of the binding domain are the following: (i) oblique subjects
of psych-predicates, though not being structural subjects, also trigger obviation; (ii) obviation
also arises in the clausal complements to nouns and adjectives, despite the lack of overt

tense/agreement morphology, and (iii) obviation is locally limited to a the immediate
argumental clause, and is lacking even if successively embedded complement CPs are in
subjunctive.
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of the properties predicates that embed it have. The next theoretical question
to ask is why subjunctive is required in the complement position of such
predicates in languages that possess this morphological category. Although I
will not be able to fully address it at this point, the first part of the answer is
offered in the next subsection. A more comprehensive picture taking Polarity
Subjunctive into account as well will be presented in section 5 below.

3.4

Mood and the Computational System

Up to this point we have just established what the basic distribution is of one
and the other type of subjunctive on the basis of semantic factors and
licensing conditions (lexical selection vs. operator licensing), but a legitimate
question to put at this stage is why subjunctive morphology should surface at
all and what role it plays in the computation of the structures containing it.
The rather indisputable insight behind most syntactic approaches to
mood distribution is that the appearance of subjunctive morphology is
dependent on something else, be it a predicate or an operator (cf. Chapter 1). I
will adhere to that basic insight here and postulate that subjunctive effects the
overt encoding of a dependency between a CP and the 'head' of such
dependency.t'

In languages like Catalan and Spanish that have separate
morphological paradigms for indicative and subjunctive, economy
considerations of the type that govern the choice between modules and modes
of operation (see Reuland 1997 , where the notion of economy differs from the
one in Chomsky 1995 and related work)54 enforce the overt marking of the
aforementioned dependency when possible. This is most clear in the case of
Intensional Subjunctive: subjunctive never alternates with indicative in this
kind of context because the selecting predicate imposes a dependency on its
complement as part of its lexical semantics, which cannot be overridden, and
since the dependency can be marked overtly by subjunctive morphology, it
must, on economy grounds (explicit encoding by the computational system is
the cheapest means of encoding).

Polarity Subjunctive follows basically the same path: it flags the fact
that the proposition expressed by the subjunctive CP unambiguously finds
53

The term 'dependency' should not be understood here in a technical way, but rather

informally. As will become clear in the remainder of this chapter, what mood marks is the
introduction of models of evaluation and in that sense the kind of dependencies referred to
here have no obvious syntactic realization, unlike approaches like Manzini's (1996).
5a
According to Reuland (1997), in the domain of binding there are arguably three types

processes and conditions to represent a relation between arguments: (i) those applying
within the computational system Csa (that is, syntax proper in the sense of Chomsky (1995));
(ii) those applying at the C-I interface (the interface between syntax and the conceptualintentional system); and (iii) those applying to the knowledge base. In his conception of
economy, the first ones, being subliminal as part of the wired-in computational system, are
the cheapest; the last ones, on the contrary involve conscious control and thus are the most
costly. Those in (ii) occupy an intermediate position in this economy scale.

of
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itself in the scope of the negated or questioned matrix predicate and
consequently it must be evaluated in the embedded model introduced by the
predicate. However, this is not a lexical requirement of that predicate, but
apparently a scopal one, because in the absence of negatio_n or the Q operator
indicative is chosen in the complement CP as a default." Therefore, lexical
encoding of the dependency can be overridden in such contexts by other

interpretive factors that play a role at the C-I interface, as in the case of
indicative under negation that conveys the presupposition of truth of the
proposition on the part of the speaker.
That the lexical requirement of a dependency has priority over a nonlexical, scopal dependency is demonstrated by a contrast like the one in (29).
In (29a) the ungrammaticality is due to the lack of proper licensing for the
CP2 subjunctive: the subjunctive in CP1 is lexically selected by the main verb
(Intensional Subjunctive) and cannot 'extend'. The possibility of subsequent
subjunctive licensing would not be excluded if CPI had hosted a Polarity
Subjunctive, as in (29b). Descriptively speaking, successive licensing of
subjunctive is only legitimate if all instances are of the Polarity type.

(29)

a.

*No vol [cpr

Que pensin [csz gue

t'ignori ]]

not want.3SG that think.SUB.3PL that you-ignore.SUB.lSG
('S/tre does not want them to think (SUB) that I ignore (SUB)

you.')

a.

No creu [cpr gue pensin [crz gue t'ignori

not

believe.3SG

that

]l
think.SUB.3PL

that

you-

ignore.SUB.l SG
'Slhe does not believe that they think (SUB) I ignore you.'
The lexical dependency imposed by

voler'to want' cannot go beyond one CP

argument despite the presence of negation in the matrix. If subjunctive
licensed by negation had the same status as Intensional Subjunctive, we
would expect subjunctive to be legitimate in CPZ of (29a), contrary to fact.
Notice that this minimal pair constitutes a problem for those analyses that try
to dispense with the role of lexical selection in the account of mood
distribution. In addition, given that (29a) and (29b) are totally parallel from a
structural point of view, if subjunctive licensing amounted to satisfaction of
polarity requirements, the grammaticality contrast would be left unexplained.
At this point, though, I will postpone the discussion of subsequent subjunctive
licensing (the domino effect) until section 5.
s5
With respect to the idea that indicative is somehow the default mood, I follow the most
widespread view in the literature. Portner (1997) argues for a different view with respect to
Italian, i.e. that subjunctive constitutes the default when the use of indicative is inappropriate.
For arguments against Portner's proposal, see the criticism in Giorgi & Pianesi (1996: 249250). Further, the latter source motivates the choice of indicative under weak intensional
predicates as a result of the similarity of the kind of context they introduce with the common
ground (on this issue, see section 5).
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Double Mood Selection

Given the picture sketched so far, one would preclude the existence of
predicates that can take both indicative and Intensional Subjunctive
complements. However, there is an important apparent counterexample to this
prediction: verbs of saying, cofi)municative acts and manner of speaking (dir
'to say', insistir 'to insist', escriure 'to write' , xiuxiuejar 'to whisper') are
able to take CP complements both in indicative and subjunctive, as in (30).
The choice of mood correlates with slight changes in the meaning of the
predicate: while the indicative version constitutes a report of a statement (cf.
(30a)), the subjunctive one must be taken as a report of a command and in
such a construction these verbs become very similar to directive predicates
(cf. (30b)).

(30)

a.

Diu que t'enyora
s. IND. 3SG
'Sftre says that s/she misses you.'

say. 3 SG that you-mis

b.

Diu que li escriguis
3 SG that her/him w rite. SUB. P RS.2 SG
'Slhe tells you to write herftrim.'

say.

Interestingly, the subjunctive variant possesses the four properties that
identify Intensional Subjunctive: tense restriction (cf. (31a)), no alternation
with indicative
the same directive interpretation, of course- (cf.
-under
just a non-directive reading), licensing only in the first
(31b), which yields
embedding (cf. (31c)), and obviation effects (cf. (31d)).

(31)

a.

lnsisteix que el deixil*deix6s
ins i s t. P RS. 3SG that him le av e. S U B. PRSI*PST. I S G
'He insists that I leave him.'

b.

Insisteix que td rad
insist. P RS.-iSG that have. IND. 3 SG

right

'S/he insists that s/he is right.'

Insisteix que creguem que t6l*tingui ra6
insist. P RS. 3SG that believ e. S U B. P RS. I P L that
hav e. IN DftSUB. PRS. 3SG ri ght
'S/tre insists that we believe (SUB) s/tre is (IND/*SUB)

right.'
d.

*prorinsisteix

eue

proi guanyi

insist. P RS. 3SG that win. SUB. P RS. 3 SG

('S/he insists that sftre wins (SUB).')
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Under an approach like Kempchinsky's (1986, 1990) where
Intensional Subjunctive (volitional subjunctive, in her terminology) has
intrinsic properties (as a result of the lexical selection of an embedded
imperative operator) we are forced to posit separate entries in the lexicon for
the predicates in question depending on whether they take an indicative or a
subjunctive complement. This does not turn out to be a very promising
approach, since the double choice of complement type appears in a very
systematic way in the whole class of verbs of communication. If the double
selection were the result of lexical idiosyncrasy, such consistency should no
be expected.s6

What

I would like to claim

instead

of postulating distinct verbs for

each one of the complement choices is that the subjunctive variant involves a

more complex structure than the indicative one: the main predicate does not
take the suhjunctive CP directly but is coordinated with another VP headed by
a covert CAUSE g.redicatg (cf..Pesetsky 1995), as represented schematically
in (32), corresponding to (30b).''

s6

The duplication of entries depending on the mood of the complement should be

extended to the nominalisations corresponding to verbs

of saying and communicative acts,

because they also allow for both an indicative and a subjunctive CP complement
same range of interpretations as in the nominal domain (cf. (i)-(ii)).

(i)

La seva insistEncia que td ra6
the herlhis insistence that have.lND.3SG right
'Her/his insistence that s/he is right.'

(ii)

La seva insistdncia que la recolzem
the her/his insistence that her support.SUB.IPL

with

the

lHerftris insistence that we must support her.'

Such a need for duplication in the nominal domain as well is an undesired result, which
further favours the analysis proposed in the text. For an account of subjunctive complements
under verbs of communication in French in terms of triggering by a modal operator that is
'inherited' from the original utterance, see Vet (1996).
5' In quer (1997 I pursued
a)
a different analysis where the verb of saying would take a
Small Clause complement headed by a covert CAUSE, as in (i), corresponding to (30b) as well.

(i)

lyy diu [sc CAUSE

fcp eue

li escriguis ]l)

However, this proposal raises an important question about how to get the meaning of the
I abandon it in favour of the analysis offered in the text.
Thanks to Eddy Ruys and Dominique Sportiche for some suggestions that eventually led to the
present formulation.

'directive' dir compositionally, so
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VP

8L

^' *"^'

A

CAUSE

que

CP

li escriguis

The overt predicate 'to say' ins_tantiates the manner the causation is brought
about, namely by a speech act.)e The presence of a covert causative predicate
s8
I will ignore here all the complexities derived from the fact that these verbs are
potentially triadic predicates, For a possible analysis see Quer (1997a). On the analysis of
triadic predicates see a.o. Baker (1988), Bowers (1993), den Dikken (1995), Kempchinsky

(1992) and Larson (1988, 1991).
te
The structure in (32) implies that dir'to say' can be used intransitively. Even if that is
a less common use of this predicate, I take it to be possible, as examples like (i) make clear.
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accounts for the properties of the subjunctive complement (namely, those of
Intensional Subjunctive) and for the interpretation obtained. Note that the

causative versions

of verbs of

saying are not equivalent

to implicative

predicates, though. Therefore, the meaning of the postulated CAUSE has to
be understood under the wider lperspective of causative meaning adopted in
Jackendoff (1990, lgg3).6a
Actually, the proposed structure corresponds to one of the very well
attested causative constructions from a typological point of view (see Song

1996, who labels it the AND type of causative construction; interestingly,
covert counterparts of this construction are documented as well). Just to cite
an example, in Vata a syntactic causative construction occurs that involves
coordination with a verb of saying (from Koopman 1984: 24-25):

(33)

n gba te yO-O

ti

I speak CONJ child-DEF eat
'I make the child eat.'
Beyond reasons of simplicity and elegance, there is a crucial piece of
evidence that strongly supports an analysis along the lines of the proposal
sketched here: an indicative and a subjunctive CP can be coordinated in the
complement domain of a verb of saying, manner of speaking or
coflrmunicative act, as in (34):

(34)

Diu que t'enyora i que li escriguis
say.3SG that you-miss.IND.3SG and that her/him

write.SUB.PRS.2SG
'Slhe says that s/she misses you and tells you to write her/him.'

This follows straightforwardly from the approach suggested above: in (34) the
only difference with respect to (32) would be that diu rn [Spec, &P], instead
of being used intransitively, has a CP complement, crucially an indicative one.
This situation is depicted in (35).

(i)

Ell va dient, perd ningri

se

l'escolta

he go.3SG saying but nobody REFL him-listen-to.3SG
'He goes on talking, but nobody listens to him.'
60

As already mentioned, the predicates that are susceptible of this type of analysis in
terms of a covert CAUSE form a consistent class. However, further research is needed in
order to delimit the scope of such an analysis, which should not be unconstrained.
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,rA'
/\
CP

8.'

que t'enyora

/\
{\p
,^
PROi

tV'

C^USA
que

li escriguis

The analysis offers us a natural explanation for a prima facie
if the order of the indicative and subjunctive CP complements

surprising facil

in (34) is reversed, the structure is ill-formed (cf. (36), which contrasts sharply
with (34)):

Cru*ren
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*Diu que Ii escriguis i que t'enyora
say.jSG that her/him write.SUB.PRS.2SG and 3SG that youmiss.IND.SSG

('Slhe tells you to write her/trim and says that sftre misses you.')
Since the flust conjunct involves the whole structure in (32) with a covert
CAUSE head, we cannot coordinate the subjunctive complement with an
indicative CP, which could occur only as the complement of the 'plain' (or
simplex) verb 'to s&]', hence the ungrammaticality. Ultimately, the exclusion
of (36) must be attributed to the violation of the selectional requirements of
CAUSE by choosing an indicative complement as the second conjunct.
It appears difficult to account for these cases under a double entry
approach to double mood selection, because the diverging selectional
requirements with respect to mood could not be satisfied simultaneously.
Furthermore, if one appealed to polysemy instead, the ungrammaticality of an
example like (37) (next to (36)) would remain unexplained: polysemous dir

should unproblematically allow coordination

of the different types of

complements it can take (both Diu un poema'Slhe says a poem' and Diu que
li escriguis 'S/he tells you to write her/him' are perfect), but the evidence
shows otherwise.

(37)

*Diu un poema i que li escriguis
say.SSG a poem and that her/him write.SUB.PRS.2SG
('Sftre says a poem and tells you to write herftrim.')

In the

analysis suggested above, though, (34) is easily ruled in, since it
involves the coordination of two VPs (or IPs, I leave the irrelevant details
open here) and dir'to say' does not impose different selectional requirements
on each conjunct, just on the first CP. The covert CAUSE head in the second
conjunct imposes its own selectional requirements on the second CP, namely
Intensional Subj unctive.
Under this analysis, the prima facie free alternation of mood under
verbs of saying and communication is explained away as a consequence of the
presence of a covert causative head in the case where subjunctive is selected.
In this respect, these superficial mood alternations receive a completely
different analysis from mood alternation licensed by negation or a Q operator.
The latter will constitute the focus of the following section.

5.

Polarity Subjunctive and the Contribution of Mood to
Interpretation

Up to this point we have established that Polarity Subjunctive does not
surface as a result of lexical selection but rather of operator licensing. In
view of the possibility of alternation with indicative mood in the same
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contexts, we have to ascertain to which factors this alternation is to be
ascribed and what the consequences are for interpretation.
First, the distribution and interpretation of mood contrasts under
negation and interrogation will be laid out. Furthermore, the issue of nonlocal licensing of subjunctive and the concomitant interpretive consequences
will be addressed. An account based on the quantificational reading of the
negative operator will be offered for the presupposition triggered by
indicative clauses in the immediate scope of negation. The whole array of
facts will be shown to follow from the hypothesis suggested here and further
motivated in the rest of this dissertation according to which mood shift
signals a change in the kind of model where the proposition is to be
evaluated. The alleged scope relations of the complement clause vis-i-vis
the sentential operator are argued to be reducible to the proposed account in
terms of model shift. Finally, comparable mood shifts are considered in the
domain of adjunct clauses, more specifically, in reason clauses.

5.1

Operator Licensed Subjunctive Complements: Distribution and
Interpretation

We have already pointed out in section 2.1.3 that Polarity Subjunctive can
be licensed in consecutively embedded clauses (the so-called domino effect)
by a matrix negation or a Q operator. But before dealing with this issue in
section 5.2, we have to delimit first what the effects of mood shift are in the
simple cases. It has been repeatedly observed (cf. $ 2.1 .2) that the alternation
between an indicative complement and its subjunctive counterpart gives rise
to an interpretive contrast which is often referred to in terms of scope in the
syntactically oriented literature (Laka 1990, 1992a, b, Stowell 1993, UribeEtxebarria 1994, Brugger &. D'Angelo 1994, 1995 a.o.): while the
subjunctive version would always take narrow scope with respect to the
matrix negation, the indicative one would systematically escape its scope.
But what do we exactly mean by "scope of the complement"? Take
for instance (38) and (39): the difference between the two variants is that

with the indicative the truth of the propositional content of the complement
is presupposed by the speaker, hence the oddity of the continuation in (39b),
whereas this is not the case for the subjunctive CP, which makes both
continuations permissible in (38).

(38)

El degi no creu [que els estudiants es mereixin un premi]
'The dean does not believe that the students deserve (SUB) apize,'

a.

i

b.

perd

jo tampoc no ho crec
'and I do not believe it either.'
jo crec que si

'but I believe they do.'
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El degi no creu [que els estudiants es mereixen un premi]
'The dean does not believe that the students deserve (IND) aprtze,,'
#i jo tampoc no ho crec
a.
'and I do not believe it either.'

b.

perb

jo crec que sf

'but I believe they do.'

The robustness of these facts is reinforced by a further observation: an
indicative complement is semantically odd under a negated epistemic with a
first person subject, because it would imply that the speaker, being the same
as the referent of the matrix subject, has contradictory beliefs (cf. (a0)).

(40)

61

#No crec [que els estudiants es mereixen un premi]6r'6'
'I do not believe that the students deserve (IND) a prtze.'

The outcome is the opposite one with creure's 'to believe-REFl', which can be

paraphrased as 'come to believe, be made to think'. Given this difference in meaning, the

well-formedness of (i) comes as no surprise: in this case the truth of the (indicative)
complement is not pressuposed by the speaker but by the other illocutionary agent (the
hearer(s)) or by some other individual present in the context of reported conversation, a
natural consequence of the meaning shift of the embedding predicate triggered by reflexive
SE.

(i)

No em crec que els estudiants es mereixen un premi
'I do not believe (cannot be made to believe) that the students deserve (IND) a
prize.'

It is interesting to notice that the indicative complement in (i) still gets 'wide scope' with
to the matrix negation. Actually, in examples with indicative under a negated

respect

epistemic like (37) the use of creure's sounds more natural than bare creure, an expected fact
given that the truth of the complement is not endorsed by the matrix subject but by the
speaker.

Joana Rossell6 pointed out to me that an example like (40) also becomes completely
acceptable if the CP complement is right dislocated and a clitic resumes it in the matrix. At
this point I do not know what the exact consequences of such an alternative structure are for
my analysis.
62
Due to the differences in meaning between veure'to see' and creure'to believe', the
ill-formedness seems to me to be even stronger in (i) if the indicative is chosen.

(i)

No veig que {hagi/*ha} marxat

'I do not

see s/he has

(SUB/*IND) left.'

Incidentally, notice that Saltarelli (1974:.213) points out a related contrast arising with
Italian credere 'to believe' in the absence of negation, as illustrated in (ii).

(ii)

Credo che io {sono/xsia} stanco
believe that I be.INDfrSUB.lSG tired
'I believe I am tired.'
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It is doubtful, though, that such differences in interpretation derived
from mood shift should be analysed as pure scope phenomena: it cannot be
claimed that the complement CP in (39) for instance is not in the scope of
the matrix negation, since it seems indisputable that the interpretation of the
sentence is 'he does not believe that p'. Where does the extra piece of
information arise from that the speaker endorses the truth of the
complement? This cannot possibly follow solely from the fact that the
proposition is outside the scope of negation. Under closer examination it
seems unquestionable that that part of the meaning of (39) is a conventional
implicature of the indicative in this type of context, since it cannot be
cancelled, and its effect amounts to adding the presuppositions of the clause
to the common ground of the context through accommodation. That the truth
of the complement is really presupposed can be checked with the help of the
classical tests for presupposition (Levinson 1983, Gamut 1991, Chierchia &
McConnell-Ginet 1991, and references therein): embedding of the indicative
version under negation (cf. (41b)), in a question (cf. (alc)) or in the
antecedent of a conditional (cf. (41d)) preserves the intended presupposition
in (41a):

(41)

a.

No veuen [que el degi els fa costat]63
'They do not see that the dean is backing (IND) them up.'

b.

No 6s el cas que no vegin [que el degh els fa costat]
'It is not the case that they do not see that the dean is
backing (IND) them up.'

c.

No veuen [que el degi els fa costat]?
'Don't they see that the dean is backing (IND) them up?'

d.

Si no veuen [que el degh els fa costat]
'If they don't see that the dean is backing (IND) them up'

From a scopal perspective one should claim that (41a) actually asserts two
things: (a) 'they do not believe p' and (b) 'I, the speaker, believe p.'
However, if we treated (b) as a second (ancillary) assertion, the fact that it
remains intact in the contexts (41b-d) would lack an explanation. It is
precisely the preservation of the truth of p relative to the speaker that
identifies it as a presupposition of (41a).
In the absence of matrix negation, though, subjunctive is not
licensed6a and the clausal complement in the indicative doeJnot possess the

63

Note that veure 'to see' has a reading that does not involve direct perception but
mental perception or even propositional attitude. This the relevant reading for the examples
discussed here.

e This appears to be a possibility in Italian, for

instance, at least in a certain formal
register. Older stages of Catalan and Spanish could sometimes display subjunctive under non-
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extra interpretive nuance just discussed.u' For this reason the speaker can
agree or disagree with the propositional attitude of the matrix subject, as the
continuations in (42) make clear.

predicates, as in (i) and (ii) respectively, although the indicative was more

HffiS":ristemic

as

(i)

Tu penses que la hnima dels bruts sia espiritual
'You think that the soul of the uncultivated people is (SUB) spiritual.'
fBernat Metge, XIV century, apud Par (1923)]

(ii)

Nazaret creo que sea
'I believe it is (SUB) Nazareth.'
[Arcipreste de Hita, XIV century, apud Jensen & Lathrop (1973)]

Even within contemporary Spanish there seems to be some degree of dialectal variation
well. Gili y Gaya (1961) gives (iii) as grammatical and D'Introno (1990) reports (iv) as

occurring in Venezuelan Spanish:

(iii)

Sospecho que haya pasado por aqui
'I suspect that s/tre has (SUB) passed through here.'

(iv)

Creo que Lufs ame a Marfa
'I believe that Lufs loves (SUB) Maria.'

Wierzbicka (1988) also mentions that French croire 'to believe' could take both
indicative and subjunctive till the XVIIth century. In Modern French the choice of
subjunctive in this environment sounds archaic.
6s Besides verbs of saying and cofirmunicative acts, whose apparent double
mood
selection can be motivated independently (see section 4 above), there are a few predicates like

'to admit', acceptar 'to accept', estar d'acord 'to agree' or comprendre 'to
understand' that can take both indicative and subjunctive complements without the
intervention of any other element in the matrix, as illustrated in (i):
admetre

(i)

Els estudiants admeten que el degh {t6ltingui} ra6 en aquest punt
'The students admit that the dean is (IND/SUB) right on this issue.'

Unlike verbs of saying, when they take take a subjunctive complement they do not
acquire a directive interpretation. The contrast between the two moods appears to parallel the
one discussed in the text that arises under negation or interrogative (cf. Bustos & Aliaga 1996
and Rivero 1971, t977 for similar cases in Spanish). I will claim that these instances
constitute genuine cases of mood shift and as such they signal model shift. These predicates
lexically imply the presence of a different model of evaluation that is anchored to a different
individual in the context of conversation. The choice of subjunctive marks indexation to that
model, while the choice of indicative indicates indexation to the model of the speaker MB(s),
hence the presuppositional effect of the indicative. See section 5.5 below for details about
model shift.
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El degi creu [que els estudiants es mereixen un premi]
-The
dean believes that the students deserve (IND) aprrze,'
a.

b.

jo tambd ho crec
'and I think so too.'
perb jo crec que no
'but I do not think so.'
i

In addition, since there is no presupposition

conveyed by the indicative
under a non-negated epistemic, no presupposition about the truth of the
complement arises under negation, interrogation or in the antecedent of a
conditiond (43).
(43)

No 6s el cas que el dqgh cregui fque els estudiants es
mereixen un premi]66
'It is not the case that the dean thinks (SUB) that the
students deserve (IND) aprtze.'
b.

Es el cas que el degh cregui [que els estudiants es mereixen
un premil?o'
'Is it the case that the dean thinks (SUB) that the students
deserve (IND) a pnze?'

Si el degh creu [que e1s estudiants es mereixen un premi]
'If the dean thinks that the students deserve (IND) aprrze'

66

Notice that the test with negation does not involve clausal negation on the matrix
predicate, which would trigger the presupposition of the truth of the complement, but the
embedding (almost logical) formula 'it is not the case that.'
6' Given that the generalisations about the impact of mood choice always make reference

to both negation and interrogative operator, in this example one would expect that

the

presupposition of the truth of the embedded proposition would be triggered here as well by
simply turning (42) into a question. However, this is not the case in an example like (i).

(i)

Creu el degi [que els estudiants es mereixen un premi]?
'Does the dean think that the students deserve (IND) aprize?'

However, if we choose a different matrix predicate llke veure the presupposition under
discussion is again present, as in (ii):

(ii)

Veu el degi que els estudiants es mereixen un premi?
'Does the dean see that the students deserve (S{D) aprize?'

It is obvious that the difference lies in the type of attitude reported by means of the main
predicate. Here I will not be able to offer a satisfactory explanation for why negation and the
interrogative operator

with believe do not have the same effect of triggering the

presupposition of truth of its complement, though.
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ln none of these cases is the embedded proposition taken to be true by the
speaker.

5.2

Interpretation and Locality

According to the scopaVpolarity approach to mood contrasts that assigns
wide scope to indicative clauses with respect to negation and naffow scope
to subjunctive ones, it would be reasonable to expect that in a second level
of embedding the same interpretive divide between subjunctive and
indicative complements should arise. However, the expectation is not
fulfilled: both variants have the same range of interpretations and the extra
nuance triggered by the indicative in the immediate scope of negation
(roughly, the speaker's presupposition of the truth of the proposition) is not
attested here, as the two possible continuations in (44) and (45) indicate.
Notice in passing that neither veure 'to see' nor pensar 'to think' in the
intermediate clauses select subjunctive complements by themselves, hence
the sequence of two subjunctives is unambiguously licensed by the matrix
sentential negation.

(44)

Els estudiants no veuen [que el degh pensi [que es mereixin un

premill
'The students do not see that the dean thinks (SUB) that they
deserve (SUB) a pize,'

a.
b.
(45)

tot i que jo crec que se'l mereixen
'though I believe they deserve it.'
perb jo crec que de fet no se'l mereixen
'but I actually think they do not deserve it.'

Els estudiants no veuen [que el degi pensi [que es mereixen un

premill
'The students do not see that the dean thinks (SUB) that they
deserve (IND) a pize,'

a.
b.

tot i que jo crec que se'l mereixen
'though I believe they deserve it.'
perd jo crec que de fet no se'l mereixen
'but I actually think they do not deserve it.'

In terms of scope/polarity, what these data show is that indicative clauses
that do not occur in the immediate scope of negation but in a subsequent
level of embedding cease to display wide scope effects with respect to it, an
unexpected fact in itself under a pure scope/polarity account of mood
distribution: the anti-polarity property of the most embedded indicative
should still be satisfied by scoping out of the domain of negation, which
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would result in the same type of presuppositional reading triggered by
indicative in the immediate scope of negation. This prediction, though, is not
borne out.68

Another possibility that has to be checked is whether the indicative
in a second embedding has a scopal behaviour with respect to its
selecting predicate. The availability of the two continuations in (a6) shows
rather clearly again that the 'wide scope' reading indicative gives rise to in
the immediate scope of negation is also missing here, since both
continuations are possible: the most embedded proposition is not
presupposed by the referent of the matrix subject either.
appearing

(46)

Els estudiants no veuen [que el degi pensi [que es mereixen un

premill
'The students do not see that the dean thinks (SUB) that they
deserve (IND) aprtze,'

jo de fet s6 que els estudiants ho pensen
'and I actually know that the students think so.'
tot i que sd que els estudiants no ho pensen
'though I know the students do not think so.'
i

b.

The relevant empirical generalizations that we have established so
far are on the one hand that indicative conveys the presupposition of truth of
the proposition only in the immediate scope of negation and not in further
levels of embedding, and on the other hand that subjunctive lacks such
presupposition in the same environments.
The questions to raise in connection with the range of data discussed
so far are the following:

I. Why is subjunctive licensed only in the presence of an operator in

the

matrix? Put otherwise, why don't we find the same presuppositional effects
correlating with the choice of mood even when negation is absent?

68

The proponents

of the scope/polarity

account could argue that that type

of LF

movement is not local enough, since it crosses one CP boundary. Such a reasoning, though,
would predict that (45) should be ill-formed, because the indicative CP, being unable to scope
out due to locality restrictions, would not get its polarity requirements satisfied. In addition,
this potential counterargument would imply that scoping out of an indicative relative clause in
the same type of environment is excluded, but this is actually the mechanism employed by the
scope/polarity approach in order to account for the 'wide scope' reading of cr, the indefinite
NP modified by the indicative relative, as in (i).

(i)

La seva mare no creu [que es casi amb [oun noi que 6s negre]l
'Her mother does not believe that she will marry (SUB) a guy who is (IND) black.'

For extended discussion of mood in relative clauses, see Chapter 3.
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II. When there is a choice in mood, why do interpretive constrasts arise only
in the immediate scope of negation?

In the next section I will lay the foundations for an answer to both questions.

5.3

Indicative Presuppositions

The claim that will be defended is that the two diverging views mentioned
above about the role of mood based on scope/polarity on the one hand and
presupposition on the other are susceptible of a unified explanation under an
approach of the sort outlined in Partee (1991, 1995) that treats negation as
an operator that can give rise to tripartite structures (namel), categorical
negation, as opposed to thetic negation in the sense of Giannakidou (1997a),
see below). Such a view provides us with the means to explain the facts

about subsequent licensing (or lack thereof) of subjunctive under matrix
negation and it correctly predicts the unexpected distribution of negative
indefinites in these environments, which, to my knowledge, has so far
remained unnoticed.

The analysis I will propose has to be interpreted against the
background of a dynamic theory of meaning that incorporates into the
semantics certain aspects of interpretation that were traditionally taken to
belong to the domain of pragmatics and language use (see Chapter 1, section
3.1).

Within that research programme, Heim (1982, 1983, 1992)
developed an approach to presuppositions that construed them as a
component of meaning, unified them with other types of contextdependency and accounted for their projection properties. The gist of her
approach is that if a sentence presupposes a proposition, then the context in
which that sentence is uttered must contain the information coffesponding to
the presupposed proposition in order for the utterance to have meaning in
that context. Presuppositions are conditions that information states must
satisfy in order to admit some sentence, or put it otherwise, in order for some
sentence to successfully update them. Presupposition failure can be avoided
by accomodation, a process through which the information necessary for the
information state to satisfy the presupposition is added to it (cf. Lewis L979,
Stalnaker 1978).
The account I will put forth should be evaluated against this general
research project: the presupositions (or lack thereof) linked to the choice of
mood under negation do forun a constituent part of the meaning of the
sentence.
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Quantificational Negation and Presuppositions

A basic idea in Partee's (1991, 1995) work is that discourse related
phenomena like topic (focus frame) and focus can play a quantificational
role in focus-sensitive constructions. She maintains that this role can be
captured in the tripartite structures that focus-sensitive operators like
adverbs of quantification, only or modals give rise to for their interpretation:
roughly, the focus frame's set of alternatives contributes to the specification
of the domain to be quantified over. Interestingly, Panee lists negation under
the focus-sensitive operators and further includes "presuppositions" among
the things that are able to go into the restrictor of the operator.
One of the operators Partee includes in her discussion is negation.
Although a shift of focus under negation does not exactly trigger a shift in
the truth conditions, it does have a related effect, an alternation between
presupposition and what Hajidovd (1984) calls "allegation". In an example
like (47), the entailments of the proposition expressed by the NP our defeat
vary according to whether it is part of the topic, as in @7a) or the focus, as
rn (47):

(47)

a.

This time our defeat wasn't caused by HARRY

b.

This time Harry didn't cause our DEFEAT

Only in the first case (a1a) is the proposition that we were defeated a
presupposition of the whole sentence; when the same NP is part of the focus,
as in (47b), that proposition constitutes just an allegation, something that
would be entailed in the positive version of the same sentence but that
neither it nor its negation (our non-defeat) entail under negation.
The relevance of quantificational vs. non-quantificational readings

negation has been forcefully defended in Giannakidou (1997a) and
Giannakidou & Quer (1995, I997a, b) with respect to the licensing of
negative indefinites. Strong and weak licensing correlate with
quantificational and non-quantificational negation: a negative indefinite is
strongly licensed if it appears in the restrictor of the tripartite structure
headed by negation, whereas weak licensing takes place in the scope of
negation, as schematized in (48). When a negative indefinite is licensed
strongly, its variable is bound in the restriction and it is interpreted as a
universal negative (Vx-.'). When the negative indefinite is licensed weakly,
it is existentially closed in the scope of the negative operator, yielding an
existential interpretation (-,3x).

of

(48)

a.

NEG* [Restriction...x...][s"op" Main

b.

NEG [s.op"...]x...1

Predication] Strong
Weak
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Giannakidou (1997a) further analyzes emphatic negative indefinites in
Greek, which can only be licensed strongly, as topics.
These two possible interpretations of negation are reminiscent of the
characterization of negative statements suggested in Giannakidou (1997a:
174): in a similar fashion to positive ones, negative statements can be either
thetic or categorical (cf. Ladusaw 1994; see also Kuroda L992). Categorical
statements are structured statements with a logical subject and a predicate,
where the subject corresponds to the 'topic', informally speaking. Thetic
statements, on the contrary, lack such a structure, they are simply statements
about events. Thus, for a (negative) sentence like (49) Giannakidou argues
that we actually have two possible readings for negation: categorical
negation (cf. (50a)) and thetic negation (cf. (50b)):

(49)

Paul didn't

(s0)

a.

- arrived-last-night' (Paul)

b.

-1 e (arriving-of-Paul'

arive last night
Categorical

(e) n last-night' (e))

Thetic

She correlates these two interpretations of negation with its quantificational
or non-quantificational properties: non-quantificational negation gives rise
to the thetic interpretation whereas the categorical interpretation arises with
quantificational negation. This divide offers a natural explanation for the

already mentioned distinction between weak and strong licensing of
negative indefinites.

I will defend here that in the light of the general spirit of Partee's,
Giannakidou's and Giannakidou & Quer's proposals the issue of mood
distribution under matrix negation is accounted for in a very natural and
elegant way. If we follow the mentioned views, negation can yield tripartite
structures like in (51):

(s1)

s

[R"rt i"to,

The claim

I

[(Nuctear) Scope

would like to make here is that the indicative mood of

a

complement clause under negation is to be understood as an instruction to

map its presupposition into the restrictor of negation, which yields the
reported presupposition on the part of the speaker that the proposition is true
(therefore, it qualifies as a conventional implicature, since the
presupposition is triggered by linguistic form, namely indicative mood). The

tripartite formula headed

by the negative operator is true when the
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proposition hosted in the restrictor is true and the main predication in the
nuclear scope is false; but if the main predication turns out to be true the
whole formula is false. On the other hand, if the proposition in the restrictor
happens to be false, the tripartite formula is undefined, independently of the
truth or falsity of the main predication.u'
The intended interpretation of an example like (52) could be
schematically represented as in (53):

(52)

El degh no creu [que els estudiants es mereixen un premi]
'The dean does not believe that the students deserve (IND) apize.'

(s3)

NOT

s

I

p is true]

[the dean believes that p)

From such a perspective, one might say that both the scopal and the
presuppositional account of the contribution of subjunctive and indicative
mood under negation are in a sense correct. On the one hand, the
presupposition that p is true for the speaker does not lie in the (nuclear)
scope of negation; still, the presuppositional effect introduced by the
indicative is more than just a pragmatic effect, since it plays a role in the
quantificational interpretation of the negative operator. On the other hand,
6e

Partee (1995: 592) suggests a possible rearrangement

of tripartite structures signalled

by focus-topic articulation into a structure which represents more closely the background
nature of the domain restrictor and the closer association of the operator with the nuclear
scope, as in (i):

(i)

S

TOPIC
Presupposition
Context
Domain Restrictor

OP

FOCUS
Assertion
Primary Content
Nuclear Scope

Partee (1995: 593) speculates that it is desirable to distinguish the notions "pragmatically
prior" and "semantically prior" in order to be able to say that the restrictor in these cases is
contextually superordinate and prior to both the operator and the nuclear scope even if it is
itself also semantically bound by the operator and "background" and/or syntactically
subordinated. I will not consider this possibility in the implementation developed in the text,
but it might turn out to be relevant for the cases we are examining.
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the objection raised above against the scopal approach that the propositional
content of p is still in the scope of the matrix predicate is naturally overcome
in this account, given that the sentential complement still occupies the
nuclear scope of negation: it is just the speaker's presupposition that it is
true which 'scopes out' by being projected onto the restrictor.
This explanation of the facts extends straightforwardly to the
observations made about subjunctive complements under matrix negation,

namely that they always display 'narrow scope' with respect to matrix
negation and that, unlike their indicative counterparts, they do not
presuppose the truth of the proposition on the part of the speaker (it is left
undefined as far as the speaker is concerned). If subjunctive never triggers
the presupposition linked to indicative, negation will not be interpreted by
means of i tripartite structure:'o in such i situation p will appear in the
nuclear scope of negation (hence the 'narrow scope' effect), as depicted in
(55) corresponding to example (54):
(s4)

El degh no creu [que els estudiants es mereixin un premi]
'TIie dean does not believe that the students deserve (SUB) aprtze,'

(55) NOT

[the dean believes that p]

The mood facts under discussion turn out to confirm the linguistic
relevance of the categorical/thetic distinction with respect to the
interpretation of negative utterances. In cases like (52)-(53) negation has to
be interpreted quantificationally and the presupposition mapped onto its
restrictor (that p is true) functions as the subject while the nuclear scope
contains the main predication. The presupposition then acts as a 'topic',
which is confirmed by the fact that for (52) to be uttered felicitously in a
specific context, the content of the embedded proposition has to be already
familiar; on top of it, the truth of the proposition has to be accomodated in
the context as part of the background assumptions of the speaker. By
contrast, cases like (54)-(55) do not display a quantificational use of
negation, that is they are instances of thetic negation.

s.4

0ptional Mood

A new fact was observed in section 5.2 above in connection with mood shift
under negation that might look problematic at first sight: within structures
where subjunctive is triggered in the complement domain of a matrix
negation, a second level of clausal complement embedding seems to permit

'0 For the sake of simplicity, I will have to ignore here the possibility that other types of
presuppositions (those triggered by definite descriptions, for instance) occupy the restrictor in
such cases. This may turn out not to be a random option, given that the quantificational
reading of negation under discussion arises in attitude reports that crucially have to do with
the ascription of truth to propositions with respect to individual anchors.
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optional alternation between indicative and subjunctive without yielding an
interpretive contrast between the one variant and the other (cf. (56)).

(56) Els

estudiants

no veuen [que el degd pensi [que es

{mereixir/mereixen} un premill
'The students do not see that the dean thinks (SUB) that they
deserve (SUB/IND) a pnze.'

What we have to assume here is that the presupposition triggered by the
indicative complement as such is "local": it cannot be projected from a
second level of embedding into the matrix restrictor of negation. This can be
shown to follow from the locality properties inherent to the presuppositions
associated with propositional attitude predicates, as argued independently in

Kratzer (1997).7
A further piece of evidence can be offered in order to actually assess
the local character of the presupposition carried by the indicative under
negation: if the intermediate CP is negated as in (57), the presupposition of
truth triggered by the indicative in the most embedded clause in the example
(57b) is not attributed to the speaker but to the referent of the main clause
subject, in this case the students.

7r

For independent reasons, Kratzer (1997) maintains that quite generally,
presuppositions of a sentence embedded under an attitude verb may give rise to de re readings
about events. Her strategy consists in positing a non-overt re.s argument for attitude verbs that
is filled by a definite or indefinite event pronoun, in a fashion parallel to the explicit mention
of the res by means of the of PP in (i):

(i)

Ralph suspects of someone that he is a spy

Presuppositions are added to the restrictions of the event quantifier, approximately as in

(iii) corresponding to (ii):

(ii)

Ralph suspects that Chirac has been elected president of the United States

(iii)

3e (somebody being elected president of the US (e) & Ralph suspects of e that
election of Chirac as president of the US (e))

Kratzer further states that de re readings are subject to locality constraints. With respect
to an example like (iv) (her (54)) she shows that the DP some Vermeer painting can only be
understood de re with respect to Maria's suspicion, but not with respect to everyone's
thoughts.

(iv)

Everyone of them thought that Maria suspected that some Vermeer painting was
stolen from the museum

Although the cases discussed in the text present different properties, I think that the
conclusion that the accomodation of presuppositions is a highly constrained process also
applies to the presuppositions triggered by indicative under negation. However, the relation
between the two has to be explored in more depth.
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a.

Els estudiants creuen [que el degh no pensa [que es
mereixin un premill
'The students do not believe that the dean does not think
(IND) that they deserve (SUB) a prize.'

b.

Els estudiants creuen [que el degi no pensa [que es
mereixen un premill
'The students do not believe that the dean does not think
(IND) that they deserve (IND) a prize.'

A continuation like (58) is adequate for (57a), since no presupposition arises
with respect to the truth of the most embedded proposition, but it is
inappropriate for (57b), because the most embedded CP, being in the
indicative in the immediate scope of negation, triggers the presupposition
that the referents of the main subject endorse its truth.

(58)

...perb ells tampoc no ho pensen
'...but they do not think so either.'

In

cases such as (56)

of

successive embedding

of a

finite

complement under a negated matrix predicate, the addition of a negation in

the intermediate embedding, as in (59), correlates again with the
reappeffance of the presupposition of the truth of the most embedded
complement if it is in the indicative (cf. (59b)):

(59)

a.

Els estudiants no creuen [que el degh no pensi [que tinguin

ra6ll
'The students do not believe that the dean does not think
(SUB) that they are (SUB) right.'

b.

Els estudiants no creuen [que el degh no pensi [que tenen

ra6ll
'The students do not believe that the dean does not think
(SUB) that they are (IND) right.'
Just as in (57b), the crucial difference with respect to simpler cases with a
single embedding is that the presupposed truth of the second CP is not
endorsed by the speaker, but by the individual referred to by matrix subject

in

(59)). This is made clear by the possibility of the
continuation in (60a) vs. the oddity of (60b): while the former allows for
contradictory beliefs between the speaker and the matrix subject, the latter
leads to a contradiction in the beliefs attributed to the same subject, namely,
(the students

the students:
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Els estudiants no creuen [que el degi no pensi [que tenen ra6]l
'The students do not believe that the dean does not think (SUB) that
they are (IND) right,'

a.

perb de fet jo crec que no en tenen

b.

'but I actually think they are not.'
#perb de fet creuen que no en tenen
'but they actually think they are not.'

Following Partee (1991), I assume that tripartite structures can be recursive.
For the example under examination this means that the addition of a
negation in the first complement gives rise to a tripartite structure in the
nuclear scope of the matrix negation, as in (61), where the embedded
negation is interpreted quantificationally.
(61)

NOT

[the students believe p]

NOT [q is true] [the

dean thinks q]

This representation of the quantificational structure makes explicit the local
character of the 'scoping out' of the presupposition associated with the
indicative complement. The embedded quantificational statement headed by
negation (the belief-report) is interpreted in the epistemic model introduced
by 'believe' and anchored to the referent of the students, Ms(students),
hence the presupposition in the restrictor is relativized to that individual
anchor and not to the speaker.
If such a picture of the situation is on the right track, something
must be added about the free variation between indicative and subjunctive in
the double embedding cases without a recursive tripartite structure in the
nuclear scope, that is in examples like (56).
Let us follow for the moment the assumption made in section 3.4
above that subjunctive morphology constitutes the overt marking of a
dependency in the broad sense between a proposition and some other
element: in a language that possesses morphological subjunctive, this
marking must be used in the complements of strong intensional predicates
(see section 3.1). That the embedded proposition has invariably narrow
scope with respect to this sort of predicates is a lexical property of the latter
that has to be necessarily satisfied, hence the encoding of such a dependency
in the computational system Crt by means of morphological marking is
enforced by economy considerations (in the sense of Reuland L997, see
section 3.4 above). Therefore, no mood alternation is predicted to surface in
this context, and this is strongly supported by the stability of the subjunctive
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under strong intensional predicates in languages that display the relevant
mood distinction.
Assume further that 'being in the scope of' an operator like negation
can be understood as a dependency of the relevant type as well. Strictly
speaking, both the subjunctive and indicative complements occur in the
scope of negation, as we have argued for (38)-(39). The examples under
discussion have to be viewed as negative attributions of an attitude to an
indivividual the speaker makes a report about. A contrast arises only in the
presupposition associated with the indicative (roughly, one could say that
the contribution of the indicative version in this context is basically the same
as subjunctive plus the presupposition). Given that the dependency can be
encoded already in Cur., it must be due to economy considerations. Under
this interpretation, the choice of indicative is the marked one and this result
is in accordance with the interpretive facts: what the choice of indicative
does is to contribute an additional aspect to the interpretation of the
utterance (basically the indexation of the embedded proposition to the model
anchored to the speaker Me(s), with respect to which it is evaluated). This
interpretive fact that, according to our analysis, yields a different LF blocks
(overrides) enconding in Cru of the dependency 'p is in the scope of
negation' by means of subjunctive morphology, because lexical selection is
not involved.
However, this account is only valid for the clausal complement
appearing in the immediate scope of negation. This constitutes the domain
where mood choice does make a difference for the computational system.
This observation should be directly linked to the fact that the structures at
hand involve clausal complements of propositional attitude predicates, which
directly determine the modal anchoring of the propositions expressed by
those complements.T2 In this configuration, a furttrei embedding within ttre
complement clause rs structurally within the scope of negation by necessity,
but this has no consequences for the interpretation (the epistemic relation
between the embeddded subject -'the dean', in (56), for example- and the
most embedded proposition q is not negated). Put otherwise, there is no
dependency of the relevant sort to be marked morphologically with
subjunctive: neither is the embedded proposition 4 lexically required to have
invariable nrurow scope with respect to its embedding predicate nor does it
bear a scopal relation to matrix negation with interpretive results. On the
other hand, the presuposition associated with the indicative under negation is
missing at this level, unless a recursive tripartite structure is triggered by
another negation in the scope of the matrix negation (the presupposition,
then, has a restrictor to project into, as in (61)). Mood shift does not give rise
to interpretive contrasts, so the choice is free: no economy considerations
can play a role here.
72

A related proposal is made in Farkas (1997) according to which the main predication
of an embedded proposition has its modal index bound if it is introduced by an intensional
predicate.
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That the second embedding occurs structurally in the nuclear scope
of negation independently of the mood choice can be clearly shown with a
contrast in the licensing of negative indefinites Like res 'anything' or ningfi
'anybody'. These items can be licensed long distance by matrix negation if
the complement clause is in the subjunctive, but not in the indicative, as the
sharp grammaticality contrast in (62) shows.

(62)

a.

Els estudiants no veuen [que el degh valori ningf]
'The students do not see that the dean esteems (SUB)
anyone.'

b.

*Els estudiants no veuen [que el degh valora ningri]
'The students do not see that the dean esteems (IND)
anyone.'

The contrast has been standardly accounted for in terms of scope (the
indicative mood, unlike the subjunctive, would force the complement to
scope out of the domain of negation, thus rendering the licensing of the
negative indefinite impossible) or in terms of opacity (indicative would
establish an opaque domain for the long-distance licensing of negative
indefinites, whereas subjunctive would be transparent for the same
dependency). However, none of the two approaches can satisfactorily
explain the lack of a significant grammaticality contrast in the long distance
licensing of negative indefinites in a second embedding by a matrix
negation. In these cases, the choice of mood in the most embedded
complement does not give rise to significantly divergent acceptability
degrees (see (63)-(64)).

(63)

(64)

a.

Els estudiants no veuen [que el degi pensi [que ells li
retreguin resll
'The students do not see that the dean thinks (SUB) that
they reproach (SUB) him for anything.'

b.

?Els estudiants no veuen [que el degh pensi [que ells li
retreuen res]]
'The students do not see that the dean thinks (SUB) that
they reproach (IND) him for anything.'

a.

Els estudiants no veuen [que el degi pensi [que el valori

ningdll
'The students do not see that the dean thinks (SUB) that
anybody esteems (SUB) him.'
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?Els estudiants no veuen [que el degh pensi [que el valora

ningfll

'The students do not see that the dean thinks (SUB) that
anybody esteems (IND) him.'
These facts can be readily couched in the analysis outlined above. Following
Giannakidou (1997a),I will assume that the crucial factor for the licensing
of the negative indefinites at hand (negative polarity items) is nonveridicality. For a context to be able to license them it has to be nonveridical; by contrast, they are not licensed in veridical contexts. I have
argued that the indicative complement in the immediate scope of negation
carries the presupposition that the proposition is true and in this sense it

constitutes a veridical context. This is the reason why (62b) is out, for
instance. On the other hand, I have argued that the apparent optionality of
mood in the second level of embedding correlates with the lack of the

presupposition of the indicative: if I was correct in arguing that the
complement occurs in the scope of negation independently of the mood
choice, then the negative indefinites in (63) and (64) are licensed because
they appear in a non-veridical context.
In view of this analysis of the facts, it is expected that negating the
first embedded predicate in (63b) and (64b) will lead to ungrammaticality
again, because under the immediate scope of negation the indicative triggers
the presupposition of truth again, as discussed in connection with example
(60).'' The expectation is actually confirmed by the ill-formedness of (63b')
and (64b').

(63)

b.',

(64)

b.'

*Els estudiants no veuen [que el degh no pensi [que ells li
retreuen resll
'The students do not see that the dean does not think (SUB)
that they reproach (IND) him for anything.'
*Els estudiants no veuen [que el degh no pensi [que el
valora ningfll
'The students do not see that the dean does not think (SUB)
that anybody esteems (IND) him.'

the characterization of the facts so far, it seems quite
indisputable that the ungranrmaticality of (63b') and (flb') has to be
imputed to the interference of the presupposition of the indicative in the
immediate scope of negation as regards the licensing of the negatives
indefinites in the deepest embedding, in a way parallel to what happens in
As a result of

(62b).

The main conclusions we have reached in this subsection are (i) that
the mood alternation observed in a second level of embedding in the scope
73

Thanks to Eddy Ruys for suggesting this extra test to me.
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of matrix negation is indeed free and does not have interpretive effects, (ii)
that such free variation can be derived from economy considerations, and
(iii) that the indicative version of the most embedded CP is also in the scope
of matrix negation, as demonstrated by the facts about long distance
licensing of negative indefinites. These results would remain unexplained in
a purely scopal account of mood distribution.

5.5

Mood Shift as Model Shift

(see also Chapter 1, section 3.1) I presented Farkas's
(1992b) proposal for the interpretation of complement clauses: according to
it, the truth of the proposition they express has to be evaluated with respect
to a modal anchor, namely the set of worlds introduced in the context by the

In section 3.1 above

main predicate. Specific to Farkas's analysis is the notion of individual
anchoring, a relation that connects worlds to individuals: the proposition
that a complement denotes has to be true as far as the individual referred to
by the matrix subject is concerned, but this happens indirectly by anchoring
the worlds introduced by the predicate to that individual. In this way modal
semantics acquires individuality.
Giannakidou (1997a: 108) incorporates this notion of individual
anchoring to her definition of model(s) relativized to a context. She defines
models that are understood as a collection of worlds and are anchored to a
particular individual (Farkas's individual anchor). The general shape of a
model is essentially determined by the following definition:

(65)

A model M(x) in a context c is a set of worlds W' c W(c) associated
with an individual x. x is said to be the individual anchor.To

In the case of a belief-report embedded under an epistemic predicate, for
instance, Mn(x) stands for x's worldview and it represents his or her
epistemic status. The individual anchor of unembedded assertions is the
speaker, whose worldview will be represented as Ms(speaker). The format
of an epistemic model Me(x) takes the form determined by the definition in
(66):

(66) A model MB(x) in a context c is a set of worlds W' c

W(c)

associated with an individual x, representing worlds compatible with

what x knows.

The role of world-creating predicates (in McCawley's 1980 and Farkas's
1991, 1992a terminology) is to explicitly introduce one of such models into
the context, but that is not the only way available. For example, an adjunct
7a

Remember that W(c) stands for the context set, namely the set of worlds compatible
with the corlmon ground, namely what the illocutionary agents believe to be true at every
moment preceding an assertion.
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will contribute a model Mp(sp(=speaker)) representing
the set of worlds compatible with what the speaker dreams or dreamt.
Similarly, a PP of the form in her own words makes explicit a model of the
type Mnc(x) (where x stands for the female individual anchor that is
prominent in the context), which conceptualizes the context of a reported
conversation. However, the presence of a model is not always overtly
introduced. One of my goals in this dissertation will be to try to show that
mood shift constitutes the marking of such a model introduction in the
PP like in my dream

context. Differences between models are argued to arise essentially from the
set of worlds contained in it (model type) and from the individual anchor.
With this apparatus at our disposal we can further formahze the
interpretive contrasts triggered by mood shift we have been discussing in the
preceding sections. The initial observation was that the mood of a clausal
complement embedded under a negated (epistemic) predicate has a direct

impact on the interpretation of the proposition (see (67), partially
coffesponding to (38) and (39)): unlike the subjunctive one, the indicative
the presupposition that the proposition is true for the
version conveys
u
speaker.Ts

(67)a

El degi no creu [que els estudiants es mereixin un premi] ME(dean)
'The dean does not believe that the students deserve (SUB) aprrze.'

(67)b

El degi no creu [que els estudiants es mereixen un premi] ME(sp)
'The dean does not believe that the students deserve (IND) aprl.ze.'

Given the mechanisms that we had to resort to for the interpretation of
embedded propositions, we are naturally led to the conclusion that the
contribution of indicative mood under matrix negation amounts not only to
the presupposition of the truth of the proposition, but also to the triggering
of a shift in the model of the evaluation. The predicate creure 'to believe' in
(67) introduces as part of its lexical meaning the set of worlds compatible
with the epistemic state of the individual referred to by its subject, namely
Ms(dean), and quantifies over that set of worlds. If we negate the predicate
we assert that the embedded proposition is false in that model: this is the
interpretation obtained in (67a), with the subjunctive complement. As a
7s
When we have a negated assertive predicate in the matrix clause as in (i), the choice of
subjunctive has been often reported to possess a quotative flavour which is lacking in the
indicative counterpart. This observation accords with the view developed here, since
subjunctive signals anchoring to the model of the matrix subject, while indicative marks

anchoring to the speaker's model.

(i)

El portaveu del govern no va dir que ho {sabessin/sabien}

the

spokesman

of+he government not AUX.3SG to'say that it

know. ( SU B. P ST/IN D. I M P F ). 3 P L

'The spokesman of the government did not say that they knew (SUB/IND) about it.'
Thanks to Ignacio Bosque for emphasizing this point.
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result of the use of the indicative in the same construction (cf. (67b)), the
interpretation just mentioned is enriched with the extra piece of information
that p is true in Mp(sp), so we actually evaluate the truth of the embedded
proposition with opposed truth values in two different models anchored to
two different individuals, the matrix subject and the speaker.Tu This is what
leads to semantic ill-formedness in the cases where matrix subject and
speaker coincide, as in (40), reproduced here as (68) for convenience: the
same proposition should both be true and false in the same model MEG)=
Me(sp).

(68)

#No crec que els estudiants es mereixen un premi
'I do not believe that the students deserve (IND) a pize.'

The account offered here provides a much more precise picture of
the interpretation of such structures than, say, a purely scopal analysis. For
one thing, scoping out of a proposition should invariably lead to the type of
reading triggered by indicative under negation. However, the facts seem to
suggest otherwise. A good example to exemplify this point are Double
Access sentences: according to Stowell (1993, 1995a, b), an embedded
clause in the present tense has to escape the scope of the matrix past and this
is what generates the intended reading where the embedded eventuality has
to be evaluated both with respect to the matrix event time and the speech
time. Scoping out is the same mechanism invoked in Laka (1990, 1992),
Stowell (1993), Uribe-Etxebarria (1994), and Brugger & D'Angelo (1994,
1995) in order to satisfy the anti-polarity property of indicative with respect
to negation. The prediction is that in Double Access constructions like the
one in (69) the truth of the proposition is also evaluated in M6(sp):

(69)

El Dennis pensava [que el Josep 6s turc] ME(Dennis)
the Dennis think.IMPF.3SG that the Josep he.IND.PRS.SSG Turkish
'Dennis thought Josep is a Turk.'

Since in the polarity analysis the embedded CP is argued to raise above the
epistemic predicate due to the syntax of tense, one would expect the truth of
the complement to be endorsed not only in Ms(Dennis) but also in Ms(sp).
However, this is not a reading we obtain: just the temporll parameter of
Ms(sp), namely the speech time, turns out to play a role here. "
'6 I think that the relevant reading in (67a) is the one involving Neg-Raising, hence the
claim in the text that the embedded proposition is actually negated. In fact, with the indicative
version it is not necessarily the case that the embedded proposition has to be false in the
model Me(x). It can also mean that the matrix subject has no attitude with respect to it, and in
that sense it does not belong to her/tris belief worlds.
]t I do not have an alternative account for double access readings to propose, though. I
will not discuss here how the temporal parameter has to be integrated in the deflnition of
models, admittedly a very relevant question. In any event, it is unquestionable that the
'accessibility' of the speech time is not dependent on mood choice, as double access readings
arise both with indicative and subjunctive complements (see section 2.1 above, for instance).
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The (anti-)polarity account of both Double Access sentences and
indicative under negation also faces a conceptual problem within a theory of
movement as copying (see Chomsky 1995), which is explicitly adopted in
the works cited above: if the downstairs copy (in the base position, so to say)
also counts for interpretation, as is indeed assumed, the anti-polarity effect
acquires rather different properties than suggested, because a copy of the
anti-polar element (present tense or indicative morphology, respectively)
still remains in the scope of the trigger of the movement (past tense or
negation, coffespondingly). This becomes clear in the schemata of the
abstract LF representations assumed for both cases:

(70)

a.

[cPI

PRESENT]

V-PAST

[cPl PRESENT]

b.

[cPr

IND]

NEG V

[cPr

IND]

One would be forced to stipulate that despite.the fact that the downstairs
copy is also computed in the interpretation,Ts the polarity properties of

present tense and indicative morphology are not taken into account, a
restriction difficult to state in current syntactic theory.
The result of the discussion so far is that indicative under negation
not only triggers the presupposition that the proposition is true for the
speaker but at the same time it also introduces Ms(sp), next to ME(x)
introduced by the matrix verb, where x stands for the individual referred to
by the matrix subject. I believe that the alleged scopal behaviour of
complement clauses under sentential operators receives a much more solid
explanation within this analysis, since the so-called 'wide scope' reading of
an indicative clause is properly characterized as a presuppositional reading
in a dffirent model. The presupposition is shown not to be random, but
systematically local and relativized to the immediately superordinate anchor.
Moreover, the presupposition of truth constitutes an essential part of the
quantificational structure that arises in the interpretation of negation in such
^?o

cases.''

The presuppositional effect of indicative, though, is restricted to the
immediate scope of negation, as we saw in section 5.4. The observation was
made that indicative mood in a second level of embedding (schematically,

It is probably the case that the availability of the speech time is directly linked to present
tense morphology, as assumed in many accounts of double access.
'8 This is at least the assumption in the polarity analysis of the double access reading.

7e
This analysis implies that the restrictor and the scope of negation in the relevant
tripartite structures are evaluated in two different models, Me(x) and Ms(sp). I do not think
that this is contradictory with Giannakidou's (1997a) requirement that quantificational
statements be evaluated in one type of model. The cases at hand do not involve individual
quantification, but just different truth values of a proposition in different models. In fact, the
impossibility of long distance licensing of negative indefinites in cases like (62b) clearly
confirms Giannakidou's claim: given the presence of two models of evaluation, long distance
licensing of ningfi by matrix negation is barred.
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NEG V [cp, Vsue [cpz VrNu]l) does not give rise to the presupposition we
have been discussing. This is again an unexpected result under a pure
polarity account, because the anti-polarity requirement of indicative under
negation should still be satisfied by raising outside the scope of negation, as
I mentioned previously.
In the analysis put forth in the preceding section this is not a
surprising property: the occurrence of the presupposition is linked to the
quantificational use of negation (categorical negation), which comes with a
restriction and a nuclear scope. The presupposition is arguably mapped onto
the restrictor. Nevertheless, the mapping is essentially local: the embedded
indicative in CP2 could not map the presupposition onto the restrictor of the
matrix NEG.

(71) Els

estudiants

no veuen [que el degi pensi [que

es

{mereixin/mereixen} un premill
'The students do not see that the dean thinks that they deserve
(SUB/IND) a prize.'
This locality requirement is further confirmed by the insertion of negation in
CPl, as in (72)-(57): the embedded indicative does trigger the presuposition
that q is true; however, the model were the truth of q is supported is not
Me(sp) but M6(students): the presupposition is mapped onto the restrictor of
the embedded tripartite structure, as represented in (61) above.

(72)

a.

Els estudiants no creuen [que eI degi no pensi [que tinguin
raSll
'The students do not believe that the dean does not think
(SUB) that they are (SUB) right.'

b.

Els estudiants no creuen [que el degh no pensi [que tenen

ra6ll
'The students do not believe that the dean does not think
(SUB) that they are (IND) right.'

At this point we should address again a question to which I gave a
partial answer in the previous section: whereas indicative and subjunctive
seem to alternate freely in CP2 in the cases relevant to our discussion (see
(73a)), subjunctive is not licensed in the most embedded clause if we use
negation quantificationally (see (73b), with CP1 in the indicative).

(73)

a.

NEG V [cpr Vsun

[cpz Vn'rp/Vsus

b.

NEG V [cp, Vnvo

[cpz

]l

Vnrp/*Vsue]]

With respect to the free mood alternation in constructions of the sort
represented in (73a) I hypothesized that it is a natural consequence of the
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fact that mood choice does not affect interpretation at the most embedded
level because CPI and, by transitivity, CPZ are in the scope of negation from
a structural point of view. Therefore, encoding of this further dependency in
the computational system is superfluous: the model of evaluation for CP2 is
explicitly introduced by the embedding predicate in CPI and no
presuppositional effect can be triggered by the choice of indicative.
Consequently, since it does not make a difference for the computational
system, both moods are possible.
The explanation for the exclusion of subjunctive in (73b) might
seem less straightforward, but I will claim that it actually follows from the
analysis laid out so far. For a scopal account, the ungrammaticality of the
subjunctive variant of (73b) must be derived from the scopal properties of
the intermediate indicative: since CP1 must scope out under negation, CP2 is
raised along with CPt over negation, which would leave the embedded
subjunctive without a licenser; hence, only the indicative is allowed.
However, as far as I can see, nothing would prevent postulating a scrambling
movement of CP2 to a position below NEG prior to the scoping out of CPl,
in which case the structure with the subjunitive should noi U* ruled out.80
Next to this, even if CPI and CP2 scoped out together, it remains unclear
why the licensing of the subjunctive could not be satisfied by the downstairs
copy (see the discussion around (69)).
Under the account developed here, (73b) constitutes an instance of
quantificational use of negation. It has been claimed that in this case the
embedded proposition is evaluated in two models, MB(sp) and MB(matrix
subject). Since the restriction is outside the scope of negation, it gives the
same effect as wide scope of the proposition with respect to negation. What
is crucial here is that the introduction of MB(sp) renders the material
appearing in the restrictor comparable to an unembedded assertion (a nonnegative belief report), where mood alternation is not a possibility, as in
(74)-(7s).

(74)

El Germ6n no creu
1' {

espien/*espiin

[sp1

que el Pere pensa [cezQue

}ll

'German does not believe that Pere thinks (IND) that they are

spying (IND/*SUB) on him.'

(7'5)

El Pere pensa [que l'{espien/*espiin}]
'Pere thinks (IND) that they are spying (IND/*SUB) on him.'

In both (74) and (75) 'Pere thinks that q' is evaluated in Mn(sp) as true and
the proposition q 'they are spying on him' itself is evaluated in MB(Pere).
The choice of subjunctive in (74), barred here, could only be licit if CPI and
CP2 were both exclusively in the scope of negation, in which case the
80 Alternatively,

in a dependency account like Manzini's (1996) the intermediate
indicative would intemrpt the dependency between the most embedded subjunctive and the
potential licensing negation.
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dependency should be encoded by the computational system Cs1 with the
choice of subjunctive in CPl. However, the choice of indicative in CP1 has
a direct repercussion on the interpretation of the sequence at the C-I
interface, triggering the presupposition of its truth according to the speaker.

In other words, the choice of indicative in CPI alters the default

models

introduced by the subordinating predicates by making MB(sp) relevant not
only for the matrix assertion but also for the evaluation of the embedded
reported belief expressed in CPl. The most plausible explanation for the

impossibility

of

subjunctive

in

CPZ

of

(73b) and (74)

is that as a

consequence of this model shift, the option of subjunctive for CP2 in (74) is
actually disallowed in part by Cp: much in the same way as in non-negated
main assertions such as (75), the type of 'dependency' subjunctive would
mark would not be one Csl has to preencode, for it is not lexically required
by the embedding predicate Qtensar in (74)). Consequently, from this
perspective the subjunctive option is not available on economy

considerations too. In addition, accessibility relations among models of
evaluation arguably play a role in the explanation as well: once the model
has been shifted to M6(sp), one cannot go back to the embedded model
MB(Pere). However, I will not turn to a characterisation of such accessibility
relations, which will have to be left open for further research.
In the preceding subsections I hope to have provided convincing
support for the following claims: (a) mood shifts under negation/Q constitute
the overt marking of model shift; (b) the interpretive consequences of mood
shift cannot be satifactorily accounted for in purely scopal terms, since the
presuppositional effect of indicative behaves in a much constrained fashion

than simple wide scope for the proposition would predict; (c) the
presupposition triggered by indicative under negation constitutes the
restriction of a tripartite structure arising in the quantificational/categorical
reading of negation; and (d) the optionality of mood choice in a second level
of embedding can be explained on the basis of the considerations of
economy between grammatical modules and modes of operation.
In the last subsection I will show that the basic conclusions I have
arrived at can be extended from the domain of argument clauses to that of
reason adjuncts.

5.6

Polarity Subjunctive and Adjuncts

Subjunctive is licensed by matrix negation not only in complement clauses
but also in some adjuncts. (76) exemplifies a well-known case of mood
alternation within a reason clause under negation: whether it is in the
indicative (cf. (76a)) or in the subjunctive (cf. (76b)), the adjunct can be in
the scope of negation, as the continuation makes salient in both cases. This
interpretation is the one schematised in (77a), which triggers a
metalinguistic reading (in the sense of Horn 1989); the matrix predicate is

not negated but presupposed (Giannakidou & Quer 1995). The interpretive
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difference that arises between (76a) and (76b) is that, if the adjunct is in the
indicative, as in (76a), the truth of the proposition in the cause adjunct is
presupposed on the part of the speaker. Note that next to this, (76a) has an
extra reading of no immediate interest here where the reason clause does not
fall under the scope of negation and no only negates the matrix predicate on
that reading (thetic negation), as represented in (77b), in which case the
metalinguistic use of negation vanishes and the continuation does not make
sense anymore.

(76)

a.

No trucava perquE s'avorria (sin6 perquB t'ho volia explicar
tot)
'Sftre did not call because s/he was bored (IND) (but
because sftre wanted (IND) to tell you everything).'

b.

No trucava perqud s'avorrfs (sin6 perquB t'ho volia explicar
tot)
'Sftre did not call because s/he was bored (SUB) (but
because slhe wanted (IND) to tell you everything).'

(77) a.
b.

NOT I sftre called] | because-clause l
because-clause NOT [s/he called]

Observe that the choice of subjunctive in (76b) not only excludes the extra
presuppositional reading in (77a) but also (77b) altogether, as expected if
subjunctive marks the dependency between the adjunct and negation. Put in
other words, the subjunctive version falls unavoidably under the scope of
negation.

Although I will concentrate on the cases involving negation, we
should not forget that the mood shift in reason clauses is also attested in
interrogative sentences, as the examples in (78).

(78)

a.

Ha marxat perquB s'ha enfadat o perquE tenia una altra cita?
'Did sftre leave because slhe got (IND) angry or because
sftre had another date?'

b.

Ha marxat perquB s'hagi enfadat o perqud tenia una altra
cita?

'Did

sftre leave because sftre got (SUB) angry

or

because

s/he had another date?'

I will assume without showing it that the relevant interpretations are the
same as those yielded in the scope of negation and that the analysis put forth
for the cases involving negation will also apply to (78): the Q operator and
the negative operator can be argued to play a similar role.
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The representation in (77a), though, is somehow too coarse to be
able to reflect the differences in meaning between the indicative and the
subjunctive variants in the scope of negation. In order to provide a more
accurate description of the readings, I will follow Kratzer (1997) in granting
independent status to the causal relation in the interpretation. Following
Dowty (1979) and Lewis (1973), Kratzer assumes that because can be
interpreted with the help of a relation of counterfactual dependence.
Counterfactual dependence is a relationship between propositions. A causal
relation between events e and e' has to be stated as a counterfactual
dependence between the proposition that e occurs and the proposition that e'
occurs (that is, because (occur (e), occur (e')).8'
Kratzer's proposal allows us to give a precise representation of the
readings of (76a) and (76b) where the reason adjunct is in the scope of

negation. Taking

for

granted that these are also instances of

quantificationaUcategorical negation, in both cases the causal relation
between the two propositions is interpreted in its nuclear scope. The
difference arises as to where the main and embedded propositions are
interpreted. In (76a), both propositions are presupposed (as in non-negated
causal sentences, where establishing the causal relation between the
propositions constitutes the assertion) and consequently they are interpreted
in the restrictive clause of negation, as depicted in (79a). In (76b), on the
other hand, the main proposition is presupposed but the embedded one is
not, hence the latter is interpreted in the scope of negation, as schematized in
(7eb).

(7e) a.
b.

I{OT [ ]e (s/tre called (e)) & le' (sftre was bored (e'))l
[because (occur (e), occur (e'))]
NOT I fe (s/tre called (e))]t 3e' (sftre was bored
because (occur (e), occur (e'))]

(e')) &

Under this representation of the readings, we expect that long distance
licensing of negative indefinites will be possible only in case the embedded
proposition is interpreted in the scope of negation and not when both
propositions are presupposed and interpreted in the restrictive clause of
negation (see section 5.4 above). This prediction is borne out by the
empirical evidence, as illustrated in (80): as already noticed in Quer (1993),
if the because clause is in the indicative, the negative indefinite cannot be
licensed by matrix negation, but if it appears in the subjunctive, long
distance licensing is possible.
81

There is no real consensus about the status of because clauses and causal adjuncts in

in the linguistic literature. Linebarger (1980) represents their
contribution as a CAUSE predicate, but in Linebarger (1987) she makes the assumption
(which she calls 'simplifying but perhaps dubious') that because is a logical operator parallel
to negation and quantifiers, hence susceptible of Quantifier Raising. Partee (1991) suggests
that because canbe conceived of as an operator itself as well.
logical representations
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*No ve perquE li agrada ningri
('Slhe does not come because s/tre is (IND) attracted to
anyone.')

b.

No ve perquts li agradi ningri
'S/he does not come because s/tre is (SUB) attracted to
anyone.'

Similar facts have been discussed by Linebarger (1980, 1987) with respect

to English: despite the lack of overt marking for the two relevant
interpretations by means of grammatical mood, parallel judgements on long
distance licensing of the negative polarity item any arrse if the context
disambiguates the readings, as in (81), taken from Linebarger.

(81)

a.

b.

*I didn't help him because I have any sympathy for urban
guerrillas, although I do sympathise with urban guerrillas
John didn't help us because he had any altrustic sentiments
just didn't have anything else to do.

-he

From this discussion we can conclude that the range of interpretations
correlating with mood shift under negation we observed in the complement
domain is actually replicated with reason adjuncts: indicative signals that the
truth of the proposition is endorsed by the speaker, whereas that is not the
case if the sentence is expressed with the subjunctive.
Further confirmation for this conclusion can be obtained from the
reading one gets by embedding a reason clause under a negated epistemic
predicate: if the analysis put forth in the previous subsections was correct,
the prediction is that a because clause in the indicative will convey the
presupposition of its truth on the part of the referent of the main subject, but
if subjunctive is used that presupposition will be lacking. The facts turn out
to corroborate this prediction, as the examples in (82) suggest: whereas a
continuation such as (83b) is consistent with (82b) because no
presupposition arises with the subjunctive, (83a) cannot be used after (82a)
without contradiction.
(82)

(83)

a.

No creuen que hagi marxat perqu0 s'avorria
'They do not believe that s/he left (SUB) because sftre was
bored (IND).'

b.

No creuen que hagi marxat perqud s'avorr(s
'They do not believe that sftre left (SUB) because s/he was
bored (SUB).'

a.

tot i que ells pensaven que no s'avorria
'although they thought sftre was not bored.'
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ja que ells pensaven que de fet no s'avorria
'since they thought s/he was actually not bored.'

Notice that the presupposition associated with the indicative because-clause
is crucially treated as a constituent part of the content of the embedded
proposition and not as a further level of embedding, a natural result given
the analysis of reason clauses proposed above. Furthermore, we do not
expect a grammatical result if the complement is in the indicative and the
because-clause in the subjunctive: such a situation would amount to a
reading where the complement proposition is presupposed by the speaker,
but the proposition of the because-clause is not. Examples (84)-(85) confirm
this empirical expectation: the causal relation (and the related propositions)
has to be uniformly interpreted in the model of the matrix subject M6(x) or
in the model of the speaker Me(sp). Using indicative in both the complement
and the because-clauses, as in (86)-(87), renders the structure grammatical
again, since both propositions are presupposed on the part of the speaker and
consequently interpreted in Me(s).

(84)

*No creuen que ha marxat [perquE s'avorris] sin6 [perqud es posava
nerviosa]
'They do not believe that she left (IND) because she was bored
(SUB), but because she was getting (IND) nervous.'

(85)

*No veuen que ha marxat [perqud s'avorr(s] sin6 [perqud es posava
nerviosa]
'They do not see that she left (IND) because she was bored (SUB),
but because she was getting (IND) nervous.'

(86)

No creuen que ha marxat [perquE s'avorria]
'They do not believe that she left (IND) because s/he was bored
(rND).',

(87)

No veuen que ha marxat [perquts s'avorria]
'They do not see that she left (IND) because lhe was bored (IND).'

Hence, the behaviour of reason clauses constitutes a strong argument for the
proposal developed in this whole section.
Nevertheless, the licensing of subjunctive in adjuncts by matrix
negation might be confined to this case, and it probably has to do with the
special status of because-clauses: they actually introduce the assertion of a

causal relation between two propositions, hence their sensitivity to the
model where they are evaluated.
A situation comparable to the reason adjunct cases seems at first
sight to arise with temporal adjuncts realised as a when-clauses (cf. (88)):
both the indicative and the subjunctive variants can receive an interpretation
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under the scope of negation (made salient by the continuations in brackets)
and another one where they are not in the scope of negation.

(88) a.

No truca quan esth de mala lluna (sin6 quan necessita
diners)
'S/he does not call when sftre is (IND) groachy (but when
sftre needs (IND) money).'

b.

No trucari quan estigui de mala lluna (sin6 quan necessitari
diners)

'S/fie will not call when slhe is (SUB) groachy (but when
will need (IND) money).'

s/he

However, the subjunctive in (88b) is not licensed by negation but by some
other factor linked to the futurity of the main clause (I will postpone the
discussion of this issue till Chapter 4 and 5), as attested by the wellformedness of (89):

(89)

Trucarh quan estigui de mala lluna
'S/he will call when s/he is (SUB) groachy.'

Actually, if the matrix is not in the future, subjunctive becomes impossible
in the temporal adjunct even if the matrix is negated:

(90)

*No truca quan estigui de mala lluna
('S/he does not call when sflre is (SUB) groachy.')

The same conclusion can be drawn for the other kinds of clausal adjuncts
represented in (91) that do not take compulsory subjunctive: even if under
certain circumstances they can appear in subjunctive, negation cannot be the
trigger.s2

(91) a.

*No vesteix com li agradi al seu director
('S/he does not dress as hisftrer director likes (SUB).')

b.

*No juguen on ho permeti la policia
('They do not play where police allows (SUB) it.')

c.

*No ens vam quedar a casa despr6s que deix6s de ploure
('We did not stay at home after it stopped (SUB) raining.')

d.

*No em va trucar aixi que acabds
('S/tre did not call me as soon as sftre finished (SUB).')

82
I do not consider here adjuncts that obligatorily take the subjunctive (like purpose or
'without' clauses) or those that can never be in the scope of negation (such as conditional

antecedents or concessive clauses). They are irrelevant for the discussion here.
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*No em van molestar mentre estudi6s
('They did not bother me while I was (SUB) studying.')

These adjuncts can be interpreted unproblematically

in the scope

of

negation, despite being necessarily in the indicative, as exemplified in (92).

(92)

a.

No vesteix com li agrada al seu director
'S/he does not dress as hisftrer director likes (IND).'

b.

No juguen on ho permet la policia
'They do not play where police allows (IND)

it.'

No ens vam quedar a casa despr6s que va deixar de ploure
'We did not stay at home after it stopped (IND) raining.'
d.

No em va trucar aixi que va acabar
'S/he did not call me as soon as sftre finished (IND).'

e.

No em van molestar mentre estudiava
'They did not bother me while I was (IND) studying.'

Thus, it turns out that the rather widespread idea that negation can trigger the
subjunctive in adjuncts as easily as in complements is in fact inaccurate. The

important question remains open, though, as to why subjunctive cannot
encode the dependency 'being in the scope of' negation for basically all
adjunct clauses (with the exception of reason clauses), but trying to answer it
here would take us too far afield.

6.

Conclusions

In this chapter it has been shown that the recurrent divide postulated in the
literature between two different sorts of subjunctive complements should not
be attributed to differentiating properties of the subjunctive clauses
themselves, but to the characteristics of the selecting head or the licensing
element. Lexical selection is argued to determine the exclusive occurrence
of subjunctive in clausal arguments of strong intensional and causative
predicates, given that the computational system requires morphological
encoding of such a dependency on economy grounds. The robustness of
subjunctive in these environments is due to the fact that this selectional fact,
based in turn on the lexical semantics of the predicate, cannot be overridden
by other components of the grammar. The apparent optionality of mood
under verbs of saying and communication has been made to follow from the
covert appearance of a CAUSE head where subjunctive surfaces, and in this
way it has been reduced to a further case of selection, albeit covert.
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The interpretation of mood shifts under negation or a Q operator has
been discussed at length. The choice of indicative in these contexts is
associated with the presupposition of the truth of the proposition on the part
of the speaker. I have argued that such a presupposition, which is local, is
projected onto the restrictor of the tripartite structure needed for the
interpretation of quantificational negation. Further, I have motivated the
claim that mood shifts are nothing else than the overt marking of model
shift, a hypothesis that will be extensively shown to make the right
predictions and to represent the varying interpretations in the whole domain
of subordination. Reason clauses offer a strong confirmation of the
correctness of the approach. Within this framework, mood alternations in
consecutive levels of embedding that do not lead to different interpretations
have been argued to follow from the fact that the choice of mood is optional
only when it does not make a difference for the computational system and
there are no consequences for the C-I interface.
Before closing this chapter, a note of caution should be added as
regards the generality of the conclusions reached. As it stands, my account
predicts that if a language possesses the category subjunctive, it should
productively allow subjunctive complements in the scope of operator(-like)
elements, as in Central and Western Romance, both in complement and
because clauses (Polarity Subjunctive, in Stowell's terms). However, Greek
and Romanian falsify this prediction, as the Greek examples under (93)-(94)
make clear.

(93)

a.

b.
(94)

*dhen paradhdxtike o thiror6s na to dklepse
not admit.PST.3SG the doorman SUB it steal.PSf.SSG
'The doorman did not admit having stolen it.'
*paradh6xtike o thirords na to dklepse?
admit.PST.3SG the doorman SUB it steal.Psf.3sc
'Did the doorman admit having stolen it?'

+dhen irthe epidhi na varj6tan
not come.PSf.SSG because SUB be-bored.IMPF.PST.3 SG
'Sftre did not come because slhe was bored.'

This limitation tells us that morphosyntactic factors can reduce the
possibilities for the licensing of subjunctive, at least in the two languages
mentioned. Note that Balkan-type subjunctive is primarily marked not in the
verbal endings, but rather by means of inflectional and C-like particles. This
constitutes a good indication of the locus of variation. If confirmed by future
investigation, this parametric difference offers robust support for the picture
drawn about the organization and interaction of the components of the
grammar.

Apprxurx
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Factive-emotive predicates usually constitute the most important stumbling
block for empirical generalizations about mood distribution in argument

clauses,

for they

present

the highest degree of variation from a

crosslinguistic point of view. Even within the same language family, as in
Romance, all possibilities appear to be realized (cf. Farkas l99Za): in some
languages indicative is the only selectional option, as in Romanian (cf. (1)),
other languages like French oscillate between the two moods (cf. (2)), and
the exclusive selection of subjunctive seems to be the default case in
languages like (Iberian) Spanish (cf. (3)).

(1)

Maria regreta cI Paul a plecat
Maria regret.3SG that Paul has.IND.3SG left
'Mary regrets that Paul has (IND) left..'

(2)

Marie regrette que Paul {est/soit} parti
Maria regret.3SG that Paul has.(IND/SUB).35G left
'Mary regrets that Paul has (IND/SUB) left..'

(3)

Marfa lamenta que Pablo se {hayal??ha} marchado

Maria regret.3SG that Paul has.SUB/IND.3SG left
'Mary regrets that Paul has (SUB/??IND) left..'
This crosslinguistic picture, though, is further blurred by the diachronic and
intralinguistic instability in the selection of mood that results from the
choice of predicate within the class of factive-emotives, the tense/aspect
specification of the main predicate or dialectal variation. As regards the
diachronic instability I will simply mention the fact that in earlier stages of
Spanish and Catalan the occurrence of indicative in the complement of
factive-emotives was much less unconstrained. With respect to the
intralinguistic variation, let us remark, for instance, that although Catalan
aligns with Spanish in showing a very strong preference for subjunctive
under factive-emotives, some predicates turn out to allow for the indicative
as well, as the contrast in ( )-(5) illustrates.

(4)

Lamento que no Ii {hagin/*han} donat la beca
regret.lSG that not her/him have.(SuBf IND).PRS.3PL the grant
'I regret that they did (SUB/*IND) not give her/trim the grant.'
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Em va molestar que {arribessin/van arribar} tardfssim

me AUX.3SG to-annoy that (arrive.SUB.PST.3PUAUX.3PL toarrive) very-late
'It annoyed me that they arrived (SUB/IND) very late.'
Furthermore, even in Romanian, when the complement of a predicate like a
fi pacat'to be a pity' is in the conditional, the argument clause appears in
the subjunctive, as shown in (6)-(7) (from Farkas 1992a:102).

(6)

E pacat ca Ana a plecat deja

pity that.IND Ana have.SSG left already
'It is a pity that Ana has left already.'

be.3SG

(7)

Ar fi pacat

sa pierdem sansa asta
COND.3SG be pity SUB lose.lPL chance this
'It would be a pity to lose this chance.'

In addition, dialectal differences are very prominent with clausal arguments
of factive-emotives. Thus, although Iberian Spanish systematically displays
the subjunctive in these contexts, American dialects of Spanish show a
preference for indicative, as the example in (8) makes clear (reproduced
from Lope Blanch 1990; Mexican Spanish).

(8)

Estoy muy satisfecha de que supo terminarlo 6l solo

be.ISG very satisfied

of that know.IND.PSf.SSG to-ftnish-it

he

alone

'I

am very satisfied that he managed to finish it on his own.'

In this appendix I would like to make some observations that should help
clarify some of the problematic aspects of the intralinguistic instability of
mood selection, thus intending to turn the chaotic picture into a more
coherent one that will allow us to understand the what the real issues are.
However, I will not endeavour to provide an account of the crosslinguistic,
diachronic and dialectal variation: if the picture sketched above is correct,
there are important parametric aspects at stake that cannot be reduced to
interpretive differences deriving from the semantics of the predicates. The
motivation of such a parametrization goes beyond the scope of this
collection of remarks. For such an attempt, I refer the reader to Farkas
(1992a) and Giorgi & Pianesi (1996).
As the choice of label itself suggests, this class of predicates has
been argued to have two components in their meaning: on the one hand,
their complements are interpreted factively, i.e. they are presupposed to be
true in the actual world; on the other, they express reactions or emotions to
situations or relate them to an implicit set of criteria, which connects them to
modal meanings. Nevertheless, I think that factivity is not an inherent
property of the lexical semantics of this predicates. Their complements are
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in an episodic tense, as in
the matrix is non-episodic, as in (10) (both are

indeed presupposed when the main predicate is

(9), but they are not

if

Catalan examples).

(9)

Em va agradar que els alumnes em fessin preguntes
to-me AUX.3SG to-appeal that the students to-me ask.SUB.PST.3PL
questions

'I liked it that the students asked (SUB) me questions.'

(10)

M'agrada que els alumnes em facin preguntes
to-me-appeal.PRS.3SG that the students to-me ash.SUB.PRS.3PL
questions

'I like it if the students ask (SUB)

me questions.'

There ire several facts that support the consistency of the mentioned split in
the reading of the complements. Firstly, while the indicative can be used to a
greater or smaller extent if the complement is interpreted factively, such an

option is excluded if the interpretation is generic, as illustrated
contrast between (l l)-(12), corresponding to (9)-(10).

(11)

in

the

?Em va agradar que els alumnes em van fer preguntes
to-me AUX.3SG to-appeal that the students to-me AUX.IND.3PL ask

questions

'I liked it that the students asked (IND) me questions.'

(12)

xM'agrada que els alumnes em fan preguntes
to-me-appeal.PRS.3SG that the students to-me ask.IND.PRS.3PL
questions

('I like it if the students ask (IND) me questions.')
Secondly, complements to factive-emotives have been often claimed to
constitute opaque domains for interclausal dependencies, despite the
presence of subjunctive, that normally flags transparency. One such
dependency is long-distance licensing of negative indefinites by
superodinate negation (cf. Giannakidou & Quer 1995, 1997a, 1997b). The
blocking of the dependency, though, takes place only when the complement
is factive, but not when the environment is generic, as the conffast between
(13) and (14) makes clear.

(13)

*No li va agradar que el critiqu6s ningris3
not to-him AUX.3SG appeal that him criticize.SUB.PST.3SG nobody
('He did not like it that anybody criticized him.')

83
Ignacio Bosque pointed out to me that this example is grammatical with an echo
reading of the negative indefinite (cf. Bosque 1994). However, this is not the interpretation
intended here.
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No li agrada que el critiqui ningri
not to-him appeal.jSG that him cri,ticize.SUB.3SG nobody
'He does not like it if someone criticizes him.'

Thirdly, in the cases where the complement does not receive a factive
interpretation, it can be closely paraphrased with an zfclause (cf. (16)).to
This possiblity is excluded if the complement is interpreted factively (cf.
(1s)).

(15)

*Em va agradar si els alumnes em fessin/van fer preguntes
to-me AUX.3SG to-appeal that the students to-me ask.SUB.PST.3PL
AUX. IND. 3 PL ask que stions
('I liked it if the students asked me questions.')

(16)

M'agrada si els alumnes em fan preguntes
to-me-appeal.PRS.3SG if the students to-me ask.IND.PRS.3PL
questions

'I like it if the students ask me questions.'
The parallelism between the non-episodic instances of factive-emotives and
conditional readings is strengthened by the observation that the former can

display the same type

of

tense morphology as present and past

counterfactual conditionals. The correlation is illustrated in (17)-(20).

(17)

M'agradaria que els alumnes em fessin preguntes
to-me-appeal.CoND.SSG that the students to-me ask.SUB.PST.3PL
questions

'I would like it if the students asked

(18)

me questions.'

M'agradaria si els alumnes em fessin preguntes
to-me-appeal.COND.SSG if the students to-me asV.SUB.PST.3PL
questions

'I would like it if the students asked

me questions.'

(19)

M'hauria agradat que els alumnes m'haguessin fet preguntes
to-me-have.COND.-lSG appealed that the students to-mehav e. S U B. P ST. 3 P L aske d que stions
'I would have liked it if the students had asked me questions.'

(20)

M'hauria agradat si els alumnes m'haguessin fet preguntes
to-me-have.COND.SSG appealed if the students to-mehav e. SU B. P ST, 3 P L asked que stions
'I would have liked it if the students had asked me questions.'

8o
For discussion of the corresponding cases in English, see Williams (1974), Pesetsky
(1991) and Rothstein (1995a), and the references therein.
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All these are systematic properties which extend to the whole class
of (object experiencer) psych predicates that allow for a clausal argument
realizing the theme (in Belletti &.Rizzl' s 1988 terms) or object of emotion,
including alegrar'to make happy', espantar/fer por'to frighten/to scare',
doldre 'to hurt' , entristir 'to make sad', importar 'to matter' , estranyar 'to
puzzle', sorprendre 'to surprise' , emprenyar 'to bug' and many more. On
the basis of this evidence, we can safely conclude that most of the verbs that
are lumped together under the category 'factive-emotive' do not actually
impose i factive interpretation on their complements.8s What is more, a
modal reading readily arises if their tense/aspect morphology is nonepisodic.

of

Included in the factive-emotive group we frequently find a number
predicates such as queixar-se 'to complain', retreure 'to reproach' or

lamentar-se 'to complain' that seem to allow for both indicative and
subjunctive in their complements without radical meaning shifts. One such
mood alternation is exemplified in (21)-(22).

(21)

Es queixava que

li posaven males

notes

REFL complain.IMPF that her/him put.IND.IMPF.3PL bad marks
'S/he complained that they gave her bad marks.'

(22)

Es queixava que

li posessin males

notes

REFL complain.IMPF that her/him put.SUB.PST.3PL bad marks
'S/he complained that they gave her bad marks.'

As already pointed out by Borrego et al. (1986) and Bosque (1990) for
Spanish, the alternation has to be viewed as a consequence of the assertive
use of an emotive verb: while in (22), the example with subjunctive, the
'psych' reading is the only one present, in (21) the predicate is clearly
assertive and is interpreted more or less as 'sftre said as a complaint that...'.
That this is not a case of polysemy becomes evident with the
ungrarnmaticality deriving from the coordination of an indicative and a
subjunctive complement under the same predicate (ct. (23)-(24)).

(23)

8s

*Es queixava que li posessin males notes i que la castigaven
REFL complain.IMPF that her puI.SUB.PST.3PL bad marks and
that her punish.IND.IMPF. 3 PL
('S/tre complained that they gave (SUB) her bad marks and
punished (IND) her.')

This does not mean that some truly factive predicates do not exist within the emotive
class, of course. For instance, the well-known lamentar ot penedir-se 'Lo regret' prevent a
non-factive interpretation of their complement. Despite having been ussed massively in the
discussion of factive-emotives, I do not think they are actually representative of the class as a
whole. In any event, they should be kept apart from the psych-type of factive-emotives
discussed in the text.
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*Es queixava que li posaven males notes i que la castiguessin
REFL complain.IMPF that her puI.IND.IMPF.3PL bad marks and
that her punish. SUB. P ST. 3 PL
('S/tre complained that they gave (IND) her bad marks and punished
(SUB) her.')

In addition, the kind of conditional paraphrase for clausal complements to
psych predicates we saw above can only relate to the subjunctive version
and not to the indicative counterpart.This means that (25) can only be a
paraphrase of (22), but not of (21).

(25)

Es queixava si li posaven males notes
REFL complain.IMPF if herlhim puI.IND.IMPF.3PL bad marks
'S/he complained if they gave her bad marks.'

However, these cases cannot be reduced to those of double mood selection

we

discussed

in

section

communicative acts, because

4
I

of

above involving verbs
saying and
assume the psych reading to be the basic one

and to involve lexically encoded causation. How the psych and the assertive
reading are to be related remains unclear to me at this point.
In the rest of this appendix I will briefly present some arguments
that support the hypothesis that the presence of subjunctive with factiveemotives derives from the causative component of the meaning. In section
3.2 above I showed that causative predicates that take a finite complement
invariably select for the subjunctive as a consequence of their lexical
semantics. Psych predicatesou also encode a causal relation between their

theme and experiencer arguments: roughly,

the theme

causes

a

psychological state in the experiencer (see Grimshaw 1990, Pesetsky 1995,
and Anagnostopoulou 1996 for three thorough recent studies on the topic).
A clear indication of this is that many of the psych predicates mentioned
above have periphrastic or analytic counterparts formed by the verb fer 'to
make' and a bare noun denoting a psychological state, as the list in (26)
makes clear.

86

For the sake of simplicity, I will ignore subject experiencer predicates like fear and
limit the discussion to object experiencer verbs llke frighten. It is not at all obvious that a
causal relation between the theme and the experiencer causal relation is totally absent from
the former, as opposed to the latter. Consider for instance (i):

(i)

I hate it if you shout at me

It can be argued for a subject experiencer verb like hate in (i) that there is a causal
connection between 'your shouting' and 'my disgust'. However, discussing the intricacies of
the distinctions between subject and object experiencer verbs would take us too far afield.
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por

'fear'

pena

'grief
'pity'

llhstima

gricia
alegria
tristesa
b6

mal

angfnia
goig
impressi6
terror

99

'fi.rn'
'happiness'
'sadness'

'good'
'bad'
'disgust'

Joy'

'impression'

'horror'

So the choice of the synthetic vs. analytic reahzation of the same predicate
leads to the same interpretive result: (27a) and (27b) yield identical readings.

(27)

a.

M' aterrontza que marxis
me -terrify. 3SG that go. SU B. P RS.2 SG
'It terrifies me that you go.'

b.

Em fa terror que marxis
to-me make.3SG horror that go.SUB.PRS.2SG
'It terrifies me that you go.'

Non-grammaticalized forms of psychological predications are based in
clearly causative verbs like provocar 'to provoke' or suscitar 'to cause', AS
exemplified in (28)-(29) (borrowed from Grhcia 1989: 157).

(28)

Que en Joan decidis anar-se'n va provocar una gran sorpresa als
seus pares

that the Joan decide.SUB,PST.3SG to-leave AUX.3SG to-provoke a
big sursprise to-the his parents
'The fact that Joan decided to leave surprised his parents very
much.'

(29)

Que en Pere desaparegu6s amb aquella rossa va suscitar els gelos de

la seva dona

that the Pere disappear.SUB.PST.3SG with that blonde AUX.3SG
to-cause the jealousy of the his

wift

'The fact that Pere disappeared with that blonde made his wife
jealous.'

However, in this case the direction of causation is different from the one
discussed in section 3.2: whereas the clausal complement of a causative verb
like forEar 'to force' expresses the caused eventuality, the subject clause of
psych predicates expresses the eventuality that causes the psychological

r00
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state or emotion of the experiencer. This difference
the choice of mood, as I will argue shortly.

will

become relevant for

Causation has been linked in Lewis (1973) to counterfactuality.*'
Interpreting a causal relation would amount to reasoning in a counterfactual
fashion: if such-and-such had not happened, a certain effect would not have
taken place. If Lewis is correct in this, a direct link between causation and
modality is established. This does not amount to saying that all expressions
involving causation are modal on the surface. As we saw in section 5 above,
the two propositions of sentences containing a because-clause are in
principle evaluated in the actual world in Ms(s). Similarly, the complement
of implicative predicates is evaluated in the same actual world in the default
case (cf. section 3). Yet, the -causal relation crucially can be interpreted in a
model that implies modaliry.88
With these considerations in mind, I would like to propose that the
appearance of subjunctive in the clausal argument of psych predicates
follows from the implicit modality that is tied to the causative component
that is present in their lexical semantics. Obviously, not all sentences
involving matrix psych verbs with a clausal argument can be characterized
as modal: we have seen above that an important distinction in defining the
traits of the dependent clause is drawn by the episodic vs. non-episodic
character of the main verb. It became clear that sentences with psych
predicates in a generic (thus, non-episodic) environment such as (10) can be
duplicated by synonymous conditional sentences and share with them
important features. Such a kinship relation with conditionals was completely
lacking if the psych-predicate was marked as episodic (cf. (9)). This picture
suggests that generic tense forces the modal, conditional-like interpretation
of this type of sentences and excludes the factive reading of the complement,
in accordance with the empirical conclusions drawn above. Episodic
readings of psych-predicates are those that allow the option of indicative in
the argument clause to different degrees, next to the option of subjunctive: I
understand this as a consequence of the fact that the embedded proposition
is evaluated in Ms(s), thus getting interpreted factively. In this case, the
inherent modality of the lexical item is concealed by the factual
interpretation imposed by episodicity on the causal linkage. In this respect,
factive-emotives differ from the causative predicates discussed in section 3,
because in the latter case indicative was never an option. Although this
observation will remain at an speculative level, I think that a plausible
explanation for the asymmetry can be found in the role of the eventuality at
hand in the causation: while a caused eventuality will be always expressed
in the subjunctive, the causing one is not necessarily so.
t'For

a similar proposal, see Giorgi & Pianesi (1996).
Causation is a more pervasive notion in grammar than usually thought. Sometimes the
same grammatical means are used for different causal relations that differ in a crucial sense.
Take for instance Latin, which marked purpose (intensional) and resultative clauses (factual)
with the complementizer ut and subjunctive morphology. This situation is reproduced in
Yidiny (cf. Palmer 1994).
88
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these speculations are on the right track, one more factor has

consideration for an explanatory account of mood
distribution with factive-emotives: the degree of integration' between the
theme clause and the experiencer argument. Comparable psych expressions
differ as to the tolerance to indicative depending on how compact they are
(cf. (31)-(32)).

to be taken into

(31)

Em va avergonyir que el {tractessin/*tractaven} tan cruelment
me AUX.SSG to-ashame that him treat.( SUB.PSTft IND.IMPF ). 3 PL
so cruelly

'It ashamed me that they treated (SUB/*IND) him
cruelty.'
(32)

with such

Em va semblar una vergonya que el {tractessinl?tractaven} tan
cruelment

me

AUX.3SG to-seem a

shame that

him

treat.( SU B. PST/ ? IND.IMP F ). 3 PL so cruelly

'It seemed to me to be a shame that they treated (SUB/?IND) him
with such cruelty.'
It has been noticed, for instance, by Subirats-Riiggeberg (1987) for Spanish
that clefting the psych predicates facilitates the use of subjunctive in a
complement that otherwise would have rejected it, as exemplified in (33)(34) for Catalan.

(33)

Em preocupa que no em {dirigeixi/sdirigeix} la paraula
me worry.PRS.3SG that not to-me direct.SUBfrIND.PRS.3SG the

word
'It worries me that sftre does not talk to me.'

(34)

El que em preocupa 6s que no em {dirigeixi/dirigeix} la paraula

the that me

worry.PRS.3SG

is that not

to-me

dire ct. SU B/IND.PRS. -lSG the w ord
'What worries me is that sftre does not talk to me.'

One might argue that the presupposition of the cleft is what is actually
licensing the occurrence of indicative. However, this cannot be the real
explanation, for a volitional predicate in the same context rejects indicative
both in the clefted and in the non-clefted version (cf. (35)-(36)).

(35)

Prefereixo que no em {dirigeixilsdirigeix} la paraula
prefer.PRS.lSG that not to-me direct.SUBfrlND.PRS.3SG the word
'I prefer that s/tre does not talk to me.'

t02

(36)
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El que prefereixo 6s que no em {dirigeixil*dirigeix} la paraula

the

that prefer.PRS.lSG is

that

not

to-me

direct. SU BftIND. PRS. -rSG the word
'What worries me is that sftre does not talk to me.'

It

has also been observed in the literature that evaluative sentences whose
predicate is formed by the copula plus a psych noun are more liberal as to
the choice of mood in the clause realizing the theme argument (cf. Pdrez
Saldanya 1988). This is exemplified in (37)-(38).

(37)

Es rrn fistic que no {pari/para} de ploure
he.PRS.3SG a disgust that not sIop.SUB/IND.PRS.3SG of to-rain
'It is disgusting it does not stop raining.'

(38)

Es una pena que {haginlhan} arribat a un extrem

aixi

be.PRS.3SG a pity that have.SUB/IND.3PL aruived at an extreme so
'It is a pity they have reached such an extreme.'

These type of examples, though, differ from real psych predicates in a
significant respect: they do not realize the experiencer argument and on
these grounds one could plausibly argue that there is no causation involved.
It seems to me more appropriate to see these constructions as purely
evaluative, and not as real psych predicates.se
Independently of the issue of degree of integration of the constituent
elements of the psych expression, a final factor of syntactic nature has to be

taken into account:

if

the clause realizing the theme argument

appears

preverbally, the option of indicative disappears rightaway. Thus, the fronted
counterpart of (39) (=11) is ungrammatical, as shown in (40).

(39)

?Em va agradar molt que els alumnes em van fer preguntes

to-me AUX.3SG to-appeal very-much that the students to-me
AUX. IND. 3 PL ask que stions
'I liked it very much that the students asked me questions.'

(40)

*Que els alumnes em van fer preguntes em va agradar molt
that the students to-me AUX.IND.3PL ask questions to-me AUX.3SG
to-appeal very-much
('I liked it very much that the students asked me questions.')

8e I think that the mood alternation observed in (37)-(38) can be easily reduced to a
model alternation in this case as well: whereas the choice of indicative implies indexation to
the model of the speaker MB(sp), thus rendering it identical to an assertion, the choice of
subjunctive indicates that the proposition is part of the corlmon ground shared by the
illocutionary agents at the point of utterance. Although no model has been defined in the text
for the latter situation, its formulation is feasible and can account for other cases where
subjunctive has been linked to 'old information' in the literature. See the discussion around
(39)-(40) in the main text below and Chapter 3, section 5 in this connection.
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the

subjunctive (see also Plann 1986):

(41)

Que els alumnes em fessin preguntes em va agradar molt
that the students to-me ask.SUB.PST.3PL questions to-me AUX.3SG

to-appeal very-much
'I liked it very much that the students asked me questions.'

This paradigm should be related to the observation made with respect to
Italian and French that topicalizationfleft dislocation of clauses triggers the
subjunctive (cf. Wandruszka 1991, Giorgi & Pianesi 1996, Manzini 1996 for
Italian, Harris 1988 for French). It seems plausible, though, that these facts
should not receive a purely syntactic explanation. Without getting into
details, my impression is that the clue lies in the informational status of the
clause as a topic: being familiar information, the speaker does not add it to
the context, but rather marks it as information provided by the other
illocutionary agent (a different anchor) or simply belonging to the common
ground (the speaker distinguishes in this way his model Ms(sp) from the
common ground).

I conclude the remarks concerning the distribution of
factive-emotives and the link of this class of predicates with
causation. The proposals made are admittedly tentative, but I am confident
that they will help separate in this murky area what is idiosyncratic from
what is not, as well as elucidate the underlying regularities and
correspondances with the big picture developed in this dissertation.
With this
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Introduction

Relative clauses constitute a domain where the contribution of mood
becomes more perspicuous than, say, in the context of complementation,
because lexical selection does not intervene and the choice of mood has a
direct impact on the interpretation of the DP antecedent of the relative
clause.

In similar fashion as in Romanian or Greek (cf. Farkas 1982,

and Veloudis 1983184, Rouchota 1994 and Giannakidou

1985

1997 a,

respectively), subjunctive relative clauses in Catalan are typically licensed in
a set of intensional environments created for example by strong intensional
predicates (cf. (1)), negation (cf. (2)), future tense (pf. (3)), interrogatives
(cf. (a)), conditionals (cf. (5)) or imperatives (cf. (6)).'o

(1)

Vull enviar-li regals que el facin content
want.lSG to-send-him presents that him make.SUB.3PL happy
'I want to send him presents that make him happy.'

(2)

It{o li he enviat regals que l'hagin posat trist
not him have.lSG sent presents that him-have.SUB.3PL turned sad
'I did not send him presents that made him sad.'

(3)

Li enviard regals que el sorprenguin
him send.FUT.lSG presents that him surprise.SUB.3PL

'I will

(4)

send him presents that

will

surprise him.'

Li envies regals que el distreguin?
him send.2SG presents that him entertain.SUB.3PL
'Do yo send him presents that entertain him?'

e0
Although I will not touch upon this aspect in the discussion below, note that some of
those contexts, like intensional predicates or negation, only license subjunctive relatives in
their complement or c-command domain.
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(s)

Si li envies regals que el facin felig
if him send.ZSG presents that him make.SUB.3PL hoppy
'If you send him presents that make him happy'

(6)

Envia-li regals que el distreguin
send.IMP. SG-him presents that him entertain.SuB.3 PL
'Send him presents that entertain him.'

In the absence of the relevant environment, a subjunctive relative clause is
not licensed and it leads to ungrammaticality, as illustrated in (7).
*Va comprar un regal que fos molt barat
AUX.3SG buy a present that be.SUB.PST.3SG very cheap
('S/he bought a present that was (SUB) very cheap.')

(7)

The examples in (8)-(14) show further that subjunctive relative
clauses do not display restrictions as regards the type of NPIDP antecedent
they can have:er they cooccur with virtually any type of determiner in the
antecedent, which can be for instance an indefinite (8, 10), a negative
indefinite (9), a bare plural (11), a definite (12) or a universally quantified
DP (13). Solely DPs with demonstratives are incompatible with subjunctive
relatives, as in (14)."
Vull enviar-li un regal que el faci content

(8)

want.lSG to-send-him a present that him make.SUB.JSG hoppy
'I want to send him a present that makes him huppy.'
No li he enviat cap regal que l'hagi posat trist
not him have.lSG sent any present that him-have.SUB.3SG turned

(e)

sad

'I did not

send him any present that made him sad.'

el
The set of DP types that can combine with a subjunctive relative varies from language
to language. In more restrictive languages, definite DPs and universal QPs are more reluctant
to taking a subjunctive relative. See Farkas (L982, 1985) for Romanian, and Veloudis
(1983/84), Rouchota (1994) and Giannakidou (1997a) for Greek.
e' With the exception
of the demonstrative aquell'that' when used non-deictically, as in
(i):

(i)

Contractard aquell porter que sigui simpitic
hire.FUT.lSG that doorman that be.SUB.3SG nice
'I will hire the doorman that is nice.'

In this case the demonstrative has a non-deictic use and as the English translation makes
it is equivalent to the definite determiner used attributively in the same context
(uniqueness presupposition). The incompatibility of subjunctive relatives with DP antecedents
that contain a deictic demonstrative follows naturally from the account developed below, for
the latter exclude attributive interpretation.

clear:
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(10)

Li

enviar6 un regal que el sorprengui
him send.FuT.lSG a present that him surprise.SUB.SSG

'I will

(11)
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send him a present that

will

surprise him.'

Li envies regals que el distreguin?
him send.zsc presents that him entertain.SUB.IPL
'Do yo send him presents that entertain him?'

(12)

Si li envies el regal que el faci absolutament feliE
if him send.ZSG the present that him make.SUB.iSG absolutely
hoppy

'If you

send him the present that makes him absolutely happy'

(13)

Envia-li tots els regals que et demani
send.IMP.SG-him all the presents that you ask.SUB.-3SG
'Send him all the presents he will ask you.'

(14)

*Contractar6 aquest porter que sigui simpitic
hire.FUT.lSG this doorman that be.SUB.3SG nice
('I will hire this doorman that is (SUB) nice.')

Subjunctive relatives can also be headless, as in (15), but their analysis

will

be postponed until Chapter 4.

(15)

li caigui b6
Uf.iSG who himlher fall. SUB.
'S/he will pass whoever s/he likes.'

Aprovarb qui
pas

s.

F

3

SG well

Another important property of subjunctive relative clauses is that they can
only have a restrictive function, as in (l)-(13) and never an appositive one:

(16)

*Volia presentar-me el seu amic, el qual em fes companyia
want.IMPF.3SG to-introduce-to-me the his friend the which to-me
make.SUB.SSG company

('Sftre wanted to introduce herftris friend to me, who kept (SUB) me
company.')

By contrast, indicative relative clauses display no restrictions
concerning the contexts where they can occur. An episodic sentence
constitutes an environment where subjunctive relatives are excluded (cf.
(7)), but indicative ones are not, as illustrated in (17):

(17)

S'ha comprat unes sabates que li han costat una fortuna
SE-have.3SG bought some shoes that him/her have.IND.3PL cost a

fortune
'S/he bought a pair of shoes that cost himlher a fortune.'
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In addition, indicative relatives are legitimate in all the contexts where
subjunctive ones are, for instance under an intensional predicate llke voler
'to want' in (18). As we will discuss below, though, the reading obtained is

different from the one yielded by

a subjunctive

relative

in the same

environment.

(18)

Vull enviar-li un regal que sempre el fa content
want.lSG to-send-him a present that always him make.IND.3SG
happy

'I want to send him

a present that always makes

him happy.'

These asymmetries in licensing environments have become the basis

for the characterisation of subjunctive relatives as dependent elements, as
opposed to indicative relatives (Farkas 1982, 1985, Brugger & D'Angelo
1994, Giannakidou 1997a, a.o.). The central questions that I would like to
address in this chapter are what sort of dependency is at play, what kind of
interpretation do they determine, how does it relate to the sort of
dependencies attested in subjunctive argument clauses and what are the
consequences for the division of labour between the computational system
and the interpretive component.
In accordance with the conclusion often arrived at in the literature,
subjunctive relatives systematically display naffow scope with respect to an
intensional element, while indicative relatives take wide scope with respect
to the same element. I will argue that these apparent scopal readings are

better understood in the way proposed in the previous chapter: mood shift
signals the model where the descriptive condition expressed by the relative
has to be evaluated, thus creating the impression that scope is at play.
In section 2 I will show that because of the lack of lexical selection,

the

Intensional/Polarity divide that surfaces in the domain of
complementation is essentially absent in relative clauses, with the only
exception of purpose relatives, that display the properties of Intensional
Subjunctive. Subjunctive relatives yield an attributive reading, whereas their
indicative counterparts are interpreted referentially, and this partition is the
result of the model they are interpreted in. Finally, partitive DPs (and their
complements) are shown to be modifiable by both types of relatives.
Following up on the suggested proposals, in section 3 further
arguments are offered against the identification of subjunctive relatives with
polarity items.
In the remaining two sections two case studies are offered that
constitute additional evidence for the hypothesis that mood shift marks the
introduction of a different model: purpose relatives (section 4) and
subjunctive relatives of reported speech in Spanish (section 5).
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The Contrihution of Mood in Relative Clauses
section the differences in interpretation between indicative and
subjunctive relatives are discussed in detail. It is shown that narrow and
wide scope effects must be understood as attributive and referential readings
respectively and that such readings follow naturally from the theory of
models defended in this dissertation.

In this

2.1

The Ahsence of Subjunctive Types in Relatives

At the outset of the discussion it would seem appropriate to ask the question
whether we can also find in the domain of relative clauses the two 'kinds' of
subjunctive we identitied in the previous chapter, i.e. Intensional and
Polarity Subjunctive. I argued in Chapter 2 that the properties of Intensional
Subjunctive derive from lexical selection by an identifiable set of predicates
sharing certain semantic features, but relative clauses are not lexically
selected and consequently they are not expected to display the traits of
Intensional Subjunctive. Nonetheless, one might be able to trace the
properties of Intensional Subjunctive arising in some relative clauses
modifying a DP complement of an intensional verb, as in (19):

(19)

Busca un amant que

li compri

un iot

seek.3SG a lover that himlher buy.PRS.SUB.SSG a yacht

'S/he is looking for a lover that buys herlhim a yacht.'

Using the four criteria established in Chapter 2 (section 2.1), the subjunctive
in the relative clause of example (19) aligns with the Intensional type, since
it displays the tense restriction *PRESENTIPAST] (cf. (20a)), the
intensionaVnarrow-scope interpretation of the indefinite DP antecedent
disappears if indicative is used and a specific/wide-scope one arises instead
(cf. (20b)), the matrix predicate does not license a subjunctive complement
within the relative clause (cf. (20c)) and obviation effects arise (cf. (20d)).

(20)

a.

*Busca un amant que li comprds un iot
seek.3SG a lover that him/her buy.PSf.SUB.SSG a yacht

('S/he is looking for a lover that bought (SUB) him/her
yacht,')
b.

Busca un amant que

a

li havia comprat un iot

seek.3SG a lover that him/her have.PSZ.3SG bought a yacht
'Sftre is looking for a lover that had bought him/trer a yacht.'
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Busca un amant [que pensi [que li 6s/*sigui fidel]l
seek.3SG a lover that think.PRS.SUB.-3SG that himlher

IN Dft S U B. 3 S G faithful
'S/he is looking for a lover that thinks s/tre is faithful to
him/her.'
b e.

d.

*prorbusca un amant que proirto enganyi
seek.3SG a lover that not cheat.PRS.SUB.SSG
('Sftre is looking for a lover whom sftre does not cheat

(suB).')
On the basis of examples like this, in Quer (1997) I pursued the idea that
such structures do indeed involve lexical selection of a Small Clause
structure containing a subjunctive relative of the intensional type.e3
However, this picture does not offer a complete characterisation of the facts,
since under closer examination some of the properties of Polarity
Subjunctive can also be found in subjunctive relatives licensed by an
intensional predicate. Past tense, for instance, is not always excluded under a
matrix present (cf. (21a)), and subject obviation sometimes does not arise
(cf. (21b)):

(2t)

a.

Busca un vef del barri que hi visquds durant la guerraeo

seek.3SG

a neighbour of-the quarter that

LOC

Iive.PST.SUB.3SG during the war

'S/he is looking for a resident in the neighbourhood that
lived there during the war.'
b.

pral busca un vef del barri amb qui proiha9u6s anat a
escola

seek.3SG

o

neighbour

of-the

quarter with

whom

have.PST.SUB.3SG gone to school

'S/he is looking for a resident in the neighbourhood with
whom sftre had gone to school.'

A

question remains, though, as

to why the four

property cluster of

Intensional Subjunctive is attested in cases like (19). I will attribute this fact
to the purpose interpretation of the subjunctive relative in a context like the
one in (19): from this perspective, the subjunctive relatives that display the
e3
The essence of the proposal in Quer (1997) was that the relative clause functions as
the predicate of a Small Clause and the antecedent as its subject . Constituency tests and
movement possibilities of each one of the two elements show that in such examples the
relation between the relative and the antecedent is looser than in 'regular' restrictive relative
clauses (cf. Laka & Quer 1996).In the work mentioned I assumed that the Small Clause is
lexically selected by the intensional predicate, thus deriving the Intensional Subjunctive
properties of the relative clause from (indirect) selectional facts.
ea
This example has been modelled on one of Sufler's (1990).
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of Intensional Subjunctive form the subset of Purpose Relative
Clauses, whose analysis will be undertaken in section 4 below. The
expectation, then, is confirmed that subjunctive relatives, not being lexically
selected, behave differently from subjunctive complement clauses under an
intensional predicate.
If we accept that this is the correct characterisation of the data, we
can still ask ourselves whether Polarity Subjunctive, being operator licensed,
can be identified in the domain of relative clauses as well. The answer seems
to be affirmative, for subjunctive relatives are licensed under negation or a
Question operator, as in (2) and (4) above, and the four criteria used to
identify Polarity Subjunctive in the complement domain apply
unproblematically: the tense restricition *PRESENT[PAST] is not active (cf.
(22a)), it does alternate with indicative relatives (cf. (22b)) and subject
obviation effects are not present (ct. (22c)).

properties

(22)

a.

La Gemma no fa traduir cap text [que ella hagu6s avorrit a
la careral
the Gemma not make.SSG to-translate any text that she
have.SUB.PS7.3SG detested in the study
'Gemma does not make one translate any text she detested
herself during her studies.'

b.

L'Oriol no edita els textos [que ha traduit]
the-Oriol not edit.3SG the texts that have.IND.PftS.3SG
translated

'Oriol does not edit the texts he has translated.'

c.

El Boris no fa cap classe [que no hagi preparat per
endavantl

the Boris not

make.3SG any class that not
prepared in advance
'Boris does not give any lecture he has not prepared in

have. SU B. PRS.SSG

advance.'

In addition, we can ascertain that subjunctive can be subsequently licensed
long- distance by an operator within a subjunctive relative, whether it is a
CP complement (ct. (23)) or another relative clause (cf. (2a)):

(23)

L'Algels no td alumnes [que pensin [que el grec sigui avorrit]l
the-Angels not have.3SG studeruts that think.SUB.3PL that the Greek
be.SUB.3SG boring
'Angels does not have students that think Greek is boring.'
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La Josefina no t6 companys [que facin propostes [que siguin
assenyadesll
the Josefina not have.3SG colleagues that make.SUB.3PL proposals
that be.SUB. 3 SG sensible

'Josefina does not have colleagues that make proposals that are
sensible.'

This behaviour of the subjunctive relative licensed by an operator, however,
is dependent on the scopal behaviour of the antecedent with respect to that
operator and the two dependencies cannot be dissociated from each other, so
at this point I will have to postpone the discussion of theses issues and leave
them open till section2.2.4.
The general conclusion of this section is that the distinction found in
argument clauses between Intensional and Polarity Subjunctive cannot be
readily extended to the domain of relatives as a consequence of the fact that
relative clauses are not lexically selected and the depencency they establish
with the licensing element is mediated by the DP antecedent. Since in
Chapter 2 we concluded that Intensional Subjunctive arises as a consequence
of lexical selection by a head, subjunctive relatives licensed by strong
intensional predicates are not expected to consistently display the properties
of Intensional Subjunctive. This does not amount to saying that the
identifying properties of this type of subjunctive cannot present themselves
in specific cases, as in purpose relatives. Against this background, the
characteristics of Polarity Subjunctive emerge in subjunctive relatives in the
general case, because it shows no tense restrictions, no oviation effects, it
alternates with indicative and it can be consecutively triggered.

2.2

Interpretive Contrasts

Different claims about the nature of the contrast between the readinss of
indicative and subjunctive relatives have been made in the literature.'f Th"
most widespread view, and probably the one closest to the correct picture, is
that subjunctive relative clauses give rise to an attributive (Rivero 1975,
1977a, b for Spanish, Rouchota 1994 and Giannakidou L99l for Greek) or
non-specific reading (Saltarelli 1974 for Italian, Veloudis 1983184 for
Greek, Kampers-Manhe l99I for French) of the DP antecedent, whereas
indicative relatives yield a referential or specific reading. As we will see in
this section, this insight offers a good characterisation of the facts in a first
rough approach, but as soon as we attempt to tackle a wider empirical
domain and try to pin down the precise interpretations, the initial account
turns out to be insufficient.
e5

Such contrasts were discussed

in Quine (1975) with respect to

Spanish. Thanks to

Jason Merchant and to Carme Picallo for independently drawing my attention to the relevance
of this source.
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Attributivity and Referentiality

Donnellan (1966) establishes a distinction that has become standard between
attributive and referential uses of definite descriptions. He characterises the
attributive use of a definite description as the one where the speaker intends
to state "something about whoever or whatever is the so-and-so" with it and
the referent of the description is not necessarily known; on the other hand, a
definite description would be used referentially in an assertion in order to
pick out the referent and state something about it. In a classic example like
(25) the definite DP subject is ambiguous between the referential use, the
reading where the speaker has a specific referent in mind and sftre asserts the
insanity of that particular individual that can be identified as "the murderer
of Smith", and the attributive use, the reading where sftte asserts the insanity
of whoever fits that description:

(25)

Smith's murderer is insane

Donnellan's original distinction has sometimes been understood exclusively
in pragmatic terms, but it has also been exported from the domain of
pragmatics into the realm of semantics and further exploited in this area.
Farkas (1982: 9), for instance, argues that the referentiaUattributive divide
can be seen as a semantic ambiguity on the basis of the following reasoning:
under the referential reading of the subject DP (25) is true or false depending
on whether the specific individual picked out by the definite description is
insane or not, even if that person turns out not to have murdered Smith;
under the attributive reading, the sentence does not have a truth value or is
false if nobody murdered Smith.
Subsequent elaborations of Donnellan's distinction have been
shown to apply not only to definite descriptions but also to indefinite ones
(Rivero 1975, 1977a, b, Farkas 1982, Rouchota 1994, Giannakidou 1997b).
Farkas (1982: 13) argues that the indefinite subject in a sentence like (26)
exhibits the same type of ambiguity as the definite description in (25): the
DP may refer to a particular child or to whoever was a child under six in the
contextually relevant period of time.

(26)

A child under six couldn't go to the movies

The indefinite counterpart of a referential definite description is, according
to Farkas, an indefinite description which introduces a particular individual
in the context by giving a partial description of it, even if the other discourse
participants are not able to uniquely identify the individual in question. A
referential indefinite description refers to an object that exists in some
particular world. An attributive indefinite description, on the other hand,
denotes possibly different individuals in a set of possible worlds: it
introduces an individual by means of a predicative description that expresses
a sufficient property for the referent to make the sentence true. Alternatively,
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we could use Heim's (1982) terminology and state that a referential
indefinite is linked to a referent that is familiar in the discourse, while an
attributive indefinite introduces a novel referent.
The referentiaUattributive divide is now extended to both definite
and indefinite descriptions. The semantic approach to the divide consists in

reinterpreting Donnnellan's distinction in scopal terms:
referentiaUattributive would correlate with wide-scope/narrow-scope
(specific/non-specific) readings. Collapsing both oppositions has been
implemented

in different pieces of work (Rivero 1975, Farkas 1982, 1985

and Veloudis 1983 184, for instance).

However, the identification of the two kinds of ambiguity faces an
obvious problem in cases like (25) where there is no visible operator or
intensional predicate for the DP to establish a scopal relation with: therefore,
we must either reformulate the explanation in terms of scope ambiguity or
else show that all the sentences exhibiting the referentiaUattributive
ambiguity involve a scope ambiguity as well. The latter option is the one
pursued by Cole (1975), who claims that the availability of the two readings
for the DP subject in (25) derives from the fact that the subject DP can be
within or outside the scope of an abstract performative say.e6
Farkas (1982: 13) follows a less radical path and proposes an
intensional interpretation only for attributive descriptions: attributive DPs
are non-rigid designators in that they denote possibly different individuals in
a set of possible worlds. Under the attributive reading, Donnellan's classical
example (25) can be interpreted as asserting that in all possible worlds that
the speaker considers possible alternatives to the real world (including it) the
individual who killed Smith in each of those worlds is insane. By contrast, a
referential DP is argued to refer to an individual that exists in a particular
world.eT Given the characterisation of strong intensional prediCates like
'want' as introducing a set of worlds (see Farkas 1992a and Chapter 2,
section 3.1), the referentiaVattributive divide parallels the narrowscope/wide-scope (non-specific/specific) readings of the indefinite in cases
hke (27):

(27)

Mary wants to go to an Ivy League university

Under the scope of 'want', the non-specific indefinite DP does not refer
rigidly to a unique object, but to possibly different objects in a set of
possible worlds. In the specific reading, the description is outside the scope
of the intensional predicate and it refers to a unique object in a particular

world. The former would be an attributive interpretation, the latter a
referential one. Another important difference between attributive and
referential readings is that while in the former what is essential is the
connection between the description and the referent (its meeting the
e6

Abbott (1976), who shows that Cole's analysis makes incorrect predictions.
deviates significantly from Kripke (1972), who argues that all
descriptions are non-rigid.
See

e7
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condition of the description), and not the identity of the referent, in the latter
the identity of the referent is what is crucial (see section 2.2.2 below).
In the case of sentences like (25) there is no predicate or operator
that introduces the opaque context required for attributive interpretation of
the subject. The solution adopted by Farkas (1982: 15) consists in claiming
that the sentences where Donnellan's ambiguity arises do contain an opaque
context, thus reducing the referentiaVattributive divide to a scope ambiguity.
To this end, she postulates the presence of a covert necessity operator n in
sentences like (25). The interpretation could be represented as in (28):

(28) tr ((lx: murderer of Smith (x)) (insane (x)))
The attributive reading captured in (28) can be correctly paraphrased with an
overt mr,tst, if the subject is interpreted in its scope.

(29)

The murderer of Smith must be insane

From this point

of view, Donnellan's

referentiaUattributive distinction

becomes a special case of scope ambiguity (see Chapter 4, where a different
view on this is presented; cf. Dayal 1997, Giannakidou 1997b on
attributivity and free choice items).e8

2.2.2

Attributivity and Subjunctive Relatives

Occasionally it has been claimed that in languages like Spanish or Greek the
referentiaUattributive distinction has been grammaticahzed in the mood
contrasts relative clauses display (Rivero L975, 1977a, b, Farkas 1982,
Veloudis 1983184, Giannakidou 1997 a). The empirical basis for this
argument is provided by the contrats in the interpretation of DPs that derive
from mood shifts in the relative clauses that modify them: according to the
majority of analyses and descriptions, subjunctive relative clauses impose an
attributive interpretation on the DP antecedent, while indicative would allow
both a referential and an attributive reading.
It has already been pointed out that subjunctive relatives are often
described as dependent items due to the fact that they can only be licensed in
the presence of another element, typically an opacity creating predicate or
operator. A partial set of such elements was exemplified in (1)-(6). All of
those sentences contain an operator or predicate with respect to which scopal
relations can be established: an intensional predicate (cf. (l)), negation (cf.
(2)), future tense (cf. (3)), a Question operator (cf. (4)), a necessity operator
(cf. (5)) or an imperative operator (cf. (6)). The crucial fact is that in every
e8
This analysis predicts the possibility of having a wide scope reading of the subject
description with respect to the necessity operator, both in (25) and (29).It is not completely
clear to me whether such a reading can be obtained in (25); it seems to be favoured if the
copula receives emphatic stress. Here I will have to leave this issue open.
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sentence the DP modified by a subjunctive relative invariably displays
niurow scope with respect to the intensional predicate or operator. For (30),
for instance, the only available (simplified) interpretation is the one in
(31a);ee (31b) is not an interpretation of(EO).

(30)

Vull un regal que faci contents els meus pares
want.lSG a present that make.SUB.3SG happy the my parents
want a present that makes my parents huppy.'

(31) a.
b.

WANT (I, [3x: present' (x) n make-happy' (x, my parents')] )

*3x [(present'(x) n make-happy'(x, my parents')) n WANT (I, x)]

If we adopt Farkas's

(1982) definition of attributive descriptions according
to which attributive DPs are non-rigid designators that refer to possibly

different individuals in a set of possible worlds,''o *" have to conclude that
the unambiguously niurow-scope reading of the indefinite object forced by
modification with a subjunctive relative coincides with the attributive one:
the indefinite description in (30) refers to a possible different present in the
set of worlds introduced by the strong intensional predicate voler 'to want'.
Under this view of attributivity, then, narrow-scope and attributive readings
of DPs modified by u subjunctive relative simply have to be identified as the
same reading.

It is important to notice at this point that not all intensional

predicates are able to license subjunctive relatives in their scope (cf. (32b)),

although they do allow for prima facie attributive readings of DPs in the
same domain (cf. (32a)). Categorical epistemic and assertive predicates like
'believe' or 'say', respectively, show this behaviour.

(321

a.

b.

El Pau diu que el noi que va trucar ahir era grec
the Pau say.jSG that the guy that AUX.IND.SSG called
yesterday be. IM P F.3,SG Greek
'Pau says that the guy that called (IND) yesterday was
Greek.'

* El Pau diu que el noi que truqu6s ahir era grec

the Pau say.3SG that the guy that

call.PST.SUB.3SG

yesterday be.IMP F. 3 SG Greek

('Pau says that the guy that called (SUB) yesterday was
Greek.')
ee

Throughout

I will

represent operators or operator-like elements with capitals in the

formulae.
r00

Dayal (1997) and Giannakidou (1997b) make the stronger claim that attributive

descriptions must refer to different individuals in each alternative world. I will not take
stand here, because nothing crucial hinges on this for the purposes of the present discussion.

a
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Intuitively, one could say that (32a) involves an attributive use of the
definite description because the referent of the embedded subject can be
unknown both to Pau and the speaker, but this is not the notion that we tried
to capture under the definition of 'attributive reading' above. Farkas (1982)
would not charactertze the definite DP subject in (32a) as attributive. In her

terms, the description 'the guy that called yesterday' has an identifying
function, namely to fix a referent in a certain world: if the description is part
of what Pau said, then a de dicto reading obtains; if on the other hand the
description is introduced by the speaker, the reading arising is a de re one.
The two relevant readings are disambiguated by the two possible
continuations in (33a) and (33b) respectively:

(33)

a.

perb en realitat vol dir I'Stathis, el noi que va trucar abans

d'ahir
'but he really means Stathis, the guy who called the day
before yesterday.'

b.

perd no sap encara que I'Stathis em va trucar ahir
'but he doesn't know yet Stathis called me yesterday.'

According to Farkas (1982: 66), though, in both interpretations the DP is
specific because the intended referent of the DP exists outside the world
introduced by 'say' (either in the actual world according to the speaker or in
the speaker's version of the actual world) and the existentially quantified
variable is outside the scope of the predicate. In the de dicto reading the
description is in the scope of the assertive predicate, whereas in the de re
case the description is outside.
Indefinite descriptions normally introduce new referents in the
discourse (cf. novelty condition in Heim 1982); therefore, they cannot be
easily used for an identifying (or specifying) purpose. Rather, the function of
the descriptive content of an indefinite DP is to restrict the value of a
variable to a certain domain in a certain world. Farkas (1982:71) calls these
descriptions predicative, which are typically represented by indefinite DPs
like in (34), but which can also occur as definite DPs like in (35):

(34)

A man who was carrying an umbrella came in

(35)

Susan wants to marry the first man who proposes to her

Attributive descriptions are just those predicative descriptions that express
either a necessary or sufficient property for the referent to make the sentence
true.'0' For instance, (34) couldbe paraphrased as 'An umbrella-carrier came
in', where the identity of the referent of the subject is irrelevant.

t"

The reference to necessary and sufficient conditions is meant to reflect the different

attributive readings
(1982:71).

of the indefinite descriptions in (i) and (ii) respectively, from

Farkas
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Let us come back to our central concern, namely the inability of
weak intensional predicates to license subjunctive relatives in their
complements if no independent factor appears in that complement.l02 In a
first approximation one is led to conclude that this fact derives from the
opposition between weak and strong intensional predicates postulated in
Farkas (1992a): while the latter introduce a set of worlds, the former
introduce a single world. If attributivity is defined as non-rigidity stemming
from the possibility for a description to refer to different individuals in
different worlds, it should be absent in contexts where truth is evaluated in a
single world. However, if we adopt the more widespread assumption that
weak intensional predicates also introduce a set of worlds, a different kind of
explanation is needed. In Giannakidou's (1997a. c) framework, the answer
must lie in the veridicality properties of the model such predicates introduce:
the model where the complement of weak intensional predicates is
interpreted comes out as veridical (see Chapter 2, section 3.1). On these
grounds, it can be argued that attributivity is incompatible with veridicality.
Strong evidence for this conclusion is provided not only by subjunctive
relatives, but also by free choice items: both sorts of linguistic expressions
can be shown to be banned from veridical contexts by virtue of being
inherently attributive (see Chapter 4 for extensive discussion on free choice
readings and attributivity). For this explanation to go through, it must apply,
as is the case, to the whole group of contexts where subjunctive relatives
occur legitimately, (1)-(6) featuring rather prominently. At this point I will
simnlv assume this is the correct characterization without further
discussi.rn.'03

(i)

Mary wants to buy a house which has at least 15 rooms

(ii)

John is pleased that a student who graduated here got this

job

102

Some of the weak intensional predicates seem to be able to license a subjunctive
relative when they take a non-clausal complement, as in (i) and (ii):

(i)

Pensa en un pafs on sempre sigui estiu

think.3SG in a country where always be.SUB.3SG summer
'S/he thinks of a country where it is always summer.'

(ii)

Somia amb una casa que tingui vistes al mar
dream.3SG with a house that have.SUB.3SG sights at-the sea
'Sftre dreams of a house that has a view over the sea.'

I think that although the predicates at hand do not differ overtly from those introducing a
propositional complement except for the selection of a PP, in these cases the relevant model is
the one containing the future epistemic alternatives according to the referent of the main
subject, Maru,(x).
103
Probably the less straightforward case of all is negation, since it is not a modal
category (cf. Kiefer 1994) and does not 'introduce' a model of evaluation by itself in the same
way as intensional predicates, for instance. However, negation does typically create a non-
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In section 2.2.1 we saw how Farkas (1982) reduces the attributive
reading of Donnellan's classical example (25) to the presence of a covert
necessity operator. Catalan data turns out to confirm her hypothesis, since
under the attributive reading the subject can be reahzed as a subjunctive
relative:

(36)

El que hagi assassinat tants d'algerians 6s una bEstia infame
the that have.SUB.SSG murdered so-many of-Algerians be.3SG a
beast

iffimous

'The one that murdered so many Algerians is an infamous monster.'

As in Farkas's original argument, example (36) is synonymous with

a

counterpart with an overt epistemic modal, as in (37).

(37)

El que hagi assassinat tants d'algerians deu ser una bdstia infame
the that have.SUB.-rSG murdered so-many of-Algerians must.3SG be
a beast infamous
'The one that murdered so many Algerians must be an infamous
monster.'

The postulation of a covert mttst, as in (28) or (37) above, is not only
justified by the legitimacy of the subjunctive: the structure has a conditional
quasi-paraphraseloa as in (38).

(38)

Si algf ha assassinat tants d'algerians 6s una bBstia infame
if someone have.SSG murdered so-many of-Algerians be

a beast
infamous
'If anyone murdered so many Algerians, he is an infamous monster.'

Conditional sentences are standardly analysed as tripartite structures headed
by a necessity operator (I{ratzer 1977, 1981 , 1987). Given that the semantic
intuition about the paraphrase is very solid, Farkas's proposal is confirmed
by this piece of evidence. The intended reading arises as a result of the
veridical context (cf. Giannakidou 1997a, c), which is the requirement for attributive readings
to be possible. I will assume that the proposition expressed by a subjunctive relative in the
scope of negation is not evaluated in the epistemic model of the speaker, which is veridical,
but in a non-veridical model: crucially, the set of worlds integrating that model does not
intersect with the set of worlds considered by the speaker.
tM
A difference between the subject in (36) and the antecedent of the conditional in (38)
is that in the first case but not in the second, the intended referent picked out by the
description has to be familiar. This is due to the presence of the definite article in (36).
Actually, in a headless relative like (i), which are argued to be definite descriptions (cf. Dayal
1997 and Chapter 4), trigger the same reading as (36):

(i)

Qui hagi assassinat tants d'algerians 6s una bEstia infame
who have.SUB.3SG murdered so-many of-Algerians be.3SG a beast infamous
'Whoever murdered so many Algerians is an infamous monster.'
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judgement-like character of the utterance. If we change this interpretive
factor in the main clause, the subjunctive relative is not licensed any longer:

(39) *El que hagi assassinat tants d'algerians ha estat acusat de crims
contra la humanitat
the that have.SUB.SSG murdered so-many of-Atgerians have.SSG
been accused of crimes against humanity
('The one that murdered so many Algerians has been accused of
crimes against humanity.')

Contexts showing this judgement-like character are often reported as
allowing subject subjunctive relatives, despite the absence of an oveft
licenser (cf. (a0)-(41), taken from Pdrez Saldanya 1988: 206):
(40)

El qui t'hagi dit aixd 6s un mentider
the who you-have.SUB.3SG said this is a liar
'The one who told you that is a liar.'

(41)

Qui pensi aixi 6s un poca-solta
who think.SUB.3SG so be.3SG afool
'Whoever thinks that is a fool.'

From this

discussion

it seems safe

to

conclude that the

characterization of the readings of subjunctive relatives as attributive is
basically correct.

2.2.3

Indicative Relatives and Scope

In the previous section we saw that the narrow-scope property associated to
subjunctive relatives can be reduced to their attributive interpretation, under
Farkas's (1982) notion of attributivity. In order to draw a more
comprehensive picture, we should consider next the contribution to
interpretation triggered by the choice of indicative in relative clauses within
the same contexts.

It has sometimes been claimed that DPs modified by an indicative
relative are ambiguous with respect to an intensional predicate. For the
Romanian sentence (42) (taken from Farkas 1982: 93, as well as the
description of the readings), for instance, the DP object can allegedly be
interpreted both inside and outside the scope of the matrix predicate 'look
for':

(42)

Caut o fata care qtie englezegte
look-for.lSG a girl who know.IND.SSG English

'I'm looking for a girl who knows English.'

Cnaprnn 3 Mood and the Interpretation of Relative
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If

this were the case, indicative relative clauses on the narrow scope
construal would trigger the same interpretation as subjunctive relatives,
which never give rise to wide scope readings. This, though, does not seem to
be the correct characterization of the facts.'" In Catalan, in an intensional
context like the one just described, an indicative relative cannot yield the
niurow scope reading attested in its subjunctive counterpart:

(43)

a.

Estem buscant una intErprete que sipiga oromo
be.lPL seeking an interpreter that knows.SUB.3SG Oromo

'We are looking for an interpreter who knows Oromo.'
b.

Estem buscant una intdrprete que sap oromo
be.lPL seeking an interpreter that knows./ND.3SG Oromo

'We are looking for an interpreter who knows Oromo.'

(44)

a.

SEEK (we, [3x: interpreter' (x) n know' (x, Oromo)] )

b.

[3x: interpreter' (x) n know' (x, Oromo) n SEEK (we, x)]

In Catalan there is no possible ambiguity: for (43b), the one with

the

indicative relative, the only interpretation available is (44b), and not (44a),
which reflects the interpretation of (43a) with the subjunctive relative clause.
The same sharp- contrast is attested in Spanish, where the DP modified by
the indicative relative has to be introduced by the specificity marker a, as in
(45b):to6

(45)

a.

Estamos buscando una intdrprete que sepa tamil
be.IPL seeking an interpreter that knows.,SUB.-iSG Tamil

'We are looking for an interpreter who knows Tamil.'
b.

Estamos buscando a una intdrprete que sabe tamil
be.lPL seeking SPEC a interpreter that knows.IND.SSG

Tamil

'We are looking for an interpreter who knows Tamil.'

In addition, if indicative relatives were able to display the same
narrow-scope/non-specific reading as subjunctive relatives, they should be
able to'alternate optionally. There are a number of contexts, though, that
point in the opposite direction (the following tests are borrowed from Rivero
(1975: 39-49) and Veloudis (1983184: 126-127)):

105
After checking the facts again, it turned out that the alleged narrow scope reading of
the indicative relative is absent in Romanian as well. Thanks to Donka Farkas for discussing
the judgements with me.
lffi That marker, though, does not necessarily have to be absent in the subjuntive case
(45a), as Ignacio Bosque pointed out to me.
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(i) It should be possible to coordinate subjunctive and indicative

relative

clauses, contrary to fact:

(46)

*Vull conEixer un noi que balla salsa i que estigui solter
want.ISG to-know a boy that dance.IND.SSG salsa and that
be.SUB.3SG single

('I

want to meet a guy that can dance (IND) salsa and is (SUB)
single.')

(ii) Relative

clauses stacked on the same DP antecedent are not able to
display different moods:

(47)

Troba'm una guia de Menorca que sigui completa que pugui dur a la
motxilla
find.IMP.SG-me a guide of Menorca that be.SUB.3SG complete that
be-able.SuB.lSG to-carry in the back-pack
'Find me a guide about Menorca that is (SUB) complete that I can
(SUB) carry in my back pack.'

(48)

Troba'm una guia de Menorca que 6s completa que puc dur a la
motxilla
find.IMP.SG-me a guide of Menorca that be.IND.3SG complete that
be-able.IND.lSG to-carry in the back-pack
'Find me a guide about Menorca that is (IND) complete that I can
(IND) carry in my back pack.'

(49)

*Troba'm una guia de Menorca que 6s completa que pugui dur a la
motxilla
find.IMP.SG-me a guide of Menorca that be.IND.3SG complete that
be-able.SuB.ISG to-carry in the back-pack
('Find me a guide about Menorca that is (IND) complete that I can
(SUB) carry in my back pack.')

(50)

*Troba'm una guia de Menorca que sigui completa que puc dur a la
motxilla
ftnd.IMP.SG-me a guide of Menorca that be.SUB.3SG complete that
be-able.IND.lSG to-carry in the back-pack
('Find me a guide about Menorca that is (SUB) complete that I can
(IND) carry in my back pack.')

(iii) A PP modifying a DP does not determine a specific/non-specific
reading of the latter, which can in principle be ambiguous between both
interpretations. The addition of an indicative or a subjunctive relative clause,
though, disambiguates between the two possible readings of the DP-PP
constituent. Thus, the DP object can be only non-specific in (51), with a
subjunctive relative, and only specific in (52), with an indicative one, an
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,eading.'o'

(51)

if
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indicative relatives could also display a nzrrrow-scope

Busca uns pantalons de ratlles que li quedin ajustats
seek.3SG some trousers of stripes that him/her fit.SUB.3PL tight

'Sftre is looking for a pair
himlher tight.'

(52)

Clauses

of trousers with stripes that fits (SUB)

Busca uns pantalons de ratlles que li queden ajustats
seek.3SG some trousers of stripes that himlher fit.IND.3PL tight
'SAre is looking for a pair of trousers with stripes that fits (IND)

him/her tight.'

(iv) If an indicative relative could exhibit naffow scope with respect to an
intensional predicate, one should be able to embed a subjunctive relative in
it, but this gives an ungrammatical result, as (53) makes clear. Only if the
subjunctive relative is embedded in another subjunctive relative do we get a
grammatical structure, as in (54), because the relative where the most
embedded relative is included is in the subjunctive as well and consequently
it remains in the scope of the intensional predicate.

(53)

*Prefereixen un estudiant [que escriu articles [que no sorprenguin]l

prefer.3PL a student that write.IND.3SG articles that not
surprise.SUB.3PL
('They prefer a student that writes (IND) articles that don not cause
(SUB) surprise.')

(54)

Prefereixen un estudiant [que escrigui articles [que no sorprenguin]l

a student that write.SUB.SSG articles that not
surprise.SUB.3PL
'They prefer a student that writes (IND) articles that do not cause
(SUB) surprise.'

prefer.3PL

These tests convincingly show that indicative relative clauses are not able to
display the same niurow scope reading as subjunctive relatives.
Further evidence in favour of this conclusion is offered by the
observation due to Bosque (1996a) that if evaluative qualifying adjectives

and elatives occur prenominally, they force the specific reading of an
indefinite DP, while both the specific and non-specific readings are possible
if they appear postnominally.roE This corelates with the possibility of having
either an indicative or a subjunctive relative modifying the DP with a

postnominal adjective (yielding specific and non-specific readings,
107

This should follow from a restriction stating that all the descriptive conditions on the
same variable have to display the same scope. For some discussion, see section 2.2.4below.
'08 S"" also Picallo (1994) for more arguments in Catalan. Thanks to Carme Picallo for
pointing out to me the relevance of this test.
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respectively), but only an indicative one with a prenominal adjective (only
with specific reading), as exemplified in (55)-(56) for Spanish (from Bosque
1996a: 6).

(55)

Busco {una novela famosa/ una famosa novela} que tiene m6s de
cincuenta personajes
seek.ISG a novel famous/ a famous novel that have.IND.PRS.3SG
more offrfty characters

'I

am looking for a famous novel that has (IND) more than fifty

characters.'

(56)

Busco {una novela famosa/ *una famosa novela} que tenga mds de
cincuenta personajes

seek.lSG a novel famous/ a famous novel that have.SUB.PRS.-?SG
more of fi,fty characte rs
'I am looking for a famous novel that has (SUB) more than fifty
characters.'

If indicative relatives could modify non-specific DPs, one would expect

them to be able to modify a DP with a postnominal adjective and a
subjunctive relative, but this prediction is not borne out, as illustrated in
(s7).

(57)

*Busco una novela famosa que tenga m6s de cincuenta personajes,
pero que es breve

seek.lSG a novel famous that have.SUB.PRS.-rSG more of fifty
characters but that be.IND.PRS.SSG brief
('I am looking for a famous novel that has (IND) more than fifty
characters, but is (IND) short.')
Moreover,

if indicative

relatives were able to yield narrow scope

readings next to wide scope ones, we would expect them to cooccur with
certain types of antecedent that always fail to take wide scope like negative
indefinites or bare plurals. However, those combinations are ruled out. In
Catalan, a negative indefinite can only be modified by a subjunctive relative,
as the grammaticality contrast in (58) shows. In the Spanish example (59a)
modification of a bare plural by an indicative relative in an intensional
context yields an ill-formed result, in contrast with the well-formed (59b),
where the bare plural is modified by a subjunctive relative.

(58) a.

*No conec cap noi que sap ballar el tango
not know.lsc any boy that know.IND.iSG to-dance the
tango
('I do not know any guy who can dance (IND) tango.')
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b.
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No conec cap noi que shpiga ballar el tango
not know./Sc any boy that know.SUB.3SG to-dance the
tango
'I do not know any guy who can dance (SUB) tango.'

(59)

a.

*Quiero conocer chicos que saben bailar merengue'o'
want.lSG to-know boys that know.IND.SSG to-dance
merenSue

('I

b.

want to meet guys that can (IND) dance merengue.')

Quiero conocer chicos que s"pan bailar merengue
want.lSG to-know boys that know.SUB.-3SG to-dance
merenSue

'I want to meet guys

that can (SUB) dance merengue.'

The natural conclusion to be drawn from the analysis of these facts
is that the alleged narrow scope construal of indicative relatives is actually
absent. One could still argue that in an example like (60) the definite
description is used attributively in the sense of Donnellan, which is made
clear by the addition of the appositive free relative,110 underlining the fact
that the referent of the DP is unknown:

(60)

Estamos buscando al que ha asesinado a tantos argelinos,
quienquiera que sea

be.lPL seeking SPEC-the that have.3SG murdered SPEC so-many
Algerians, whoever that be. SU B. 3 SG
'We are looking for the one that has murdered so many Algerians,
whoever he is.'
However, the object DP comes out as a specific, wide-scope (notice the
specificity marker a on the object) and in Farkas's terms it would qualify as
referential identifying description that displays wide scope with respect to
the intensional predicate.
If this description of the facts is right, it means that in principle
indicative relative clauses always determine (or rather overtly mark) the
wide scope reading of their antecedent and consequently they cannot be
associated with attributive readings in the contexts examined so far.
Neverthelees, there is a well-delimited set of environments where indicative
relatives are able to yield nuurow-scope/attributive readings, next to the

'm The judgement is subtle and maybe for some speakers less strong than reported here
(Carme Picallo, p.c.), but I think there is still a clear contrast with (59b). It is important to
ignore the possible generic/characterizing reading of this structure, for reasons that will
become clear in Chapter 4.
ll0
On the licensing of subjunctive in free relatives such as this one, see Chapter 4.
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wide-scope/referential one."' Such environments are represented by
conditional antecedents and generic contexts, as illustrated in (61)-(62).

(61)

Si veus camises que t'agraden, compra-t'en

if

see.IND.3SG shirts that

to-you-appeal.IND.3SG

IM P ER. SG. REF L. PART
'If you see shirts you like, buy them.'

buy.

(62)

Normalment es compra camises que costen de planxar
normally REF L buy. IND.PRS. 3SG shirts that be -hard. IND. P RS. 3 P L
of to-iron
'Slhe normally buys shirts that are hard to iron.'

Given that the bare noun antecedent in (61)-(62) is unable to take wide
scope, the only reading available for the description formed ny the
DP/indicative relative is the naffow-scope/attributive one. All of a sudden, in
such environments subjunctive and indicative relatives can modify the same
DP, as exemplified in (63).

(63)

Si veus camises que t'agraden i que no costin de planxar, comprat'en
if see.IND.SSG shirts that to-you-appeal.IND.3sG and that shirts
that
not
be-hard.SUB.PRS.3PL of
to-iron
buy. IM P ER. SG. REF L. PART
'If you see shirts you like (IND) and are (SUB) not hard to iron, buy
them.'

At face value, this is a very surprising fact, in view of the conclusions we
had reached above. Yet, this behaviour of indicative relatives remains
limited to a specific set of environments that display conditional or
conditional-like interpretation. I will argue that these facts must be attributed
to the conditional semantics they have. Extensive discussion of conditional
and generic contexts will be undertaken in Chapter 4 in connection with free
relatives. The analysis developed there should be applied to these cases of
indicative restrictive relatives as well, which then cease to constitute a
puzzle for the overall picture.

2.2.4

Scope of the Descriptive Condition

In the discussion on attributivity in section 2.2.2 it was already implicit that
determining the scope of a certain DP might involve the determination of
two separate things: the scope of the variable and the scope of the
descriptive content of the DP. I will try next to elaborate on those
rrr Veloudis (1983/84) discusses
the conditional cases in detail with respect to Greek.
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assumptions in more concrete fashion on the basis of the proposals in Farkas

(1982, 1997),

to the level of semantic
representation consists on the one hand of a variable x and on the other of a
descriptive content/condition DC in the form of a predicative expression on
The contribution of noun phrases

assignment of values to the variable to those
assignments where the value meets the descriptive condition. A decisive

x. The DC constrains the

aspect of the determination of the scope of a noun phrase is the
determination of the world or worlds in the model where such a condition
has to be met. For instance, in (64) the DC of the embedded DP subject can
be evaluated either with respect to the worlds in the model where the whole
sentence is evaluated (Me(sp)) or with respect to the belief worlds anchored
to John that have been introduced by the main predicate (ME(John)):

(64)a.

[John believes [that [a friend of mine]ye11 is a crooklye(rr

(64)b.

Uohn believes [that [a friend of mine]uElspy iS a crook]yerrr

lranr,p)

lrn{e(,pr

In (64a) we can say that the DC of the DP under discussion has 'narrow
scope' with respect to the intensional predicate: the variable introduced by
the DP has to have as a value a friend of mine in MB(J), which contains the
worlds compatible with John's beliefs. In (64b) the DC can be described as
having 'wide scope', since the model where the predicative condition on the
relevant variable has to be evaluated is not Me(J) but Me(sp), containing the
worlds compatible with what the speaker believes (eventually, it could also
be some other model present in the current context of conversation).
Farkas (1997) proposes a way to implement this by means of
evaluation indices: the evaluation index of a variable specifies the evaluation
function (or set thereof) that is crucial in determining the relevant values of
that variable; the evaluation index of a predicative condition whose predicate
is P specifies the worlds or situations at which the valuation of P has to be

checked. Here we will be interested in the latter, which Farkas also
denominates modal indices of DCs. For a case like (64a) we would say that
the modal index of the relevant DC has been set to the value introduced by
the main predicate, whereas in (64b) it has been set to the value determined
by the world where the sentence as a whole is evaluated.
This approach to the scope of the DC of a noun phrase with respect
to an intensional predicate or an operator finds a parallelism in EnE's (1986)
account of the temporal interpretation of the descriptive content of DPs. In
examples like (65)

(65)

The fugitives are now in

it is clear that the temporal

jail

reference of the DC must be interpreted
independently of the temporal reference of the main predication of which the
noun is an argument: the predicative condition 'being a fugitive' on the
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relevant set of individuals does not hold in the same temporal parameter
where the matrix predication is evaluated, but just in an evaluation time
previous to their imprisonment, and its temporal index has to be set to a
value that is salient in the discourse context.
Under Farkas's (1997) analysis, it is predicted that the variable and
the DC can receive different indices, that is their modal indices may be set to
different values. This is the situation that arises for example in cases like
(66), according to Farkas:

(66)

I would

be happy

if someone who is actually rich would have been

poor
Here the variable contributed by the indefinite DP is indexed to the worlds
introduced by the antecedent of the conditional (non-rigid reference, its
value varies from world to world), and its DC to M6(sp). This is an instance
where the variable has nilrow scope with respect to the worlds introduced
by the restrictor (overtly determined by the conditional antecedent) and the
DC has wide scope with respect to them. Another such example is (67),
from Farkas (1982: 67): it is intended to describe a situation where Mary
wants to find a (non-specific) unicorn.

(67)

Mary wants to find an animal which does not exist

In this case the object variable has 'narrow scope', i.e. it is interpreted 1n
Moo,,(Mary). whereas the DC takes 'wide scope', thus being interpreted in
rvriispl.t tzltii
112

This approach raises an important question as to how the variable associated with the
DC is bound in logical representations when it has 'wide scope', and at the same time the DP
variable has 'narrow scope'. See Farkas (1982: 67-68) for discussion and possible
implementations. In Farkas (1997) this problem does not arise, because the alleged 'scope' of

the description does not depend on

a

structural difference: the two readings have
in the values of the evaluation
indices of the DC, and not in the structural position of the DC relative to the intensional
representations that are structurally identical; they differ

element at either the syntactic or the semantic level. Although I will not make crucial use of
Farkas's modal indices, my account based on models would overcome the problem mentioned
in a comparable way, because there no real scope differences are at play.
"3 As Reineke Bok pointed out to me, the prediction is that in Catalan the relative in
(67) should be in the indicative. This is indeed the case, as illustrated in (i):

(i)

La Maria vol trobar un animal que no existeix
the Maria want.3SG to-find an animal that not exist.lND.PRS.SSG
'Mary wants to find an animal which does not exist.'

If we used subjunctive, as in (ii), the structure would yield an odd interpretation, given
that the lexical choices would attribute to Mary the wish to find something she knows she
cannot find.
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The main insights of Farkas's analysis will turn out to be of great
importance for the issue of mood distribution in relative clauses. For the
sake of consistency, I have simply recast her use of modal indices in terms

indexation to models that are relativized to a context and have an
individual anchor (Giannakidou 1997a, c) rather than simply indexation to a
collection of worlds, as laid out in section 5.5 of Chapter 2. From this
perspective, I will propose that the reported scopal readings of relative
clauses are apparent, and that they do not arise as a consequence of
structural differences either in the syntax or in the semantic representation,
but rather as a result of the connection of the DC they express to the model
where they are evaluated. Although I will continue to use the scopal
terminology at different points for the sake of clarity, I take it that it must be
reinterpreted in terms of indexation to models.
At the level of semantic interpretation, relative clauses contribute a
predicative condition on a variable. The claim I would like to make is that
mood choice in a modal environment created by a, intensional predicate or
operator overtly indicates the model for the evaluation of the descriptive
condition realised in the relative clause: subjunctive relatives, invariably
associated with naffow scope readings according to most accounts, force the
evaluation of the DC in the model introduced by the opacity-creating
element. In (68), with its corresponding interpretation in (69), for instance,
the DC of the object must be evaluated in Mstu1(Anastasia), the model of
Anastasia's view on the future realizations of the actual world introduced by
the strong intensional predicate necessitar 'to need'. In this case both the
variable and the predicative condition on it are in the scope of the modal

of

element.

(68)

L'Anastasia necessita
un argument [que sigui convinceflt] r,anru<aoastasia)
the Anastasia need.3SG aru argument that be.SUB.3SG convincing
'Anastasia needs an argument that is convincing.'

(69)

NEED (Anastasia, [3x: argument' (x) n be-convincing' (x)] )

An indicative relative in a similar environment gives rise to a wide scope
reading of the DC with respect to the set of worlds in Mnr,,(x) and
consequently it has to be evaluated in another model. In the specific example
(70) it is plausibly MB(speaker), the model of reality according to the
speaker, or possibly some other model made salient by the previous
discourse-l

(ii)

la

#La Maria vol trobar un animal que no existeixi
the Maria want.3SG to-find an animal that not exist.SUB.PRS.-3SG
'Mary wants to find an animal which does not exist (SUB).'

"n I believe that, albeit less salient due to the lack of context, the wide scope reading of
the indicative relative in (70) can also involve the evaluation of the description in MB(Elena).
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L'Elena necessita un argument [que 6s convincent] ME(sp)ME(Erena)
the ilena need.3SG on argumeni that be.IND.3SG coniincing
'Elena needs an argument that is convincing.'

(71) [!x: argument' (x) n be-convincing' (x) NEED (Elena, x)]
^
Both in (68) and (70) the description refers non-rigidly to possibly different
arguments in the worlds introduced by the intensional predicate, but in the
second case the assignment is further constrained by the fact that the set of
worlds relevant for evaluation in Ms6u1(Elena) is the iubset resulting from the
intersection with the worlds in Ms(Elena) or Ms(sp) where the condition 'be
a convincing argument' also holds.
A natural explanation for the exclusion of coordinated or stacked
relatives with diverging choices of mood (see the data and discussion in
section 2.2.3 above) follows directly from this analysis if we accept that
different descriptive conditions on a single variable cannot be evaluated in
different models. This conclusion is not only supported by the coordination
and stacking facts just mentioned but also by the observation that the two
DCs on an indefinite DP contributed by the common noun and the relative
clause respectively cannot have different scopes. (72a) or (72b), which are
intended to depict such possibilities, are not possible interpretations for
either (68) or (70).

(72)

(*))]"'

a.

#ax [argument' (x) n NEED

b.

#ax [be-convincing' (x) n NEED (u, argument' (x))]

(u, be-convincing'

To account for this restriction I will postulate that the model index

is

assigned at the NPIDP level, thus preventing different DCs on the same
variable from having diverging indices.r16

Further confirmation of this requirement on the indexation of
descriptive conditions is offered by the remark that indefinites that are
Empirically, this is shown by the felicitous addition of the phrase 'according to her' to the
relative clause, as in (i), which overtly anchors the DC to such a model.

(i)

L'Elena necessita un argument que segons ella

€,s

convincent

the Elena need.3SG an argument that according-to her be.IND.3SG convincing
'Elena needs an argument that is convincing, according to her.'

This accords with the idea developed in Heim (1992) that the worlds introduced in want
sentences are based on the doxastic modal base of the individual anchor expressed by its
subject: 'to want S means to find the Q-worlds among the worlds compatible with one's
beliefs more desirable than comparable non-Q-worlds compatible with ones beliefs' (Heim
1992:202). In this sense for the interpretation of (70) we should be able to access Ms(Elena)
as well.
t'5
u = Anastasia' and Elena' in (68) and (70), respectively.
r16
Thanks to Eddy Ruys for suggesting this possibility to me.
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unable to take wide scope such as bare plurals'l7 cannot be modified by an
indicative relative in an intensional context, as illustrated in (73) (see also
section 2.2.3 above): since the description introduced by the common noun
has to be interpreted in the scope of the intensional operator, the descriptive
condition realized as a relative clause cannot take a different scope (that is, it

cannot get interpreted
subjunctive.

(13)

in a different model) and the only possibility

L'Artemis necessita
arguments [que { siguin/*s6n}

is

convincslts]1,aero(A)

the Artemis need.3SG arguments that be.SUBftIND.3PL convincing
'Afiemis needs arguments that are (SUB/*IND) convincing.'

The choice of an indicative relative would lead to an interpretation like the
one in (72b), which can be argued to be ill formed. The only way to save the
structure with the indicative relative is to add the indefinite plural determiner
to the antecedent, which overtly marks it as specific:

(74)

L'Artemis necessita uns arguments [que s6n convincents] ME(sp)/ME(A)
the Artemis need.3SG some arguments that be.IND.3PL convincing
'Artemis needs some arguments that are convincing.'

The same point can be made with respect to bare plurals in the scope of a
weak intensional predicate like creure'to believe': given that the DC 'story
books' in (75) has to be interpreted in MB(Anna), the DC 'be very boring'
cannot be evaluated in MB(speaker) but only in M6(Anna):

(75)

L'Anna creu
[que ha escollit llibres de contes [que s6n avorridfssims]p1s1ar l*ror
the-Anna believe.iSG that have.3SG chosen books of stories that
be.IND. 3 P L boring. SU P ERL
'Anna believes she has chosen story books that are very boring.'

The idea that different descriptive conditions on a single variable
cannot be evaluated in different models accords with another fact noted
above (section 2.2.3): in the scope of an intensional predicate or an operator,
the reading of a PP that modifies a DP is disambiguated by the addition of

an indicative or a subjunctive relative. The subjunctive relative forces
narrow scope for both DCs (76) with respect to the intensional predicate
(indexation to Mer",(J)), whereas the choice of an indicative relative only

allows wide scope (77) vis-h-vis the same element (indexation to Ms(sp) or
to Mn(J)) :

"' Farkas (1991) suggests that there may well be noun phrase types whose DCs are
bound to the parameters of their main predications. Bare plurals would be one such case,
hence their invariably narrow scope effect.
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El Joan ha demanat
un ordinador [de joguina]naEru(D [que

li faci els deures]unru(r)

the Joan have.3SG asked-for a computer of toy that

him

SG the homework
'Joan has asked for a toy computer that does (SUB) his homework.'

do. SU B.

(77)

3

El Joan ha demanat
un ordinador [de joguina]yE(sp/D [que fa els deures] MEGp/r)
the Joan have.3SG asked-for a computer of toy that do.IND.3SG the
homework
'Joan has asked for a toy computer that does (IND) the homework.'

Along the same lines we can explain another combination restriction
between indicative and subjunctive relatives pointed out above ($ 2.2.3),
namely that an indicative relative cannot embed a subjunctive relative in a
modal context, as depicted in (78) and exemplified again in (79):

(78) *V
(79)

DPl

[cpncr Vnvn DPZ [cprr.cz

*Necessita un jardiner que

primavera

Vsu, ll

li planta tulipes que floreixin per

a

gardener that him/her plant.IND.-lSG tulips that
L in spring
('S/he needs a gardener that plants (IND) tulips for him/trer that
bloom (SUB) in spring.')
need.3SG

bloom. SU B.

3P

The reason for the ungrammaticality of (79) lies in the fact that RC1 in the
indicative determines wide scope of the DC with respect to the intensional
predicate necessitar 'to need' and DP2[RCz,,89]ng part of that DC, cannot
have nerrow scope vis-i-vis the same element.l" Thil tension does not arise
if RCl is in the subjunctive too, as in (80)-(81), or RC2 is in the indicative,
as in (82)-(83), since scope is uniformly narrow or wide, respectively, for
both relative clauses. In addition, in case RCI is subjunctive, nothing

prevents RC2 from being in the indicative and taking wide scope
unproblematically, as in (84)-(85).

ll8 From the perspective of indexation to models, this should follow from a restriction
stating that once we 'go back' to ME(sp) or to Me(x), we are not allowed to use MBsul(x) as
anchor again. The explicit statement of such accessibility restrictions will be left open for
future research. For a related type of restriction in the domain of complement clauses, see the
discussion in Chapter 2, section 5.5.
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DPI

[cprncr Vsus

Necessita un jardiner que

primavera

need.3SG

a
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Vsus ll

DPz [cpncz

li planti tulipes que floreixin per

gardener that him/her plant.SUB.SSG tulips that

bloom. SUB. 3 PL in spring
'Sftre needs a gardener that plants (SUB) tulips

for him/her that will

bloom (SUB) in spring.'

(82) v
(83)

DPl [cpincr VINp DPz [c"r*.,

Necessita un jardiner que

primavera

need.3SG

a

Vnro ll

li planta tulipes que floreixen per

gardener that him/her plant.IND.SSG tulips that

bloom, IND. 3 P L in spring
'S/he needs a gardener that plants

(ND) tulips for himfter

that

will

bloom (IND) in spring.'

(84) v
(85)

DPI

Necessita un jardiner que

primavera

.

[cprncr Vsus

need.3Sc

a

DPZ [c.r*c,

li planti tulipes

VrNn ll

que floreixen per

gardener that him/her plant.SUB.SSG tulips that

bloom. IND. 3 PL in spring

'S/he needs a gardener that plants (SUB) tulips
bloom (IND) in spring.'

for him/her that

In the last four subsections the view has been presented that what
the mood choice indicates in relative clauses is the scope of the descriptive
condition on the variable introduced by the antecedent. Building on Farkas's
(1982, 1997) proposal that the scope of the variable and the DC of a DP can
be dissociated, it has been established that indicative and subjunctive in
relative clauses constitute the overt marking of the wide and narrow scope of
the DC, respectively. Under my proposal, this is in essence equivalent to
indexation of the descriptive conditions to different types of models, namely
to the embedded model or to a superordinate one. I have also put forth the
idea that different DCs on the same variable have to show the same scope,
thus offering an account for the restriction on the combination of indicative
and subjunctive relatives. Ultimately, it has been argued that the scopal
readings discussed are just the reflection of the indexation to models, which
gives the impression of wide and narrow scope despite the lack of structural
differences.
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Relatives and Partitivity

In this last subsection I would like to explore a possible connection between
partitive antecedents and the mood of their relative clauses and actually
dispute the claim made by Beghelli that indicative relatives determine the
partitive reading of an indefinite antecedent.
It has been recently defended by Beghelli (1996) that plain
indefinites modified by an indicative relative clause are instances of covert
partitives. His claim rests on the alleged equivalence in the interpretation of
the two Italian examples in (86a) and (86b):

(86)

a.

Voglio conoscere una donna che insegna linguistica
want.lSG to-know a woman that teach.IND.3SG Linguistics
'I want to meet a woman that teaches (IND) Linguistics.'

b.

Voglio conoscere una delle insegnanti di linguistica
of-the teachers of linguistics
want.lSG to-know a
'I want to meet one of the (female) teachers of Linguistics.'

According to Beghelli, both (86a) and (86b) convey the presupposition that
there is a set of individuals, female teachers of Linguistics, who exist in the
context of utterance. That presupposition is conveyed by the definite article
in (86b) and by indicative mood in the relative in (86a). If subjunctive is
chosen in the relative, as in (87), the presupposition disappears and the
sentence can be paraphrased as 'I want to know any woman teacher of
Lingistics.'

(87)

Voglio conoscere una donna che insegni linguistica
want.lSG to-know a woman that teach.SUB.3SG Linguistics
'I want to meet a woman that teaches (SUB) Linguistics.'

Beghelli bases his claim about the contribution of indicative relatives to the
interpretation of plain indefinites on an apparent parallelism between an
overt partitive (see (86b)) and a hypothetically covert one (see (86a)). There
exists a more direct path, though, in order to substantiate the alleged
equivalence which consists in constructing an overt partitive corresponding
to (86b) with an indicative relative, as in (88).

(88)

Voglio conoscere una delle donne che insegnano linguistica
want.lSG to-know a of-the women that teach.IND.3PL Linguistics
'I want to meet one of the women who teach Linguistics.'

If

Beghelli were correct, (86a) and (88) would have to mean exactly the
I will argue that
this is not the case. In (86a), uniqueness of the referent of the object is not
entailed, and no familiar set of women who teach Linguistics is presupposed
same and would trigger the same presuppositions. However,
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either. What the speaker does is assert the existence of a woman who teaches
Linguistics: both the variable and the descriptive condition on it added by
the indicative relative have wide scope with respect to the intensional
predicate. This type of reading is represented in (90), coffesponding to (89),
the Catalan example which is equivalent to (86a).

(89)

Esti buscant una noia que ensenya lingtifstica
seeking a young-woman that teach.IND. 3 SG Linguistic
'Slhe is looking for a woman who teaches Linguistics.'

be. 3 SG

(90)

s

[3x: woman' (x) n teacher-of-Linguistics' (x) n SEEK (I, x)]

In (90) the DC does not hold in the model Mrr,,(x) introduced by the
volitional predicate, but in M6(sp) (or in ME(x)). I believe that the kind of
interpretation Beghelli attributes to (86a) can only be conveyed by an overt
partitive, as in (91). What we get in this case is narrow scope of the object
variable, whose assignment can vary from world to world in Mppl(x) within
the domain corresponding to the set of female teachers that is assumed to
exist, as represented in (92).

(91)

Esth buscant una de les noies que ensenyen lingiifstica

be.3SG seeking

a of the young-women that teach.IND.3PL

Linguistics
'S/he is looking for one of the women who teach Linguistics.'

(92) fY [woman' (Y) n teacher-of-Linguistics' (Y) n SEEK (I, [3x: x e Y])l
As the comparison of (90) and (92) makes clear, the interpretations of (89)
and (91) are different.

I will follow Farkas (1994) in dissociating partitive specificity from
scopal specificity. Farkas, along the lines of Eng (1991), considers a DP to
be specific iff it denotes a member or a subset of a familiar discourse group.
Partitivity is seen as a form of familiarity: both overt and covert partitives

are more familiar than non-partitive indefinites (but less familiar than

definites). An example like (93) clearly shows that partitivity is independent
of scopal specificity:

(93)

My mother wants to see one of Van Gogh's paintings in the original,
no matter which

In this sentence the object, an overt partitive, is interpreted as scopally nonspecific with respect to the matrix volitional predicate. What partitivity does
in this case is restrict the range of possible referents; a non-partitive
indefinite like a masterly painting in the same context would be less
restrictive as to the possible referents.
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In the case of overt partitives modified by a relative clause, the
variable introduced by the DP antecedent can have either wide or narow
scope independently of the issue of partitivity. What the complement of the
partitive DP does is explicitly establish the domain of individuals among
which to pick out the referent. On the basis of relative clause modification I
will show that the complement of the partitive is also subject to scopal
relationships.
In (92) we observed that the scopes of the partitive DP and its
complement are in .principle independent. If relative clauses contribute
descriptive conditions as argued above, we predict that they will be able to
combine with both DPs, the partitive DP and its complement, and have
diverging scopes as well. This turns out to be the case. In (9a) we have a
partitive object and both the partitive DP and its complement are modified
by an indicative relative, so they both have wide scope with respect to the
intensional predicate.

(g4)

If

Busca un [dels esportistes que participen als jocs] que ha insultat els
i,rbitres
seek.3SG a of-the sportsmen that participate.IND.iPL in-the games
that have.3SG.IND insulted the referees
'S/[re is looking for one of the sportsmen who are taking (IND) part
in the games that insulted (IND) the referees.'

indicative relatives were linked

to partitive

readings

of indefinite

antecedents, as Beghelli (1996) suggests, we would not expect subjunctive
relatives to be able to appear in overt partitive constructions. However, the
expectation is not borne out: the partitive DP and its complement can display

a subjunctive relative, as in (95) and (96). In (95) the partitive indefinite is
modified by a subjunctive relative; thus, it gets narrow scope with respect to
buscar.Its complement, though, is modified by an indicative relative and it

gets wider scope than the matrix predicate. The object description is
interpreted attributively, because the variable assignment varies from world
to world in Muru,(x),Ite but its domain is further restricted to the set
determined by its complement DP. This set is not defined in Meru.(x), but in
Mu(sp) or in Mr(x), thus its elements have to be individuals in one of those
two models.

(95)

rle

Busca un [dels esportistes que participen als jocs] que hagi insultat
els hrbitres
seek.3SG a of-the sportsmen that participate.IND.3PL in-the games
that have.3SG.SUB insulted the referees
'Slhe is looking for one of the sportsmen who are taking (IND) part
in the games that insulted (SUB) the referees.'

x stands for the elliptical subject of busca.
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If the complement of the partitive is modified by a subjunctive relative,

as

in

(96), then the complement DP refers non-rigidly too, since the set is defined
in M61(x), the same model where the partitive indefinite is evaluated. In this
case, though, the familiar reading usually contributed

vanishes, for there is no familiar set
variable to quantify over.

(96)

by overt partitivity

in the discourse for the head DP

Busca un [dels esportistes que participin als jocs] que hagi insultat
els hrbitres
seek.3SG a of-the sportsmen that participate.SUB.3PL in-the games
that have.SSG.SUB insulted the referees
'Sftre is looking for one of the sportsmen who are taking (SUB) part
in the games that insulted (SUB) the referees.'

Given that a partitive DP expresses a subset relation with respect to its DP
complement, we exclude a case where the former has wide scope and the
latter narrow scope. Such a construct would amount to a contradictory
situation where the head DP picks out a specific individual from a nonspecific domain of individuals.rzo This prediction turns out to be supported
by the data discussed here involving modification with relative clauses: if
we combine a wide scope partitive indefinite (indicative relative) with a
narrow scope complement (subjunctive relative), as in (97), the result is
ungrammatical.

(97)

*Busca un [dels esportistes que participin als jocs] que ha insultat
els irbitres
seek.3SG a of-the sportsmen that participate.SUB.3PL in-the games

that have.3SG.IND insulted the referees
('Sftre is looking for one of the sportsmen who are taking (SUB) part
in the games that insulted (IND) the referees.')

Table 2 recapitulates the combination possibilities of the mood of relative
clauses in instances of overt partitives.

COMPLEMENT DP +
IND
COMPLEMENT DP +

PARTITIVE DP + IND

PARTITIVE DP + SUB

,/

,/

{<

,/

SUB

Table 2. Mood Options in Relative Clauses in Partitive Constructions.
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This should also be statable in terms of indexation to models. See fn. 118 above.
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Returning now to Beghelli's (1996) claim that indicative relatives
induce a partitive reading of the plain indefinite in cases like (86a), it should
be added that if he were right, the cooccurrence of an overt partitive
complement and an indicative relative depending on the same indefinite
should be barred in the same way as in (98), where a single partitive
indefinite DP is meant to have two overt PP complements:

(98)

*Busca una [de les professores de lingiifstica] [de les organitzadores
del congrdrl"'

seek.3SG

a of the professors.FEM of

Linguistics

of

the

of

the

or ganizers. F EM of-the conferenc e

('S/he

is looking for one of the Linguistics

professors

conference organizers. )

However, flh overt partitive can be modified unproblematically by an
indicative relative, as shown in (99), and the interpretation they yield is
unambiguous: the overt partitive introduces a set that constitutes the domain
for the variable assignment to the head DP and the relative further specifies
a descriptive condition the variable has to meet.

(99)

a.

Busca una [de les professores de lingiifstica] [que organitza
el congrEsl

seek.3SG

a of the professors.FEM of

Linguistics that

organiry. IND. 3 SG the conferenc e
'Sftre is looking for one of the professors of Linguistics that
organtzes the conference.'

b.

Busca una [de les organitzadores del congrEs] [que ensenya

lingtifstical
seek.3SG a of the organizers.FEM of-the conference that
t e ac h. I N D. -rSG Lin guistic s
'S/he is looking for one of the organizers of the conference
that teaches Linguistics.'

Actually, given the specific reading of the indefinite triggered by the
indicative relative, it is asserted in (99a) that there is one professor in
Linguistics involved in the organization of the conference, and in (99b) that
there is one conference organizer that teaches Linguistics. This would not be
r2r The
ungrammaticality of (98) cannot be imputed to the fact that the indefinite is
modified by two PPs introduced by the same preposition, as the well-formedness of (i) shows.

(i)

Busca una [de les professores de Lingiifstica] [del departament de catali]
seek.3SG a of the professors.FEM of Linguistics of+he department of Catalan
'S/he is looking for one
the professors of Linguistics from the Catalan

of

Department.'
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so (the existence of an individual satisfying the descriptive condition in that
domain is not presupposed) if the relatives were in the subjunctive, as in
(100), but the range of referents for the indefinite would be the same: the

salient set

of

professors

in Linguistics in (100a) and the salient set of

conference organizers in (100b).

(100)

Busca una [de les professores de lingiifstica] [que organttzl
el congrdsl

a.

seek.3SG

a of the professors.FEM of

or g anize.

U B. 3 SG the confe renc e

S

Linguistics that

'Sftre is looking for one of the professors of Linguistics that
or gantzes the conference.'

b.

Busca una [de les organitzadores del congrds] [que ensenyi

lingiifstical
seek.3SG

a of the organizers.FEM of-the conference

that

teach. SUB. 3SG Linguistic s

'Sftre is looking for one of the organizers of the conference
that teaches Linguistics.'

Contrary to what Beghelli (1996) assumes, it seems clear that
indicative relatives cannot introduce a covert partitive depending on an
indefinite antecedent. If that were possible, we should also expect a covert
counterpart of (95), with both an indicative and a subjunctive relative
modifying the same head, to be grammatical, but the structure is ruled out,
as in (101) (see section 7.2.3 above as well).

(101)

*Busca un esportista [que participa als jocs] [que hagi insultat

e1s

irbitresl
seek.3SG

a sportman that participate.IND.3SG in-the games

3

that

SG. SU B

insulted the referees
('S/tre is looking foor a sportman that is taking (IND) part
games that insulted (SUB) the referees.')
have.

in

the

In addition, since Beghelli connects the availability of specific readingsr22
for plain indefinites to the alleged partitive reading licensed by an indicative
relative, two more predictions follow from his assumptions: first, that
subjunctive relatives would never license specific readings (intermediate
readings included), and second, that plain indefinites with indicative

r22
Beghelli (1996) adopts Kratzer's (1997) view on specific readings of indefinites,
according to which only non-specific readings are quantificational, while specific readings
(intermediate and wide scope indefinites) are non-quantificational ('pseudoscope'). Below I
will discuss some aspects of Kratzer's proposals. For the purposes of the present discussion I
will use Kratzer's basic approach and just ignore the possibility that intermediate readings can
arise as a result of Quantifier Raising.

r40
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relatives can always license intermediate readings (next to widest scope
ones). As we will see next, both predictions are falsified.
As regards the first prediction, there exists strong evidence that plain
indefinites with a subjunctive relative can in fact display intermediate scope
readings.'z3 The relevant example is reproduced in GO2), with the intendid
interpretation given in (103):

(102)

Cada professor espera [que tot estudiant seu llegeixi [un article que
ell hagi seleccionat amb curall
each professor hope.3SG that every student his read.SUB.3SG an
article that he have.SUB.SSG selected with care
'Every professor hopes that every student of his will read an article
that he selected (SUB) carefully.'

(103) For every

professor

x, x hopes that there is an article y that x

selected with care such that for every student z of x, e will read y.

The intermediate reading is also available for a plain indefinite modified by
an indicative clause, as (104) and the intended reading in (105) illustrate:

(104)

Cada professor afirma [que tot estudiant seu llegirh [un article que
ell ha seleccionat amb curall
each professor claim.3SG that every student his read.FUT.3SG an
article that he have.IND.SSG selected with care
'Every professor claims that every student of his will read an article
that he selected (IND) carefully.'

(105) For every professor r, x

claims that there is an article

selected with care such that for every student z of x, z

will

y that x

read y.

However, if we substitute a referential DP for the subject pronoun ell rn the
relative clause, the intermediate scope reading becomes impossible and only
the widest scope reading is available for the indefinite:"4

''3 On intermediate scope readings
Abusch (1994) and Kratzer (1991).
tzu

of indefinites, see Farkas (1981), Ruys (1992),

ln this discussion I am intentionally ignoring the narrow scope reading of the
indefinite where it is distributed over by the embedded universal quantifier. I think, though,
that this reading is less prominent in (106) due to the occurrence of indicative in the relative
under a future: the indefinite takes wide scope with respect to the future operator contributed
by llegird 'will read', but narrow scope with respect to tot estudiant seu 'every student of
his'. So in a sense this is also an intermediate reading. A real narrow scope reading arises if
we change the tense of the embedded complement to the present perfect, for instance, as in
(i):
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(106)

Cada professor afirma [que tot estudiant seu llegiri [un article que la
ministra ha seleccionat amb curall
each professor claim.3SG that every student his read.FUT.3SG an
article that the minister have.IND.SSG selected with care
'Every professor claims that every student of his will read an article
that the minister selected (IND) carefully.'

(107)

There is an article y the minister selected with care such that for
every professor x, x claims that for every student z of x, e will read
v.

From these examples it becomes obvious that it is not mood what determines
the availability or unavailability of intermediate readings for plain
indefinites.

The interpretive contrast between (104) and (106) receives

an

elegant explanation under Kratzer' s (1997) analysis of specific readings of
indefinite DPs. Kratzer's claim is that specific readings of indefinites
(intermediate scope and referentiaUwidest scope interpretations) are not real
cases of _scope, but of pseudoscope. Such readings are dependent on a choice

functionrz) denoted

by

certain indefinite determiners containing

a

pronominal element (cf. Reinhart 1995). Unlike Reinhart, she assumes these
choice functions to be contextually determined: determiners like a certain,
which are always specific, contain an implicit argument; if the referent for
the implicit argument is the speaker we get a referential reading for the
indefinite, but if that argument is bound by another operator higher in the
structure, then an intermediate reading obtains. Intermediate readings are
facilitated by indefinites like a certain, a dffirent, another, which contain
implicit arguments that are open to bound variable interpretations. The
appearance of a bound pronoun in the restriction of the indefinite favours the
intermediate reading, as the contrast in (108) (taken from Kratzer 1997: 6)
makes clear:

(108)

(i)

a.

[Every professor]1 rewarded every student who read some
book sheihad reviewed for the New York Times

Cada professor afirma [que tot estudiant seu ha llegit [un article que la ministra
havia seleccionat amb curall
each professor claim.3SG that every student have.3SG read an article that the
minister have. IND. P ST. 3 SG selected with care
'Every professor claims that every student of his read an article that the minister
had (IND) selected carefully.'

125
A choice function is a partial function from sets of individuals that picks up a unique
individual from any non-empty set in its domain. For recent proposals concerning the use of
choice functions for the interpretation of indefinites, see Reinhart (1995, 1997), Winter

(1997) and Kratzer (1997).
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Every professor rewarded every student who read some
book t had reviewed for the New York Times

As we have noted above, the same type of contrast arises in the examples
from Catalan (104) and (106): the intermediate reading for the indefinite is
enabled by a bound variable pronoun in its restriction. The choice of mood
in the relative does not influence the availability of the reading as long as the
independent requirements for the licensing of the subjunctive relative is
satisfied.
Nevertheless, the mood facts pose a potential problem for Kratzer's

analysis of intermediate readings (together with referential readings) as
specific interpretations of indefinites by means of choice functions, as
opposed to quantificationaUnarrow-scope interpretations: if the indefinite in
(102) modified by a subjunctive relative were interpreted specifically, one
would predict that a necessarily specific indefinite like un determinat N 'a
certain N' should be able to combine with a subjunctive relative as well.
This prediction, though, is contradicted by the evidence provided by
examples like (109):

(109)

*Volen contractar un determinat investigador que shpiga
criptografia

want.3PL to-hire

a certain

cryptography

('They want to hire

a

researcher

that

know.SUB.SSG

certain reasearcher that knows (SUB)

cryptography.')

From the scopal perspective, it could be easily argued that this structure is
out because of the contradictory scopal requirements of un determinat and
the subjunctive relative, wide and narrow scope with respect to the matrix
volitional predicate respectively. In other words, the ungrammaticality of
(109) can be ascribed to the contradictory requirements of specifictty (un
determinat) and attributivity (the subjunctive relative) on the same variable.
Still, from Kratzer's perspective this is an unexpected result, because the
pseudoscope reading in (109) is barred for the allegedly same type of
description that in (102) was shown to yield such a reading. Even if we
provide a binder (a universallly quantified subject, in this case) for the
implicit argument of the choice function contributed by un determinat, the
structure remains ungrammatical, contrary to Kratzer's prediction, as
illustrated in (110):

(110)

*Cada departament vol contractar un determinat investigador que
shpiga criptografia

each department want.3SG to-hire

a

certain researcher that

know. SU B. 3SG crypto graphy

('Each depatment wants to hire a certain researcher that knows
(SUB) cryptography.'
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Note that the example can be saved by choosing the indicative, as in (111),
with the intended interpretation reproduced in (lI2). The complex
determiner un cert ts represented as a free function variable f and its implicit
argument appears as a subscripted variable. Possible values for the variable f
are (partial) functions that map individuals into choice functions. In (112)
the contextually determined value for the variable f is a function that maps

every department into a choice function that is defined for just one
argument, the set of all desired cryptographers, and picks out the
cryptographer of the choice of every department frorn that set.

(111)

Cada departament vol contractar un determinat investigador que sap

criptografia

each department want.3SG to-hire

a

know. IN D. -lSG c rypto graphy

'Every department wants
cryptography.'

(112) Vx I department

(x)

+

certain researcher that

to hire a certain

researcher that knows

WANT (x, f* (cryptography researcher)) ]

The existence of intermediate readings of plain indefinites modified by
subjunctive relatives clearly militates against the view that such readings are
specific readings in the sense of Kratzer (1997), that is pseudoscope readings
enabled by a parametrized choice function mechanism. It also undermines
Beghelli's hypothesis that indicative relatives yield a partitive reading for an
indefinite antecedent. Given that the complex issue of the scope of
indefinites is not our immediate concern here, I will just point out the
problem and leave it open for further investigation. What can safely be
concluded is (a) that the partitive reading of an indefinite does not bear on
the mood of a relative clause that modifies it, and (b) that if specificity
depends on the availability of choice functions for the interpretation of an
indefinite, something else must be said about the contribution of specific
indefinite determiners like un determinat.

3.

Subjunctive Relatives vs. Polarity Items

As discussed in Chapter 1, some recent approaches to mood (Stowell 1993,
Brugger & D'Angelo 1994, 1995, Uribe-Etxebarria 1994, Giannakidou
1994, 1995, I997a) have entertained the hypothesis that subjunctive is a
polarity item. The analogy between subjunctive clauses and polarity items is
based on two striking distributional similarities they possess: (a) the set of
environments where they occur coincide partially; (b) they take invariably
nurrrow scope with respect to their licenser. In Chapter 2 I have discussed
several problems arising in a polarity account of mood distribution in the
complement domain. In connection with the distribution and intelpretation
of subjunctive relatives, I will add next some other arguments against the
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collapse subjunctive relative with polarity items. Yet, the

objections that will be enumerated next cannot be applied to Giannakidou's
(1997a) approach to polarity. In her view, polarity items are expressions that
are dependent on some semantic property of their context for their proper
interpretation. From this point of view, subjunctive clauses are polarity
items. In the discussion that follows, though, I will use the term polarity item
in the more traditional sense appearing in the literature on negative polarity,
which is actually the use present in the works on subjunctive just mentioned.

I will

show first that the distributional similarities

between

subjunctive relatives and polarity items are not a sufficiently solid basis for
the identification of the former with the latter. Some crucial differences can
be traced that render the identification highly questionable:

(i) While polarity items have clause bounded nzurow scope, the antecedents
of subjunctive relatives can yield intermediate (narrow) scope readings. As
already discussed in section 2.2.5, in (113) the indefinite object modified by
a subjunctive relative can be in the scope of the matrix distributive quantifier
and function as its distributed share. The intended reading is stated in (114).

(113)

Cada professor espera [que tot estudiant seu llegeixi [un article que
ell hagi seleccionat amb curall
each professor hope.3SG that every student his read.SUB.3SG an
article that he have.SUB.SSG selected with care
'Every professor hopes that every student of his will read an article
that he selected carefully.'

(114) For every

professor

x, x hopes that there is an article y that x

selected with care such that that for every student z of x, e
v.

will

read

This is an unexpected result if subjunctive were a real polarity item, given
that polarity items are unable to display intermediate readings of this sort.

(ii) Unlike polarity items, which are required to appear overtly in the scope
of their licenser, DPs modified with subjunctive relatives can be dislocated
(see (115), where # indtcates a dislocation intonation contour):

(lls)

a.

Ja ha passat

# un noi que t'agradi?

already have.3SG passed-by a boy that
appeal.SUB.3SG
'Has a boy already passed by that you like?'

b.

*Ja ha passat

# ningl ?

already have.3SG passed-by anyone
('Has anybody already passed by?')

to-you-
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In addition, while polarity items cannot be clefted, DPs modified with
subjunctive relatives can (see (116)). The existential presupposition of the
cleft (cf. Levinson 1983) is compatible with a subjunctive relative, but not
with a negative indefinite.

(116)

a.

El que necessito 6s un amant que em cuini
what need.l SG be.3SG a lover that for-me cook.SUB.SSG
'What I need is a lover that cooks for me.'

b.

*El que no he sentit

6s res

what not have.ISG heard be.3SG anything
('What I did not hear is anything.')

(iii) Plain indefinites are not compatible with modifiers including a polarity
item (117a), although subjunctive relatives are (117b) and polarity items are
legitimate by themselves in the same context (117c):

(117)

*Has llegit un bon article de ningf?r26
have.2SG read a good article of anyone
('Have you read a good article by anyone?')

a.

b.

Has llegit un bon article que em puguis recomanar?
have.ZSG read a good article that to-me be-able.SUB.2SG
recommend
'Have you read a good article you can recommend me?'

c.

Has consultat ningri?
have.2 SG consulted anyone
'Have you consulted anyone?'

(iv) Whereas subjunctive relatives can modify a definite antecedent or an
antecedent containing a demonstrative determiner (cf. (118a)), modification

of a

definite

or a

demonstrative
ungrammatical result (cf. (1 1 8b)).

(118)

126

DP by a polarity item yields

an

Recompensard eUaquell ciutadh que ho descobreixi
reward.FuT.l SG thelthat citizen that it find-out.SUB.3SG
'I will reward the citizen that finds it out.'

a.

Nevertheless, the sentence becomes grammatical

if

a subjunctive relative modifies the

polarity item, as in (i):

(i)

Has llegit un bon article de ningri que coneguis?
have.2SG read a good article of anyone that know.SUB.ZSG
'Have you read a good article by anyone you know?'

Although

I

do not have an explanation for this fact,

relatives and polarity items are different entitites.

it still

shows that subjunctive
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*Recompensarhs el/aquell salvador de ningf?
reward.FUT.2SG the/that saviour of anyone
('Will you reward the saviour of anyone?')

Recompensaris ningri?
reward.FUT.zSG ayone
'Will you reward anyone?'

This array of observations shows rather convincingly that the scopal
behaviour of polarity items on the one hand and subjunctive relatives on the
other diverge in important ways. The only condition subjunctive relatives
impose on the antecedent is narrow scope of the DC.
From a point of view of semantic representation, the asymmetry
between the two becomes even bigger if we take the term 'polarity item' in

the literal sense in which it is usually used: polarity items like anyone,
anything or anywhere are expressions that basically contribute a variable to
the logical form of the sentences where they appear (together with a minimal
descriptive content like 'human', 'thing' or 'place'); by contrast, the
contribution of subjunctive,relatives amounts to a full-fledged predicative
condition on some variable.'''
One could still maintain that subjunctive relatives belong to the class
of polar predicates sporadically discussed in the literature (van der Wouden
1996, Giannakidou 1997a) which include adjectives like Dutch
noemenswaardig'worth mentioning' and Greek eJkatafrdnitos'rejectable'
or predicates (modals) like Dutch hoeven and German brauchen 'need'.
Such items are clearly polar in the sense that they are only licensed in the
scope of negation. However, this very limited set is characterised as polar as
a consequence of lexical marking of specific lexical items. The same is valid
for non-atomic (that is, complex) polarity idioms like lift a finger or budge
an inch in English. By contrast, subjunctive relatives cannot be argued to be
polar as a result of lexical marking: lexical choices do not in principle make
a difference. What can be argued to be polar is subjunctive morphology, but
then the burden of proof rests with the success of showing that morphology
in and of itself can be polar (sensitive to some semantic property). This does
not seem to me to be the right perspective: the relevant question to ask is
what does subjunctive morphology encode and to what extent does it play a
role in syntactic and semantic computation.
Furthermore, in the two remaining sections of this chapter we will
see that subjunctive relatives sometimes receive a purpose or reported
speech interpretation that is licensed by an element that is not present in the
logical forms of the sentences where they appear. In this respect, they do not
have scope in any obvious sense, for there is nothing to take scope with
respect to, and hence those cases constitute a non-trivial problem for an
127

Antecedentless subjunctive relatives do contribute a variable as well, but this variable
can be argued to be introduced by the relative pronoun that necessarily heads them.
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account of mood in scopal terms. Again, these specific instances differ from
the cases of indirect licensing of polarity items in that the licensing does not

of a negative implicature (cf. Linebarger 1980, 1987,
Giannakidou 1997a): the subjunctive simply signals the presence of a
different model of evaluation from the base one where the main clause is
take place by virtue

interpreted.

4.

Purpose Relatives

section 2.1 above we observed that there are instances of subjunctive
relatives like (119) that display the characteristic properties of Intensional
Subjunctive:

In

(119)

Contactarh col.legues amb imaginaci6 que
noves

li suggereixin idees

contact.FuT.3SG colleagues with imagination that him/her
3 P L ideas new
'Slhe will contact colleagues with imagination that will suggest

suggest. SUB.

him/trer new ideas.'

It is not surprising,

though, to find the traits of Intensional Subjunctive in

such examples, since they are usually identified as purpose relatives (Farkas
1982 for Romanian, Veloudis 1982183 for Greek, P6rez Saldanya 1988 for
Catalan, 1997 for Spanish, among many others) and finite purpose clauses
necessarily realize Intensional Subjunctive (see Chapter 2, section 2.2). The
characterization of such subjunctive relatives as purposive is based on their
interpretation, which is almost identical to that of a purpose clause. The
example in (119), for instance, can be faithfully paraphrased as (120), where
a purposive adjunct has been substituted for the subjunctive relative:

(lZ0)

Contactari col.legues amb imaginaci6 per tal que

li suggereixin

idees noves

contact.FuT.3SG colleagues with imagination in order that himlher
suggest. SUB.

3

PL ideas new

will

contact colleagues with imagination so that they suggest
himArer new ideas.'
'S/he

However similar the interpretations of (119) and (120) might be, the clause
realizing the purpose does not have the same syntactic status in one and the
other case. In (120) the purpose is expressed with a real rationale clause (cf.
Faraci 1974) that can be preposed, as in (121):
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suggereixin noves idees, contactari col.legues amb

imaginaci6

in order that him/her suggest.SuB.3PL ideas new contact.FuT.3SG
olle ague s with imagination
'In order that they suggest him/her new ideas, s/tre will contact
colleagues with imagination.'
c

That there is more at stake than just difference in lexical choice between que
in (119) and per tal que trL (120) is shown by the ungrarnmaticality of (122),
where the purpose relative has been preposed:

(IZZ)

*Que li suggereixin noves idees, contactarh col.legues amb
imaginaci6
that him/her suggest.SUB.3PL ideas new contact.FUT.3SG
co

lle

a g ue

s

w

ith

ima g ination

('In order that they suggest him/trer new ideas, s/tre will

contact

colleagues with imagination.')

This is the expected result if the subjunctive clause introduced by que in
(119) is not simply an adjunct but a real relative. This is confirmed by the
possibility of using relative pronouns instead of the bare complementizer
que in cases like (123) with a comparable purpose interpretation:

(123)

Contactarh col.legues l'experiEncia dels quals millori el projecte
contact.FUT.3SG colleagues the-experience of-the whom
improve.SUB. 3 SG the proj ect
'S/he will contact colleagues whose experience will improve the

project.'

In addition, if there is no gap

as a result of the relativisation strategy, the
structure is ruled out, as in (124), which should be compared to (119):

(124)

*Contactarh col.legues amb imaginaci6 que el Ram6n no protesti

contact.FUT.3SG colleagues with imagination that Ramdn not
protest.SUB.3SG
('S/he will contact colleagues with imaginaton so that Ram6n does
not protest.')

(119) Contactarh col.leguesl amb imaginaciS [cp Op, que [rp ti li
suggereixin idees novesll

contact.FUT.3SG colleagues

with imagination that

him/her

sug ge st. SU B. 3 P L ideas new

'S/he will contact colleagues with imagination that suggest him/her
new ideas.'
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Solely the substitution of bare que in (124) with a purposive complementizer
hke per tal que can save the structure (see (125)):

(125)

Contactari col.legues amb imaginaci6 per tal que el Ram6n no
protesti
contact.FUT.3SG colleagues with imagination so that Ramdn not
protest.SUB.3SG
'Sftre will contact colleagues with imaginaton so that Ram5n does
not protest.'

The relative clause status of the embedded sentence in (119) is further
confirmed by the impossibility of separating it from the DP antecedent in a
pseudocleft construction, as the contrast between (126a) and (126b)
illustrates (see Faraci 1974 13). (126c) shows that a rationale clause is
possible as a counterpart to (126b).

(126) a.

b.

El que necessita s5n col.legues llestos [que li resolguin el
dubtel
the that need.3SG be.3PL colleagues smart that him/her
solve. SU B. 3 PL the doubt
'What s/he needs is smart colleagues that settle his/her
doubt.'

*El que necessita [que Ii resolguin el dubte] s6n col.legues
llestos

the that need.3SG that him/her solve.SUB.3PL the doubt
3 PL colleague s smart
('What s/he needs so that they settle his/trer doubt is smart

be.

colleagues.')

c.

El que necessita [perqub li resolguin el dubte] s6n
col.legues llestos
the that need.3SG so-that him/her solve.SUB.3PL the doubt
be. 3 PL colleagues smart
'What sftre needs in order for them to settle hisftrer doubt is
smart colleagues.'

Furthermore, the DP antecedent of a purpose relative in,grinciple cannot
clitrcize and strand the CP dependent on it (see (12'7a)),''" while nothing
prevents the parallel cliticization with a rationale clause (see (127b)).
r28
En-cliticization yields a much more acceptable structure than (127a\, as illustrated in
(i). If part of the DP is overt, though, the sentence becomes fully acceptable, as in (ii).

(i)

?En contactarh que li suggereixin idees noves
PART contact.FUT.3SG that himlher suggest.SuB.3PL ideas new
'S/tre will contact some such that they suggest him/her new ideas.'
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*Els contactarh que li suggereixin idees noves
them contact.FuT.3SG that him/her suggest.SUB.3PL ideas
new

('Sftre

will

contact them that they suggest him/her new

ideas.')

b.

Els contactarh perquE

li

suggereixin idees noves

them contact.FUT.3SG so-that him/her suggest.SUB.3PL
ideas new

'S/he

will

contact them so that they suggest him/trer new

ideas.'

When the subject of the relative is not coreferential with the relative
clause DP antecedent, the purpose interpretation can be rendered with an
infinitival relative, as in (128), which is parallel to the purpose infinitival in

(tZe):

(128) prol contactari
l'assumpte

col.legues creatius [gp amb qui [1p PROI discutir

rwh]]

contact.FUT.3SG colleagues creative with whom to-discuss theissue

'Sftre

will

contact creative colleagues with whom to discuss the

issue.'

(129) pre contactarh col.legues creatius [cp per [p PROi
l'assumpte (amb ells) ll
contact.FUT.3SG colleagues creative
them

'S/he

will

for to-discuss

contact creative colleague-s

discutir

the-issue with

to discuss the issue with

them.'

The different syntactic status of the dependent clauses with purpose
interpretation in (128) and (129) is made explicit again by the contrast in
grammaticality when they are fronted, as in (130) and (131) respectively (the
pseudocleft and cliticization tests presented above yield the same result, but
for reasons of space they will be not be applied here).

(ii)

En contactarl {tres/un parelUde joves} que

li

suggereixin idees noves

PART contact.FUT.3SG three/a couple/of young that him/her suggest-SUB.3PL
ideas new

'S/he will contact {three/a couple of them/young ones} so that they suggest him/trer
new ideas.'

I will not

deal here

with these contrasts in cliticization patterns. Thanks to Carme Picallo

for drawing my attention to these data.
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(130) *[cp amb qui [p PROi discutir l'assumpte ,*n]l proi contactarh
col.legues creatius

with whom to-discuss

the-issue contact.FUT.3SG colleagues

creative

('With whom to discuss the issue, s/tre will hire creative

colleagues.')

(131)

[cp per [rp PROi discutir l'assumpte]l proi contactari col.legues
creatius
for to-discuss the-issue contact.FuT. 3 SG colleagues creative
'In order to discuss the issue, s/he will contact creative colleagues.'

However,

just

I will put infinitival relatives aside in the discussion below and

assume that in most respects they are the non-finite counterparts to
subjunctive relatives.
After having shown that, despite their similar interpretation, purpose
relatives and standard adjunct purpose clauses differ in crucial respects from
a syntactic point of view, we should next raise the question of what triggers
the purpose interpretation and, even more important for our goals, why socalled Intensional Subjunctive surfaces precisely in this context.

The first important observation to make is that subjunctive relatives
only acquire a purpose interpretation if their predicate is eventive/stagelevel. So for instance, while (132a) yields the reading under discussion,
(132b) does not because it contains a stative/individual-level predicate.

(132)

a.

Busca un amant que

li regali una mansi6

seek.3SG a lover that him/her buy.PRS.SUB.SSG a mansion
'S/he is looking for a lover that buys herftrim a mansion.'
b.

Busca un amant que sigui intel.ligent
seek.3SG a lover that be.PR,S.,SUB.3,SG intelligent

'S/he is looking for a lover that is intelligent.'

The existence of such a contrast in interpretation is the reason why the
subjunctive relative in (132b) can be used as an answer to a question about a
necessary property of the individual sought (cf. (133b)) but the relative in
(133a) cannot.

(133) A

Com el busca?
how him seek.3SG
'What does sftre want him to be like?'

r52
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* Que li regali una mansi6
that him/her huy.PRS.SUB.SSG a mansion
('That buys her/trim a mansion.')

b.

Que sigui intel.ligentrze

that be. PRS.SUB. 35G intelligent
'(That is) intelligent.'

However, the purpose relative in (132a) cannot serve on its own as an
answer to a question about the purpose of the search: only a rationale clause
can fulfill that function, as exemplified in (134b).

(134) A

Per a quB busca un amant?
a lover
'What is she seeking a lover for?'

for what seek.3SG

B

a.

* Que li regali una mansid
that him/her buy.PRS.SUB.-?SG a mansion
('That buys her/him a mansion.')

b.

PerquE li regali una mansi6
so-that him/her Uuy.PRS.SUB,3SG a mansion
'So that he buys herftrim a mansion.'

It

becomes clear, then, that the licensing of a purposive interpretation is
dependent on some other element in the structure, but we have not
determined which one yet. A relative clause by itself cannot yield a purpose
reading, even if elliptical structure is assumed.
The purpose interpretation of relative clauses typically arises under
intensional predicates like voler 'to want' , desitjar 'to wish', buscar/cercar
'to seek/look for', necessitar 'to need', demanar 'to ask for', esperar 'to
expect, to hope' , exigir 'to demand', etc.

r2e

(i)

I take this to be an elliptical structure corresponding to (i).
El busca que sigui intel.ligent
him s e ek. 3 S G that be. S U B. P RS. -3SG int e lli g enr
'S/he wants him to be intel.ligent.'

&

The ellipsis is facilitated by the specific discourse in (133). See Bosque (1990) and Laka

Quer (1996) for an analysis

of

such structures that postulates

complement of the intensional predicate.

a Small Clause as a
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(135)

VoVdesida/busca/necessita/demana,/espera/exigeix
que reprengui les negociacions

want/wishlseeVneed/ask-for/expect/demand.3SG
re sume. SUB. 3 SG the ne gotiations
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un

a

intermediari

mediator that

'Sftre

wants/wishes/seeks/needs/asks for/expects/demands
mediator that resumes the negotiations.'

a

If we limited ourselves to this context, we could safely conclude that
purpose relatives occur in the complement domain of intensional predicates

is eventive. The fact that Intensional Subjunctive
just
be a consequence of the lexical requirements of the
surfaces here would
predicate.l30
main
This picture, though, is incomplete. In the first place, there are at
least two more contexts that license the appearance of subjunctive relatives
which easily allow for their purposive interpretation: future tense (see (136))
and imperatives (see (137)).
when the predicate

(136) Li receptar6 un medicament que li rebaixi la febre
him/her prescribe.FuT.l SG a medicine that
lower.SU B. JSG the fever
'I will prescribe a medicine for him that

(137)

himlher

will lower his fever down.'

Escriu-li una carta que el tranquil.litzi
write.IMPER.SG-him a letter that him reassLtre.SUB.3SG
'Write him a letter to calm him down.'

However, the property of licensing a purposive reading for the relative is
crucially dependent on the cooccurrence of an intentional agent as the
notional subject of the main clause. Roughly, intentionality has to appear in
the structure for a purpose clause to be able to occur.
The imperative has as a constituent part of the illocutionary act
where it is used the intention imposed by the speaker on the hearer that sftre
acts as a volitional agent (see Jackendoff 1995: 221) with the same intention
(to bring about the same event), so purpose relatives are in principle always
possible in such contexts. Notice that statives and non-self-controllable
events are not acceptable in imperatives because the requirement on the
subject is not met:'3''
t30
This is actually proposed in Quer (1997), but it cannot be maintained for the reasons
that will be discussed next in the text.
t3l
Examples from Jackendoff (1995: 217). He also observes that if statives or non-selfcontrollable events are possible at all in imperatives, that is due to coercion into causative
readings, as in (i):

(i)

a.

b.

Be quiet = Make yourself quiet
Be examined by a doctor = Get yourself examined by a doctor
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a.

*Be descended from royalty

b.

*Grow taller

The same reasoning holds for the licensing of purposive readings of

subjunctive relatives in future contexts. Thus, if intentionality is absent,
futurity is not enough to fully license the purpose reading of a subjunctive
relative. In (139), for instance, if the future is understood in a purely
temporal sense (and not as conveying a promise or commitment on the part
of the speaker, for example) the use of a subjunctive relative yields a very
marginal result.

(139)

??Rebri una carta que el tranquil.litzi
receive.FUT.3SG a letter that him reassure.SUB.3SG
('S/he will receive a letter to reassure herftrim.')

Even in episodic contexts, which in principle do not license the appearance
of subjunctive relatives at all, we can sporadically find subjunctive relatives
with a purpose interpretation if an intentional agent is easily recoverable
from the context, as in (1a0)-(142), although the result is sometimes slightly
marked:

(140)

?Ha estat aprovada una llei que corregeixi el greuge comparatiul32
have.3SG been approved a law that correct.SUB.3SG the injustice

comparative
'A law has been passed to correct the injustice by comparison.'

(l4l)

Li va rcgalar una novel.la que el distraguds durant la seva
convalescdncia

him AUX.SSG give a novel that him entertain.SUB.Ssc during the
his convalescence

'Sftre gave him

a novel

that

would entertain him during

his

convalescence.'

(142)

Em va comengar a dir paraules que encara em posessin m6s
calentl33

to-me AUX.3SG to-begin

to to-say words that even me

turn. SU B. 3 PL more horny

'S/he began to tell me words to turn me on even more.'

If

the implicit or explicit intentionality of an agent is removed by the
addition of an adverbial phrase llke casualment, per casualitat 'by chance'
or sense voler, per accident 'accidentally', then the purpose relative is no
'3' Here I make the standard assumption that there is an implicit agent of the passive.
'33 Taken from J.M. Benet i Jornet, apud P6rez Saldanya (1988:242).
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longer legitimate in the same context, as the ungrarnmaticality of (143)(145) show (cf. Farkas 1982).

(143)

*Casualment ha estat aprovada una llei que corregeixi el greuge
comparatiu
by chance have.3SG been approved a law that correct.SUB.3SG the
injustice comparative
('A law has been passed by chance to correct the injustice by
comparison.')

(144)

*Per casualitat

Ii va regalar

una novel.la que el distraguds durant Ia

seva convalescEncia

by chance him AUX.3SG give a novel that him entertain.SuB.3sc
during the his convalescence
('By chance slhe gave him a novel that would entertain him during
his convalescence.')

(145)

*Sense voler em va comengar a dir paraules que encara em
posessin m6s calent
without to-want to-me AUX.3SG to-begin to to-say words that even
me turn.SUB.3PL more horny

('Accidentally s/he began to tell me words to turn me on even
more.')

In polar questions and antecedents of conditionals intentionality
appears to be the factor licensing purpose relatives too, as the interpretive
contrasts between the a. and b. cases in (146) and (147) suggest: while the
subjunctive relatives in the examples (146a) and (147a) can be interpreted as
purpose clauses, this becomes impossible in (146b) and (147b). The relevant
difference between the a. and the b. cases appears to be the presence versus
the absence of an intentional agent in the main clause: the subject of explicar
'to explain' is an intentional Actor, to use Jackendoff's terminology, but the
subject of sentir'to hear' is a non-agentive experiencer.

(146) a.

b.
(147) a.

Li

has explicat un conte que el calmi?
him have.2sc told a tale that him calm.SUB.3SG
'Did you tell him a tale to calm him down?'

Ha sentit un conte que el calmi?
have.3SG heard a tale that him calm.SUB.-t.SG
'Did he hear a tale that calmed him down?'
Si li expliques un conte que eI calmi, s'adormirl
if him tell.2SG a tale that him calm.SUB.SSG fallasleep.FUT.3SG
'If you tell him a tale to calm him down, he will fall asleep.'
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(147)

b.
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Si sent un conte que el calmi, s'adormirh
if hear.3SG a tale that him calm.SUB.3SG fall-asleep.3SG
'If he hears a tale that calms him down, he will fall asleep.'

It is interesting to notice that the sets of predicates licensing
infinitival purpose and rationale clauses in English according to Faraci
(1974: 33-36) mostly coincide with those licensing a purpose reading for

subjunctive relatives in Catalan. His list includes, among others, (i)
volitional predicates; (ii)'conditional' predicates (necessar!, sfficient,
need); (iii) some of the modals; (iv) predicates of transaction (give, buy,
sell); (v) transitive verbs of motion (send, bring, take); (vi) verbs of creation
(buitd, devise, make); (vii) the verb urr."o Faraci (1974: 35), Bach (1982:
38) and Farkas (1982: 98) pointed out that the predicate, beyond being
volitional, must have a 'positive effect' on the object. A predicate of
destruction, for instance, does not license an infinitival purpose clause in
English (cf. (1a8), from Faraci (1974)) or a subjunctive relative in Catalan
(cf. (149)).

(148) *Mary destroyed
(149)

the board to play chess on

*LlenEar6 unes pastilles que el curinr3s
trow-away.1sc some tablets that cure him
('I will throw some tablets away to cure him.')

One could argue that this is also the reason why purpose readings seem to be
excluded for subjunctive relatives in the scope of negation with a negative
antecedent, as in (150): being negatively quantified, the object becomes
'unavailable' or inappropriate as an antecedent for the subject embedded in
the clause to be interpreled as purposive.'36

13a

Bach (1982: 38) singles out three sorts of contexts within which purpose clauses

occur comfortably:

l. have, be (in

a place, on hand, available, at one's disposal,

II. Transitive verbs which involve continuance or

change

in existence...)
in the states of affairs

indicated in (I) and are of a "positive sort".
III. Verbs of choice and use.
13s
Note that the example remains ill-formed even in a context where the speaker makes
clear that slhe thinks the tablets in question have pernicious effects on the patient or even that
they are the cause ofthe sickness.
136
Interestingly, this claim does not hold if the DP antecedent does not contain a
negative indefinite hke cap'any' but a regular indefinite llke un'a', as in (i).

(i)

No els va caldre un cistig que pos6s fi a la disbauxa
not them AUX.3SG be-necessary a punishment that put.SUB.PSf.SSG end to the
MCSS

'They didn't need a punishment to put an end to the mess.'
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(150)

No li he fet cap confiddncia que l'esveri

not himlher have.lSG made any

confidence
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that

himlher'

upset.suB.3sG
'I did not tell him/her any secret that upset him/her.'
From this discussion we are led to the conclusion that the licensing
of the purpose reading of subjunctive relatives is dependent on the presence
of an explicit or implicit intentional agent in the main sentence. It should be
emphasized, though, that intentionality and volition, albeit related, should be
kept apart. To be concrete, most of the intensional predicates licensing
purpose relatives mentioned above ('want', oneed', 'wish', etc.) are
volitional, but not necessarily intentional. Jackendoff (1995), for instance,
classifies propositional attitude predicates in two categories: (a) predicates
expressing situational attitudes, like beliefs, which are adopted by an
individual towards any situation (state or event), concrete or abstract, at any
time, with any combination of characters in it; and (b) actional attitudes, like
intentions, which are held with respect to an event in which one oneself is
the actor. Jackendoff characterizes 'want' as expressing a situational
attitude, not an actional one. However, wanting or needing something
defeasibly entails the intention to take action in order to make it true or to
fulfill some other purpose in the worlds posterior (or rather non-anterior) to
the time of wanting (namely, in Mg,,(x), the model introduced by 'want').
At the same time, Jackendoff (1995: 214) claims that a default assumption
of illocutionary agents is that actions are performed intentionally, that is,
whenever possible, intentions are assumed to lie behind actions. From this
perspective, both under intensional (volitional) and extensional (intentional
action) predicates we can identify intentionality as the necessary condition
for the licensing of purpose readings for our subjunctive relatives.
What I would like to propose is that it is the presence of such an
intentional agent that makes the introduction of a model of the type M661(x)
possible when it is not present in the context, like in extensional contexts:
the individual instantiating that intentional agent constitutes the individual
anchor of the model. Subjunctive mood in the relative clause simply marks
the introduction of such a model, as I have shown to happen in other sorts of
environments. The specific characteristic of this case of model shift is that it
is not dependent on some explicit linguistic expression like a world-creating
predicate or an operator. In the next section I will examine another such
instance of marking of model shift that is not associated with an explicit
element in the structure.

5.

Spanish Subjunctive Relatives in Non-Intensional Contexts

There exists a well known case in the grammar of Spanish that constitutes a
stumbling block for most accounts of subjunctive mood within relative
clauses, namely the appearance of past subjunctive morphology in relatives
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that modify areferential DP in an episodic context.t"
are offered in (151)-(153).

So*"

examples of this

(151) La que {fuera/fue}

diva iconoclasta de la movida madrilefla de los
80 ha ingresado en la orden de las Carmelitas Descalzas
the that be.{SUB/IND}.PSf.-ISG diva iconoclastic of the movida ofMadrid of the 80 have.SSG joined in the order of the Carmelites
Discalced

'The one who once was the iconoclastic diva of the Madrid movida

in the 80's has been admitted to the order of the Discalced
Carmelites.'

(152) Ha sido descubierto un monumento

dedicado a los brigadistas que
{defendieran/defendieron} la Repfblica durante la Guerra Civil
have.3SG been unveiled a monument devoted to the brigadistas that
defend.{SUB/IND}.PST.3PL the Republic during the War Civil
'A monument has been unveiled to the brigadistas that defended the
Republic during the Civil War.'

(153) Se ha detectado radioactividad en la zona donde

se

{estrellara/estrell6} el avi6n de El AI el 4 de octubre de 1993
SE have.3SG detected radioactivity in the area where SE
crash.{SUB/IND}.PSf.3SG the airplane of El Al the 4 October of
1993

'Radioactivity has been detected in the area where the El A1 airplane
crashed on October 41993.'
The substitution of a simple past indicative form for the subjunctive forms in
the relative clauses does not affect the truth values of the sentences, as
suggested by (15 l)-(153).

This use of past subjunctive forms in non-intensional contexts has
often been characterized as archaic by descriptive and normative
grammarians of Spanish. It has sometimes been assumed that these past
subjunctive forms are licensed in such environments as a consequence of
their etymology: since diachronically past subjunctive endings stem from
AMAVERAM > Sp. amara), their use in
relative clauses modifying referential DPs in episodic contexts would be
justified by its origin as indicative forms. This would supposedly explain
why they are interchangeable with the corresponding indicatives. Based on
this reasoning, grammarians have usually condemned this 'indicative use' of
those of the Latin pluperfect (Lat.

past subjunctive and advised against it.

Despite the prescriptive tendency to ban it, the occurrence of
subjunctive in such environments is very robust, especially in formal
registers of Spanish and, more specifically in journalistic reports, both
written and oral (see Rivero 1977 , Lunn 1995, P€rez Saldanya 1997). Here I
'37

This use of subjunctive is lacking in Catalan.
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will elaborate on this observation in some more detail and argue that it
constitutes a case of subjunctive mood of reported speech: though confined
to the limits of certain stylistically marked registers, it conforms to the
grammatical function of mood contrasts concerning the introduction of a
model for the evaluation of a proposition which is different from the default
one in a determined context.
The argument that these subjunctives are indicative uses licensed by
their etymology has been easily defeated with the counterargument that the

alternative past subjunctive paradigm in -se, which bears no etymological
connection to the Latin pluperfect, occurs in the same contexts (see Rivero
1977 and P6rez Saldanya 1997 for references). So (154), the counterpart of
( 15 1) with a -se form, is equally good.

(154) La que fuese diva iconoclasta de la movida madrilefla

de los 80 ha
ingresado en la orden de las Carmelitas Descalzas
the that be.SUB.PST.-?SG diva iconoclastic of the movida of-Madrid
of the 80 have.3SG joined in the order of the Carmelites Discalced

'The one who once was (SUB) the iconoclastic diva of the Madrid
movida in the 80's has been admitted to the order of the Discalced
Carmelites.'

The free variation between -se and -ra forms of past subjunctive, then,
ocovert
indicatives'.
eliminates any plausibility of analysing these cases as
The feature that makes the appearance of these subjunctives
surprising is that there is no arguable licensing element in the linguistic
context. The purpose interpretation that sometimes marginally licenses
subjunctive in episodic contexts (see section 4 above) is completely missing,
too. Another striking trait of these subjunctive relatives is not only that they
systematically have definite DP antecedents but also that they are
incompatible with indefinite antecedents, as shown by the ungrammaticality
of (tSS).138

(155) *Una (cantante) que fuera diva iconoclasta de la movida madrilefla
de los 80 ha ingresado en la orden de las Carmelitas Descalzas

a (singer) that be.SUB.PST.3SG diva iconoclastic of the movida ofMadrid of the 80 have.SSG joined in the order of the Carmelites
Discalced

('Someone/A singer who once was the iconoclastic diva of the
Madrid movida in the 80's has been admitted to the order of the
Discalced Carmelites.' )

138

Another way of marking reported speech in Spanish (and other languages like Italian

if we
substituted conditional for subjunctive in the relative clause. There are differences in meaning
between the use of conditional and subjunctive as indicators of reported speech, but I will not
probe into the details here.
or Dutch) is conditional morphology. An example like (155) would be ruled in
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This fact is in line with the observation that the antecedent of this sort of
relatives is interpreted referentially.
Rivero (1977) tried to explain the use of subjunctive relatives with
referential DPs by postulating that the uncertainty (or non-specificity)
conveyed by the subjunctive does not apply to the existence of a referent for
the antecedent, but to the characteristics or properties of that referent.
Nevertheless, this proposal does bias the interpretation of the examples: the
property attributed by the relative to the antecedent is understood as
veridical, BS the equivalence in truth conditions with the indicative
counterpart clearly demonstrates.t3e Rivero's interpretation would amount to

a difference in truth conditions between the choices of subjunctive and
indicative. However, it is not the case that the descriptive content of the
relative is interpreted attributively within the scope of the intensional
predicate querer 'to want' in (156), but outside it, as represented in a
simplified fashion in (157):

(156)

Quieren nombrar presidente al que fuera ministro de Informaci6n y
Turismo durante la dictadura franquista
want.3PL to-appoint president A-the that be.SUB.PST.3SG minister
of Information and Tourism during the dictatorship of Franco
'They want to appoint as president the one who was minister for
Information and Tourism during the Franco dictatorship.'

(157)

[3x: minister-of-I&T' (x) n WANT (they, appoint' (they, x))]

It is important to indicate here that if

the mood of the relative had been
indicative, the reading obtained would have been the same as the one
represented in (157). The real question becomes, then, what is the
contribution of subjunctive, if any, in these structures.
It has often been pointed out that this use of subjunctive in
'indicative environments' is due to informational factors (cf. Lunn 1995,
Pdrez Saldanya 1997): the information introduced by the relative is treated
by the speaker as something taken to be known by the hearer(s) or just
belonging to the background. I would like to argue that the actual
contribution of subjunctive amounts here to the introduction of a model
different from Ms(speaker), where the utterance is evaluated by default if
there are no linguistic expressions introducing other models. The descriptive
content of the subjunctive relative has to be evaluated in a model of reported
speech whose individual anchor is left undefined, and it need not even be
salient in the context. In this respect it differs minimally from a model of
reported conversation Mp6(x) linguistically introduced by 'say' or 'claim',
for instance, where the individual anchor is identified with the referent of the
subject of the verb of saying. Giannakidou (1997: 109) defines this type of
model in the following way:
r3e

This was also observed inPlrezSaldanya (1997).
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(158) A

model Mnc(x)

161

in a context c is a set of worlds W' g W(c)

associated with an individual x, representing worlds compatible with
what x takes to be the reported conversation.

The difference between Mnc(x) and the model of reported speech of our
subjunctive relatives is that the former is introduced by a linguistic
expression and has an explicit individual anchor in the context, while the
latter is marked exclusively by subjunctive mood and the individual anchor
is left undefined (informally speaking, something like "according to another
source of information known to all of us").
In view of the characterization of this kind of subjunctive relatives
as conveyors of background information that is often provided in the
literature, one could conjecture that appositive relatives should be able to
display subjunctive as well, because they typically provide background
information. As already mentioned in section I above, though, subjunctive
mood is excluded from appositive relatives in the general case. However, if
the appositive has the reported speech flavour discussed here, past
subjunctive is possible (cf. (159)).

(159)

Alaska, que fuera la diva iconoclasta de la movida madrilefla de los
80, ha ingresado en la orden de las Carmelitas Descalzas
Alaska that be.SUB.PST.3SG the diva iconoclastic of the movida ofMadrid of the 80 have.3sc joined in the order of the Carmelites
Discalced
'Alaska, who once was the iconoclastic diva of the Madrid movida
in the 80's, has been admitted to the order of the Discalced
Carmelites.'

What prevents subjunctive from appearing in appositive relatives in general,
I claim, is the fact that unless otherwise made explicit, the background
information they arguably supply has to be evaluated in MB(speaker), where
the whole utterance is evaluated. If the context allows for the indexation to a
model of reported speech anchored to someone other than the speaker or

with an undefined anchor, past subjunctive appositive relatives
possible in Spanish.

become

Though stylistically marked and basically restricted to relative
of subjunctive constitutes a further instantiation of
in
the role of mood shift
the interpretation defended in this dissertation: the
indication of the introduction of a model of evaluation different from the one
of the main sentence.
I believe that this particular example of mood shift as a result of the
introduction of a model of reported speech has to be clearly connected to a
family of uses of subjunctive in languages outside the Romance group that
fall under the label of indirect discourse or subjunctive of point of view.
Among such uses, two well documented cases in the literature are the
subjunctive of indirect discourse in German (see for instance Helbig &
clauses, this occurrence
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Buscha 1987, Palmer 1986) or the subjunctive of point of view in Icelandic
that has been discussed in connection with long distance anaphora processes
(see Sigurdsson 1990, Thrdinsson 1990, 1994 among several others). I think
that an account in terms of models of evaluation as the one developed in this
dissertation could disclose many of the intricacies of the mood contrasts
attested, but such an enterprise will have to be postponed until future work
on the topic can deliver more solid results.

6.

Conclusions

I have essentially made two general points, which I have
motivated in detail. First, I have shown that the well established account of
the interpretation of indicative and subjunctive relatives in terms of wide and
narrow scope respectively should be better understood as a reflection of the
indexation of the descriptive condition represented by the relative to models
In this chapter

of evaluation. When such models are explicitly introduced by linguistic
expressions such as intensional predicates or operators, the indexation to
such models, which is overtly marked with subjunctive mood, creates the
effect of na:row scope. If indexed to the model of the speaker or to the
epistemic model of the referent of the matrix subject, indicative mood
surfaces and a wide scope effect arises.
The second point I have made is that the occurrence of subjunctive
relatives in the absence of an explicit scopal element receives a natural
explanation under the theory developed here, since that kind of mood shift
must be attributed as well to model shift. Two such case studies have been
presented: subjunctive relatives with a purpose reading and Spanish past
subjunctive relatives with a reported speech interpretation.

CHAPTER 4
FnEn Rnr,nuyEs AND Fnnn CHorcB RnnuNGS

1.

Introduction

In the previous chapter it was shown that the mood choice in relative clauses
unambiguously signals the model where the descriptive condition on the
antecedent is interpreted and thus has a direct effect on the interpretation of
the DP antecedent containing the variables as well. Free relatives display
mood shifts too, as illustrated in (1)-(3). Since they lack an overt antecedent,
we also have to determine which the exact contribution of mood is in these
cases and how it relates to the role of mood in restrictive relatives.

(l)

a.

Donaran un premi a qui reculli les escombraries
give.3PL a prize to who gather.SUB.SSG the garbage

'They will give a prtze to whoever picks (SUB) up the
garbage.'

b.

Donaran un premi a qui recull les escombraries
give.3PL a prize to who gather.IND.SSG the garbage
'They will give a prtze to the one who picks (IND) up the
garbage.'

(2)

a.

D6na un c[urec a qui et financif la campanya
give.IMPER.SG a post to who to-you finance.SUB.3SG the
campaign
'Give a post to whoever finances (SUB) your campaign.'

b.

D6na un chrrec a qui et financia la campanya
give.IMPER.SG a post to who to-you finance.IND.3SG the
campaign
'Give a post to the one who finances (IND) your campaign.'
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Volen destituir qui els critiqui
want.3PL to-sack who them criticize.SUB.3SG
'They want to remove from office whoever criticizes (SUB)
them.'

(3)

b.

Volen destituir qui els critica
want.3PL to-sack who them criticize.IND.3SG
'They want to remove from office the one that criticizes
(IND) them.'

As the English glosses intend to make clear, there are important differences
in the interpretation of the free relatives depending on the choice of mood:
while the subjunctive version of the free relative receives a clear free choice
interpretation (notice the use of wh-ever in English), the indicative one
yields a referentiaUwide-scope reading. So for instance, the two versions of
(2) could be in principle rough paraphrases of the examples in (4), where the
object is represented by .a free choice item and a definite description,
respectively.
(4)

a.

Give a post to any donor to your party

b.

Give a post to the donor to your party

In this chapter I will discuss the evidence for a free choice analysis
relativeslao and I will derive the parallelism with lree
choice items from their parallel semantics. The comparison with indicative
free relatives will play an essential role in the argumentation, since in
contradiction with the predictions of a scopal analysis of mood, they do not
always yield a wide-scope/referential reading.
In section 2 the distribution of subjunctive free relatives vis-h-vis
that of free choice items is examined. In section 3 an analysis of free choice
readings is offered and extended to the interpretation of subjunctive free
relatives. A parallelism is established with -ever free relatives in English.
The free choice readings of free relatives overtly marked by subjunctive
morphology are linked to the required attributive interpretation, which is
licensed in non-veridical models that guarantee variation through
quantification over worlds. The issue of the definiteness of free relatives and
its impact on the readings is also discussed. In section 4 the hypothesis is
motivated that free relatives provide the restrictor of the tripartite structure
arising in generic and conditional-like environments. In section 5 I tackle the
cases of subtrigged free choice from the perspective developed here and
argue that two cases must be distinguished: the first case does not constitute
real subtrigging, since is derives from the conditional reading of the

of subjunctive free

'00 Fo. the sake of simplicity I will exemplify the discussion mostly with free relatives
introduced by qui'who'. Free relatives in Catalan can also be introduced by other elements
like el que 'what', for instance. See some discussion of this issue below.
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structure; the second one is an instance of genuine subtrigging that is
dependent on the introduction of a new model of evaluation. Finally, in
section 6 I argue that episodicity is the only factor that anti-licenses free
choice readings, for non-episodic negative and interrogative contexts turn
out not to be antithetical to them.

2.

Distribution

Subjunctive free relatives are typically licensed in the same set of contexts
as free choice items (see Bosque 1996b and Giannakidou 1997a, b, for
Spanish and Greek respectively; the inventory of licensing environments is
borrowed from those sources):
(a)

Future

(s)

a.

El president recompensarh qui voti el partit del govern
the president reward.FUT.3SG who vote-for.SUB.3SG the
party of the government
'The president will reward whoever votes for the party in
the government.'

b.

El president recompensari qualsevol seguidor seu
the president reward.FuT.3SG any supporter his
'The president will reward any supporter of his.'

(b)

Conditional morphology

(6)

a.

La directora donaria un augment a qui treballds m6s

the director

give.COND.3SG

a pay-rise to

who

work.SUB.PST.3SG more

'The director would give a pay rise to whoever worked
more.'

b.

La directora donaria un augment a qualsevol voluntari
the director give.COND.3SG a pay-rise to any volunteer
'The director would give a pay rise to any volunteer.'

(c)

Imperative

(7)

a.

Convideu qui us caigui b6
invite.IMPER.PL who to-you fall.SUB.3SG well
'Invite whoever you like.'
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(7)

b.

(d)

Antecedent of conditional sentence

(8)

a.

Convideu qualsevol amic vostre
invite.IMPERPL any friend yours
'Invite any friend of yours.'

Si donen ch.rrecs a qui els voti, perdrem la feina
if give. jPL posts to who them vote-for.SUB.3SG

lose.FUT.lPL the job
'If they give posts to whoever votes for them, we will lose
our jobs.'

b.

Si donen cirrecs a qualsevol simpatitzant, perdrem la feina
if give.3PL posts to any follower lose.FUT.lPL the job
'If they give posts to any follower, we will lose our jobs.'

(e)

Generic sentences

(9)

a.

La policia detd qui els sembli sospit6s

the police

arrest.3SG

who to-them seem.SUB.-?SG

suspicious

'The police arrest whoever looks suspicious to them.'

b.

La policia det6 qualsevol sospit6s
the police arcest.3SG any suspect

'The police arrest any suspect.'

(f)

HabituaUCharacterizing sentences

(10) a.

L'Esgl6sia sovint eliminava qui la qtiestion6s

the-Church usually eliminate.IMPF.3sc who it

question.SUB.PST.SSG

'The Church usually eliminated whoever questioned it.'

b.
(g)

L'Esgl6sia sovint eliminava qualsevol heterodox
the - C hurc h us ually e liminat e. I M P F. 3 S G any he t e ro do x
'The Church usually eliminated any heterodox.'

Rhetorical questions

(11) a.

Quan han atorgat un Oscar a qui critiqu6s Hollywood?

when have.3PL awarded an Oscar to

who

cricticize. SUB.PST. 3 SG Hollywood

'When have they awarded an Oscar to whoever criticized
Hollywood?'

Cnerrnn
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Quan han atorgat un Oscar a qualsevol dissident?
when have.3PL awarded an Oscar to any dissident
'When have they awarded an Oscar to any dissident?'

Modals

(12) a.

Pot ser que contractin qui no en sipiga gens

can.3SG to-be

that

hire.SUB.3PL

who not

PART

know.SUB.SSG at-all

'Maybe they will hire whoever is not knowledgeable at all.'

b.
(i)

Pot ser que contractin qualsevol ignorant
can.3SG to-be that hire.SUB.3PL any ignorant
'Maybe they will hire any ignorant.'

Intensional predicates

(13) a.

L'oposici6 busca/demana/espera el suport de qui els hagi
votat
the-opposition seeAask-for/expect.3SG the support of who
them hav e. SU B. -rSG voted-for
'The opposition is looking for/asking for/expecting the
support of whoever voted for them.'

b.

L'oposici6 busca/demana/espera el suport de qualsevol
votant
the-opposition seeUask-for/expect.3SG the support af any
voter
'The opposition is looking for/asking for/expecting the
support of any voter.'

()
(

14)

Adversative predicates

a

i::X;lz';':;:,:I:;?*::::

x,"^l",ili,rr,i;1'#;:j3 G rormat
'They forbid the entrance to whoever does not dress

formal.'

b.

Prohibeixen l'entrada a qualsevol esparracat
forbid.3PL the-entrance to anyone ragged
'They forbid the entrance to anyone in rags.'
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(15) a.

El correu electrdnic costa molt menys que trucar a qui trobis
a faltar
the mail electronic cost.SSG much less that to-call to who
miss.SUB.2SG
'E-mail costs much less than calling whoever you miss.'

b.

(l)

El correu electrdnic costa molt menys que trucar a qualsevol
amic teu
the mail electronic cost.3SG much less that to-call to any
friend yours
'E-mail costs much less than calling any friend of yours.'

Superlatives

(16) a.

Aquesta 6s l'excusa m6s ridicula que puguis donar a qui

estigui molest
this is the excuse most ridiculous that can.SUB.2SG to-give
to who be.SUB.3SG cross
'This is the most ridiculous excuse you can give to whoever
is cross with you.'

b.

Aquesta 6s I'excusa m6s ridicula que puguis donar a

qualsevol col.lega
this is the excuse most ridiculous that can.SUB.2SG give to
any colleague
'This is the most ridiculous excuse you can give to any
colleague.'

This array of environments mostly coincides with the set of contexts where
the occurrence of subjunctive restrictive relatives is legitimate (see Chapter
of the latterrar). In addiiion, like subjunciive
3 for a partial
"*empiification
restrictive relatives,
subjunctive free relatives cannot appear in episodics
contexts, as (17) makes evident.

(17)

*Van expulsar del partit qui protest6s
AUX. 3 P L to - exp e I from- the p arty who p rot e st. S U B. PSf. -rSG
('They expelled from the party whoever protested (SUB).')

in a first approximation one might argue that, distributionally,
subjunctive free relatives do not differ from headed subjunctive relatives.

Therefore,

lal The set of contexts I illustrate here is wider that the one presented in Chapter 3, but
the extra environments that license subjunctive free relatives also license subjunctive
restrictive relatives. The contexts where the latter are licensed but the former allegedly are not
(namely, negation and questions) will be discussed in this section and in section 6 below.
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Interestingly, though, free choice items are typically excluded from episodic
contexts as well. In line with Giannakidou's (I997b) characterization, we
find two more environments that though licensing subjunctive restrictive
relatives, do not allow for subjunctive free relatives: negation (cf. (18)) and
polar questions (cf. (19)).

(18) a.

No li va explicar cap conte que l'espant6s

not him AUX.3SG to-tell any tale that

him-

scare.SUB.PSf.SSG
'Sftre did not tell him any tale that scared him.'

b.

*No li van presentar qui 1'admir6s

not to-him AUX.3PL introduced who

himadmire.SUB.PST.3SG
('They did not introduce to him whoever admired him.')

(19) a.
b.

Li

vas explicar contes que I'espantessin?
him AUX.2SG to-tell tales that him-scare.SUB.PST.3PL
'Did you tell him any tale that scared him?'

tl-i

van presentar qui l'admirds?
to-him AUX.3 PL introduced who him-admire. SUB.P ST. 3 SG
('Did they introduce to him whoever admired him?')

The decisive distributional fact is that free choice items are not licensed in
negative or interrogative environments either, as (20) exemplifies (cf.
Giannakidou 1997a, b).

(20) a.
b.

*No li va explicar qualsevol conte de por
not him AUX.3SG to-tell FC-any tale of horcor
('S/tre did not tell her/him any horror tale.')
*Et van presentar qualsevol admirador?
to-you AUX.3PL introduced FC-any admirer
('Did they introduce any admirer to you?.')

In section 6, though, I will slightly revise this picture of the distributional
facts.

Table 3 summarizes the distributional properties of subjunctive free
relatives (SFR) and free choice items (FCI), as well as those of subjunctive
(restrictive) relatives (SR).
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Future
C onditional mo ro ho lo
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Imoerative
Conditional antecedent
Generic Sentence
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c te
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,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/

lxrtnpecn
FCI

,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/

Rhetorical Ouestion
Modals
Intensional Predicate
Adversative Predicate
Comparative
Superlative
Episodic Tense
Negation

*

*r

Ouestion

* r+J

*

*

,/

,/
,/
*

r+J

SR

,/

/

,/

/

,/

/

,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/

,/'
/
/

Table 3. Distribution of Subjunctive Free Relatives, Free Choice ltems
and Subjunctive Relatives.

The distributional parallelism between free choice items and
subjunctive free relatives is very robust. Next to this, we find an interpretive
parallelism between the two. It is important to notice that free choice items
can be modified by subjunctive relatives. In fact, a subjunctive free relative
like (21a)(=(5a)) receives the same interpretation as the parallel example
(21b) with the combination of a free choice indefinite qualsevol 'anyone'
plus a subjunctive relative clause:laa

(2r)

la2

El president recompensarh qui voti el partit del govern
the president reward.FUT.3SG who vote-for.SUB.3SG the
party of the government
'The president will reward whoever votes for the party in
the government.'

As we saw in Chapter 3, one of the other licensing elements is required to cooccur for
a subjunctive relative to be grammatical. What I mean with the check here is that episodic
tense as such does not rule out subjunctive relatives, as exemplified in (18)-(19).
t43
To be revised in section 6 below.
'a Catalun does not possess free choice relative pronouns like Engli sh whatever,
whoever, etc. Spanish has such a series of relative pronouns (quienquiera 'whoever', for
instance), but unlike regular relative pronouns they cooccur with the complementizer que.
The properties of these elements are discussed at length in Chapter 5, section 3.1.
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El president recompensari qualsevol que voti el panit del
govern

the president

reward.FUT.3SG a.nyone

that

vote-

for.SUB.PRS.SSG the party of the government

'The president will reward anyone who votes for the party
in the government.'

In the next section I will try to show that the observed interpretive
parallels derive from the comparable mechanisms free choice items and
subjunctive free relatives put to work for their interpretation. Their identical
distributional behaviour is naturally made to follow from this interpretive
parallelism.

3.

Free Choice Readings

In this section I characterize the interpretation of subjunctive free relatives
as free choice. To this end, I present and discuss an analysis of free choice
readings that essentially builds on Dayal (1997) and Giannakidou (1997b):
they are necessarily attributive readings of indefinites or definite
descriptions (as in the case of free choice items and subjunctivel-ever free

relatives, respectively)

that require non-veridical models

where

quantification over worlds is present.

3.1

The Interpretation of Free Choice Items

It is a well-known fact that, unlike English any, which is ambiguous between
a polarity and a free choice reading, many languages possess a separate
series of lexical elements called free choice items. Representatives of this
type of elements are Greek opjosdhfpote 'anyone/any' , Serbian/Croatian bilo
oan!', French quiconque 'anyone', Dutch wie dan ook 'anyone/whoever',
Spanish cualquier'any' or Catalan qualsevol 'anylanyone.' Sometimes they
belong to a complete paradigm that differs morphologically from other
series of indefinites, among which polarity indefinites. So for instance,
Greek displays the following amay of free choice items (taken from
Giannakidou 1997b):

(22)

opjosdhfpote

otidh(pote
oposdhipote
opotedhipote
opudhtpote

'anyone, any/whoever, whichever'
'anything/whatever'
'anyhow/anyway'
'any time/whenever'
'anywhere/wherever'

In some other languages, the free choice paradigm is built through

the

addition of some particular element to the indefinite paradigm (cf. Lahiri
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(1995) for Hindi) or, as in Dutch, to the paradigm of interrogative pronouns
(cf. Ramchand (1997) for Bengali):

(23)

'anyone/whoever'
'anything/whatever'
'anyhowftrowever'
'any N/whichever N'
'anywhere/wherever'

wie dan ook
wat dan ook
hoe dan ook
welke N dan ook
waar dan ook

The term 'free choice' used as a label for this type of indefinites is
meant to reflect the essential component of their meaning: the individual
denoted by the DP must vary freely within a given domain or among
different worlds. A characteristic English example that motivates the use of
the label 'free choice' is given rn (24), where the hearer is invited to pick up
a pastry, no matter which, from the relevant set in the context.

(24)

Take any pastry!

All of them are delicious.

Although in (24) the object yields an existential interpretation, there are
other contexts where the same type of DP is interpreted with quasi-universal
force, as in (25).

(25)

Any school kid can solve this equation

One could argue that English free choice any is actually ambiguous between
an indefinite and a universal, in the same way it can also behave as a polarity

item. However, crosslinguistic examination tells us that items lexically
marked as free choice occur in both types of environments with the same
variability in interpretation, as in the Catalan examples (26)-(27).

(26)

Agafa qualsevol pasta!
take any pastry

(27)

Qualsevol escolar pot resoldre aquesta equaci6
any school-kid can.3SG to-solve this equation

Therefore, the oscillation between existential and universal readings of free

choice items will have to be attributed to the influence of the context of
appearance on their interpretation. I will put aside this aspe,c_t of the meaning
of free choice items, for it is not crucial for the discussion.'o'
la5
The existentiaUuniversal oscillation is also present in subjunctive free relatives with
free choice interpretation. There exist two factors that appear to play a role in favouring one
reading or the other. First, the type of quantification over worlds involved. Imperatives, for
instance can be interpreted as permission or as obligation. Existential and universal readings
of free choice correlate with those two readings of the imperative, as illustrated in (i).
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The accounts of the distribution and interpretation of free choice
items are not very numerous,'06 they mostly focus on the behaviour of
English any, and they usually remain limited to a partial set of licensing
environments. Here, I will adopt Giannakidou's (1997b) approach to free
choice items, which to my knowledge constitutes the most insightful and
comprehensive analysis to date. Her account rests in significant respects on
Dayal's (1997) treatment of free relatives, which I will present and discuss
in the next subsection.
According to Giannakidou's proposal, free choice items form a
subclass of indefinites that morphologically encode attributivity as a modal
feature (on the notion of attributivity stemming from Donnellan 1966, see
Chapter 3, section 2.2.1). This characteristic feature is what explains their
sensitivity to the kind of context where they are licensed: free choice items
will only be legitimate where the requirement for the variation associated
with their particular representation of attributivity is satisfied. The
requirement for variation amounts to the need for these elements to be
interpreted with respect to a set of alternatives to the world of evaluation.
Elaborating on Dayal's (1997) analysis, such alternative worlds are called
i(dentity)-alternatives because they can differ from the actual world and
among themselves solely on the basis of the denotation of the free choice
item. This means that i-alternatives crucially share temporal and other
contextual parameters. Giannakidou (1997b) defines this notion in the
following way:

(28) A world w' € MB(s) is an i-alternative
exists some

(i)

a.

w" € M"(s) such that I o

]1,'

with respect to u, iff there

* [ cr ]]""

Bring any friend of yours to the party. Anyone will do.
(3-reading)

b.

Bring any friend of yours to the party. It has to become a mega-event!
(V-reading)

of descriptive content to the a free choice item facilitates the
of the free choice item even in contexts that in principle trigger its

Second, the addition

universal reading

existential reading. Compare (iia) and (iib): the most prominent readings of the objects are the
existential and the universal one, respectively, even if we keep the permission interpretation
of the imperative constant.

(ii) a.
b.

Underline any title in this catalogue
Underline any interesting title you would like to get from the publisher

Although I am not aware of any real explanation of this correlation, I think it should be
made to follow from the inherent attributivity of free choice readings, as suggested in
Giannakidou (1997b). However,I will leave this issue open here.
'06 S"" Reichenbach (1947), Quine (1960), Vendler (1967), Davison (1980), Carlson
(1981), Kadmon & Landman (1993), Progovac (1994), among others. Except for Progovac,
all those sources deal exclusively with English free choice any.
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The link of free choice items to the characteristic property of attributivity
lies in the fact that they denote the set of properties that its referent in any
relevant world has. This is what explains why the addition of rich
descriptive content always facilitates the licensing of a free choice item. For
instance, the free choice reading of any book should be represented as in
(2e).

(29)

l"P [Vi-alternatives

e MB(s) fxi Oook' (xi) n P(xJ)]

Giannakidou claims that the only aspect that makes a fuee choice item
different from a plain indefinite is the lexical specification of the
requirement for variation in terms of i-alternatives, so the meaning of a book
would be represented as in (30). The corresponding free choice item can be
viewed as its modal version.

(30)

l,P [3x (book' (x)

n

P(x))]

She views the limited distribution of free choice not as a result of polarity
licensing, but of anti-licensing (cf. Ladusaw (1980) and Progovac (1994),
who simply suggest that free choice items are not 'triggered').
Let us illustrate Giannakidou's (1997b) proposal with one of her
examples. The interpretation of the Greek free choice DP opjodhipote milo
'any apple'is represented in (31).

(31)
If

[opjodhipote mflo

nwo

= ],P [Vi-alt

e Ms(s)

3x1

(apple' (xr)

n

P(xJ)]

it is interpreted with
(33)
the variable is
i-alternatives
specified
in
where
respect to the set of
(32)
constitutes an
in
i-alternative.
Sentence
each
assigned a different value
the relevant
it
apple2,
or
apple3,
of
take
some
apple,
be
applel,
invitation to
set of apples in the context.
such a DP appears in an imperative context like (32),

(32)

Pdre opjodhfpote milo

take.IMP.SG any apple
'Take any apple.'

(33)

a.

i-alt1: apple (xr) = applel
IMP [take (you, applel)]

b.

t-alt2: apple (xz) = apple2

IMP [take (you, apple2)]
c.

i-alt3: apple (xr) = apple3
IMP [take (you, apple3)]
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As we saw above, free choice and negative indefinites occur in a
just partially overlapping set of environments. While negative indefinites are
sensitive to non-veridicality for their licensing and in Giannakidou's sense
they are polarity sensitive items (that is, they are dependent on some
semantic property of another element in the context of appearance), free
choice items are excluded from episodic contexts because these do not allow
for variation. Free choice items are only felicitous if the environment
provides i-alternatives to the world of evaluation we. Negative sentences, for
example, constitute such an anti-licensing context due to the fact that the
evenf variable is existentially closed in tlie scope of negation.'47 The same
reasoning based on event closure applies to sentences with an episodic tense
like (34), which is correctly predicted to anti-license the occurrence of a free
choice item.

(34)

*Va convidar qualsevol col.lega a la seva festa d'aniversari
AUX.3SG to-invite any colleague to the her party of-birthday
('Slhe invited any colleague to her/his bithday party.')

In the remainder of this section I will argue for the claim that
subjunctive free relatives of the sort presented in section 1 above possess
free choice semantics in the sense of Dayal (1997) and Giannakidou
(1997b). In the next subsection I will present Dayal's (1997) analysis of

English free relatives and show that subjunctive free relatives are the
Romance counterparts of free relatives in English introduced by a wh-word
modified by -ever.

3.2

Ever Free Relatives and Their Readings

Free relatives in English are introduced by a wh-word, as in (35). Sometimes
the particle -ever can be added to the wh word, as in (36).

(35)

Simone tore to pieces what Paul had written

(36)

Simone tore to pieces whatever Paul had written

It is clear that the two sentences do not mean the same: while in (35) the free
relative is interpreted as 'the thing(s) Paul had written' in its most prominent
reading, in (36) the addition of -ever can turn its interpretation into
something like 'everything/anything Paul had written' or 'whatever it was
that Paul had written.'

Ever free relatives, though, have been argued to have two distinct
readings depending on the context of appearance (Jacobson 1995,
ta7

See section 6 below, though, where I show that it is not negation
licenses free choice items, but in combination with episodic tense.

by itself that anti-
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&

Varlokosta 1997, Dayal 1997): an identity
or Iatridou & Varlokosta'i
'speaker's ignorance' reading) and a free choice reading. The first one
typically arises tn prima facie episodic contexts, as exemplified in (37), and
it basically conveys the ignorance on the part of the speaker about the
identity of the individual described by the free relative.
readinglas (Tredinnick's 'don't know' reading

(37)

Whichever movie is now playing at the Avon is making a lot of
money

On the other hand, the free choice reading ('conditional reading' for Iatridou
& Varlokosta) is basically triggered in generic contexts like (38), according
to Dayal (1997):

(38)

Whichever movie plays at the Avon makes a lot of money

These two readings have been sometimes charactenzed as an ambiguity of ever free relatives. Dayal, though, claims that both readings essentially
reduce to the interaction of the context with the semantic contribution of the
particle -ever.

Dayal's (1997) basic proposal is that -ever introduces a type of
modality that is independent of the verbal system: it enforces universal
quantification over epistemic alternatives to the world of evaluation, what
she calls identity-alternatives. As we already saw above in Giannakidou's
(re)phrasing of tiris notion (cf. (28)),'on i-alte;atives are formed by the set of
worlds epistemically accessible to the speaker that vary only with respect to
the denotation of the individual or object referred to by the free relative.
Linguistic expressions that require i-alternatives for their interpretation are
understood only attributively.
On the one hand, the identity reading typically arises in non-generic
contexts. Whereas in the absence of -ever a free relative would pick out a
unique referent, its presence indicates that the identity of the individual is
not known to the speaker or not relevant and consequently the variable
associated with the description is assigned a different value in each one of
the epistemically accessible worlds. Those worlds differ only with respect to
ro8

This is Dayal's (1995a, 1997) terminology, which I adopt throughout for the sake of

consistency.
14e

The essential difference between Dayal's (1997) and Giannakidou's (lgg7b)
formulation is that the former but not the latter imposes uniqueness on the individual variable
whose referent varies from world to world by means of an iota operator. The reason for this is
that Dayal invokes i-alternatives for the intelpretation of -ever free relatives, which she shows
to be definite descriptions (see below), while Giannakidou appeals to i-alternatives for the
interpretation of free choice items, which she sees as indefinites. As will become clear later in
this chapter, I will claim that we can actually dispense with the notion of i-alternatives, since
they overlap with the type of model for evaluation where -ever free relatives and free choice
items occur felicitously.
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the referent of the free relative. The assertion is not contingent on the
particular individual picked out by the description.
On the other hand, free choice readings for -ever free relatives are
triggered in generic environments. The genericity of tense/aspect requires
that truth be evaluated at all contextually relevant worlds/situations, and in
each one of those worlds/situations i-alternatives have to be evaluated. This
makes the assertion stronger than a regular generic and it suggests an
essential connection between the description and the property it is asserted
to have.

It is important to notice that unlike in Tredinnick (1995) and
Iatridou & Varlokosta (1997), in Dayal's account -ever free relatives are not
universal quantifiers but definites. The universal or quasi-universal flavour
they have stems from the universal quantification over the i-alternatives
introduced by -ever. She provides forceful arguments in favour of the
definite status of these expression, but I will not reproduce them here.
However, from this brief discussion, it should have become obvious that
there is no dependency between the definiteness of free relatives and the
recourse to i-alternatives, for both definite and indefinite descriptions can be
interpreted attributively in the appropriate kind of context. In fact, in section
3.1 we saw how Giannakidou (1997) appeals to this mechanism for the
interpretation of the class of indefinites known as free choice items.
In the following subsection I will defend the idea that i-alternatives
can be eliminated as an independent construct in the interpretation process
of free choice readings if we understand the non-generic contexts where
identity readings arise as involving quantification over a set of worlds as
well.

3.3

Attributioity, Subjunctive, and Types of Models

Dayal (1997) explicitly postulates that the presence of -ever in a free relative
contributes a type of modality which is independent of the verbal system,
that is a kind of DP-internal modality consisting in universal quantification
over epistemic alternatives to the base world. Giannakidou (1997b) sees ialternatives as a requirement for the felicitous occurrence of free choice
items, which are anti-licensed in their absence. I would like to suggest that
the appeal to i-alternatives is a superfluous step because the well-formedness
of -ever free relatives and free choice items is guaranteed only if the models
where the relevant propositions are evaluated are non-veridical and involve
quantification over a plurality of worlds that allows varying reference for the
description, that is attributive-only readings. I will claim that this applies not

only to contexts where epistemic modality is present, as stated in the
definition of i-alternatives, but also in models introducing a set of future
alternative worlds, for instance. Next to this, I will argue that subjunctive
mood in Catalan and Spanish has exactly the same effect on the
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interpretation of free relatives as the particle -ever in English, and in that
case the modality is clearly related to the verbal system.
In order to motivate this approach, the first obstacle we have to
eliminate is the potential counterargument that -everlsubjunctive relatives
get licensed in non-generic contexts, which typically give rise to the identity
reading, as in (39)-(40).

(39)

Whoever told you that is insane

(40)

Qui t'hagi dit aixd 6s boig
who you-have.SUB.3SG told this is crazy
'Whoever told you that is crazy.'

As we saw in Chapter 3 (sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2), there is reason to believe
that such environments involve the presence of a covert necessity operator
that allows for the attributive reading (cf. Farkas (1982)). Close paraphrases
of (39)-(40) can contain an overt modal introducing epistemic modality
explicitly, as in (41)-(42).

(41)

Whoever told you that must be insane

(42)

Qui t'hagi dit aixb deu ser boig
who you-have.SUB.-3SG told this must.3SG be crazy
'Whoever told you that must be crazy.'

It is easy to demonstrate that -ever or subjunctive mood by themselves are
unable to contribute the modality linked to free choice, which is necessary
for the attributive interpretation: if we change the main clause predication of
(39)-(40) into a clearly episodic one, the attributive free relatives are not
legitimate any longer, as illustrated in (43)-(44).

(43)

?*Whoever told you that died

(44)

*Qui et diguds aixd va perdre la cartera
who you Ie\L.SUB.IMPF.3SG AUX.3SG to-lose the wallet
('Whoever told you that lost his wallet.')

If we assume that (43)-(44) are evaluated in the world the speaker takes to
be the base one according to his or her epistemic state represented in the
model Me(sp), it is clear that such a world does not provide the variation
required for the licensing of -everl subjunctive relatives.
It is a standard assumption that the presence of modals brings in
quantification over worlds. The worlds a modal quantifies over form its
modal base, according to Kratzer (1977, 1981 , l99I) (see Chapter l, section
3.2).In the case of the modality introduced by the epistemic use of must, for
instance, the modal quantifies over a subset of the worlds that conform to the
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epistemic state of the speaker. In terms of the models that based on
Giannakidou (1997a), I have been using throughout, the epistemic modal
quantifies over a subset of the worlds contained in Ms(sp). Such worlds
constitute epistemic alternatives to the base world on the basis of what the
individual anchor (in this specific case, the speaker) knows and believes.
The worlds quantified over can vary with respect to different parameters,
among which the referents of the individuals involved. The latter case is
simply equivalent to the formulation of i-alternatives, which become
redundanttrom this point of view.r50
If this is the right perspective to adopt, we expect modal
quantification over other types of modal bases to license the attributive
reading of -everlsubjunctive relatives. This is confirmed by their felicitous
cooccurrence with deontic modals, as exemplified in (a5)-(a6).

(45)

You must eat whatever you get served

(46)

Has de menjar-te el que et serveixinl5l
have.2SG of to-eat-REFL the that to-you serve.SUB.3PL
'You must eat whatever they serve you.'

r50
What is more, under Dayal's (1997) and Giannakidou's (1997a, c) proposal there is
no obvious explanation for the availability or unavailability of i-alternatives in models that in

principle involve quantification over worlds. Yet, I think that non-veridicality is still a
prerequisite for the licensing of free choice readings. Observe the contrasts between (i) and
(ii).

(i)

??La Paola creu que desapareix qualsevol llengua minoritdria
the Paola believe.3SG that disappear.IND.PRS.SSG any language minority
('Paola believes that any minority language disappears/is disappearing.')

(ii)

La Paola vol evitar que desaparegui qualsevol llengua minoritiria
the Paola want.3SG to-avoid that disappear.SUB.PRS.SSG any language minority
'Paola want to prevent any minority language from disappearing.'

Although both embedded models can be claimed to involve quantification over a
plurality of worlds, the free choice item is not felicitous in (i). The contrasts are still sharper
with subjunctive free relatives or subjunctive restrictive relatives, which also have attributiveonly readings. The crucial difference between the embedded models in (i) and (ii) is that
M6(Paola) in (i) is veridical, whereas M81,, (Paola) is non-veridical. Therefore, I suggest that
free choice readings require non-veridical contexts, with the additional anti-licensing
condition proposed in Giannakidou (1997a, b, c). However, I cannot see a trivial way to
we
exclude 'i-alternative formation' in the former and to allow it in the latter
-unless
distinguish
advocated the one vs. many worlds account Farkas (1992a) proposed in order to
weak from strong intensional predicates (see Chapter 2), which Giannakidou (1997a)
explicitly rejects.
ls1
Catala., el que and Spanish lo que are the surface equivalents of the English whpronoun what that introduces free relatives. We will return to this below, although I will not
offer a syntactic analysis of such elements here.
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In this case the membership of the worlds for the deontic modal base is
defined on the basis of what is obligated according to the speaker. Since this
involves the speaker's view of future realizations of the actual world
according to some normative cor-nmandment, the worlds contained in that
model arguably differ from the ones we find in the default model ME(sp).
Hence we can establish a different kind of model that encompasses those
future rcalizatrons of the actual world according to the speaker, namely
Mer"'(sp) (see Giannakidou 1997a, c, and Chapters 1 and 3). The variation
from world to world required for the interpretation of -everlsubjunctive
relatives as attributive only is thus guaranteed in this type of model.
I propose that the introduction of a model Msr,,(sp) is the result of
the overt or covert presence of a modal predicate, as in (39)-(40) and (41)(42) respectively, independently of the type of modality involved. What the
particle -ever in English or subjunctive mood in Catalan do is to mark
overtly the attributive-only reading for free relatives, but they are not able
themselves to endow the structure with the required model containing a
quantification over a plurality of worlds.
In section 2 above we observed that subjunctive free relatives are
legitimate in a variety of contexts. If the claim made above is correct, each
one of those contexts should be amenable to an analysis where
quantification over a set of worlds in a non-veridical model can be defended.
Although I will not probe into the details of each particular case, I will
sketch how the presence of alternative worlds in the model can be
motivated. To start with, future and imperative contexts straightforwardly
imply quantification by a Future or Imperative operator over future worlds
in Ms61(x/sp). Subjunctive free relatives licensed by conditional morphology
in the main clause can be argued to be reducible to the same analysis as the
antecedents of conditional sentences, as we will see in section 4 below: they
both provide the restrictor of either an adverbial quantifier or simply an
implicit necessity operator that quantifies over worlds. Generic and
habitual/characterizing sentences fall under the same pattern as well if we
agree on the view that their representation contains a generic operator GEN
in the former case, or a habitual operator HAB or a Q-adverb in the latter
(cf. de Swart 1991, Krifka et al. 1995, Giannakidou 1995).t" Rhetorical
questions convey a negative implicature in the base world of evaluation, but
they invite to evaluate the same implicature in other possible worlds, either
past, present or future. As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, strong intensional
predicates lexically introduce a non-veridical model of type Mem(x).
Adversative predicates, too, I assume. Modals have already been treated
previously in this subsection. Finally, comparatives and superlatives both
give rise to a negative implicature that the property asserted to hold in the
base world in a certain degree with respect to a certain individual does not
hold in the same degree in other possible worlds. On the basis of these
152
A predicational, non-quantificational view on genericity as in Delfitto (1997), though,
would have a similar result, for modality remains a component of that type of analysis too.
For different views on habituality see also Verkuyl (1993) and Zwarts (1992).
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admittedly very sketchy remarks, I will conclude that all the contexts
licensing subjunctive free relatives actually fulfil the need for the
descriptions to be assigned a different value in each one of the alternative
worlds. If such a view proves to be correct, then the notion of i-alternatives
can be automatically reduced to the lexical property of free choice items and
the particle -ever demanding that the value assignment be different in each

world within the same model. Subjunctive morphology, though, simply
marks this kind of attributive-only interpretation, which is linked to the
introduction of a model different from the base one, much the same as in the
case of subjunctive restrictive relatives. Given that free relatives provide
both the variable and the descriptive condition on the variable, their
subjunctive versions behave as genuine free choice items both
distributionally and interpretively, because they can be interpreted
exclusively as attributive descriptions.

3.4

(In)definiteness and Attributivity

So far

I

have simply posited that -ever free relatives

in

English and

subjunctive free relatives in Catalan and Spanish receive the same kind of
interpretation. Given that Dayal (1997) characterizes -ever free relatives in
English as definites, we should ask not only the question whether
subjunctive free relatives are also definites but also to what extent that plays
a role in the readings obtained (identity vs. free-choice).
There is one aspect that despite being tangential to the discussion
here, should still be emphasized at the outset. A difference that sets
restrictive relatives apart from free relatives is the fact that while the former
simply contribute a descriptive condition on the variable introduced by the
antecedent, thus allowing for the possibility of different scopes for one and
the other (see Chapter 3, section 2.2.4), the latter contribute both the variable
and the descriptive condition at the same time, as already pointed out in the
previous subsection. This prevents discrepancies in scope between them, or
under my perspective, indexation to diverging models. If free relatives are

definite descriptions, then subjunctive free relatives

will be always

interpreted as attributive definite descriptions. That conclusion turns out to
be correct.

Indirect evidence for the view that free relatives are definites comes
from Hindi correlatives, as discussed in Dayal (1995a, 1997). Syntactically,
correlatives are relative clauses left-adjoined to the main clause which are
introduced by a wh-word and readily allow for an internal head. They are
resumed by a demonstrative or a pronoun in the main clause. Semantically,
they are very close to free relatives in several respects. Since they are
transparent with respect to number marking, in the non-marked cases Hindi
correlatives come out as either definite or quasi-universal and they can be
treated as generulized quantifiers denoting the properties of the unique
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maximal individual, singular or plural. Those are the interpretations assigned
to examples like (47) and (48) respectively (taken from Dayal 1997).

(47)

jo laRkii khaRii hai vo lambii hai
WH girl standing be DEM tall be
'The girl who is standing is tall.'

(48)

jo laRkiyaaN khaRii haiN ve lambii haiN
WH girls standing be DEM tall be
'The girls who are standing are tall.'

Dayal further argues that the addition of the morpheme bhii to a correlative
parallels the semantic contribution of -ever in English free relatives: the
identity reading arises when bhii occurs in a structure that otherwise would
pick out a unique referent, as in (49), paraphraseable as 'The girl that is now
making an effort, whoever she is, will be successful'; if the structure is
interpreted generically, the contribution of bhii amounts to a free choice
reading for the correlative, as in (50), which is synonymous with
'Whichever girl makes an effort succeeds'.

(49)

jo bhii laRkii mehnat kar rahii hai vo safal hogii
WH ever girl effort is making she successful be.FUT
'The girl who is making an effort will be successful.'

(50)

jo bhii laRkii mehnat kartii hai vo safal hotii hai
WH ever girl effort does she successful be
'Any girl who makes an effort succeeds.'

In the same way English ever displays polar behaviour under negation (cf.
(51)) and is also related to free choice readings when occuring in free
relatives, Hindi bhii, if combined with ordinary indefinites, gets negative
polarity or free choice interpretations depending on the environment (cf.
(52)-(53), respectively, taken from Dayal 1995).

(51)

Anna and Joan haven't seen a canal ever

(52)

ramaa kisiiko bhii nahii jantii
Rama someone bhii not know
'Rama does not know anyone.'

(53)

ramaa kisiiko bhii dekh saktii hai
Rama someone bhii see can
'Rama can see anyone.'

Unlike the English and Hindi morphemes, subjunctive morphology is linked

to the verbal system. Catalan and Spanish, like Greek,

possess separate
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series of negative indefinites and free choice items. If subjunctive marks
attributive readings in the domain of free relatives, one is led to expect that it

should combine with overtly definite morphology as well. We will see
below that this is confirmed. Let us first have a look at the definite status of
free relatives in general.
Up to this point I have almost exclusively exemplified Catalan free
relatives with the iype introduced by the wh-pionotn-qui 'who'.t53 Both
Catalan and Spanish lack a wh-pronoun corresponding the Engtsh what in
free relative constructions. Interestingly,. what free relatives are headed by
the combination of a definite determinert'o and the default complementizer
que, as illustrated in (54) and (55) for Catalan and Spanish respectively.

(54)

Em va ensenyar el que havia comprat
to-me AUX.3SG to-show the that have.IMPF.3SG bought
'Sftre showed me what s/tre had bought.'

(55)

Le dijo lo que habia visto
him/her tell.PST.3SG the that have.IMPF.3SG seen
'Slhe told him/her what sftre had seen.'

Whereas the Catalan example (54) is ambiguous between a free relative
reading and a restrictive relative reading in case the N head of the DP has
been elided (as in el {barret/@} que havia comprat'the {hat/one} she had
bought'), the Spanish one is not, because of the neuter gender on the
determiner (Spanish has no nouns marked as neuter).
Actually, even free relatives headed by qui can be duplicated by

structures that follow the strategy just mentioned. If we put the two
structures side by side, as in (56) and (57), there is no perceptible
interpretive difference between them.

(56)

Qui estudia aprova
who study.PRS.SSG pass.PRS.SSG
'The one who studies passes.'

(57)

r53

El que estudia aprova
the that study.PRS.SSG pass.PRS.3SG
'The one who studies passes.'

Incidentally, it should be mentioned that Catalan qui 'who' only displays singular
agreement and is just compatible with singular verb morphology. The corresponding plural
form is els que 'those who, the ones who.' Spanish has both a singular and a plural form,
quien and quienes, respectively.
154
While Catalan uses the singular masculine form el of the definite determiner, Spanish
displays a special neuter determiner lo in the same position. I will not offer a syntactic
characterization of the D-que complex and the covert relative operator, since nothing hinges
on it for the purposes of the current discussion.
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The Catalan wh-pronoun qui is marked only for singular. Spanish, though,
has overt number distinctions on the same type of item, and next to singular
quien we find plural quienes, as in (58). Again, no differences in
interpretation can be traced between the two examples.

(58)

Quienes estudian aprueban
who.

PL study.

PRS. 3 P L pas

s.

P RS. 3 PL

'Those who study pass.'

(59)

Los que estudian aprueban
the. PL that study. P RS. 3 PL pass. P RS. 3 PL
'Those who study pass.'

These facts lend further support to the view that free relatives are
definites.lss Contrary to Bermin's (1991) assumption that these expressions
are indefinites because they are open to Quantificational Variability Effects
(QVE), Dayal (1997) shows that QVE also occur with definites, as in (60a),
where the Q-adverb usually quantifies over situations with unique
individuals that do best in John's class.

(60)

a.

John usually likes the student who does best in class

b.

John usually liked the student that did best in class

According to Dayal, definiteness is not antithetical to QVE, but episodicity
is. She argues that QVE disappear if we choose an episodic tense, as in (60b)
under the perfective reading of simple past: there is a unique student who
did best and there were many situations in which John liked him or her.
The same observation holds for Catalan: present or past tenses with
imperfective aspect allow QVE with definite antecedents of relative clauses,
as exemplified in (61)-(62).

l5s

If free relatives are definites, they should be excluded from existential contexts, as
Reineke Bok pointed out to me. I think that the prediction is borne out (cf. (i), Spanish):

(i)

*En la puerta hay quien conociste en la fiesta
at the door there-be.PRS.3SG who meet.lND.PST.2SG at the party
('There is at the door the person you met at the party.')

There are cases where free relatives are licit in existential constructions, but then the list
interpretation obtains and it no longer constitutes a test for definiteness (cf. (ii), Spanish).

(ii)

Hubo tambi6n quienes protestaron
there -b e. PSf. 3SG also w ho. P L prote st. I N D. P ST. 3 PL
'There were also the ones that protested.'
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(61)

El professor sovint convida a sopar 1'alumne que treu matricula
the professor often invite.PRS.SSG to to-have-dinner the-student
that take.PRS.SSG first
'The professor usually takes out for dinner the student that gets a
first.'

(62)

El professor sovint convidava a sopar l'alumne que treia matr(cula
the professor often invite.IMPF.-3SG to to-have-dinner the-student
that take. IM P F, 3 SG first
'The professor would usually take out for dinner the student that
would get a first.'

If we change the context into

an episodic one by choosing perfective aspect,
QVE disappears rightaway, as in (63).

(63)

El professor va convidar sovint a sopar l'alumne que treia
matricules
the professor AUX.3SG to-invite often to to-have-dinner the-student
that take. IMP F. 3 SG first
'The professor often took out for dinner the student that would get
firsts.'

In this case there is a unique student and the occasions when he was invited
by his professor for dinner were man)4 (the adverbs gets a cardinal
interpretation, not a quantificational one).''u
It is important to notice that this is an option as well if no adverb of
quantification is present. In (64), for instance, if we put the referential
reading of the subject DP aside, the interpretation obtained is a generic one:
in most situations in this school in which the student studies, he or she
passes.

(64)

En aquesta escola, l'alumne que estudia aprova
in this school the pupil that study.PRS.SSGpass.PftS.-lsc
'In this school, the pupil who studies passes.'

"u Observe that the position of the adverb sovint is postverbal in (63) but preverbal in
I think that there is a correlation between the quantificational and the cardinal
reading of the adverb and its preverbal and postverbal position, respectively. In fact, given
that the former reading is excluded in an episodic context like (63), we predict that sovint
should not be able to appear preverbally. The ill-formedness of the example in (i) appears to
(61)-(62).

confirm this prediction.

(i)

?xEl professor sovint va convidar a sopiu l'alumne que treia matrfcules

the professor often AUX.3SG to-invite to to-have-dinner the-student
take.IMPF.3SG first
('The professor often took out for dinner the student that would get firsts.')

See

Delfitto & Bertinetto (1996) for an analysis of comparable facts in Italian.

that
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This reading is equivalent to that of an overt conditional as (64'), where
l'estudiant 'the pupil' is understood as a kind-denoting description (cf.
Carlson 1917, Krifka et al. 1995).

(64')

En aquesta escola, si l'alumne estudia aprova
in this school if the pupil study.PRS.SSG pass.PRS.SSG
'In this school, if the pupil studies passes.'

Having established the definite character of free relatives in Catalan and
Spanish as well, let us return to the connection with free choice items and
the impact of subjunctive on their interpretation.
We have repeatedly observed that the appearance of subjunctive
correlates with an attributive reading of the relevant description. If
subjunctive free relatives receive a free choice interpretation, we predict that

a subjunctive relative should be able to modify a free choice item
unproblematically if the latter is independently licensed by the adequate
context. In section 2 (cf. (21)) we already saw that this is indeed the case.

Even more interestingly, note that a free choice item that occurs in a
legitimate environment for its licensing excludes modification by an
indicative relative: while (65a) and (65b) are essentially synonymous (if we
ignore the definite/indefinite contrast for the moment), (65c) is ruled out,
despite appearing in a context that guarantees the presence of alternative
worlds.l5T

(65) a.

b.

Presenta'm qui hagi fet una sol.licitud

introduce.IMPER.SG-me who have.SUB.SSG made an
application
'Introduce to me whoever has (SUB) made an application.'
Presenta'm qualsevol que hagi fet una sol.licitud

introduce.IMPER.SG-me anyone that have.SUB.3SG made
an application

'Introduce

to me

anyone who has (SUB) made

an

application.'

157
Notice that an indicative relative would be grammatical
free choice item (see Chapter 3), as in (i):

(i)

if

the antecedent were not a

Presenta'm el candidat que ha fet una sol.licitud
introduce.IMPER.SG-me the candidate that have.IND.3SG made an application
'Introduce to me the candidate who has (IND) made an application.'
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*Presenta'm qualsevol que ha fet una sol.licitud
introduce.IMPER.SG-me anyone that have.IND.3SG made
an application

('Introduce

to me

anyone who has (IND) made

an

application.')

This paradigm strongly supports the conclusion reached in Chapter 3 that
subjunctive relatives, unlike indicative ones i are interpreted as attributive
descriptive conditions on a variable (cf. Farkas L982). In both (65a) and
(65b) the description as a whole has narrow scope with respect to the
imperative operator and it picks out different individuals in the different
alternative worlds which are quantified over in Ms61(sp). On the other hand,
the choice of indicative in (65c) creates a clash between the interpretation of
the free choice item as an attributive description within M6s1(sp) and the
wide scope of the relative clause DC itself, which is evaluated in the base
model MB(sp) that does not provide for alternatives.
Given the view of free choice items as attributive-only indefinites
advocated in Giannakidou (1997b), a plain indefinite modified by a
subjunctive relative is expected to be able to yield the same reading as a free
choice item with the same type of modification, as in (65b). The expectation
is borne out, for (66) does not differ in interpretation from (65b): if we
ignore the emphasis on the 'free choice' nuance lexically contributed by
qualsevol in (65b), both sentences are truth-conditionally equivalent, as
represented schematically in (67).

(66)

Presenta-me'n un que hagi fet una sol.licitud

(67)

IMP [3x: apply' (x) n introduce-to'(you, x, me) ]

introduce.IMPER.SG-me-PART a that have.SUB.-3SG made an
application
'Introduce to me someone who has made an application.'

Such a reading is not available for a plain indefinite modified by an
indicative relative clause. Unlike (65c), where the combination of a free
choice item with an indicative relative results in ungrammaticality due to
conflicting requirements, an indefinite can be interpreted specifically, taking
wide scope over the opacity creating element, as in (68). The intended
reading is represented in (69).

(68)

Presenta-me'n un que ha fet una sol.licitud

(69)

[3x: apply' (x) n IMP [introduce-to'(you, x, me)]l

introduce.IMPER.SG-me-PART a that have.IND.SSG made an
application
Introduce to me someone who has made an application.'
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Since following Dayal (1997) I have claimed that free relatives are
definites, the most faithful alternative rendition of a subjunctive free relative
should be a relative combined with a definite determiner. The paraphrase
relation between (70a) and (70b) confirms the prediction.

(70)

a.

Acomiadarh qui

li crei problemes

sack. FUT.3 SG who him/her create.SuB.3 SG problems

'S/he
b.

will

sack whoever creates problems for him/her.'

Acomiadard el que li crei problemes
sack.FUT.-3SG the that himlher create.SUB.-lSG problems
'S/he will sack whoever creates problems for himftrer.'

On the other hand, it was already pointed out that the Catalan and Spanish
equivalents of the what that introduces free relatives in English are simply
the combination of the definite article and a complementizer (cf. (5a)-(55)).
If embedded in a context that ensures variation, such a free relative yields an
attributive, free choice reading, as in (7I)-(72).

(71)

Ensenya'm el que compris
show.IM PER.SG-me the that buy.SUB.ZSG
'Show me whatever you buy.'

(72)

Ensdflame lo que compres
show. IM PER. SG-me the that buy. SUB.2 SG
'Show me whatever you buy.'

The only relevant difference with respect to the kind of interpretation given

in (67) for an indefinite modified by a subjunctive relative lies in the
familiarity and uniqueness usually associated with the singular definite
determiner.

(73)

IMP [tx (buy'(you,x)) n show-to'(you,x, me) ]rs8

Both aspects of the meaning of the determiner, though, get diluted by the
attributive reading of the definite description. The presupposition of
existence disappears, because the model for evaluation is not the base world
but MBsl(sp). This is proven by the felicity of (74) and (75) as continuations
of (70) and (71), correspondingly.

(74)

si hi ha algri que en crei
if LOC have.3SG somebody that PART ueate.SUB.3SG
'...if there is anybody that creates them.'

'58 For the purposes of the presentation, I use an iota operator here to represent the
interpretation of the free relative as a definite description.
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si 6s que compres alguna cosa
if be.3SG that buy.ZSG some thing
'...if you end up buying somethirg.'

Uniqueness is relativized to each world in Ms1o1(sp) quantified over by IMP,
and hence weakened. This is what makes the free relatives (70) and (71)

vinually synonymous with subjunctive relatives headed
quantified DP, as in (76)-(77).

(76)

Acomiadarh tothom que

(77)

Ensenya'm tot el que compris

by a universally

li crei problemes
sack.FUT. 3 SG everybody that him/her create. SUB. 3 SG problems
'S/he will sack everyone who creates problems for him/trer.'
show.IMPER.SG-me every the that buy.SUB.2SG
'Show me everything you buy.'

However, this does not constitute an argument for the analysis of
subjunctive free relatives as universal quantifiers. Whereas universal
quantifiers can be modified by almost (this test goes back to Dahl (1970);
see also Carlson (1981) for its application to free-choice any),"' as in (78),
this is not possible if we remove them and add that modification to the bare
free relative, as in (79)-(80).

(78)

Acomiadarl gatebd tothom que em crei problemes
sack.FUT.lSG almost everybody that me create.SUB.3SG problems
'I will sack almost anyone who creates problems for me.'

(79)

*Acomiadard gaireb6 qui em crei problemes
sack.FUT.lSG almost who me create.SUB.3SG problems
('I will sack almost whoever creates problems for me.')

(80)

*Acomiadard gaireb€, el que em crei problemes
sack.FUT.lSG almost the that me create.SUB.SSG problems
('I will sack almost the one who creates problems for me.')

lse

Iatridou & Varlokosta (1996) argue against the use of modification by almost as a test
for universal quantification, since there are non-universal quantifiers like numerals that accept
it (almost thirty friends) and universals like each or both that reject it. The sentences (79)-(80)
we are comparing with (78), though, do not display distinguishable readings between them as
regards the quantification involved, therefore their objection does not apply here: unlike
regular universal quantifiers, neither of them accepts modificationby almost.
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I would like to argue that the source of the universal flavour subjunctive free
relatives possess is not located in the description itself but in the universal
quantificition over the relevant set of worlds.-160' 161
The outcome of this discussion is that subjunctive free relatives do
have the same attributive-only readings as free choice items, although their
status as definite descriptions prevents us from identifying them completely
with the latter. In addition, subjunctive relatives modifying either definite or
indefinite antecedents do not display substantially different readings from
those attested in subjunctive free relatives, a welcome result given that
subjunctive can be uniformly conceived of as the mark of the exclusively
attributive interpretation of a descriptive condition within a non-veridical
model that involves quantification over worlds.

4.

Free Relatives as Restrictors

On several occasions in this chapter and in Chapter

3I

have drawn attention

to the link that exists between free relatives and the restrictors of
quantificational structures. In this section I would like to elaborate on this
connection and argue that free relatives actually contribute restrictive
clausesl62 unless episodic tense marks them as definite descriptions that are
used referentially.

160

Dayal (1997) and Giannakidou (1997b) achieve the same effect by explicitly adding
universal quantification over the worlds that constitute the ialternatives. My proposal
becomes thus equivalent to theirs in this specific respect.
16l
A question that will remain open is why free choice items do accept modification by
almost in some cases, as in (i), where qualsevol gets universal force:

(i)

Admetran gaireb6 qualsevol candidat
admit. FUT. 3 P L almost any candidate
'They will admit almost any candidate.'

In the instances where the free choice item has existential force, as
modification by almosr is excluded.

(ii)

in (ii),

though,

Admeteu (*gaireb6) qualsevol candidat
admit. I M P ER. P L almost any candidate
'Admit (*almost) any candidate.'

Note as well that nuurow scope indefinites in the same contexts reject modification by
almost too, which seems to suggest that free choice items are something more than just
indefinites with an exclusively attributive reading. At this point, I do not have any insights to
offer on this.
'62 This proposal is also made in Giannakidou (1997a: 139), although she assumes that
free relatives provide the restriction of a covert every.
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Conditional Reading

4.1

It

has already been shown that free relatives in generic contexts display a
conditional reading. The free relative in (81) is paraphraseable as the
antecedent of a conditional like (82),'u' and at face value one can easily
argue that both are interpreted in tripartite structures like (83a) or (83b): a
covert Q-adverb with the semantics of usually or a GEN operator would
have the free relative in (81) and the antecedent of the conditional in (82) in
its restriction, respectively. The representation in (83a) applies the
unselective binding mechanism to variables that range over individuals,
while in (83b) the Q-adverb/GEN operator unselectively binds situation and
individual variables. The parallelism between (81) and (82) is possible
thanks to the generic character of the sentences and the rich descriptive
content of the free relative headed by qui 'who'. Here, though, for the sake
of simplicity I will have to gloss over the differences that might derive from
the type of representation adopted (quantification over individuals in (83a)
vs. quantification over pairs of individuals and situations in (83b)) as well as
over the definite versus indefinite character of the descriptions associated
with the individual variable in (81) and (82) respectively.

(81)

Qui estudia aprova
who study. IND. PRS. -rSG pass. PRS. 3SG
'The one who studies passes.'

(82)

Si algri estudia aprova

if

some one study. IND. PRS. 3SG pass. PR,S. -3SG

'If

(83)

someone studies passes.'

a.

USUALLY* [person'(x) n study'(x)] [pass'(x)]

b.

USUALLY/GEN*,r[person'(x, in s)n study'(x, in s)][pass'(x, in s)]

163
Another possible paraphrase would be the one with impersonal SE reproduced in (i)
or with un/hom in (ii):

(i)

Si s'estudia, s'aprova

if RE F L- s tudy.

'If

(ii)

P RS. 3 S G RE F L-pa,ss.PR.9. 3SG
one studies, one passes.'

Si {un/hom} estudia, aprova
if one study.PRS.jSG pass.PRS.SSG

'If

one studies, one passes.'

On this type of impersonal subjects, see Chierchia (1995b). Thanks to Carme Picallo for
drawing my attention to this.
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Free relatives in a generic environment display Quantificational Variability
Effects (QVE) with Q-adverbs, as the simplified renditions in b. make
explicit:

(84) a.
b.
(85) a.

Qui estudia sovint aprova
who study.IND. PRS.SSG often pas s. PRS.SSG
'The one who studies often passes.'
MOST* [person'(x) n study'(x)] [pass'(x)]
Qui estudia sempre aprova
who study. IND. P RS. 3SG alw ay s pass.PR,S. -?SG
'The one who studies always passes.'

b.
(86) a.
b.

EVERY- [person'(x) n study'(x)] [pass'(x)]
Qui estudia rarament suspdn
who study. IND. PRS. -?SG rarely farl.PRS. 3SG
'The one who studies rarely fails.'
FEW* [person'(x) n study'(x)] [fail'(x)]

The lexical predicate soler lit. 'use to' provides the same quantificational
structure as a Q-adverb like 'usually' and it parallels (84) in interpretation.

(87)

Qui estudia sol aprovar
who study.IND. PRS.SSG use-to.P RS.3SG to-pass
'The one who studies usually passes.'

The free relatives in question support donkey anaphora, as expected: since
they have a conditional reading, they provide the restrictor of the tripartite
structure and the donkey anaphora reading in (88) is replicated in (89).

(88)

Si [un pagds]1 t6 [un ase].;, prol l'i aman]aga
if a farme r ow n. I N D. PRS. 3.SG it - c ar e s s.P,rtS. 3SG
'If a farmer owns a donkey, he caresses it.'

(89)

Quil t6 [un ase]; prol I'i amurryaga'*
who own. IN D. P RS. 3SG it-care s s.PftS. -rSG
'The one who owns a donkey caresses it.'

If we insert the free relative in an episodic context, the conditional
interpretation disappears. The subject free relative in (90) yields a referential
164

On the left-dislocated status of preverbal subject free relatives, see the discussion

around (104)-( 106) below.
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interpretation only, and it differs from the corresponding conditional in (91),
which can only be understood epistemically.

(90)

Qui va estudiar per a l'examen sobre els estoics, I'ha aprovat
who AUX.SSG to-study for to the-exam about the stoics ir-AUX.3SG
to-pass
'Those who studied for the exam about the stoics passed it.'

(91)

Si van estudiar per a l'examen sobre els estoics, l'han aprovat
if AUX.3PL to-study for to the-examen about the stoics ir-AUX.3PL
to-pass

'If

they studied for the exam about the stoics, they (must have)
it.'

passed

In this situation, adverbial quantification cannot take place. The preverbal
position of the Catalan adverb sovint 'often' is exclusively linked to its Qadverb interpretation, hence we predict that it should be incompatible with
the non-conditional reading of a free relative. This turns out to be the case,
as the ungrarnmaticality of (92) confirms.

(92)

*Qui va estudiar per a l'examen sobre els estoics, sovint I'ha
aprovat
who AUX.3SG to-study for to the-exam about the stoics often itAUX.3SG to-pass
('The one who studied for the exam about the stoics often passed

it.')
In a parallel fashion, the referential use of a free relative cannot combine
with the predi cate soler in its Q-adverb-like reading, as (93) makes clear.'6s

(93)

*Qui va estudiar per a l'examenl sobre els estoics, sol aprovar-lo1
who AUX.3SG to-study for to the-exam about the stoics use-to.3SG
to-pass-it
('The one who studied for the exam about the stoics often passed

it.')
However, it should be added that the conditional reading of free
relatives is not limited to subject cases. Observe the parallel interpretation of
the following pairs of examples
again the definite/indefinite

-ignoring
distinction-, where the first example
contains a free relative realizing a

number of grammatical functions and the second one contains an antecedent
of a conditional paraphrasing it.
165

Like some Q-adverbs, the predicate soler can yield a cardinal reading of the main
predicate as well, which is irrelevant for our purposes here. Example (93) is constructed so as
to force the quantificational reading of soler by adding the object clitic lo that should be able
to be linked anaphorically to the DP the exam about the stoics in the free relative.
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Indemnitzen qui perd la feina
c omp ens at e. P RS. 3 P L who lo s e. IN D. PRS. 3SG the j ob
'They compensate who loses his job.'
Si algri perd la feina, l'indemnitzen

if

someone \ose.IND.PRS.SSG the job

him-

compensate.PRS.3PL
'If someone loses his job, they compensate him.'

(es)

a

;x,llhffi E"';;*';:"ii:";T:,"i,i,?,i)ffi,

p*s

3sG with

letter clear
'S/he gives good marks to whom writes a good hand.'

b.

Si algf escriu amb lletra clara, li posa bones notes
someone write.IND.PRS.-3SG with letter clear him
put.PRS.iSG good marks
'If someone writes a good hand, slhe gives him good
marks.'

(96) a.

Pacten nom6s amb qui accepta les seves condicions
compromise.PRS.3PL only with who accept.IND.PRS.-3SG
the their conditions
'They only come to an agreement with those who accept

if

their conditions.'

b.

Nomds si algf accepta les seves condicions, hi pacten
only if someone accept.IND.PRS.SSG the their conditions
CL compromise.PRS.3PL
'Only if someone accepts their conditions, they come to an
agreement with him.'

(97) a.

S'instal.la on el conviden
RE F L- s ettle. P RS. 3 S G whe re him invite. IN D. P RS. 3 P L

'He settles down where they invite him.'

b.

Si el conviden enlloc, s'hi instal.la

if him

invite.IND.PRS.3PL anywhere, REFL-LOC

settle.PRS.SSG

'If they invite him anywhere,
Further evidence

for the

he settles down there.'

characterization

of

free relatives

as

restrictors of tripartite structures can be given on the basis of the fact that the
sentences they are part of can coffespond to all types of conditionals. Up to
now, we have mainly seen instances coffesponding to factual conditionals,
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it is easy to show that they can actually correlate with counterfactual
conditionals, both present (cf. (qA)) and past (cf. (99)).166
but

(98) a.

Qui els escolt6s, entendria el problema

who them listen-to.SUB.PST.3SG

understand.COND.SSG

the problem

'Whoever listened to them would understand the problem.'

b.

Si algri els escolt6s, entendria el problema

,f

someone them

understand.

C

listen-to.SUB.PST.3SG

OND. 3SG the problem

'If someone listened
problem.'

to them, he would

understand the

(99) a.

Qui els haguds escoltat, hauria entds el problema
who them have.SUB.PST.3SG listened-to have.COND.3SG
understood the problem
'Whoever had listened to them would have understood the
problem.'

b.

Si algd els hagu6s escoltat, hauria entds el problema
,f someone them have.SUB.PSf.SSG listened-to
have.COND. 3 SG understood the problem
'If someone had listened to them, he would have understood
the problem.'

Free relatives in a left dislocated position present an overt structure
is
which even closer to their conditional counterpart: if the free relatives in
Oail-(9la) get left dislocated, they yield (100)-(103). Observe that in this
case a clitic resumes the dislocated constituent in the main clause.

(100)

Qui perd la feina, l'indemnitzen
who lo s e. /ND. PRS. 3SG the j ob him- c omp ensate. P RS. 3 P L
'Who loses his job, they compensate him.'

(101) A qui escriu

amb

lletraclara,li

posa bones notes

to who write.IND.PftS.SSG with letter clear him put.PRS.SSG good
marks

'Who writes a good hand, s/tre gives good marks to him.'

166

A note of caution is required here: I use the more or less standard terminology for the
classification of conditional sentences, where 'present' and 'past' do not refer to the tenses
used in them, but to the fact that it is conveyed that the antecedent and the consequent do not
hold in the present or did not hold in the past, respectively.
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Amb qui accepta les seves condicions, hi pacten
with who accept.IND.PRS.-3SG the their conditions CL
compromise.PRS.3PL

'They only come to an agreement with those who accept their
conditions.'

(103)

On el conviden, s'hi instal.la
re him inv ite. I N D. P RS. 3 P L REF L- LO C s ettle. P RS. 3SG
'Wherever they invite him, he settles down there.'

w he

The subject cases of a free relative like the one in (81), for instance, can in
principle receive the same analysis as well, since by virtue of the null subject
status of Catalan, one could postulate that a null pro subject fulfils the same
function as the overt pronominal clitic in the examples just examined. This
seems to be suggested by the asymmetry in grammaticality between (104)
and (105). When the subject free relative appears postverbally, the structure
remains grammatical (cf. (104)).

(104)

En aquesta assignatura, aprova qui estudia fort
in this subject pass.PRS.-rSG who study.IND.PRS.SSG strong
'In this subject, who studies hard passes.'

If (104) were completely parallel to its counterpart with an overt conditional,
we would not predict any significant contrast with respect to the latter.
However, such a structure is ruled out, as illustrated in (105).

(105)

*En aquesta assignatura, proi aprova si algril estudia fort
in this subject pass.PRS.jSG if someone study.IND.PRS.SSG strong
('In this subject, if someone studies hard, he passes.')

the conditional is assumed to be attached to I' and the null subject is in
[Spec, IP] (cf. Iatridou 1991, Chierchia 1995a), the ungrammaticality of
(105) follows naturally as a violation of Principle C of Binding Theory.
Given the well formedness of (104), one is led to conclude that either the
postverbal free relative is situated in a higher position (right adjoined to IP,
for instance) or no pro subject at all occurs in [Spec, IP], for a configuration
where the free relative is adjoined to I' or is situated in a lower specifier
position should give rise to a situation like (106), comparable to (105),
where Principle C would be violated. If we reject the possibility of rightward
movement (cf. Kayne 1994), we have to assume that no pro subject occurs
in [Spec, IP] and that the subject free relative is in some low specifier,
maybe even in its base position.

If

(106)

* pro, aprova quil estudia fort
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Therefore, there is good reason to believe that preverbal free relatives related
to the main clause subject argument are either in [Spec, IP] or else leftdislocated, in much the same fashion as the equivalent conditional
antecedents, and resumed by an empty pronominal subject in the main
clause.

In this subsection, we have established the conditional-like status of
those indicative free relatives that appear in generic contexts on the basis of
the following observations: (a) they stand in a paraphrase relation with
respect to conditional antecedents; (b) they display QVE triggered by Q-

adverbs or a Q-predicate like soler, much in the same way as with
conditional antecedents; and (c) they support donkey anaphora. Moreover,
subjunctive free relatives licensed by conditional morphology in the main
clause have been argued to constitute the antecedent of present and past
counterfactual conditionals (cf. (98)-(99)).
Our next goal will be to ascertain whether conditional readings are
also available for subjunctive free relatives both on generic environments
and in the rest of the contexts where they are legitimate and, if so, which is
the contribution of subjunctive vis-h-vis the indicative version.

4.2

Subjunctive Free Relatives in Generic Contexts and Conditional

Readings

Let us examine first some pairs of example in generic contexts contrasting
indicative and subjunctive free relatives (cf. (107)-(110)). In principle both
versions are possible, but at first sight it is not easy to describe what the
exact difference in meaning is. For the purposes of the discussion, I will
ignore the referential interpretation that also obtains here with indicative free
relatives and I will concentrate solely on the attributive reading, the one they
share with subjunctive free relatives.

(107)

a.

Qui detesta el tabac odia els fumadors

who detest.lND.PRS.-l.SG the tobacco hate.PRS.SSG

the

smokers

'Who destests tobacco hates smokers.'
b.

Qui detesti el tabac odia els fumadors

who detest.SUB.PRS.SSG the tobacco hate.PRS.SSG

the

smokers

'Whoever destests tobacco hates smokers.'

(108)

a.

Qui neix a Sudcia, t6 els ulls blaus
who be-born.IND.PRS.SSG in Sweden have.PRS.3SG the
eyes blue

'Who is born in Sweden has blue eyes.'
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Qui neixi a Subcia, t6 els ulls blaus
who be-born.SUB.PRS.SSG in Sweden have.PRS.3SG the
eyes blue

'Whoever is born in Sweden has blue eyes.'

(109) a.

Qui perd la feina 6s indemnitzat
who hose.IND.PRS.SSG the job be.PRS.3SG compensated
'Who loses his job gets a compensation.'

b.

Qui perdi la feina 6s indemnitzat
who \ose.SUB.PRS.SSG the job be.PRS.3SG compensated
'Whoever loses his job gets a compensation.'

(110) a.

Qui 6s alt i ros aconsegueix un permis de residdncia
immediatament
who be.IND.PRS.-3SG tall and blond get.PRS.jSG a permit
of re sidence immediately
'Who is tall and blond gets a residence permit rightaway.'

b.

Qui sigui alt i ros aconsegueix un permfs de residdncia
immediatament
who be.SUB.PRS.3SG tall and blond get.PRS.SSG a permit
of re s idenc e imme diately
'Whoever is tall and blond gets a residence permit
rightaway.'

If we shift to past habituaUcharacterizing

sentences, it turns out that both
moods are possible in the free relatives, again with slight differences in
meaning (cf. (1 11)-(114)).

(111) a.

Qui detestava el tabac odiava els fumadors
who detest.IND,IMPF.SSG the tobacco hate.IMPF.3SG the
smokers

'Who destested tobacco hated smokers.'

b.

Qui detestds el tabac odiava els fumadors
who detesr..SUB.P^ST.3SG the tobacco hate.IMPF.3SG the
smokers

'Whoever destested tobacco hated smokers.'

(112) a.

Qui neixia a SuEcia, tenia els ulls blaus
who be-born.IND.IMPF.3SG in Sweden have.IMPF.3SG the
eyes blue

'Who was born in Sweden had blue eyes.'
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Qui nasqu6s a SuEcia, tenia els ulls blaus
who be-born.SUB.PSf.SSG in Sweden have.IMPF.3SG the
eyes blue

'Whoever was born in Sweden had blue eyes.'

(113)

a.

Qui perdia la feina era indemnitzat

who

\ose.IND.IMPF.3SG

the

job

be.IMPF.SSG

compensated

'Who would lose his job would get a compensation.'

(114)

b.

Qui perdds la feina era indemnitzat
who lose.SUB.PST.3SG the job be.IMPF.3SG compensated
'Whoever would lose his job would get a compensation.'

a.

Qui era alt i ros aconseguia un permis de residBncia
immediatament

who be.IND.IMPF.3SG tall and blond geI.IMPF.SSG a
permit of residence immediately
'Who was tall and blond would get a residence permit
rightaway.'
b.

Qui fos alt i ros aconseguia un permfs de residBncia
immediatament
who be.SUB.PST.SSG tall and blond 7zr.IMPF.SSG a
permit of residence immediately
'Whoever was tall and blond would get a residence permit

rightaway.'

Following Krifka et al. (1995), I will assume that all sentences in
(107)-(l 14) are generic or characterizing, as opposed to particular sentences,
which express statements about particular events, properties of particular
objects and the like. Generic or characterizing sentences report a kind of
general property, a regularity that generalizes over particular episodes or
facts. Generalizations about the past are linked to past imperfective
morphology (cf. Dahl 1995, Delfitto 1997, Giannakidou & Merchant 1997).
Given their conditional readings, such structures can be interpreted as
tripartite structures headed by a dyadic generic operator GEN (see Heim
1982, who first proposed a theory of characterizing sentences with
indefinites DPs using a dyadic operator).
The type of analysis that will be offered for generic sentences
crucially relies on Heim's (1982) treatment of conditional sentences, which
posits an overt or covert modal operator. Bare conditionals, that is
conditionals without an explicit modal operator, express conditional
necessity (there is no covert possibility operator, namely the null counterpart
of may or possibly), which would correspond to a necessity modal operator
like must (cf. Kratzer's 'human necessity'). The definition of such an
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operator would be as in (115) (taken from Krifka et al. (1995: 51), which is
in turn based on Kratzer's (1981, lggl) definitions).167

(l

15)

must @ is true in a world w with respect to a modal base B* and an
ordering source (* ('be at least as normal as') under the following
condition:
tror all worlds w' in B* there is a world w" in B* such that w" (*
w', and for every other world w"' (* w", O is true in w"'.

The definition states that must O is true in w if @ is true in those worlds of
the modal base (with respect to w) which are closest to the ideal (or most
normal) worlds with respect to w.
The protasis of a conditional is taken to restrict the modal base B* to
worlds
those
which are compatible with the clause's semantic content (that
is, where the proposition in the antecedent is true). The apodosis is then
evaluated with respect to this modified modal base (cf. Kratzer 198I, l99I
and Heim 1992).

However, under a quantificational analysis

of genericity,

generic

sentences are argued to involve a particular kind of quantification.'ut It has
often been emphasized that despite its prima facie similarity with a universal
quantifier, GEN cannot be reduced to it on two different grounds. On the

one hand, generic statements allow

for

exceptions, while universal

statements do not, hence the identification of GEN with V would be too
strong. On the other, it would be too weak, because characterizing sentences
cannot capture a mere accidental generalization (they express "principled"
generulizations over the entities of a class), while universal statements can. I
will follow the modal approach to charactenzing sentences as discussed in
Krifka et al. (1995: 49-57). The interpretation they give to the GEN-operator
is the one in (116).

(116) GEN[x1,...Xi,yr,...y:](Restrictor; Matrix)

is true in w relative to a

modal base B* and an ordering source <* iff:
For every x1,...Xi and every w' € B* such that Restrictor [xr,...xi]
is true in w', there is a world w" in B,., such that w" ( * w', and for
every world w"' (*w",
I y,,...y1Matrix[{x,},...,{I},y,,...y:] is true in w"'.
Such a formulation does not imply that every individual quantified over by
GEN has the property predicated in the Matrix, not even those individuals in
the B* worlds. It merely states that a world that contains an individual of
which the property generalized over does not hold is less normal than a
world in which the property does hold of it. Note that this interpretation of
GEN does not even presuppose the existence in the real world of the
the notions of 'modal base' and 'ordering source', see Chapter l, section 3.1.
For a predicational analysis of genericity, see Carlson (1977) and more recently,

'6'Fo.
'68

Delfitto (1997).
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individual picked out by the restriction, since B* might not include w. Let us
illustrate this with an example from Krifka et al. (1995). Consider (lI7),
which expresses the same concept as the conditional sentence If something is
a lion, it has a bushy tail.Its meaning is represented in (118), which slightly
mixes object- and metalanguage.

(117) A lion has a bushy tail
(118) GENIx;yl(x is a lion; y is a hushy tail & x has y) is true in w
relative B* and <* iff:
For every x and every

w' e B* such that 'x is a lion' is true in w',
w" in B* such that w'' S * w', and for every world
w"' (*w",ly[y is a bushy tail & x has y] is true in w"'.
there is a world

This representation states that everything which is a lion in the worlds of the
modal base is such that, in every world which is most normal according to
the ordering source, it will have a bushy tail. The existence of lions in the
real world is not presupposed, given that the real world might not be
included in the modal base. Moreover, it does not require that every lion has
a bushy tail, not even those lions in the worlds of the modal base. A world
which contains a lion without a bushy tail is less normal than a world in
which that lion has a bushy tail.
In view of the conditional status of free relatives I have argued for
previously in this section, it follows that (107)-(114) are parallel to bare
conditionals due to the lack of an overt modal or Q-adverb, and as such they
involve a covert GEN operator with the interpretation just discussed. That
amounts to saying that they provide the restrictor of the operator. But are we
in a position to characterize the difference between the indicative and the
subjunctive versions? The answer is positive: as expected, the contribution
of mood shift in this domain is to explicitly mark a shift in the model used
for evaluation, as already defended in previous chapters for other areas of
investigation. In order to motivate this further confirmation of the hypothesis
about the role of mood in interpretation, I will introduce a distinction argued
for by Heim (1982: 194) between bare conditionals and generic conditional-

like statements.
Heim's suggestion is that both kinds of statements express some sort
of necessity, but they are not the same. According to her, the covert
necessity modal postulated for bare conditionals is interpreted with respect
to a realistic modal base and a realistic ordering source. From this she
derives that every bare conditional entails universal quantification in the real
world. This does not apply to generic-like statements, as we mentioned
above, because the existence of an exception in the actual world ws does not
invalidate the statement. What she proposes is that in these cases we are
dealing with stereotypical, rather than realistic, ordering sources. A
"stereotypical" ordering source ranks worlds in terms of their closeness to an
ideal of normality of some sort. Such a picture allows for the possibility that
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the base world ws is less close to the ideal than some other world w1 because
it contains abnormal cases.
Although Krifka et al. (1995: 53) reject this distinction and argue
that the covert operator in conditional sentences and the covert operator in
characterizing sentences are the same, I will claim that a comparable
differentiation is indeed operative in the domain of free relatives in generic
contexts and it is overtly marked by mood choice. If we agree on the fact
that (107)-(114) constitute instances of generic/characterizing sentences, one

should be able to determine what the impact of mood in the Restrictor of
GEN is on the interpretation of those generic statements. As modal
statements, they are evaluated with respect to a modal base and an ordering
source. Let us start from the assumption that the modal base at work here is
constituted by the set of epistemically accessible worlds. On the basis of a
stereotypical conversational background ('in view of the normal course of
events') we obtain a second parameter that functions as the ordering source:
for each world, it induces an ordering on the set of worlds accessible from
that world. In the default case, the accessible worlds are those closest to the
ideal, which can or cannot include the actual world wo, but do not differ
largely from it under normal circumstances. An indicative free relative like
the a. versions of (107)-(lI4), I argue, restricts such a modal base B* to
those worlds which are compatible with the semantic content of the free
relative (that is, where the proposition expressed by it is true). The main
clause is consequently evaluated with respect to this modified modal base.
The same mechanism must be at play if the free relative is in the
subjunctive mood, as in the b. versions of (107)-(114). The difference lies in
the worlds that integrate the modal base B*: the subjunctive marks that the
set of worlds is bigger because it not only includes those worlds that are
closest to the ideal but also worlds that are more removed from such ideal.
This is achieved by means of a less restrictive stereotypical conversational
background functioning as ordering source. In this sense the model
determined by this modal base and ordering source is different, and mood
shift overtly indicates model shift once more.

This characterization of the two variants is supported by two
significant facts. In the first place, it is true that some of the generic
sentences above containing a subjunctive free relative sound odd if uttered
out of the blue, while no such impression is created in the indicative
couterparts. It is reasonable to believe that the oddity mentioned derives

from the lack of an explicit clue to what the basic stereotypical
conversational background is that the 'expanded' (less realistic) model
linked to subjunctive is based on. Whereas the epistemic modal base can
always be reconstructed on a default, the 'expanded' one is more difficult to
accommodate. Therefore, if we provide information that enables its
recovery, the oddity disappears. Take for instance, (107b). At first glance,
such a sentence has a slightly strange flavour. If it is introduced by some
extra information as in (119), no weirdness is associated with it.
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Segons un estudi de psicologia social elaborat a

243

la Universitat

de

Girona

'According to a study on social psychology carried out at the
Universitat de Girona,...'

Using the more formal terms used previously, we can establish that
individual anchoring facilitates the accomodation of an 'expanded' modal
base, since it permits more easily to accommodate the extra set of worlds
that are less close to the ideal or stereotype.
The second aspect I would like to examine

in order to support

the
between
subjunctive free relatives and free choice items. Basically, the claim was that

account proposed

is the paralellism I have demonstrated

subjunctive free relatives receive free-choice interpretations. This claim is
further confirmed by Kadmon & Landman's (1993) analysis of free choice
any. According to their analysis, free choice any is just an indefinite
interpreted generically. They concentrate on its licensing in generic contexts,
as in (120).

(120)

Any owl hunts mice

in the
contributes additional

Free choice any drffers from a regular indefinite DP introduced by a

same context,

as in (121), in that it

semantic I pr agmatic characteristic s, namely widenin g and strengthening.

(l2l)

An owl hunts mice

Kadmon and Landman argue that free choi ce any widens the interpretation

of the common noun along a contextual dimension, whereby the range of
allowed exceptions is reduced. This widening, though, is not reducible to
genericity. Next to this, free choice any is licensed only if the widening that
it induces creates a stronger statement, i.e., only if the statement on the wide
interpretation (with any DP) entails the statement on the narrow
interpretation (with a DP). It is easy to see that (120) fulfils this requirement,
for it entails (121).

The correlation between Kadmon and Landman's ( 1993)

interpretation of the contrast between a/any and my analysis of the contrast

between indicative and subjunctive free relatives in generic contexts is
obvious. We could say that subjunctive free relatives induce widening (they
clearly reduce the range of exceptions they allow for), which in turn creates
a stronger statement (the statements in the b. versions of (107)-(114) entail
the statements in the a. versions). This happens by virtue of the 'extended'
model that is related to subjunctive free relatives.
Before closing this subsection, let us note that although indicative
free relatives have never been claimed to have free choice readings before, I
have shown that in generic contexts they do not necessarily yield a
referential interpretation. As we have seen, they are potentially ambiguous
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between an attributive and a referential reading. In the former reading, their

referents vary from world to world in the model relevant for the
interpretation of GEN, much the same as in the case of their subjunctive
counterparts. We are thus clearly led to the conclusion that indicative free
relatives can be interpreted attributively if they appear in a generic context.
This fact remains unexplained under the accounts of mood based on scope or
specificity: they predict that indicative free relatives should yield a widescope/specific reading vis-h-vis GEN or the conditional operator, contrary to
fact.

In the absence of a generic context, hence of a conditional reading,
the indicative free relative is expected to be interpreted referentially with
respect to the world ws taken to model reality in the model ME(sp) of the
speaker. In the next subsection we will see that this is the case.
Subjunctive Free Relatives in Non-Generic Contexts
Let us examine again three representative cases of non-generic contexts that
license the presence of subjunctive relatives: future (cf. (122)), imperative
(cf. (123)) and a strong intensional predicate (cf. (124)) (basically
corresponding to ( 1 )-(3)).

(122)

(123)

(124)

a.

Donaran un premi a qui reculli les escombraries
give.FUT.3PL a prize to who gather.SUB.-?SG the garbage
'They will give apize to whoever picks up the garbage.'

b.

Donaran un premi a qui recull les escombraries
give.FUT.3PL a prize to who gather.IND.3SG the garbage
'They will give a prtze to the one who picks up the
garbage.'

a.

D6na un ci,rrec a qui et financii la campanya
give.IMPER.SG a post to who to-you finance.SUB.3SG the
campaign
'Give a post to whoever finances your campaign.'

b.

D6na un cirrec a qui et financia la campanya
give.IMPER.SG a post to who to-you finance.IND.3SG the
campaign
'Give a post to the one who finances your campaign.'

a.

Pensen destituir qui els

critiqui

think.3PL to-sack who them criticize.SuB.3SG

'They intend to remove from office whoever criticizes
them.'
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Pensen destituir qui els critica

think.3PL to-sack who them criticize.IND.Ssc
'They intend to remove from office the one that criticizes
them.'

I already pointed out in section 1, the subjunctive versions of the free
relatives at hand receive a free choice interpretation. Given that these are
non-generic contexts, this interpretation is indistinguishable from a universal
one. For instance, (I23a) could be represented as in (125).
As

(125)

IMP[Vx: finance'(x, your campaign)

+

3y: post' (y) n give-to' (you, y, x)]

It becomes clear in this representation that the subjunctive relative provides
again the restriction of the quantifier. Interestingly, (123a) can also be
paraphrased as a conditional (cf. (126)), if we ignore once more the
definite/indefinite distinction in the two counterparts.

(126)

Si algri et financia la campanya, d6na-li un chrrec
if someone you finance.IND.3,lc the campaign give.IMPER.SG-him
a post
'If someone finances your campaign, give him a post.'

The same paraphrase relation holds for the future and intensional verb cases
in (122a) and (124a), respectively.

(I27) a.

FUT[Vx: gather'(x, garbage) -+ 3y: prize'(y)ngive-to'(they, y, x)]

b.

Si algri recull les escombraries, li donaran un premi
if someone gather.IND.3SG the garbage him give.FUT.3PL

prize
someone picks up the garbage, they
pttze.'

a

'If

(128) a.

b.

INTEND [Vx: criticize' (x)

+

will give him a

sack' (they, x)] (they)

Si algri els critica, pensen destituir-lo
if someone them citicize.3SG think.3PL to-sack-him
'If someone criticizes them, they intend to remove him from

office.'

In all

three cases we observe that the proposition expressed by the
subjunctive free relative constitutes the restrictor of a universal quantifier in
the scope of the modal operator IMP, FUT or INTEND. Nevertheless, if one
accepts the view on free relatives I have developed in this chapter, it is
unclear where such a universal quantifier should originate from. Given the
semantic characterization of the operators/main predicates in question as
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introductors of alternative (future) worlds (see Chapter 2, section 3), it is
justifiable to postulate that the source of the universal force attested is the
quantification over worlds inherent to their introduction of a model
MB6u1(x/sp): among all the possible alternative worlds introduced, the
operator quantifies universally over the set where the proposition is true.
This is what gives the free relative a universal or free choice flavour, since
its reference varies from world to world across that whole subset of worlds.
What is the interpretation of the indicative counterparts of the same
structures (the b. examples of (122)-(124))? They definitely lack the
conditional-like reading we have motivated for the subjunctive free
relatives: they are simply definite descriptions that are interpreted
referentially. This is line with the conclusions reached in Chapter 3 about the
interpretation of relative clauses under intensional operators: whereas
subjunctive forces the interpretation of the descriptive content of the relative
in the model introduced by the intensional element, the indicative
counterpart must be interpreted in the default model Mr(sp). Being definite
descriptions, subjunctive free relatives are interpreted in the same way as
attributive definites in the scope of an intensional element, while indicative
free relatives in the same environment receive the same interpretation as a
referential definite DP. Accordingly, the b. examples containing indicative
free relatives in (L22)-(124),receive interpretations along the lines of those
represented in ( 129)-( I 3 I ).'u'

(129)

[tx: finance' (x, campaign) n IMP [3y: post' (y) n give-to' (you,y, x)]l

(130) [u: gather'

(x, the garbage) n FUT [3y: prize' (y) n give-to' (they, y, x)]l

(131) [u: criticize' (x, them) n INTEND [they, sack' (they, x)])l
In this respect, the distinction between generic and non-generic

contexts
makes a big difference for the interpretation of indicative free relatives. As
we just mentioned, in non-generic contexts, they function as definites that

are interpreted referentially in the base world of Ms(sp). By contrast, in
generic contexts indicative free relatives can also be used attributively
because they find themselves in the restrictor of GEN, where they restrict
the modal base to those worlds where the individual picked out by the
description exists. This important distinction is further motivated by an extra
affay of facts involving free choice items modified by relative clauses.
Non-generic contexts like imperative (cf. (132)) or future (cf. (133))
that ensure variation license the presence of free choice items, as already
discussed above.

l6e

Nothing really crucial turns on the representation of free relatives with a universal
quantifier in one case (cf. (125), (121a) and (128a)) and with an iota operator in the other (cf.
(129)-(131)): this choice is due to purely presentational reasons. There are conceivable ways
to unify the two, such as in terms of maximality, for instance, but I will not pursue this here.
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(132) Utilitza qualsevol excusa
use.

IM P ER. SG any excuse

'Use any excuse.'

(133)

Acceptarhqualsevol proposta
accept. F UT.

'S/he

3

SG any proposal

will accept any proposal.'

However, if the free choice items are modified by a relative clause, only
subjunctive mood is an option (see (134)-(135)).

(134) a.

Utilitza qualsevol excusa que se t'ocorri
*se.IMPER.SG any excuse that

REFL

you-occur-

to.SUB.3SG
'Use any excuse that occurs (SUB) to you.'

b.

*Utilitza qualsevol excusa que se t'ocorre
use.IMPER.SG any excuse that REFL you-occurro.IND.3SG

('Use any excuse that occurs (IND) to you.')

(135) a.

Acceptari qualsevol proposta que li convingui

accept.FUT.3SG

any proposal that him/her be-

convenient.SUB.3 SG
'S/he will accept any proposal that is (SUB) convenient for

her/him.'

b.

*Acceptari qualsevol proposta que li conv6

accept.FUT.3SG

any proposal that him/her be-

convenient.IND.3SG
('Sftre will accept any proposal that is (IND) convenient for

her/him.')
Arguably, the ungrammaticality of the b. examples has to be attributed to the
clash between the conflicting requirements on the interpretation of the free
choice item on the one hand and the indicative relative on the other: while
the former has to be interpreted attributively in Mp61(x/sp) due to its lexical
semantics, the latter imposes referential interpretation within M"(sp).
An interesting fact is added to the picture if we place the same free
choice items modified by relatives in generic contexts: all of a sudden both
the subjunctive and the indicative versions yield a grarnmatical result, as
illustrated in (136)-(138). The three generic contexts exemplified are a bare
conditional, a present charactenzing sentence and a past characterizing
sentence, respectively.
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(136) a.

Si acceptes qualsevol resssenya que et sigui favorable, perds
credibilitat
,f accept.ZSG any review that to-you be.SUB.3SG
favourable lo s e. 2 SG c redibility
'If you accept any review that is favourable to you, you lose
credibility.'

b.

Si acceptes qualsevol resssenya que t'6s favorable, perds
credibilitat
,f accept.2SG any review that to-you-be. IND.3SG
fav ourable lo s e.2 SG c redibility
'If you accept any review that is favourable to you, you lose
credibility.'

(137) a.

Qualsevol article que aduli l'editor de la publicaci6

6s

sospit6s

any article that flatter.SUB.SSG the-editor of the
publication be. 3 SG suspicious
'Any article that flatters the publishing editor is suspicious.'

b.

Qualsevol article que adula I'editor de la publicaci6

6s

sospit6s
any article that flatter.IND.-?SG the-editor of the publication
be.3SG suspicious
'Any article that flatters the publishing editor is suspicious.'

(138) a.

Ignoraven qualsevol comentari que els fos desfavorable

ignore.IMPF.3PL
be. S U B.

any comment that

to-them

PSf. 3SG unfavourable

'They used to ignore any comment that was unfavourable to
them.'

b.

Ignoraven qualsevol comentari que els era desfavorable

ignore.IMPF.3PL

any comment that

to-them

IN D. I M P F. 3 S G unfav ourable
'They used to ignore any coflrment that was unfavourable to
them.'
be.

The well-formedness of the indicative free relatives in these examples is
expected under the analysis put forth above: the fact that the free choice
items modified by relative clauses are mapped onto the restrictor of GEN
guarantees the required variation, because the operator quantifies over the
worlds in the modal base that are ranked according to a stereotypical
ordering source. Once more, these facts cannot be fit into a
scopal/specificity account of mood, since indicative would force wide scope
of the relative with respect to GEN.
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The main conclusion reached in section 4 is that free relatives
provide the restrictor of the tripartite structures headed by GEN (necessarily
so, if they are subjunctive; optionally, if they are indicative). Both moods
were shown to be possible in generic environments, but mood shift was
linked again to model shift. As a result of this, indicative free relatives are
susceptible of an attributive/free choice interpretation, under one of the two
readings. In non-generic environments, due to the lack of conditional
interpretation indicative free relatives are interpreted only referentially,
while subjunctive ones yield the usual attributive/free choice reading.

5.

Subtrigged Free Choice

Despite the well-established incompatibility of free choice readings
with episodicity, some legitimate occurrences of free choice items in
episodic contexts have been observed in English. In this section I will offer a
detailed discussion of those cases on the basis of a comparison with the
corresponding Catalan data. I will argue that just a subset of those cases
constitute genuine instances of free choice licensing in an episodic context,
and I will show that they are invariably associated to the use of subjunctive,
which signals the introduction of a different model for the evaluation of the
attributive description at hand.
It has been sometimes observed in the literature (cf. LeGrand 1975,
Davison 1980, Carlson 1981, Dayal 1995b) that free choice any in English
occasionally appears in non-modal contexts. Characteristically, those cases
involve modificition of the any DP by a relative clause, as in (139).ri0

(139)

a.

John talked to any woman who came up to him

b.

Any man who saw the fly in the food didn't eat dinner

c.

Any woman who heard the news contributed to the fund

LeGrand (1975) discussed this sort of examples under the term
'subtrigging'. Dayal (1995b) adopts this term and on the basis of this
empirical evidence she motivates a comprehensive account of English any as
an inherently modal particle that signals lack of commitment to the existence

of

individuals instantiating

a

specific property.

It

indicates that

quantification is over possible instantiations of nominalized properties as
opposed to quantification over actual individuals. Under this view, the
exclusion of any from non-negative and non-modal contexts is readily
explained. Subtrigging overrides this constraint by virtue of the addition of a

r70

Most of the English data in this section is borrowed from Dayal (1995b), unless

indicated otherwise.
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property-loaded relative clause that opens up the possibility of having an
empty subset of the individuals denoted by the head noun.
Although I will not have anything to say about the peculiarities of
English any, on the basis of disambiguating parallel evidence in Catalan I
will argue that the cases where any is subtrigged, as in (139), do constitute
modal contexts in that they involve conditional interpretation. I will show
that aspectual distinctions play an important role, as is expected in
conditional readings. Catalan displays such aspectual distinctions overtly

with past tenses. In English, past morphology is ambiguous between
perfective and imperfective readings, which blurs the distinction between
episodic and genenc/characterizing sentences. The basic claim is that in
cases like (139) are examples of conditional-like sentences in the past where

the free choice modified by the relative clause contributes the

antecedent/restrictor, hence they are modal contexts. Most of the instances I
discuss will be identified as characterizing sentences in the past, thus
being subsumed under the conditional interpretation associated with generic
statements (see Krifka et al. 1995 and section 4 above).
I believe that under the term subtrigging another set of data has been
included that cannot be reduced to exactly the same account just sketched. It
includes sentences like (140).

will

(140) At the end of his speech, the president thanked any soldier who had
fought in the gulf war

Although the explanation of this type of licensing is less straightforward, I
will also try to show that it is related to modality in the sense that the domain
of the individuals denoted by the subtrigged any DP is defined in a different
model than the default one where the main clause is evaluated. Catalan
marks this overtly with the verbal morphology of the verb in the relative
clause, English solely with any.
Dayal (1995b: 74) points out that subtrigged any clearly has a free
choice reading, as it passes Horn's (1972) and Carlson's (1981) diagnostic
of taking modifiers that are only compatible with universal quantifiers, i.e.
modification with almost/absolutely and exception phrases. This is
illustrated in (141).

(141)

a.

John talked to almost/absolutely any woman who came up

to him

b.

John talked to any woman who came up to him except Sue

Her account imposes a semantic constraint and a pragmatic
constraint on the occurrence of any: non-existence and contextual
vagueness. An occuffence of an any DP in a statement q is licit if it does not
entail that there exist individuals that verify tp, irrespective of the fact that
there might be particular situations including individuals that do so. This is
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essentially a modal view and it must be linked to non-veridicality in the
sense of Giannakidou (1997a, c).
Dayal extensively discusses two characteristics that are tightly
linked to the licensing of subtrigged any. Firstly, the relative clause that
renders its appearance possible must have an essential, property-loaded
reading. Actually, Dayal's characterization of this reading is reducible to an
attributive one, the one that crucially surfaces in -ever free relatives in
English and in bhii conelatives in Hindi. (cf. Dayal 1995a, 1997, as well as
the discussion on attributivity in Chapter 3 and in section 3.2 above). It is
easy to see that in a sentence like (139a) containing subtrigged any we can
replace the latter with a free relative, as in (142).

(142)

John talked to whichever woman came up to him

I claim

that the free choice reading of the free relative in (142) is basically
the same as the subtrigged any DP in (141a). The identity reading of -ever
free relatives is also attested in the case of subtrigged any; (143a) is a
possible paraphrase of (139b), with the intended identity reading made

explicit in (143b).

(143) a.

Whichever client saw the fly in the food didn't eat dinner

b.

Whichever client it was that saw the fly in the food didn't
eat dinner

Secondly, Dayal shows that iterability of the main eventuality is a
sufficient condition to license subtrigged any. If the iteration of the main
event seems implausible, subtrigged any fixns out to be excluded, as in
(t44).

(144)

a.

*John slipped in front of anyone who was there

b.

xAt 4 p.m. I saw John lecturing to anyone who was near
him

These two important factors for the licensing of subtrigged any
clearly point to the alternative conclusion I hinted at above: the supposedly
non-modal contexts where subtrigged any is attested are actually modal by
virtue of their status as conditional-like sentences. In this type of contexts,
free choice items are interpreted attributively in the worlds (or situations)
quantified over by GEN, the Q-adverb or the necessity operator heading the
tripartite structure and the relative clause that modifies them receives an
attributive-only interpretation. In addition, if the main eventuality cannot be
quantified over, the conditional interpretation (and subtrigging of course) is
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excluded. The two factors Dayal (1995b) links to the licensing of subtrigged
any are explained automatically in this alternative account.
Strong support for such a view comes from the empirical evidence
provided by Catalan. In this language past morphology distinguishes
between perfective and imperfective aspect. Next to this, there exist lexical
items characterized exclusively as free choice. Whereas free choice items are
excluded from past episodic sentences marked with perfective aspect, they
are licelr_sed in past charactenzing sentences that display past imperfective
aspect."'Hence, as counterparts to the English sentences in (139) we have
two options: the choice of past perfective yields an ungrammatical result (cf.
(145a)-(147a)), but past imperfective gives a perfect sentence (cf. (145b)(r47b)).

(145) a.

*Va parlar amb qualsevol dona que se li apropds
AUX.3SG to-talk with any woman that REFL himlher
approach.SUB.PST.3SG

('S/tre talked (PERFECTIVE)

to any woman

who

approached herftrim.')

'" It is important to point out here that Catalan perfect does not align with past
perfective tense as far as the episodicity property is concerned: the perfect can naturally
appear in subtrigging cases such as (i) and (ii), featuring a subtrigged free choice item and a
subtrigged subjunctive free relative, respectively.

(i)

{Sovint/sempre/normalment} ha convidat qualsevd que

oftenlalways/normally have.PRS.3SG

li {hagifta} agradat

invited anyone that

him

d
'Sftre has often/always/normally invited whoever sftre liked (SUB/IND).'

hav e. ( SU B/I N D). PRS. 3SG pleas

(ii)

e

{Sovint/sempre/normalment} ha convidat qui li {hagi/tra} agradat
oftenlalways/normally have.PRS.3SG invited who him have.(SUB/lND).PrRS.-rSG
pleased
'S/he has often/always/normally invited whoever sfte liked (SUB/IND).'

Notice that the Q-adverbs are interpreted quantificationally in these examples and that
the relevant interpretation is a conditional one such as the one in

(iii)

(iii):

Si algd li ha agradat, {sovint/sempre/normalment} l'ha convidat

,f

someone to-him have.IND.PRS.SSG pleased often/always/normally him-

have.PRS.3SG invited
'If s/he liked someone, slhe has oftenlalways/normally invited him.'

The way aspectual distinctions are partitioned and conveyed by morphology in each
specific language is an extremely complex issue I could not possibly tackle here. Let us
simply mention that apparent counterexamples from other languages to the main line of
argumentation in this section should be preceded by a clear picture of aspect in it. Thanks to
Carme Picallo and Anastasia Giannakidou for discussions on this problem.
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Parlava amb qualsevol dona que se li apropds

talk.IMPF.SSG

with any woman that REFL

him/her

approach.SUB.PST.3SG

'Slhe talked (IMPERFECTIVE) to any woman who

approached her/him.'

(146) a.

*Qualsevol client que vei6s una mosca ala sopa no se la va
menjar
any client that see.SUB.PSf.-r,SG afly in the soup not REFL
it AUX.3SG to-eat

('Any client who saw a fly in the soup didn't

eat

(PERFECTM) it.',)

b.

Qualsevol client que vei6s una mosca ala sopa no se la
menjava

any client that see.SUB.P.tf.3SG

it eat.IMPF.-3SG

a

fly in the soup not REFL

'Any client who saw a fly in the soup didn't

eat

(IMPERFECTIVE) it.'

(147) a.

*Qualsevol dona que sentis la notfcia va contribuir a la
campanya

any woman that hear.SUB.PS7.3SG the news AUX.3SG tocontribute to the campaign
('Any woman who heard the news contributed
(PERFECTIVE) to the campaign.')

b.

Qualsevol dona que sentfs la notfcia contribuia a la
campanya

any woman that
contribute.IM

P F.

3

hear.SUB.PST.3SG

the

news

SG to the campaign

'Any woman who heard the news contributed

(IMPERFECTM) to the campaign.'

Notice that the grammatical versions display the conditional readings
discussed in the previous section, as the conditional paraphrases in (148)(I50) corresponding to (145b)-(L47b) clearly suggest.

(148)

Si una dona se li apropava, hi parlava
if a woman REFL himlher approach.IMPF.3SG CL talk.IMPF.SSG
'If a woman approached her/him, s/tre talked to her.'

(149)

Si un client veia una mosca a la sopa, no se la menjava

if a client see.IMPF.SSG a fly in the soup not REFL it

eat.IMPF.3SG

'If a client saw a fly in the soup, he didn't eat it.'
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Si una dona sentia la notiCia, contribuia ala campanya
if a woman hear.IMPF.3SG the news contribute.IMPF.3sG to the
campaign
'If a woman heard the news, she contributed to the campaign.'

As one would expect under the analysis developed in this

chapter, the
Catalan grammatical counterparts to the English cases of subtrigged any are
equivalent to free relatives with afree choice reading. The relevant examples
are (151)-(153).

(l5l)

Parlava amb qui se li aprop6s
talk. I M P F.3SG w ith who REF L him/he r app ro ach. S UB. PST. 3 S G
'Slhe talked to whoever approached herftrim.'

(152)

Qui vei6s una mosca ala sopa no se la menjava
who see.SUB.PST.3SG afly in the soup not REFL it eat.IMPF.3SG
'Whoever saw a fly in the soup didn't eat it.'

(153)

Qui sentis la notfcia contribuia a la campanya

who hear.SUB.PST.3SG the news contribute.IMPF.3sc

to the

campaign
'Whoever heard the news contributed to the campaign.'

The choice of episodic past in the main clause leads to ungrammaticality
because the variation required for the free choice reading of the subjunctive

free relative is not supported. This is illustrated in
corresponding to

(154)

(I5I

(154)-(156),

)-(l 53).

*Va parlar amb qui se li aprop6s
3 S G to - talk w ith w ho RE F L him/he r app ro ach. S UB. PST. 3 S G
('S/he talked to whoever approached herlhim.')

AUX.

(155) *Qui vei6s una mosca

ala sopa no se la va menjar
who see.SUB.PST.3SG afly in the soup not REFL it AUX.3SG to-eat
('Whoever saw a fly in the soup didn't eat it.')

(156) *Qui sentfs la notfcia va contribuir a la campanya
who hear.SUB.PST.3SG the news AUX.3SG to-contribute to

the

campaign

('Whoever heard the news contributed to the campaign.')

In the same way the free relatives in question can be in the indicative (cf.
(157)-(159)), the Catalan counterparts to the English cases of subtrigged any
in (145b)-(147b) are equally grammatical if the relative clauses modifying
the free choice items take the indicative (cf. (160)-(162)). As argued in
section 4 above, the mood difference signals a difference in the models
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where the restrictor of GEN is evaluated: subjunctive indicates that the set

of

worlds quantified over is expanded with worlds that are more far-fetched
from the ideal than in the basic generic statement expressed with indicative
mood.

(157)

Parlava amb qui se li apropava
talk.IMPF.SSG with who REFL him/her approach.IMPF.3SG
'S/he talked to whoever approached her/him.'

(158)

Qui veia una mosca a la sopa no se la menjava

who see.IMPF.3SG afly in the soup not REFL it eaI.IMPF.SSG
'Whoever saw a fly in the soup didn't eat it.'

(159)

(160)

Qui sentia la notfcia contribuia a la campanya
who hear.IMPF.SSG the news contribute.IMPF.3SG
campaign
'Whoever heard the news contributed to the campaign.'
Parlava amb qualsevol dona que se

talk.IMPF.SSG

li

to

the

apropava

with any woman that REFL

him/her

approach.IMPF.3SG
'S/he talked to any woman who approached herlhim.'

(161)

Qualsevol client que veia una mosca ala sopa no se la menjava

any client that see.IMPF.3SG a

lly in the soup not REFL it

eat.IMPF.-ISG
'Any client who saw a fly in the soup didn't eat it.'

(162)

Qualsevol dona que sentia la noticia contribuia a la campanya
any woman that hear.IMPF.SSG the news contribute.IMPF.3SG to
the campaign
'Any woman who heard the news contributed to the campaign.'

The role of aspect becomes also decisive within the relative clause
associated with the subtrigging cases. If a free relative contains an episodic
tense in the indicative as in (163b), the conditional interpretation present in

(163a) disappears and only a referential one

situation attributivity cannot

be

is obtained, for in such

a

satisfied. Accordingly, free choice

subtrigging is predicted to be impossible if the free choice item is modified
by a relative in an episodic tense, which precludes attributive interpretation.
The grammaticality contrast in (164) clearly shows that this is indeed the
case.
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somreia a qui

the lona her/him

li {feia/fes} ganyotes
smile.IMPF.-3SG

make. ( IN D. I M P F/S U B. P ST ). 3SG g rimac

e

to who

her

s

'Iona smiled at whoever made (IND/SUB) faces to her.'
b.

li somreia a qui li va fer ganyotes el dia abans
the lona her/him smile.IMPF.3SG to who her AUX.3SG tomake grimaces the before day
'Iona was smiling at the one who made faces to her the day
La Iona

before.'

(164)

a.

li somreia a qualsevol que li {feia/fes} ganyotes
the lona her/him smile.IMPF.3SG to anyone that

La Iona

her

make. ( IN D. I M P F/S U B. P ST ). -3SG grimac e s

'Iona smiled at anyone who made (IND/SUB) faces to her.'
b.

*La Iona li somreia

a qualsevol que

li

va fer ganyotes el dia

abans

the lona her/him smile.IMPF.3SG to anyone that her
AUX.3SG to-make grimaces the before day
('Iona was smiling at anyone who made faces to her the day
before.')
On the basis of all this evidence, we can safely conclude that the
typical cases of licensing of subtrigged free choice examined here do
involve modal contexts, namely past sentences with conditional-like
interpretation: the free choice item together with the relative clause provide
the restrictor of the relevant operator, which satisfies the inherent
requirement of attributivity imposed by the description. This view also
provides us with an explanation for a further observation about subtrigged
free choice that to my knowledge has remained unnoticed so far: in all of the
cases there is a strict temporal ordering between the embedded eventuality
expressed by the relative and the matrix eventuality, the former being always
anterior to the latter, which can be straightforwardly derived from the
sequencing of the eventualities expressed by antecedent and consequent in a
conditional structure.

From this perspective, one would expect that free choice any could
be licensed in English in past sentences even in the absence of a relative
clause, provided the imperfective reading is made prominent. I think that the
contrast in (165) confirms this prediction: the choice of temporal adjunct
(durative vs. punctual) favours one or the other aspectual interpretation
(imperfective in (165a) vs. perfective in (165b)), thus facilitating the
licensing of any in one case but making it impossible in the other.
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During his youth, Paul talked to any stranger without
embarrassment

b.

*Yesterday Paul invited any stranger to his party without
embarrassment

However, there is still one instance of subtrigged any mentioned at
the outset of this section that cannot be readily reduced to the account
sketched so far. It is represented by examples like (140), repeated here for
convenience.

(166) At the end of his speech, the president thanked any soldier who had
fought in the gulf war

It does not seem plausible to argue that in (166) subtrigging is licensed by
the imperfectivity of the past tense, for the relevant reading of the matrix
sentence involves a single eventuality. In addition, a similar kind of example
in Catalan requires perfective past on the main predicate, but a free choice
item modifiedby a subjunctive relative is well-formed, as shown in (167).

(167)

Van enaltir qualsevol voluntari que hagu6s participat en I'operaci6
de rescat

AUX.3PL to-praise

any volunteer that

have.SUB.PST.3SG

participated in the-operation of rescue
'They praised any volunteer that had (SUB) taken part in the rescue
operation.'

I would like to claim that this type of example constitutes a genuine

case

of

subtrigging, in that the presence of the relative clause is indeed crucial for
the licensing of the free choice item. Observe that, unlike in examples like
(165a), removing the relative clause invariably leads to ungrammaticality, as

in (168).

(168) *Van enaltir

qualsevol voluntari
AUX.3PL to-praise any volunteer
('They praised any volunteer.')

In addition, in this kind of subtrigging the choice of mood turns out to be
decisive, in contrast with the other alleged instances of subtrigged free
choice discussed so far: only subjunctive is licit, as demonstrated by the
ungrammaticality of (169), where the sole modification with respect to (167)
is the mood morphology of the embedded predicate.
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enaltir qualsevol voluntari que havia participat en l'operaci6

de rescat

AUX.3PL to-praise any volunteer that have.IND.IMPF.3SG
participated in the-operation of rescue
('They praised any volunteer that had (IND) taken part in the rescue
operation.')
Therefore, genericityftabituality has to be eliminated as a possible licensing
factor. I believe that the key to the interpretation of these facts has to be
sought in the obligatoriness of subjunctive. In accordance with the view I

have developed so far, mood shift should flag a change in model of
evaluation. It seems unquestionable that the main sentence in (167)
describes an episodic eventuality. If the domain of individuals the direct
object denotes were to be evaluated in the base world in Ms(sp), indicative
should not be excluded in the relative clause, contrary to fact. I claim that
the combination of a free choice item and a subjunctive relative clause
signals the introduction of a different model with quantification over
possible worlds that are epistemically accessible to an individual anchor: this
allows the free choice item to be used attributively and to be assigned
different referents in each one of those worlds. It is significantly a nonveridical model. As (167) makes clear, those epistemic alternatives are not
limited to the future. The individual anchor of this model differs from the
one in Mp(sp): this is shown in (170) by the infelicitous result of adding a
parenthetical like 'I think' in the relative that forces anchoring to the
speaker.

(170) *Van

enaltir qualsevol voluntari que, crec jo, hagu6s participat en
I'operaci6 de rescat
AUX.3PL to-praise any volunteer that think.l SG I
have. SU B. PST. i SG participated in the-operation of rescue
('They praised any volunteer that, I think/according to me, had taken
part in the rescue operation.')

Moreover,

if there is no salient individual in the context to which the model
(l7l).

can be anchored, the sentence becomes seriously degraded, as in

(l7l) a.

??Va desaparBixer qualsevol que s'hagu6s manifestat contra

el govern

AUX.3SG to-disappear anyone that
hav e. S U B. P ST. 3 S G manife s te d

ag

ains t the

g ov e

rnme

REFLnt

('Anyone who had (SUB) demonstrated against
government

di sappeared.' )

the
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*Va aprovar qualsevol que hagu6s subornat el tribunal
AUX.3SG to-pass anyone that have.SUB.PST.3SG the
committee

('Anyone who had (SUB) bribed the committee passed.)
This fact has to be interpreted as a consequence of the greater difficulty one
encounters in accommodating the new model for evaluation introduced.
Arguably, the presence of a sentient individual in the main clause that can
provide a possible anchor facilitates accomodation of the model in question.
That cases like (167) constitute real free choice readings is further
confirmed by the legitimate occurrence of subjunctive free relatives in the
same environment, as in (172).

(172)

Van enaltir qui haguds participat en I'operaci6 de rescat

AUX.IPL to-praise who have.SUB.PST.3SG participated in

the-

operation of rescue
'They praised whoever had taken part in the rescue operation.'

The free choice reading of subjunctive free relatives has been widely
motivated in the present chapter, hence their legitimacy here is of course
expected. Why should free choice DPs be excluded, though, as in (168)?
The logical answer to this question is that in the absence of overt modality,
they simply do not carry enough descriptive content to motivate the
introduction of an extra model of evaluation. Modification by a relative
clause implies that an individual has to instantiate a property expressed by a
whole proposition, and propositions are verified or not in worlds. Enriching
the descriptive content of a free choice DP improves its status, as in (173),
where the addition of a PP modifier gives a better result than (168).

(173)

?Van enaltir qualsevol voluntari amb un historial exemplar
AUX.IPL to-praise any volunteer with a record exemplary
'They praised any volunteer with an exemplary record.'

As has become obvious from the discussion, the licensing of this
kind of subtrigging (from my perspective, the only real case of
subtrigging) is linked to factors that are less easy to assess in purely
grammatical terms like imperfective aspectual marking for
genericityftrabituality and its connection to conditional semantics. In any
event, the recoverability of an individual anchor that facilitates the
accomodation of a different model of evaluation remains an element that
plays a role in the semantic interpretation of such utterances (it obviously
determines the domain of quantification) and the presence of such a model is
marked with grammatical means, hence the contribution of subjunctive
second

cannot be reduced to the realm of pure language use.
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A Note on Episodicity

6.

In section 2, following Giannakidou (1997b), next to past episodic sentences
I included negation and questions as contexts that anti-license free choice
readings, as in (174) (partially coresponding to (20)).

(174)

a.

+Li va comprar qualsevol ram
her/him AUX.3SG to-buy FC-any bouquet
('S/he bought herlhim any bouquet.')

b.

*No li va explicar qualsevol conte de por
not him AUX.3SG to-tell FC-any tale of horuor
('Sftre did not tell her/him any horror tale.')

c.

*Et van presentar qualsevol admirador?
to-you AUX.3PL introduced FC-any admirer
('Did they introduce any admirer to you?')

A further

environment that excludes free-choice items but has not been
exemplified yet is the progressive, as illustrated in (175). One could in
principle subsume the progressive under the same category as past episodic
sentences, for the crucial anti-licensing factor is an aspectual distinction as
well. However, in most accounts of the progressive appeal is made to plural
quantification over points in time, much in the same fashion as habituality is
explained in terms of plural quantification over eventualities (for
background, see Landman 1992 and the references therein): from this point
of view progressivity and habituality differentiate themselves from
perfectivity, which involves existential quantification over eventualities, that
is episodicity. With respect to the lack of licensing of free choice items in
both past episodic and progressive sentences, I claim that the relevant
property shared by,-the two aspectual categories is veridicality (cf.
Giannakidou 1995)."' On these grounds, both past perfective and
progressive aspect can be grouped together, but I will continue using the
former for exemplification.

r72

Giannakidou (1995) shows that imperfective sentences in Greek exclude polarity

sensitive items under the progressive reading, but not under the habitual reading, and makes
this to follow from the veridicality of the former and the non-veridicality of the latter. Since I

showed that free choice items are also sensitive to (non-) veridicality, they are correctly
predicted to be licensed in the same type of environments as polarity sensitive items, if we
abstract away from the anti-licensing condition linked to episodicity.
Carme Picallo pointed out to me that some aspectual periphrases in Catalan turn out
to anti-license free choice items as well. As far as I can tell, those instances can be reduced to
the same explanation in terms of veridicality (cf. Giannakidou 1997a, c).
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(175) *El David esti escoltant

qualsevol disc
the David be.PRS.3SG listening-to any record
('David is listening to any record.')

Following Giannakidou (1997b),

I

assumed

in this chapter that

episodic

tense, negation and questions were the three basic environments where free

choice items are infelicitous because they do not support the variation
required for their interpretation.
In order to close the argumentation about free choice readings, I
would like to show that negative and interrogative sentences do not exclude
this kind of interpretations: it is merely its combination with past episodic
tenses that turns out to be antithetical to free-choiceness. If variation is
guaranteed by some other element like future tense or an intensional
predicate, for instance, the negative or interrogative operator do not
interfere. This can be clearly seen in the following sentences that contain
free choice items in the scope of negation and Q, respectively:

(t76)

a.

No beatificarh qualsevol heterodox
not beatify. FUT. 3 SG F C - any heterodox
'He will not beatify any heterodox.'

b.

No pensen fer papa qualsevol cardenal
not think.3PL to-make pope FC-any cardinal
'They do not intend to elect any cardinal pope.'

(177) a.

Beatificarh qualsevol creient?
be

atify. F UT. 3 S G F C - any b eliev
he beatify any believer?'

e

r

'Will

b.

Pensen fer papa qualsevol cardenal?

think.3PL to-make pope FC-any cardinal
'Do they intend to elect any cardinal pope?'

As expected, subjunctive free relatives are felicitous in the same positions,
as illusrrated in (178)-(179).

(178)

a.

No beatificarh qui el critiqui
not b eatify. F UT. 3 S G who him c ritic ize. S U B. 3 S G
'He will not beatify whoever criticizes him.'

b.

No pensen fer papa qui cregui en la Teologia de
1'Alliberament
not think.3PL to-make pope who believe.SUB.3SG in the
Theology of Liberation
'They do not intend to elect pope whoever believes in
Liberation Theology.'
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a.

Beatificarh qui el financii?
be atify. F UT. 3 SG who him financ e. SU B. 3SG
'Will he beatify whoever finances him?'

b.

Pensen fer papa qui prediqui contra els anticonceptius?

think.3PL to-make pope who preach.SUB.S.lG agains the
contraceptives
'Do they intend to elect pope whoever preaches against
contraceptives?'

If this observation turns out to be general enough, as I think it is, we
are entitled to conclude that episodicity has to be identified with perfective
past sentences, independently of negation or the question operator. This
seems to me to be a welcome result, for there is no a priori reason to expect
that negation or Q are incompatible with the quantification over worlds that
that is required in order to satisfy the need for attributivity that charactertzes
free choice readings. This would be even more unexpected under a semantic
account of questions like Groenendijk & Stokhof's (1982, 1984, L997)
where world semantics is explicitly at play.
7.

Conclusions

In this chapter an analysis of

subjunctive free relatives as free choice
descriptions has been thoroughly defended. The departure point for the
analysis was found in the solid parallelism with free choice items in their
distribution restrictions as well as in their interpretation. In spite of a
difference in terms of definiteness/indefiniteness, neither subjunctive free
relatives nor free choice items are licensed in episodic contexts. The
explanation for this lies in their attributive-only readings, which require nonveridical models that involve quantification over worlds for their
interpretation. The similarity with English -ever free relatives has been
emphasized.

In generic and conditional-like enviroments, free relatives have been
shown to provide the restrictor of the tripartite structure needed for
interpretation of the quantificational statement. Both indicative and
subjunctive relatives fulfil that role, but the difference in mood signals a
difference in the model for interpretation. Thus, in this kind of context
indicative free relatives can have an attributive/free choice reading, next to
the referential one, in contradiction with what the accounts of mood based
on scope or specificity predict. In non-generic environments, indicative free
relatives are only interpreted referentially, and subjunctive ones
attributively.
Finally, I have reduced the alleged cases of subtrigging of free
choice to a conditional analysis for one subset of the examples and to the
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introduction of a model for the other subset. Once more, mood constitutes
the overt marking of model shift.

CHAPTER 5

AnluxcTs as RnsTRrcrons: Moon SnrFTs

CoNcnssrvEs AND

1.

rN

CoxcnssrvE ColuITroNALS

Introduction

In the previous chapter it

became apparent that there exists

a

clear

connection between free relatives and conditional protases as fas as their
contribution to the interpretation is concerned: in quantificational
environments, they both restrict the domain of quantification, be it GEN, a
Q-adverb or a modal. It is important to notice that their different syntactic
status of argument in one case vs. adjunct in the other does not play an
essential role in the way they integrate into the quantificational structures.
We have shown, though, that mood contrasts signal important differences in
the interpretation of those structures.
In this chapter I will provide a detailed analysis of a type of clause
in Catalan and Spanish that has been traditionally confined to the domain of
adjuncts: concessive clauses. Mostly because of the fact that their different
realizations can be introduced by the same specialized connectives (cf.

although), they are noffnally viewed as a single category. Still, further
subdivisions like reaUunreal concessives are occasionally made in order to
reflect the obvious distinctions in meaning.
A connection between concessives and conditionals is often
established in the literature. Such a link materializes in studies that define a
further class of adjuncts under the label 'concessive conditionals' (see Konig
1986, Konig &. van der Auwera 1988, Harris 1988, a.o.; also called
'unconditionals' by Zaeferer 1991), an example of which is given in (1). It
should be compared with the corresponding concessive in (2).

(1)

Even if he does not marry, his parents will give him the house

(2)

Although he will not marry, his parents will give him the house

In a first approximation it is

easy

to

see why examples

like (l)

are

considered to constitute an intermediate case between a concessive and a
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conditional: despite the overt use

of a

conditional connective, its

interpretation differs from the one of a regular conditional. In the first place,
unlike in conditionals, the main clause is asserted. In addition, it is implied
that the main assertion holds even in the least probable case for it to hold

and precisely this opposition of two eventualities is what links

it to a

concessive sentence.

I will try to show that in this domain mood contrasts signal radically
diverging interpretations for concessive structures that superficially only
differ in this grammatical feature. Next, I will examine different realizations
of concessive conditionals in Spanish and Catalan in order to ascertain what
the specific contribution of different aspects of the structures are. Finally, I
will discuss the adverbial use of subjunctive free relatives. In the discussion,
I will touch upon several aspects of conditionals, although they will not
become the focus.

2.

Concessives: A Heterogeneous Class

Most European languages possess in their inventory of connectives elements
like although or even though that are specialized in the introduction of the
class of dependent clauses known as 'concessives' in traditional grammar

(see Harris 1988

for Romance and English, Konig 1988 for a

wider

crosslinguis,qig review). Concessive relations have never been properly
formalized,"' and they are always characterized in comparison to causal and
conditional relations. Take for instance two sentences like those in (3).

(3)

a.

Manuela speaks many languages because she is a linguist

b.

Even though Ken is a linguist, he only speaks English

In (3a) a causal link is established between Manuela's being a polyglot and
her being a linguist. Such an assertion entails the truth of the propositions
expressed by both main and subordinate clauses. Although the entailments
are the same in (3b), the connection is of a very different sort: the
presupposition (or conventional implicature) is conveyed that the two
propositions are in some sense incompatible. In this specific case, the
incompatibility is based on the common assumption that a linguist speaks
many languages. A possible way to spell out that specific presupposition is
reproduced in (4).

(4)

If someone is a linguist, he or she normally speaks

more than one

language

173

with some exceptions, though: see for instance K<inig (1991), who defends the idea
that concessive relations constitute the dual of causal relations. This would explain, among
other things, why concessive and causal constructions entail both of their component clauses.
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of the meaning of

concessives of the form although p, q wrth the formulation in (5):

(5)

If p', then normally -,q'

According to Konig, asserting a concessive sentence amounts to asserting
two propositions p and q against the background assumption that the
eventualities p' and q', which p and q describe an instance of, do not
normally go together.
Catalan and Spanish also have such specialized connectives in order
to express concessive relations, as illustrated in (6)-(7) for each language.

(6)

a,

Encara que no 6s major d'edat, el deixen entrar lCatalan)
although not be.IND.SSG major of-age him let.3PL to-enter

'Although he is not an adult, they let him in.'

(7)

b.

Malgrat que fa fred, pren el sol despullat
even though make.IND.SSG cold take.3SG the sun naked
'Even though it is co1d, he sunbathes naked.'

a.

Aunque no es mayor de edad, le dejan entrar
fspanish)
although not he.IND.SSG major of age him let.3PL to-enter
'Although he is not an adult, they let him in.'

b.

Aun cuando hace fr(o, toma el sol desnudo
even though make.IND.SSG cold take.3SG the sun naked
'Even though it is cold, he sunbathes naked.'

in the same fashion as described
above for English. Notice that the mood of the concessive clause is
indicative. Subjunctive, though, is also possible in such structures, as
exemplified in (8)-(9).

These sentences are basically interpreted

(8)

a.

Encara que no sigui major d'edat, el deixaran entrar
although not be.SUB.-rSG major of-age him let.FUT.3PL to-

enter
'Even if he is not an adult, they will let him in.'

b.

Malgrat que faci fred, prendri el sol despullat
even though make.SUB.3SG cold take.FUT.SSG the sun
naked

'Even

if it is cold, he will

sunbathe naked.'
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Aunque no sea mayor de edad, le dejardn entrar
although not be.SUB.-3SG major of age him let.FUT.3PL toenter
'Even if he is not an adult, they will let him in.'

b.

Aun cuando haga frfo, tomard el sol desnudo
even though make.IND.SSG cold take.FUT.SSG the sun
naked

'Even

if it is cold,

he

will

sunbathe naked.'

However, concessive sentences in the subjunctive do not mean the same as
their indicative counterparts. Although the incompatibility of the two
propositions still holds, gtrJy the proposition expressed by the main clause is
entailed in these cases."" This difference in interpretation is sometimes
referred to in grammars as a distinction between reaVunreal or factuaUnonfactual concessives. In the following subsections I will a.rgue that the
dissimilarities are bigger than standardly assumed, thus challenging the idea
that they do form a natural class whose only differences lies in the choice of
mood. Eventually, the conclusion will be reached that subjunctive
concessives rather belong to the category of concessive conditionals than to
concessives proper.

Licensing

2.1

Indicative concessive clauses do not appear to display restrictions as to the
kind of environment where they occur. The tense of the main clause, for
instance, does not conflict with it, as illustrated in (10).

t7a

Reineke Bok correctly pointed out to me that there are some cases of subjuntive

concessives like (i) from Spanish that do entail the embedded proposition as well.

(i)

Aunque se escriba, la 'h' no se pronuncia
although REFL write.SUB.PRS.-?SG the h not REFL pronounce.PRS.3SG
'Even though it is written, the 'h' is rron pronounced.'

I do agree

that these are instances

of plain concessives and not of

concessive

conditionals. Still, it seems to be defendable that model shift is at play here as well, since the
proposition has to be evaluated in a different model from the one of the speaker where the
matrix proposition is evaluated. Such a model can be anchored to the other participant in the
conversation or just to the one containing background information in the context. I think that
the Italian subjunctive concessives discussed in Vogel (1997) belong to this class. Thanks to
Reineke Bok for emphasizing the relevance of this kind of examples.
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Encara que li agrada molt l'bpera, va llengar/llengafllengariy'ha
llenEat tomiquets a la Caball6
even though herlhim appeal-to.IND.3sc very-much the-opera
Ihrow.PST/PRS/FUT/PERF tomatoes to the Caballd
'Even though s/he likes opera very much, she thredthrows/will
throwlhas trown tomatoes at Caball6.'

It is also compatible with

(11)

5

Encara que

li

a modal

in the main clause, as in (11).

agrada molt l'bpera, has de/pots

fer-li escoltar tamb6

jungle

even though her/him appeal-to.IND.3sc very-much the-opera
mu s t/c an. 2 S G make - he

r/him

t o - li s t e n- t o

j

un g le

'Even though slhe likes opera very much, you must/can make
her/trim listen to jungle.'

Subjunctive concessives can also occur in a wide variety of contexts like
with a matrix predicate in the present tense (cf. (12)), in the future (cf. (13)),
in the imperative (cf. (14)) or with a modal (cf. (15)), just to name a few
which are representative.

(12)

Malgrat que es queixi de tot, t6 molta sort en la vida
even though REFL complainsuB.3sc of everything have.3SG alot-of luck in the lift
'Even if sftre always complains about everything, sftre is very lucky

in life.'

(13)

Encara que els pilots facin vaga, no anul.laran cap vol
even though the pilots make.SUB.SSG strike not cancel.FUT.3PL
any

flight

'Even if pilots go on strike, they will not cancel any flight.'

(14)

Encara que s'enfadin, barreu-los el pas
even though get-angry.SuB.3PL block.IMPER-them the way
'Even if they get angry, block their way.'

(15)

Tot i que surti car, has de comprar-ho
even though come-out. SUB.3 SG expensive must.2SG to-buy-it

'Even

if it is expensive, you must buy it.'

However, if the matrix predicate is in an episodic tense, the subjunctive
concessive becomes highly degraded or ungrammatical. This is the case
when the main tense is past perfective, as in (16)-(17). The same result
obtains with the progressive, as in (18)-(19).
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*Encara que s'enfadessin, els vam barrar el pas
even though REFL-get-angry.SUB.PST.3 PL them AUX. I PL to-block
the way
'Even though they got angry, we blocked their way.'
??Tot i que sortis car, el vaig comprar
even though come-out.SUB.PST.3SG it AUX.ISG to-buy

'Even though it was expensive, I bought it.'

(18)

*Encara que perd6s, s'ho estava jugant tot a un nfmero
even though lose.SUB.PSf.SSG REFL-it he.IMPF.SSG gambling all
oru one number
'Even though slhe was losing, slhe was gambling it all away on one
number.'

(19)

xTot i que s'avorreixi, esth corregint els eximens amb cura
even though REFL-be-bored.SUB.3SG be.3SG marking the exams

with care
'Even tough s/[re is bored, s/he is marking the exams carefully.'

It is important to notice that an episodic tense in the matrix does not lead to
ungrammaticality if the concessive clauses are indicative, as in (20)-(23),
corresponding to ( 16)-( 1 9).

(20)

Encara que es van enfadar, els vam barrar el pas
even though REFL AUX.3PL to-get-angry them AUX.IPL to-block
the way
'Even though they got angry, we blocked their way.'

(21)

Tot i que va sortir car, el vaig comprar
even though AUX.3SG to-come-out it AUX.ISG to-buy
'Even though it was expensive, I bought it.'

(22)

Encara que perdia, s'ho estava jugant tot a un nfmero
even though lose-IMPF.3SG REFL-it be.IMPF.3SG gambling all on
one number
'Even though s/he was losing, s/he was gambling it all away on one

number,'

(23)

Tot i que s'avorreix, esti corregint els exhmens amb cura
even though REFL-be-bored.IND.PRS.-1SG be.3SG marking the
exams with care
'Even tough sftre is bored, sftre is marking the exams carefully.'

This is a prima facie unexpected licensing asymmetry between indicative
and subjunctive concessives. Interestingly, the more restricted distribution of

Cnepron
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subjunctive concessives vis-i-vis indicative ones reminds us of the antilicensing effect of episodicity on subjunctive free relatives. Later on we will
see that the connection is not fortuitous.

2.2

Donkey Anaphora

A

very important trait that differentiates subjunctive concessives from
indicative ones is that the former license donkey anaphora, whereas the latter
do not. Thus, in a sentence containing a subjunctive concessive like (24), the
pronouns in the main clause can co-vary with the values of the indefinites
they are anaphoric to in the relevant reading.

(24)

Encara que un pagds es vengui una truja, sempre la recorda amb

emoci6

eyen though a farmer REFL se\I.SUB.SSG a sow always her
remember. 3 SG with emotion
'Even if a farmer sells a sow of his, he always remember her with
emotion.'

The anaphoric links available in QD coincide with those in a conditional
sentence like (25), represented in a simplified fashion in (26).

(25)

Si un pagEs es ven una truja, sempre la recorda amb emociS
if a farmer REFL sell.3SG a sow always her remember.3SG with
emotion

'If a farmer sells a sow of his, he always

remember her with

emotion.'

(26)

ALWAYS*,, [farmer'(x) n sow'(y) n sell'(x, y)] [remember' (x, y)]

Such a donkey-anaphora reading is completely excluded

if the concessive

clause is in the indicative, in an example like (27).

(27)

Encara que un pagds es va vendre una truja, sempre Ia recorda amb

emoci6
even though a farmer REFL AUX.SSG to-sell

a sow always

her

SG with emotion
'Even though a farmer sold a sow of his, he always remembers her

remember.

3

with emotion.'
In this case, no conditional reading is possible due to the presence of a (past
episodic) indicative tense in the adjunct. Hence, the indefinites in it simply
get a specific or an existential reading and the pronouns in the main clause
(the null pro subject and the object clitic) can optionally co-refer with the
indefinites.
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The possibility of donkey anaphora in subjunctive concessives vs.
the impossibility thereof in indicative ones signals a crucial difference in the

interpretation of one and the other type of concessive that makes their
grouping at least questionable. While the former display a conditional
reading, the latter do not.

2.3

Adversatives vs. Concessives

In discussions of concessives a link is usually established between them and
adversative sentences. In the general case, a sentence containing a
conditional clause can be argued to be paraphraseable with an adversative
conjunction like English but, given that they both express the opposition
between two propositions. So, for instance, a sentence like (28) corresponds
roughly to (29), a coordinated strucitre with but.

(28)

Although she is short, everybody notices her

(29)

She is short, but everybody notices her

Such an equivalence between adversatives and concessives is also observed
in Catalan if the concessive clause is in the indicative: (30) can be faithfully

reformulated as (31).

(30)

Encara que esth esgotat, continua treballant
although be.IND.3 SG exhausted keep.SSG working

'Although he is exhausted, he keeps on working.'

(31)

Esth esgotat, perb continua treballant
be.IND. 3 SG exhausted but keep.IND.SSG working
'He is exhausted, but he keeps on working.'

However, with a subjunctive concessive the equivalence with an adversative
relation disappears: (33), intended as a counterpart to (32), is not a
grammatical sentence because the subjunctive in the main clause is not
licensed. In addition, (32) cannot be paraphrased with (31), since that would
amount to claiming that both indicative and subjunctive concessives mean
the same, contrary to fact.

(32)

Encara que estigui esgotat, continuari treballant
although be.SUB. 3 SG exhausted keep.FUT. 3 SG working
'Even if he is exhausted, he will keep on working.'

(33)

*Estigui esgotat, perb continuari treballant
be.SUB.3 SG exhausted but keep.FUT.3 SG working
('He is (SUB) exhausted, but he will keep on working.')
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Actually, as already suggested in the English translations given so far for
subjunctive concessives, their closest paraphrase is a concessive conditional
of the even if type, as in (34).

(34)

Fins i tot si esti esgotat, continuari treballant
even

if be.IND.SSG exhausted keep.FUT.3SG working

'Even if he is exhausted, he will keep on working.'

In the next section we will

see that this parallelism between subjunctive
concessives and concessive conditionals is further confirmed.

2.4

Counterfactual Readings

Subjunctive concessives can parallel the three basic patterns of conditional
sentences: factual (cf. (35)), present counterfactual (cf. (36)) and past
counterfactual (cf. (37)).

(35)

Encara que arribin a l'hora, no aconseguiran entrades

even though arrive.SUB.PRS.3PL

at the-time not get.FUT.3PL

tickets

'Even

(36)

if they arrive on time, they will not get tickets.'

Encara que arribessin a l'hora, no aconseguirien entrades

even though arrive.SUB.PST.3PL at the-time not get.COND.3PL
tickets

'Even

(37)

if they arrived

on time, they would not get tickets.'

Encara que haguessin arribat a l'hora, no haurien aconseguit
entrades

even though have.SUB.PST.3PL arrived at the-time

not

have.COND. i PL got tickets
'Even if they had arrived on time, they would not have got tickets.'
These subjunctive concessives receive a completely parallel interpretation to
concessive conditionals of the even if type, as in (38)-(40). They correspond
in turn to standard factual (cf. (al)), present counterfactual (cf. (42)) and

past counterfactual (cf. (43)) conditionals; removing even from
concessive conditionals, of course, eliminates concessiveness.

the
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(38)

Fins i tot si arriben a l'hora, no aconseguiran entradesrTs
even if arrive.IND.PRS.3PL at the-time not get.FUT.3PL tickets
'Even if they arrive on time, they will not get tickets.'

(39)

Fins i tot si arribessin a l'hora, no aconseguirien entrades
even if arrive.SUB.PST.3PL at the-time not get.COND.3PL tickets
'Even if they arrived on time, they would not get tickets.'

r7s

The complementizer si

(i)

'if

is incompatible with present subjunctive (cf. (41) as well).

*Fins i tot si arribin a lnhora, no aconseguiran entrades
even if arrive.SUB.PRS.3PL at the-time not get.FUT.3PL tickets
('Even in case they arrive (SUB) on time, they will not get tickets.')

Any other choice of conditional

complementizer, though, would allow present

subjunctive, as in (ii):

(ii)

Fins i tot en el cas que arribin a I'hora, no aconseguiran entrades
even in the case that arrive.SuB.PftS.3PL at the-time not get.FUT.3PL tickets
'Even in case they arrive on time, they will not get tickets.'

I take this

incompatibility

to be a purely morphological

idiosyncrasy

of

the

complementizer si. This observation is confirmed by another set of facts: while a Future Less
Vivid conditional introduced by si can take indicative past imperfective morphology next to
subjunctive past morphology (cf. Iatridou 1996) as in (iii) (taken from Fabra 1956), this extra
possibility is not available if any other conditional complementizer is chosen (cf. (iv)).

(iii)

Si deml {plovia/plogu6s}, no fariem l'excursi6
if t omo rrow rain. { I N D. I M P F/S U B. P ST}. 3 S G not do. C O N D. I SG the - e xc urs ion
'If it rained tomorrow, we would not go on excursion.'

(iv)

En cas que demi {xplovia/plogu6s}, no fariem l'excursi6

in case that tomorcow rain.{*lND.lMPF/SUB.PST}.35G not do.COND.lSG

the-

excursion
'In case that it rained tomorrow, we would not go on excursion.'

Furthermore, indicative past imperfective morphology is not possible in Future Less

Vivid conditionals whose antecedent is realized

(v)

as a free relative, as

in (v):

Qui { xconfessava./confessds } la veritat seria perdonat
w ho c onfe s s. { IN D. I M P F/S U B. P S7"} 3 S G the truth b e. C O N D. 3 S G pardone d
'Those who would confess the truth would be pardoned.'

The incompatibility of present subjunctive morphology with the complementiser sf arises
it introduces embedded questions: while unselected embedded questions can be
realized as subjunctive clauses headed by the default C que, the alternative realization headed
by si has to be in the indicative (for a detailed analysis, see Quer 1996, Adger & Quer 1997)

too when
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Fins i tot si haguessin arribat a l'hora, no haurien aconseguit
entrades

even if have.SUB.PST.iPL arcived at the-time not have.COND.3PL
got tickets
'Even if they had arrived on time, they would not have got tickets.'

(41)

Si arriben a l'hora, aconseguiran entrades
if arrive.IND.PRS.3PL at the-time get.FUT.3PL tickets
'If they arrive on time, they will get tickets.'

(42)

Si arribessin a I'hora, aconseguirien entrades
if arrive.SUB.PST.3PL at the-time get.COND.3PL tickets
'If they arrived on time, they would get tickets.'

(43)

Si haguessin arribat a l'hora, haurien aconseguit entrades

if

have.SUB.PST.3PL

arrived

at

the-time have.COND.3PL got

tickets

'If they had arrived

on time, they would have got tickets.'

This is an exclusive property of subjunctive concessives. Even a concessive
conditional like (38) displaying indicative mood cannot possibly be
paraphrased by an indicative concessive like (44).

(44)

Encara que arriben a l'hora, no aconseguiran entrades

even though arrive.IND.PRS.3PL

at the-time not

get.FUTiPL

tickets

'Even though they arrive on time, they will not get tickets.'

Having established that subjunctive concessives must be clearly
distinguished from plain concessives and that they actually belong to the
category of concessive conditionals, we will proceed to a more detailed
characterization of their varieties and interpretations.

3.

Concessive Conditionals

As already pointed out, concessive (or 'irrelevance') conditionals in some
sense constitute an intermediate category between concessives and
conditionals and for this reason they are usually grouped together with one
or the other type of adjunct. However, there are significant differences in
form and interpretation that allow us to identify them as a separate class.
Konig (1986, 1988) distinguishes the following three main types of
r /b
concessive conditionals in English'
176

The English examples are directly borrowed from
used in the classification are from Haspelmath (1997).

Krinig (1986, 1988) and the terms
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conditionals

However much advice you give him, he does exactly what
he wants

b.

Whatever I say, he doesn't listen to me

(ii)

Alte rnativ e c onc essjye conditionals

(46)

a.

Whether he is right or not, we must support him

b.

Whether or not he finds a job, he is getting married

(iii)

P

(47)

a.

Even

if you drink only a little, your boss will fire you

b.

Even

if I try very

olar conce s sive c onditionals

hard,

I won't manage

Unlike simple conditionals, concessive conditionals relate a set of
antecedents/protases to a consequent/apodosis. This series of antecedents
can be specified in different ways, which gives rise to the three types of
concessive conditionals just illustrated: (i) by a free relative with a free
choice reading Qtarametric concessive conditional); (11) by a disjunction of a
conditional and its negation (alternative concessive conditional), or (iii) by a

focus particle or scalar expression like even that modifies a conditional
(polar concessive conditional). The basic meaning they all share is that
independently of the value of the antedent condition, the consequent holds:
any value assignment to the variable in (i), either p or its negation in (ii), or
the extreme value on a scale together with less unlikely values on the same
scale in (iii). In this respect, concessive conditionals differ from plain
conditionals: while the former do entail their consequent, irrespective of the
antecedent conditions, the latter entail neither the antecedent nor the
consequent.

Despite their similiarities with conditionals, concessive conditionals
share an important trait with concessives, namely the incompatibility
between two propositions. Thus, among the protases there is at least one
case (which one is obviously left open or undefined) that is in conflict with
the apodosis.
In the next subsections I will present and discuss the different
instantiations of concessive conditionals in Catalan (and Spanish). It will
turn out that subjunctive mood plays a decisive role in such structures. Its
contribution to interpretation, though, will be analyzed in section 4.
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Parametric Concessive Conditionals

Catalan and SpanishlT' possess an interesting realisation of parametric
concessive conditionals that roughly consists of what has the shape of a free
relative preceded by a copy of the same verbal form that appears internal to
it."o Let us call them Vl Free Relatives. These reduplicative forms must be
in the subjunctive. Any kind of argument or adjunt can be relativized, as the
following detailed paradigm makes clear.
Subject

(48)

Truqui qui truqui, no diguis el teu nom
call.SUB.SSG who call.SUB.SSG not tell.IMP.SG the your name
'Whoever might call, don't tell your name.'

Direct Object
(49) Adoptis quin adoptis, mai t'ho agrairi prou
adopt.SUB.2SG which adopt.SUB.2SG never to-you-it bethanlcful. F UT. 3 S G e no u gh
'Whichever you might adopt, he will never be thankful enough to
you-'

(50)

Diguin el que diguin, continuarem amb la nostra protesta
say.SUB.3PL the that say.SUB.3PL go-on.FUT.I PL with the our
protest
'Whatever they say, we

will

go on with our protest.'

Indirect Object

(51)

L'hi donis a qui l'hi donis, no esmentis el meu nom
him-it give.SUB.2SG to whom him-rt give.SUB.2SG not
mention.IMP.SG the my name
'Whoever you might give this to, do not mention my name.'

Prepositional Object

(52)

Parlis amb qui parlis, recorda la teva promesa
taIk.SUB.2SG with whom talk.SUB.2SG remember.IMP.SG the your

promise
'Whoever you might talk to, remember your promise.'

177

I will mostly illustrate with Catalan. If

Spanish differs in some respect, I will make it

explicit.
178

Actually, more material can appear in the position preceding the relative, but the verb
initial in any case. I cannot get into a detailed discussion of these restrictions,
though, and for expository reasons I will be simply assuming that the Vl position is only
occupied by a verbal form.
has to remain
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Parli del que parli, no et deixis enganyar
talk.SUB.SSG ofihe that talk.SUB.3SG, not REFL let.SUB.2SG tocheat
'Whatever sftre might talk about, do not let her/trim cheat you.'

Place Adjunct

(54)

Vagi on vagi, penso en ell
go.SUB.lSG where go.SUB.lSG think.lSG in him
'Wherever I go, I think of him.'

(55)

Vinguin d'on vinguin, arribaran demb
c

ome.

S

U B. 3 P L

from

whe re c ome. S U B. 3 P L arriv

e.

F UT. 3 P L

tomorrow
'Wherever they might come from, they

will arrive tomorrow.'

Manner Adjunct
(56) Sigui com sigui, 6s important que ho recordis
be.SUB.3SG how he.SUB.3SG be.3SG important that it
remember.SUB.2SG
'However it might be, it is important that you remember it.'
Temporal Adjunct
(57) Hagi estat quan hagi estat, el cas 6s que han arribat massa tard
have.SUB.SSG been when had.SUB.SSG been, the case is that
too late
have.3PL arrived
'Whenever it might have been, the point is that they arrived too late.'
Reason Adjunct

(58)

Marxin per la ra6 que marxin, no vull que et preocupis
leave.SUB.3PLfor the reason leave.SUB.3PL not want.lSG that

REFL

worry.SUB.zSG

'For whatever reason they might leave, I do not want you to worrSr.'
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Secondary PredicaterTe

(59)

El posi com el posi de fhcil, estic segur que no aprovaran
it put.SUB./SG how it put.SUB.lSG of easy be-ISG sure that not
pass.FUT.3PL
'However easy I might put it, I am sure they will not pass.'

(60)

Vingui com vingui de cansat, sortirem

a

ballar

come.SUB.SSG how come.SUB.3SG of tired go-out.FuT.lPL to todance
'However tired he might arrive, we will go out to dance.'

Measure Phrase

(61)

Duri el que duri, hem de quedar-nos fins al final
last.SUB.3SG the that last.SUB.3SG must.I PL to-stay-REFL till the
end

'However long it might last, we have to stay till the end.'

As mentioned above, these concessive

structures are

only possible with

subjunctive mood. Compare for instance (48) and (50) with the ungrammatical
(62) and (63), respectively: in the latter examples the reduplicated verbal forms
are in the indicative.
"e This is a case where Spanish shows an extra relativization strategy: instead of using
something akin to the Catalan structure com...de ADJ, the secondary predicate is relativized
by means of /o ADJ que, as in (i)-(ii).

(i)

Lo ponga lo f6cil que Io ponga, estoy seguro de que no aprobar6n
it put.SUB.lSG the.NEUT easy that it put.SUB.ISG be-LSG sure of that not
pass.FUT.3PL
'However easy I might put it, I am sure they will not pass.'

(ii)

Venga lo cansado que venga, saldremos a bailar
comt.SUB.3SG the.NEUT tired that come.SUB.3SG of go-out.FW.lPL to to-dnnce
'However tired he might arrive, we will go out to dance.'

Although this strategy cannot be traced back to free relatives, it does appear in exclamatives
like (iii):

(iii)

il-o cansado que l1eg6!
the.NEW tired that arrive.
'How tired did he arrive!'

PST. 3 SG

Catalan uses in these type of exclamatives the same mechanism as in parametric concessive
conditionals, as in (iv), which is also available in Spanish exclamatives:

(iv)

Com va arribar de cansat!
how AW.3SG to-arrive of tired
'How tired did he arrive!'
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(62)

*Truca qui truca, no diguis el teu nom
calI.IND.3SG who call.IND.3SG not tell.IMP.SG the your name
('Whoever might call (IND), don't tell your name.')

(63)

*Diuen el que diuen, continuarem amb la nostra protesta
say.SUB.3PL the that say.SUB.3PL go-on.FUT.l PL with the our
protest
('Whatever they say (IND), we will go on with our protest.')

Furthermore, no possible combination of indicative and subjunctive gives a
grammatical result, as illustrated in (64)-(65).

(64)

*Truqui qui truca, no diguis el teu nom'80
call.SUB.SSG who call.IND.3SG not tell.IMP.SG the your name
('Whoever might call (SUB-IND), don't tell your name.')

(65)

xTruca qui truqui, no diguis el teu nom
calI.IND.3SG who call.SUB.SSG not tell.IMP.SG the your name
('Whoever might call (IND-SUB), don't tell your name.')

However, in Spanish we find an additional way of forming parametric
concessive conditional, next to

Vl

Free Relatives. Unlike Catalan, Spanish has

'80 It tu*s out that this combination is possible in some of the few fossilized remnants of
this construction in Dutch, as exemplified in (i)-(ii).

(i)

Kome wie er komt, ikzal vertrekken
come.SUB.3SG who ER come.lND.3SG

I will to-leave

'Whoever might come, I will leave.'

(ii)

Koste wat het kost, ik wil het hebben
cost.SUB.3SG what it cost.IND.3SG I want.lSG it to-have
'However much it might cost, I want to have it.'

I do not have an explanation for these cases, but given that Dutch does not possess a
subjunctive paradigm that can be used productively, I will put this potential empirical
problem aside. Incidentally, though, notice that other vestiges of parametric conditionals in
the language necessarily display subjunctive morphology, as in (iii).
(iii)

Hoe het dan ook zij, hij zal er niet blij van worden
how it then too he.SUB.3SG he will ER not happy of to-become
'Be it as it may, he will not be happy about it.'

In German, where subjunctive is productive, similar constructions are found (cf. (iv),
from Helbig & Buscha 1987).

(iv) Wie dem auch sei, man

muB ihm helfen
how to-it too be.SUB.3SG one must him to-help
'Be it as it may, one must help him.'
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a distinct paradigm of relative pronouns introducing free relatives with a free
choice interpretation. As shown in (6{), it corresponds essentially to the -ever
series of relative pronouns in English.'o'

(66) quienquiera

'whoever' (SG)
quienesquiera'whoever' (PL)

dondequiera

'wherever'

adondequiera'towherever'
cuandoquiera'whenever'

comoquiera 'however'
cuantoquiera'howevermuch'
These relative pronouns can head free relatives
positions, as in examples (67)-(69).

(67)

(68)

in

argument or adjunct

Dfselo a quienquiera que llame
tell. I M P. S G. him/he r. it to who ev e r that c all. S U B. 3 SG
'Tell it to whoever might call.'
Atacard a quienquiera que entre
attack. F UT.

1 SG

A who ev er that

c ome - in.

SU B. 3 SG

'I will attack whoever comes in.'

(69)

Iri{n adondequiera que vayamos
go.FUT. 3 PL to-wherever thnt go. SUB. I PL

'They will go wherever we go to.'

In addition, when occupying a peripheral position, they function as concessive
conditionals, as in (70)-(72).

(70)

Quienquiera que llame, no abras la puerta
whoever thnt call.SUB.3SG not open.SUB.2SG the door
'Whoever might call, do not open the door.'

l8l For a recent diachronic study of how these forms
arose in Old Spanish, see the series
of articles on this topic in Rivero (1991). In a nutshell, they constitute the result of reanalysis
of a relative clause headed by a relative pronoun and the adjacent predicate querer 'to want'
used impersonally. The same reanalysis process underlies the Catalan free choice item
qualsevol'anylanyone' (cf. also Old Aragonese qualsequier, Italian qualsivoglia), with the
difference that a reflexive clitic originally intervened between the relative pronoun and the
volitional predicate. In Catalan we find a whole variety of diachronic and dialectal variants
such as qual-que-sia, qualsequer, qualsequira, qual-se-sia, qualsevolguds, qualsevolrd,
qualsevulga, qualsevull and qualsevulla (Alcover & Moll 1978). Thanks to Gemma Rigau for
drawing my attention to the existence of these forms.
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Quienquiera que enffe, sigue trabajando
who ev e r that c ome - in.

S

U B. 3 SG

go

-

on.

I M P ER

w o rkin g

'Whoever comes in, keep on working.'

(72)

Adondequiera que vayan, les seguiremos el rasffo
to-wherever that gI.SUB.3PL themfollow.FUT.l PL the trail
'Wherever they might go to, we will follow their trail.'

Even as concessive conditional adjuncts, they can be resumed intrasententially
by a clitic pronoun. The examples (73)-(74), for instance, differ from (70)-(71)
in that a clitic in the main clause doubles the free re1ative.182

(73)

Quienquiera que llame, no le abras la puerta
whoever that call.SUB.3SG not him open.SUB.zSG the door
'Whoever might call, do not open the door to him.'

(74)

Quienquiera que entre, no le hagas caso
whoever that come-in.SUB.3SG not him mnke.SUB.ZSG attention
'Whoever comes in, do not pay attention to him.'

If we try to double such a direct object free relative with a clitic, the resulting
structure is ruled out, as in (75). The only way to save it is by introducing
dislocation intonation right before the relative, as in (76), where # indicates the
relevant change in intonational contour marking right dislocation.

(75)

*Lo atacar6 (a) quienquiera que entre
him attack. F UT. I SG A whoev e r that come-in. SU B. 3 SG
('I will attack him, whoever might come in.')

(76)

Lo

atacard # quienquiera que entre
him attack. F UT. I S G who ev e r that c ome - in. S U B. 3 S G
'I will attack him, whoever might come in.'

182

The concessive reading is favoured in these examples by
negation in the main clause, which makes the opposition between
and (b) the lack of 'matching effects' between the free relative and
we actually modify these two conditions, as in (i)-(ii) (compare

two factors: (a) the use of

both propositions explicit,
the intrasentential clitic. If
them with (73)-(74)), the
structure gets simply interpreted as a free relative with a conditional reading of the type
studied in Chapter 4.

(i)

A quienquiera que llame, dale mi nrimero de tel6fono
to whoever that call-SUB.3SG give.lMPER my number of telephone
'Whoever might call, give him my phone number.'

(ii)

A quienquiera que enffe, lo invitardn
A who ev e r that c omc - in. S U B. 3 S G him inv it e. F UT. 3 P L
'Whoever comes in, they will invite him.'
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In contrast to this double function Spanish free relatives can have, the V1 free
relative type presented above can only function as concessive conditional
adjunct and is excluded from positions internal to the main clause. For this
reason, if we try to substitute the free choice free relatives of (67)-(69) with Vl
free relatives the result obtained is ungrammatical, as illustrated in (77)-(79).

(77)
(78)
(79)

*Diselo a llame quien llame
te ll. I M P. SG. him/her. it to c all. S U B. 3SG
('Tell it to whoever might call.')
*Atacar6 a entre quien entre
attack. F UT. I S G c ome -in. S U B. 3 S G
('I will attack whoever comes in.')

w

w ho

c all.

SU B. 3 SG

ho c ome -in. S U B. 3 S G

*Irfui vayamos adonde vayamos
go.FUT.j PL go.SUB. I PL to-where go.SUB. I PL
('They will go wherever we go to.')

Still, they can be linked to a position in the main clause, just like -quiera free
relatives, and receive the same kind of interpretation. This possibility is
independent of the position of the adjunct (initial or final with respect to the
main clause), as exemplified in (80)-(81).

(80)

Entre quien entre, lo atacar6
c ome - in. S U B. 3 SG who c ome -in. S U B. 3 S G him attack. F UT. I S G
'Whoever might come in, I will attack him.'

(81)

Lo

atacar:6, enffe quien entre
him attack. F UT. I S G c ome -in. S U B. 3 S G who c ome - in. S U B. 3 S G
'I will affack him, whoever might come in.'

An interesting fact to add to the characterization of parametric
concessive conditionals is that -quiera free relatives can also enter structures
with a reduplicated V1 verb, as in (82)-(84) (cf. (70)-(72)).

(82)

Llame quienquiera que llame, no abras la puerta
call.SUB.SSG whoever that call.SUB.3SG not open.SUB.zSG the door
'Whoever might call, do not open the door.'

(83)

Enffe quienquiera que enffe, sigue trabajando
c all. SU B. 3SG who ev e r that c all. S U B. 3 S G g o - on. I M P ER
'Whoever comes in, keep on working.'

w

orkin g
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Vayan adondequiera que vayan, les seguiremos el rastro
go.SUB.3PL to-wherever that 9I.SUB.3PL them follow.FUT.I PL the

trail

'Wherever they might go to, we will follow their trail.'

Notice that the free choice item cualquier/a 'any/anyone' (see Chapter 4),
despite displaying the same morphological shape as the introducers of free
relatives under examination, cannot be considered a relative pronoun, but rather
a free choice determiner. This is made apparent by the marginality of examples
like (85)-(87), where a free choice NP modified by a subjunctive relative clause
is intended as a concessive conditional.

(85)

??Cualquier cliente que entre, sigue trabajando
any client that come-in.SUB.3SG keep.IMPER working
('Any client that comes in, keep on working.')

(86)

?*Cualquiera que nos invite, no iremos a esa fiesta
anyone that us invite.SUB.SSG not go.FUT.lPL to that party
('Anyone that invites us, we will not go to that party.')

(87)

??Cualquier ciudad donde est6, se pierde
any city where be.SUB.3SG REFL lose.3SG

('Any city where s/he is, sftre gets lost.')
In addition, cualquier/a cannot be used in the formation of Vl free relatives
that occur as concessive conditionals (cf. (88)-(89)).

(88)

*Entre cualquier cliente que enffe, sigue trabajando
come-in.SUB.3SG any client that come-in.SUB.3SG keep.IMPER
working
('Whichever client comes in, keep on working.')'83

r83
Spanish (and Catalan) cannot form free relatives of the whichever N type in English.
In order to be able to use the counterpart of which Nin these cases, a different strategy has to
be adopted, as in (i), intended as the grammatical counterpart to (88) that is interpreted as a

parametric concessive conditional.

(i)

Sea cual sea el cliente que entre, sigue trabajando

be.SUB.3SG which be.SUB.3SG the client that come-in.SUB.3SG keep.lMPER

working
'Whichever client comes in, keep on working.'
The other possible strategy would be to resort to a definite antecedent modified by a
subjunctive relative, as in (ii).

(ii)

Entre el cliente que entre, sigue fabajando
come-in.SUB.3SG the client that come-in.SUB.3SG keep.lMPER working
'Whichever client comes in, keep on working.'
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*Nos invite cualquiera que nos invite, no iremos a esa fiesta
us invite.SUB.SSG anyone that us invite.SUB.SSG not go.FUT.lPL to
that party

('Whoever/whichever invites us, we will not go to that party.')
On the other hand, despite the fact that, unlike plain relative pronouns, the
pronouns of the -quiera series in (66) necessarily coappear with the
complementizer que, they cannot be argued to be simple free choice items
(that is, just determiners), because they are not licensed in the absence of a
CP.

(90)

Abre la puerta a cualquiera/*quienquiera
open.IMPER the door to anyone/whoever
'Open the door to anyone.'

(91)

Llaman a cualquier hora/*cuandoquiera
call.3PL at any time/whenever
'They call at any time.'

(92)

Cenaremosencualquierrestaurante/*dondequiera
dine. I PL in any restaurant/anywhere

'We will have dinner anywhere.'
Note that while cualquier(a) can be modified by a relative clause introduced
by a relative pronour, llke quie,? 'who', as in (93),"0 the pronouns of the quiera series are incompatible with such a plain relative pronoun, as (94)
illustrates. The fact that the latter display complementary distribution with
relative pronouns provides further support for the claim that they belong to
the same category.

(93)

Cualquiera a quien se lo preguntes se sorprendr6
anyone to whom him it ask.SUB.ZSG REFL surprise.FuT.3sc
'Anyone you ask about it will be surprised.'

However, the structure corresponding to whichever with elliptical N is possible both in
Catalan and Spanish, as shown in (iii).

(iii) a.

Entre {el que/cual} entre, sigue trabajando
c

ome - in.

S

U B.

3S

G the that/w hic h c ome - in. S U B.

3S

G

ke e p.

IM P ER

wo

rking

'Whichever comes in, keep on working.'

b.

'84

Entri {el que/quin} entri, continua treballant

come-in.SUB.3SG the rhat/which come-in.SUB. jSG keep.IMPER working
'Whichever comes in, keep on working.'

I owe this observation to Rivero (1991).
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*Quienqurera a quien se lo preguntes se sorprendrd
whoever to whom him it ask.SUB.zSG REFL surprise.FuT.isc
('Whoever you ask about it will be surprised.')

From these observations we must conclude that the -quiera series is not
simply a free choice determiner but a real relative pronoun with a free
choice reading. The incompatibility of this pronoun with an indicative
episodic tense further confirms the exclusively attributive interpretation this
type of free relatives gets: (95a) is excluded because of the incompatibility
of quienquiera with indicative simple past and indicative present
progressive.

tt'

*Invitaremos a quienquiera que nos apoy1lesti apoyando
invite.FUT.lPL A whoever that us support.IND.PST.3SG/
be. IND. PRS.SSG supporting
('We will invite whoever supported/is (IND) supporting
us.')

(e5)

b.

Invitaremos a quienquiera que nos apoyaralapoye/est6
apoyando

invite.FUT.lPL A whoever that us support.SUB.PST.3SG/
SUB.PRS.

3

SG/be. SUB. P RS. 3 SG supporting

'We will invite whoever

supported/supports/is (SUB)

supporting us.'

In this section we have described the two possible realizations of
parametric concessive conditionals in Catalan and Spanish: Vl free relatives
and -quiera free relatives. The latter only occur in Spanish, and unlike Vl
free relatives, they can also appear in argument position.

3.2

Alternative Concessive Conditionals

Alternative concessive conditionals in Catalan and Spanish can be realized
as complementizerless adjuncts with a subjunctive verb featuring in first
position, much as in Vl free relatives, and a disjunction internal to it. In one
of the possible instantiations, the second element of the disjunction can be
'8s Non-episodic indicative tenses in -quiera free relatives are possible in generic
contexts, for attributivity is guaranteed (see Chapter 4). Thus, an example like (i), intended as
a counterpart of (95a) with indicative past imperfective in both main and embedded clause, is
perfectly acceptable.

(i)

Invit6bamos a quienquiera que nos apoyaba
invite.IMPF.lPL A whoever that us support.IND.IMPF.3SG
'We invited whoever supported us.'
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identical to the first one, but it has to contain negation. All constituents in
the second disjunct can be elliptical except for the negative marker, as
illustrated with the pair of sentences in (96).

(96) a.

Li agradi o no li agradi, se'l prendri
himlher please.SUB.SSG or not him/her please.SUB.3SG
REFL-it take.FUT.3SG
'Whether sftre likes it or s/he does not like it, s/he will drink

ir.'

b.

Li agradi o no, se'l prendrd
him/her please.SUB.-rSG or not REFL-it take.FUT.3SG
'Whether sftre likes it or not, s/he will drink it.'

The structure is also licensed if the two opposite poles of a pragmatic scale
appear in one and the other element of the disjunction, as in (97)-(98). The
concessive conditional in (97) implies a scale of spatial deixis (here-there),
whereas (98) involves a scale of metereological temperature (warm-cold). In
this case every constituent in the second disjunct can be elided but the one
expressing the other polar extreme.

(97) a.

b.

(98) a.
b.

Et posis aqu( o et posis allh, em molestes
REFL put.SUB.2SG here or REFL put.SUB.2SG there, me
annoy.2SG
'Whether you come stand here or you go stand there, you
disturb me.'
Et posis aqu( o alli, em molestes
REFL put.SUB.ZSG here or there, me annoy.2sc
'Whether you come stand here or you go stand there, you
disturb me.'
Faci fred o faci calor, hi anirem
mal<c.SUB.3SG cold or rnake.SUB.SSG heat DIR go.FUT.IPL
'Whether it is cold or it is warm, we will go.'
Faci fred o calor, hi anirem
make.SUB.-3SG cold or heat DIR go.F(IT.|PL
'Whether it is cold or warm, we will go.'

However, we can also find a multiple disjunction that includes more than two
elements. In this situation the disjuncts must constitute different specifications
of the same type of value (in (99) metereological conditions and in (100) hair
colour), which renders the interpretation closer to a free choice one. As shown
in (100), the inflectional material can be elliptical in all but the first conjunct, as
long as the conffasting values remain specified.
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Plogui, nevi, pedregui o faci sol, anirem d'excursi6
S U B. 3SG snow. S U B. 3SG hail. S U B. -rSG o r mnke. S U B. 3 S G sun
FUT. I PL of-excursion
'Whether it rains, it snows, it hails or it is sunny, we will go on

rain.
go.

excursion.'

(100) a.

b.

Sigui ros, sigui castany o sigui pdl-roig, el seduiri
he.SUB.3SG blond he.SUB.3SG brown or be.SUB.3SG redhaired him seduce.FUT.3 SG
'Whether he is blond, he is brown-haired or he is red-haired,
s/he will seduce him.'
Sigui ros, castany o pdl-roig, el seduiri
be.SUB.3SG blond brown or red-hnired him seduce.FUT.3SG
'Whether he is blond, brown or red-haired, s/he will seduce

him.'
As with parametric concessive conditionals of the V1 type, the verbal forms
have to be in the subjunctive obligatorily: indicative simply leads to
ungrammaticality, as shown in (101)-(103), corresponding to (96), (98) and
(100), respectively.

(101) a.

*Li agrada o no Ii agrada, se'l prendrh
him/her please.IND.-3SG or not him/her please.IND.SSG
REFL-iT IAKC.FUT.3SG
('Whether sftre Iikes (IND) it or s/tre does not like (IND) it,
s/tre

b.
(102) a.

b.

will drink it.')

*Li

agrada o no, se'l prendri
him/her please.IND.3SG or not REFL-it take.FUT.3SG
('Whether s/he likes (IND) it or not, s/tre will drink it.')

*Fa fred o fa calor, hi anirem
make.IND.SSG cold or make.IND.3SG heat DIR go.FUT.lPL
('Whether it is (IND) cold or it is (IND) warm, we will go.')
xFa fred o calor, hi anirem
mnke.SUB.SSG cold or heat DIR go.FUT.lPL

('Whether it is (IND) cold or warm, we will go.')

(103) a.

*Es ros, 6s castany o 6s pdl-roig, el seduiri
be.IND.3SG blond be.IND.3SG brown or be.IND.iSG redhaired him seduce.SUB.3 SG
('Whether he is (IND) blond, he is (IND) brown-haired or he
is (IND) red-haired, s/he will seduce him.')
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*Es ros, castany o pdl-roig, el seduirh
be.IND.3SG blond browru or red-haired him seduce.SUB.SSG
('Whether he is (IND) blond, brown-haired or red-haired,
sftre

will

seduce him.')

Alternative concessive conditionals can also be realized as disjoint
conditional sentences correlated by the connective tant si...com si 'not only
if. . .but also if/whether. . .or':

(104) a.

Tant si li agrada com si no li agrada, se'l prendri.
whether if him/her please.IND.SSG or if not himlher
please. IND. -tSG REFL-it take. FUT.3.SG
'Whether s/tre likes it or s/he does not like

it, s/he will drink

it.'

b.

(105) a.

Tant si li agrada com si no, se'l prendri
whether if him/her please.IND.SSG or if not REFL-it
take.FUT.3SG
'Whether s/tre likes it or not, s/tre will drink it.'
Tant si fa fred com si fa calor, hi anirem
whether if make.IND.SSG cold or if make.IND.SSG heat DIR

go.FUT.lPL
'Whether it is cold or it is warm, we will go.'

b.
(106) a.

Tant si fa fred com calor, hi anirem
whether d make.IND.-fSG cold or heat DIR go.FUT.l PL
'Whether it is cold or it is warm, we will go.'
Tant si 6s ros, com si 6s castany, com si 6s pBl-roig, el seduiri
whether if be.IND.-3SG blond or if be.IND.3SG brown or if
b e. IN D. 3 SG red-haired him s educ e. F UT. 3 SG
'Whether he is blond, he is brown-haired or he is red-haired,
s/he

b.

will

seduce

him.'

Tant si 6s ros, com castany, com pEl-roig, el seduiri

be.IND.3SG

blond or brown or red-haired

him

seduce.FUT.3SG

'Whether he is blond, brown or red-haired, s/he will seduce
him.'
The mood of the protases introducedby tant si...com si is indicative when they
correlate with the antecedent of a factual conditional: this is a morpholexical
idiosyncrasy of the complementizer si (cf. fn. 175). If we replace it with another
connective, subjunctive mood is required, as illustrated in (107)-(108).
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(107)

Tant en el cas que guanyin com en el cas que perdin, provocaran
aldarulls
whether in the case that win.SUB.3PL or in the case that lose.SUB.3PL
create. FUT. 3 P L disorders
'Whether they win (SUB) or they lose (SUB), they will create turmoil.'

(108)

*Tant en el cas que guanyen com en el cas que perden, provocaran
aldarulls
whether in the case that win.IND.iPL or in the case that lose.IND.3PL
create. FUT. 3 PL disorders

('Whether they win (IND)
turmoil.')

or they lose (IND), they will

create

if the whole sentence corresponds to a counterfactual conditional
(either present or past), subjunctive is required, as in (109)-(110).
However,

(109)

Tant si fes fred com si fes calor, hi aniriem
whether if make.SUB.PST.3SG cold or if make.SUB.PST.3SG heat
DIR go.COND.lPL
'Whether it were cold or it were warm, we would go.'

(110)

Tant si hagu6s fet fred com si hagu6s fet calor, hi haur(em anat
whether if have.SUB.PSf.SSG made cold or if have.SUB.PSf.-lSG
made heat DIR have.COND.l PL gone
'Whether it is cold or it is warm, we will go.'

We have seen that alternative concessive conditionals can be
in two ways: with a Vl structure containing one or more

instantiated

disjunctions or by a correlation of conditional antecedents. In the first case, the
verb morphology must be subjunctive.

3.3

Polar Concessive Conditionals

of the polar kind constitute of all three types the
one that most transparently displays its intermediate status between a
concessive and a conditional: it normally consists of a conditional whose
antecedent is modified by the scalar/focal adverbial fins i tot 'even' (cf.
Concessive conditionals

(l1l)-(

ttz)).r86,

r87

186

In English, the scalar particle even in front of a conditional can associate not only
with the whole antecedent but also with other constituents in it, as indicated in (i) with italics
(from Iatridou 1994):

(i)

a.

b.
c.

Even if John ate the potatoes, Mary will be mad
Evenif John ate the potatoes, Mary will be mad
Even if John ate the potatoes, Mary will be mad
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(111)

Fins i tot si m'ho paguessin, no hi aniria
even if me-it pay.SUB.PST.3PL not DIR go.COND. /SG
'Even if they paid it for me, I would not go.'

(ll2)

Fins i tot en cas que m'ho paguin, no hi anir6
even in case that me-it pay.SUB.PRS.3PL not DIR go.FUT.lSG
'Even if they pay it for me, I will not go.'
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In addition, I have argued in section 2 above that concessive clauses in the
subjunctive mood like (113) actually belong to the class of concessive
conditionals, in fact to the polar type.

(113)

li far6 un regal
even though not me invite.SUB.SSG to the party her/him
Encara que no em convidi a la festa,

make.FUT.lSG a present

'Even

if s/he does not invite me to the party, I will buy her/trim a

present.'

Note than in Spanish the concessive connective is etymologically
built from the adverbial aun 'even' and the complementizer que 'that'.
Though being perhaps a less usual combination, the adverbial aun can also
be attached to a regular conditional introduced by si 'if , so that cases like
(114) and (115) are virtually synonymous.

d.

Even

if lohn ate the potatoes, Mary will be mad

Bennet (1982) calls cases like (ia) 'introduced conditionals', because removal of even
would also remove the fclause. The rest of the cases (ib-d) would be 'standing conditionals',
since the conditional meaning would remain if we removed even. In our terms, (ib-d) are
simply conditionals, whereas (ia) is a concessive conditional. In Catalan and Spanish, I find it
very difficult to associate the scalar particle in the first position with a constituent in the
antecedent; thus, according to my judgemnent fins i tot si/incluso si clauses are
unambiguously concessive conditionals.
'8' There exists a related type of concessive contruction introduced by the preposition
per'for' followed for instance by an adjective, and adverbial or a quantified DP, as illustrated

in (i):

(i)

Per {mudat que vagi /tard que hi vagi/molts diners que tingui}, no entrari
for (well-dressed that go.SUB.3SG/late that LOC go.SUB.3SG/much money that
have.SUB.3SG) not enter. FUT.3SG
'Even if he (goes there very well-dressed/goes there very late/has a lot of money),
he will not get in.'

Despite the peculiarities of this interesting structure, which I will not get into here, its
interpretation does not differ from the other polar concessive conditional types discussed in
the text in any essential respect. Thanks to Gemma Rigau for drawing my attention to these
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(114)

Aunque lleguen tarde, les dejar6 entrar
even though arrive.SUB.3PL late them let.FUT.3SG to-get-in
'Even if they arrive late, s/he will let them in.'

(115)

Aun si llegan tarde, les dejar6 entrar
even if arrive.IND.3PL late them let.FUT.3SG to-get-in
'Even if they arrive late, slhe will let them in.'

The same interpretation is conveyed by the combination of aun with the
temporal connective cuando 'when' (for the conditional readings of 'when',
see Farkas & Sugioka (1983) and Kratzer (1995)).188

(116)

Aun cuando lleguen tarde, les dejarr{ entrar
even when arrive.SUB.3PL late them let.FUT.3SG to-get-in
'Even if they arrive late, s/he will let them in.'

Other particles can make a similar contribution to the interpretation
of a concessive conditional. This is the case of Catalan and Spanish rui 'not
even', which if attached to the default complementizer heading a clause in
the subjunctive, introduces the protasis of a concessive conditional, as in
(r17)-(118).

(ll7)

Ni que el matin, no diri res"'
not-even that him kill.SUB.3PL not say.FUT.SSG anything
'Not even if they kill him will he say anything.'

(118) Ni que lo torturen, no confesard nada
not-even that him torture.SUB.iPL not confess.FUT.3SG anything
'Not even if they torture him will he confess anything.'

These are cases where the concessive conditional clearly falls under the
scope of _negation: next to (117)-(118), which represent cases of negative
fronting,re0 the ni que clauses appear naturally in final position, as in (119)(

120).

(119)

'88

No diri res ni que el matin
not say.FUT.3SG anything not-even that him kill.SUB.3PL
'He will not say anything even if they kill him.'

Auncan introduce non-finite concessives in the gerund, as in (i).

(i)

Aun sabi6ndolo, fui
even knowing-it go. PST. I SG
'Although I knew it, I went.'

Thanks to Ignacio Bosque for reminding me of these cases.
rSe
Example borrowed from Ruaix (1979).
For
an analysis of ni as a minimizer, see Vallduvi (1994).
'e0
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No confesard nada ni que 1o torturen
not confess.FUT.3SG anything not-even that him torture.SuB.3PL
'He will not confess anything even if they torture him.'

Now that a clear picture of the most relevant instantiations of
I will proceed to pin down the

concessive conditionals has been established,
components that define their interpretation.

4.

Concessive Conditionals and Modality

In this section it will be argued that all the evidence analyzed so far
converges on a characterization of the interpretation of concessive
conditionals as modal. This modal interpretation is what links them to
conditionals on the one hand and differentiates them from plain concessives
on the other. Concessiveness, though, sets them apart from conditionals as a
distinct class.

4.1

Modal Interpretation

In the discussion of subjunctive concessives (see section 2 above) it

was

already pointed out that there are restrictions on the licensing of this type of
adjuncts: episodic contexts are inappropriate for the licensing of concessive
adjuncts. Past episodic tense or the progressive constitute such anti-licensing

environments. We have seen how one kind of concessive conditionals,
namely subjunctive concessives, are excluded from them (cf. section 2.1).
Let us illustrate how this holds equally for all three types: parametric (cf.
(121)), alternative (cf. (122)) and polar (cf. (123)) concessive conditionals.

(I2t)

a.

b.

(122)

a.

*Parl6s del que parl6s, no el va enganyar
talk.SUB.PSTiSSG of+he that talk.SUB.PST.3SG not him
AUX.3SG to-cheat
('Whatever s/he talked about, s/tre did not cheat him.')
Parli del que parli, no et deixis enganyar
talk.SUB.SSG of-the that talk.SUB.3SG, not REFL
let.SUB.2SG to-cheat
'Whatever s/he might talk about, do not let herlhim cheat you.'

*Et posis aqui o et posis allh, m'estirs molestant
REFL put.SUB.ZSG here or REFL put.SUB.ZSG there mebe.ZSG annoying

('Whether you come stand here or you go stand there, you are
disturbing me.')
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Et posis aquf o et posis allh, em molestes
REFL put.SUB.2SG here or REFL put.SUB.2SG there me
annoy.2SG
'Whether you come stand here or you go stand there, you
disturb me.'

*Fins i tot si m'ho paguessin, no hi vaig anar
even if me-it pay.SUB.PST.3PL not DIR AUX.l SG to-go
('Even if they paid it for me, I did not go.')
Fins i tot si m'ho paguessin, no hi aniria
even if me-it pay.SUB.PST.3PL not DIR go.COND.l SG
'Even if they paid it for me, I would not go.'

In opposition to episodic contexts, which are antithetical to modal readings,
all the environments where concessive conditionals are licensed
unproblematically turn out to be modal. Among them, the ones that feature
most prominently (for illustration, see the examples displayed up to this
point) are future tense, imperative, modals, generic and habitual sentences
and strong intensional predicates. As already discussed in the previous
chapters, each one of those environments involves a non-veridical model of
evaluation that contains a set of worlds over which the relevant operator
quantifies and it is precisely this property that makes the appearance of
concessive conditionals felicitous. The concessive conditional interpretation
requires that a set of antecedent conditions be evaluated in the structure, so
that the consequent can be implied to hold in spite of them. Shortly we will
return to this issue. In contrast, episodic eventualities are tied to veridical
models: they are typically interpreted with respect to the base world of an
epistemic model, thus rendering the occuffence of concessive conditionals
impossible.

Next to the distributional properties of concessive conditionals, we
must emphasize again the hybrid status of this type of adjuncts that connects
them to conditionals. Above we saw that alternative and polar concessive
conditionals can be overtly rcalized as a canonical conditional antecedent
(two or more disjoint protases in the first case and a protasis modified by
even in the second one). The interpretation of the parametric type rests upon
the free choice reading of a free relative, which in Chapter 4 has been shown

to be related to a conditional reading. Kcinig (1986: 234), for
represents the interpretation

of parametric

instance,

concessive conditionals as in

(124).

(124) Vx (if p*, q)
Therefore, under this interpretation an example like (125) is understood as in
(126), where all the substitution instances in the antecedent make the
consequent true.
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Digui el que digui, no em fa cas
say.SUB.ISG the that say.SUB.lSG not me make.3SG heed
'Whatever I tell, s/he does not take any notice of me.'

(126) Vx I say' (I, x) +

-.' [take-notice-of (s/tre, I)]l

of standard universal quantification, which I rejected
for free choice readings (see Chapter 4), what is important to notice here is
that a conditional reading is defensible for parametric concessive
conditionals as well.
In support of the conditional status of this sort of adjunct clauses, it
must be added that the three types can display the morphology and the
interpretation of the three basic patterns of conditional sentences, that is
factual, present counterfactual and past counterfactual. This is illustrated
below for each one of the classes of concessive conditionals.
Regardless of the use

(127) a.

Esculli el que esculli, serh massa dificil
choose.SuB.lSG the that choose.SuB.lSG be.FUT.3SG too

dfficult
'Whichever I choose, it will be too difficult.'

b.

Escollis el que escoll(s, seria massa dificil

c.

Haguds escollit el que hagu6s escollit, hauria estat

choose.SUB.PST.l SG the that choose.SUB.PST.l SG
be.COND.SSG too dfficult
'Whichever I chose, it would be too difficult.'

massa

dificil

have.SUB.PST.lSG chosen the that have.SUB.PST.lSG
chosen have.COND.3SG been too dfficult
'Whichever I had chosen, it would have been too difficult.'

(128) a.

Sigui car o sigui barat, el compren
be.SUB.3SG expensive or be.SUB.3SG cheap it buy.3PL
'Whether it is expensive or it is cheap, they buy it.'

b.

Fos car o fos barat, el comprarien

be.SUB.PST.3SG expensive or be.SUB.PSI.SSG cheap it
buy.COND.3PL
'Whether it were expensive or it were cheap, they would
buy it.'
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Hagu6s estat car o haguds estat barat, I'haurien comprat
have.SUB.PSf.SSG been expensive or have.SUB.PSf.SSG
been cheap it-have. COND. 3 PL bought
'Whether it had been expensive or it had been cheap, they
would have bought it.'

Fins i tot en cas que suspengui, aniri de vacances
even in case that fail.SUB.3SG go.FUT.jSG of holidays
'Even if sftre fails, s/he will go on holidays.'
Fins i tot en cas que suspenguds, aniria de vacances

even

in

case that fail.SUB.PST.3SG go.COND.SSG of

holidays
'Even if s/tre failed, sftre would go on holidays.'

c.

trins i tot en cas que haguds suspds, hauria anat de vacances

even in

case that

have.SUB.PST.3SG failed

have.COND.3SG gone of holidays
'Even if s/tre had failed, s/he would have gone on holidays.'

On the basis of these correlations, it is safe to conclude that concessive
conditionals have a conditional meaning as a constituent part of their
interpretation. Since conditional sentencei crucially involve moOatity"' (.f.
Kratzer 1986, L995, Heim 1982, &.o., and Chapter 4), this trait is also
essential to concessive conditionals. In the same way conditional
antecedents are interpreted as restrictors of the relevant operator (a necessity
operator, GEN or a quantificational adverbial, for instance), the protasis of a
concessive conditional contributes the restriction of such an operator as well.
This amounts to saying that concessiveness is somehow built upon the basic
logical form of a conditional, which is indeed the intuition behind the label
for this category of adjuncts.
In addition, two of the three types of concessive conditionals
reviewed above involve free choice readingS, a kind of interpretation that is
necessarily tied to modality (see Chapter 4). As we saw above, parametric
concessive conditionals are essentially free relatives that are marked for free
choice interpretation: with the particle -ever attached to the relative pronoun
in English, with reduplicated subjunctive Vl forms in Catalan and Spanish
or with free choice relative pronouns as those of the -quiera series in
Spanish. On the other hand, alternative concessive conditionals are also
amenable to free choiceness. It has been argued by Higginbotham (1991)
that English either, in the absence of or, is systematically ambiguous
between a negative polarity item and a free choice item, and that it receives
a free choice reading in the contexts where such an interpretation is typically
lel I refer of course to 'hypothetical conditionals' only and leave other kinds of
conditionals like'relevance conditionals' outside consideration. For the distinctions among
different sorts of conditionals, see Iatridou ( 1991).
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licensed, namely in modal and generic environments. If we follow Larson
(1985) in considering whether...or the wh cotnterpart of either...or,te2 the
link to free choiceness is readily established. However, what is interesting
for us in this connection is that simple disjunction gives rise to a free choice

reading if it occurs in the right environment. That is so even if the
disjunction is not introduced by an element coffesponding to English
whether.

The remaining type of concessive conditionals, the polar ones, are
not related to free choice readings in a straightforward way. At face value,
what they express is the most unlikely antecedent condition despite which
the consequent holds. It is the adverbial even that forces this kind of
interpretation. As proposed in Fauconnier (1975a, b, 1977), this particle
marks the constituent it modifies as the least likely value on a scale. Such a
scale, which can be of a semantic or pragmatic nature, is built on the ordered
values of a certain parameter. To take one of Fauconnier's classic examples,
note that the superlative in (130) has a non-specific reading that is equivalent
to (131).

(130) My uncle can hear the faintest noise
(131) My uncle

can hear any noise

Fauconnier calls such superlatives 'quantifying superlatives', under the
assumption that arry in (131) yields a quantificational reading. His claim is
that such statements are associated with a semantic or pragmatic scale. In the
case at hand in (130), the propositional schema my uncle can hear x should
be evaluated with respect to a (semantic) scale of loudness, which the
superlative expresses the lowest point of. By this reference to the low endpoint, a scalar implicature arises that determines the interpretation: it is
implied that any higher value in the scale holds of the propositional schema,
hence the effect of universal quantification.le3
Fauconnier also argues that utterances containing even are
interpreted with respect to pragmatic scales. For instance, an utterance like
(132) has to be decomposed into an assertion and a presupposition.

(132)

Even Alceste came to the party

Next to the assertion 'Alceste came', such an utterance conveys that Alceste
was the least likely person to come to the party. What the particle even does
is mark the existence of a pragmatic probability/likelihood scale, of which
Alceste is the low end-point. Contra Horn (1969), Fauconnier claims that the
1e2

According to Harris (1988: 74), whether derives from Old English hwaedere'which
of the two'.
te'With respect to the interpretation of any noise in (131) Fauconnier (1975a:373)
suggests that it expresses all the low points on the arbitrary scales that could be associated
with my uncle can hear x. See also Haspelmath (1997: 116-117) for this view.
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presupposition is not 'Everybody else came to the party', but rather the
pragmatic scale. When a context admits a particular pragmatic scale with
respect to some logical forms, the low point on that scale can be modified by
even. This correctly predicts that a quantifying superlative is able to combine
with this particle, as in (133), to be compared to (130).

(133) My uncle can hear even the faintest noise
Given Fauconnier's picture, the question to answer at this point is whether

this explanation for the contribution of even can be applied to polar
conditionals.

The basic insight about the interpretation of even has to be
maintained for even z/ clauses: such a clause expresses the least likely
antecedent condition despite which the main eventuality holds in a given
context, as already pointed out above. It implies that more likely antecedent
conditions that the one actually expressed would not prevent the main
eventuality from holding either. Does this mean that we have to resort to
pragmatic scales in this case as well? In view of the framework we have
been developing in this dissertation, I believe this is an unnecessary step. As
a consequence of the fact that concessive conditionals receive a modal
interpretation, they are interpreted in models that contain a plurality of
worlds over which quantification takes place. Membership into this set of
worlds is determined by the conversational background and such a set
constitutes the modal base. The conversational background can sometimes
provide an ordering source that structures the worlds in the modal base
according to their similarity or their dissimilarity with respect to the base
world: the more a world deviates from the base one, the more distant it
becomes. Since ordering sources are needed for modal interpretation, no
pragmatic scales are needed in order to interpret concessive conditionals:
even simply marks that the specified antecedent condition has to be
evaluated also in the most distant worlds of the modal base where according
to the ordering source the condition is taken to hold. An implicature arises
that in all the other worlds, being closer to the base one, the unlikely
condition does not hold either, so the consequent does.

4.2
In

Mood

section

3 above we observed that concessive conditional

adjuncts

systematically display subjunctive mood in Catalan and Spanish (with the
only exception of present indicative in si clauses, which in fn. 175 above we
argued to be amenable to a morpholexical idiosyncrasy of this connective).
The requirement for subjunctive receives a natural explanation, I would like
to claim, on the same basis that I have developed for mood distribution in
the previous chapters.
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The central point will be that subjunctive in concessive conditionals
is signaling an 'expanded' type of modal base, that is a modal base that
includes an extra number of worlds that are arguably distant from the base
one."o This type of modal base is not tied to conditional meaning, since we
already saw in Chapter 4 that conditional interpretation can involve realistic
and stereotypical modal bases, for instance. The enrichment of the set of

worlds with more far-fetched worlds we tind

in the modal

bases for
argue: in
concessive conditionals derives from the concessive
to
the
between
condition
and the
order
strengthen
opposition
the antecedent
are
account
the
least
likely
to
implied consequent, worlds
taken into
that are
proposition.
verify the antecedent
This proposal is actually confirmed by the empirical evidence. Take
for instance a free relative in Spanish of the -quiera '-ever' type, that is with
a free choice reading. When in argumental position, both indicative and
subjunctive can surface in the embedded clause as long as the environment
ensures variation. This is the case in generic contexts like the one in (134)(135). As argued in Chapter 4, the difference in the choice of mood is that
while indicative is related to a stereotypical modal base that might even
include the actual world, subjunctive marks that such a modal base has been
expanded with worlds that diverge substantially from the stereotype.
component, I

(134)

Sale con quienquiera que se lo propone
go-out. jSG with whoever that her/him it propose.IND.3SG
'Sftre goes out with whoever proposes it to him/her.'

(135)

Sale con quienquiera que se lo proponga
go-out.3SG with whoever that her/him it propose.SUB.3SG
'S/he goes out with whoever might propose it to him/trer.'

If they occur in non-argumental position, such free choice free relatives
be resumed by a

can

clitic in the main clause with the same basic meaning.

(136) A quienquiera que llega tarde lo castiga
A whoever that arrive.IND.SSG late him punish.3SG
'Whoever arrives late, sftre punishes him.'

(137) A quienquiera que llegue tarde 1o castiga
Awhoever that arrive.IND.SSG late him punish.3SG
'Whoever arrives late, s/he punishes him.'
As explained above, though, these structures can also function as parametric
concessive conditionals. If such a concessive meaning is prominent, though,
the free choice free relative cannot take indicative: the only option is
teo

For a related idea, see Hazout (1990), who discusses the effect
background' associated with parametric concessive conditionals.

of

'opening the
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subjunctive, as the grammaticality contrast between (138) and (139) makes
clear.

(138)

Quienquiera que llame, no le abre la puerta
whoever that knock.SUB.3SG not open.3SG the door
'Whoever knocks, sftre does not open him the door.'

(139)

*Quienquiera que llama, no le abre la puerta
whoever that knock.IND.3SG not open.3SG the door
('Whoever knocks, s/he does not open him the door.')

This contrast is readily explained under the view that a concessive relation in
a modal context has to be evaluated in an 'expanded' model that includes
worlds that are removed from the base one or from the stereotypical one.

Resort to such expanded models is facilitated by the linguistic
introduction of models other than Me(speaker). Take for instance (140),
which is excluded because of the presence of an alternative concessive
conditional in an episodic context: the world that counts for evaluation is the
the actual world ws in Me(sp).

(140)

*Arribessin o no m6s membres, vam procedir a la votaci6
arrive.SUB.PST.3PL or not more members AUX.lPL to-proceed to
the vote

('Whether more members would a:rive or not, we proceeded to the
vote.')
However, if the structure is embedded in a model Mer,,(x) introduced by the
predicate decidir 'to decide' and anchored to the referent of the subject of
the main clause, the concessive conditional adjunct is completely felicitous,
as illustrated in (141).

(l4l)

Vam decidir procedir a la votaci6, arribessin o no mds membres
AUX.IPL to-decide to-proceed to the vote arcive.SUB.PST.3PL or
not more members
'We decided to proceed to the vote, whether more members would
arrive or not.'

The 'expanded' model linked to concessiveness is based on Msp,1(x) and it
includes more remote worlds than those in the modal base of the latter.
By contrast, plain concessives are interpreted in veridical models,
typically in the actual world of the model of the speaker Mr(sp). As a result,
both the adjunct and the main proposition are presupposed.
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Conclusions

I have offered further evidence for the hypothesis that
mood contrasts correlate with changes in the model of evaluation. Out of the
In this last chapter
domain

of

adjunct clauses,

I

have concentrated on concessives

and

concessive conditionals. A crucial different between these two classes is that
only the latter have conditional meaning. What they share is the concessive
relation between the embedded and the main proposition.

Mood choice draws a clear line between one and the other: while
regular concessives occur in the indicative, all three kinds of concessive
conditionals display subjunctive mood. I have argued that the requirement of
subjunctive morphology in concessive conditionals is related to the
concessive meaning: the evaluation model is an 'expanded' one, since
worlds are taken into account that are the least likely to verify the antecedent
condition in order to strengthen the concessive component. Regular
concessives are evaluated in the base world in the epistemic model of the
speaker, where both propositions are presupposed.

Coxcr,uDrNc Rnnaanrs
In the preceding chapters I have extensively argued for the view that mood
contrasts constitute the overt marking of changes in the model for evaluation
of propositions with respect to a context. This has been shown to provide a
uniform type of account accross the different domains of subordination,
without having to resort to one kind of explanation. Model introduction can
take place by the explicit use of an embedding predicate, but it can also be
determined by non-overt factors like implicit modality or the presence of an
appropriate individual anchor. From this perspective we not only manage to
do justice to the contributions of the different modules of grammar to
interpretation, but we also avoid ascribing inherent 'meanings' to mood
categories as well. In several crucial respects the model approach has
proven superior to the scopal one, although the two are not unrelated.
The theory developed here makes several important predictions at
an empirical as well as theoretical level. Moreover, some questions have
been left open in the course of the argumentation. I would like to point out
some of them before closing the discussion.
As already mentioned at the outset, a wider crosslinguistic
comparison has to be undertaken in order to consolidate the results that
have been already achieved. Small-scale differences within the Romance
group as well as intralinguistic variation among dialects with respect to
mood oppositions can shed more light on the correctness of the hypothesis
and can help elucidate what the actual parametric options are. Next to the
widest empirical landscape offered by langages displaying mood categories
other than indicative and subjunctive, the Balkan-type of subjunctive
provides us with an ideal area to test how syntactic and morphological
factors can allow or preclude the occurrence of subjunctive in contexts
where Romance languages have it. Given that no interpretive differences can
be postulated between the equivalent structures in the two groups of
languages, the most plausible explanation for the virtual lack of Polarity
Subjunctive in the languages of the Balkan should be sought in the way the
category'subjunctive' is realized.
The interaction of mood with tense and aspect has received just a
limited amount of attention in the preceding chapters. Despite being
necessary from a strategic point of view, such a dissociation has to be
revised at a certain stage, since those three categories interact in a non-trivial
way. We have seen, for instance, how aspect has a crucial impact on the
interpretation of propositional attitude verbs or factive predicates (see
appendix to Chapter 1). Another area where the contribution of mood and
tense/aspect becomes a real issue are conditional antecedents (cf. Iatridou
1996): the division of labour between those grammatical ingredients
becomes less clear-cut that initially thought. The reduction of tense or aspect
distinctions in the subjunctive paradigm vis-h-vis the indicative one deserves
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closer examination as well, since it arguably has consequences for the
availability or unavailability or generic interpretations, for instance.
As already suggested in connection with the apparently random
distribution of mood in clausal complements to factive verbs, the results
reached in this dissertation can help unveal the underlying regularities in
empirical domains that have been traditionally considered to be the site of
pure parametric and lexical idiosyncrasy. This does not amount to claiming
that such idiosyncrasies do not exist, but rather that there might exist more
generality behind them than meets the eye. The empirical merit of a theory
grows to the extent that particular and ad hoc explanations are turned into
generalizations deriving from explanatory mechanisms.
In spite of the suggestions I have made at different points, no theory
has been proposed as to what the limitations are in the interaction among
models given a certain context. The formulation of such a theory goes far
beyond the immediate goals of this dissertation, but work in that direction
appears to be fundamental for a better understanding of the issues at play.
Obviously, &r enterprise of this kind cannot remain limited to the domain of
mood. Phenomena having to do with quantification, discourse anaphora or
tense dependencies, for instance, must enter the picture. Let us hope that the
present study has paved the way for such a research direction.
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Grammaticale wijs op de Interface

Dit

proefschrift

is

een diepgaande studie van de factoren die

de

grammaticale wijs (mood) van finiete bijzinnen bepalen en die de contrasten
tussen indicatief (aantonende wijs) en subjunctief (aanvoegende wijs) in dat
domein verklaren. De data in deze studie komen uit de Romaanse talen, in
het bijzonder uit het Catalaans en het Spaans, maar er is een ruim oog voor
verbanden met andere talen en er worden crosslinguistiche generalisaties
voorgesteld. Er wordt beargumenteerd dat verschillende componenten van
het taalsysteem invloed hebben op de keuze van gralnmaticale wijs en dat de
interactie van de bepalende factoren een dieper inzicht geeft in de structuur
van het taalvermogen, zoals ontwikkeld binnen het kader van de generatieve
(chomkyaanse) taalkunde in de afgelopen twee decennia. In dat opzicht
onderscheidt dit onderzoek zich van de meeste bestaande pogingen om de
distributie van grammaticale wijs uiteen te zetten op basis van 66n type

verklaring (lexicaal, syntactisch, semantisch of pragmatisch). Tevens
beperkt de studie zich niet tot 66n soort ingebedde zin, maar er wordt
aandacht besteed aan de drie traditioneel herkende typen bijzinnen
(argumentele, relatieve en adjunct- bijzinnen).
In hoofdstuk I worden de belangrijkste en meest recente analyses
van de distributie van subjunctief samengevat, die in meer of mondere mate
terugkomen in de discussies die zullen volgen. De algemene kenmerken van
de theorie over modellen en modaliteit, die een centrale positie inneemt in
het hele proefschrift, worden hier geintroduceerd.
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt gemotiveerd dat lexicale selectie de cruciale
rol speelt in het gebied van complementen van sterk intensionele predicaten
zoals voler 'willen', die uitsluitend subjunctief nemen. Crosslinguistisch,
diachroon en in de processen van taalverwerving en taalverlies is de
aanwezigheid van subjunctief het meest robuust in deze contexten. De rol
van lexicale selectie blijft echter niet beperkt tot complementbijzinnen:
adjunctzinnen van doel vertonen hetzelfde gedragspatroon ten opzichte van
grammaticale wijs. Allebei gevallen worden bij elkaar gebracht onder de
generalisatie dat ze de lexicale eigenschap is intensioneel verankerend
(intesional anchoring) te zijn in de zin van Farkas (1992a): als essentiel deel
van hun lexicale semantiek dragen ze aan de context een verzameling van
werelden bij waarin de door de ingebedde zin uitgedrukte propositie
geevalueerd wordt. Als alternatief voor deze generalisatie stelt Giannakidou
(1997a, c) voor dat de modellen die zulke predicaten introduceren nietveridicaal zijn. In talen zoals het Catalaans of het Spaans, die beschikken
over gescheiden paradigmata van indicatief en subjunctief, moet dat lexicale
feit geEncodeerd worden in het computationele systeem en kan niet wijken
voor andere eisen van de interpretatieve component (semantiek/pragmatiek).
De complement-bijzinnen van epistemische en assertieve predicaten
bijvoorbeeld blijken niet onderhevig te zijn aan restricties van lexicale aard
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met betrekking tot de selectie van grammaticale wijs. Bij afwezigheid van
externe factoren in de matrix wordt het bijzinargument met de 'default'
mood uitgedrukt, namelijk indicatief. Als er echter zinsoperatoren zoals

negatie of een Q-operator in de matrix voorkomen, is alternantie van
grammaticale wrjs mogelijk, maar die gaat gepaard met systematische
verschillen in de interpretatie van de ingebedde zin: in het geval dat deze in
de subjunctief uitgedrukt is, wordt de propositie verankerd aan de referent
van het matrix subject, terwijl de keuze van indicatief de presuppositie
bijdraagt dat de ingebedde propositie (on)waar is ten opzichte van de
spreker. Zulke interpretatieve contrasten dragen verder bewijs aan voor de
notie van individuele verankering (individual anchoring) van Farkas
(1992a), volgens welke de (on)waarheid van proposities gerelateerd moet
worden aan een individu in de context, het individuele anker. In het kader
van Giannakidou (1997a), waar individuele verankering opgenomen wordt
in modellen die gerelativeerd zijn aan contexten, stelt de auteur voor dat
mood-alternantie (mood shtft) de overte markering is van modelwisseling
(model shift) voor de evaluatie van de desbetreffende propositie. De
presuppositie die door de indicatief in zulke contexten onstaat vormt de
restrictie van een driedelige structuur waardoor de operator (negatie bijv.)
quantificationeel geihterpreteerd wordt (Partee 1991, 1995, Giannakidou
1997a). Evenwel blijft dit soort presuppositie lokaal: alternanties van
grammaticale wijs op een verder niveau van inbedding die gelicentieerd
worden door een matrix-operator hebben geen interpretatieve gevolgen.
Vergelijkbare contrasten worden in causale adjuncten waargenomen en
geanalyseerd.

Alternanties van grammaticale wijs in complement-bijzinnen treden
op, niet alleen als gevolg van quantificationele structuren. Predicaten van
communicatie kunnen stelselmatig een complement nemen hetzlj in de
indicatief hetzij in de subjunctief, maar de interpretatieve consequenties van
de keuze zljn zeer strict: met de indicatief wordt een assertie gerapporteerd,
terwijl de keuze van subjunctief tot een rapport van een bevel leidt en maakt
het predicaat gelijk aan bevelpredicaten, die sterk intensioneel zijn. Het
wordt beargumenteerd dat het tweede geval een covert CAUSE predicaat
inhoudt, dat de vorrn en interpretatie van de complementzin bepaalt. Hier
wordt dus model shift veroorzaakt door de aanwezigheid van een covert
element.

Het wordt betoogd dat alternantie van grammaticale wrjs als
markering van modelwisseling terug te vinden is in het hele domein van
subordinatie. In hoofdsutk 3 laat de auteur zien dat relatieve bijzinnen ook in
beide wijzen kunnen voorkomen, maar er bestaan duidelijke beperkingen
voor de licentiering van de subjunctieve versie, overeenkomstig met het
werk van Farkas (1982, 1985): de relative bijzin moet zich binnen het bereik
bevinden van een opaciteit-creerend element zoals een sterk intensioneel
predicaat of negatie. De descriptieve conditie die de relatieve bijzin legt op
de waardetoekenningen van de variabele in het antecedent (zie Farkas 1997)
moet worden geEvalueerd in het model dat het opaciteit-creErend element
heeft geintroduceerd. Als een relatieve bijzin in indicatief in dezelfde
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context verschijnt, wordt model shtft gesignaleerd en de descriptieve
conditie wordt geevalueerd buiten het bereik van het intensionele element,
d.w.z. in het epistemisch model van het matrix anker of in het model van de
spreker.

Het wordt verder beargumenteerd dat model shift ook

kan

plaatsvinden als er een intensioneel element ontbreekt. Er worden twee
gevallen geanalyseerd (relatieve bijzinnen van doel en subjunctief van

indirecte rede) waar een subjunctieve relatieve bijzin

in

een

extensionele/episodische context verwijst naar een model dat afwijkt van
datgene dat al aanwezig is (het model van de spreker in de meeste gevallen).
Antecedentloze relatieve bijzinnen Wee relatives) die met
subjunctief uitgedrukt zijn, vertonen dezelfde soort gevoeligheid voor
licentierende contexten als free cholce uitdrukkingen. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt
betoogd dat de condities op de licentiering van zulke ingebedde zinnen
gereduceerd kunnen worden tot de eis die free choice uitdrukkingen stellen
aan de context waarin ze legitiem kunnen voorkomen: quantificatie over
alternatieve werelden, waardoor voldaan wordt aan de inherente
attributiviteit van die uitdrukkingen, zoals voorgesteld in Dayal (1997) en
Giannakidou (1997b). Anders dan in deze voorstellen, wordt hier geen
beroep gedaan op i(dentity)-alternatives, maar op de cruciale eigenschap van
de modellen die free choice lezingen garanderen, namelijk quantificatie over
een pluraliteit van werelden in een niet-veridicaal model. Antecedentloze
relatieve bijzinnen in de indicatief krijgen twee soorten interpretaties die
aftrankelijk zijn van de context: enerzijds worden ze in niet-generieke
contexten als referenti0le definiete descripties geinterpreteerd; anderzijds
kunnen ze ook een extra free choice lezing opleveren als ze in generieke

contexten voorkomen en in dat geval dragen ze de restrictie bij van de
generieke operator, evenals de subjunctieve versies. Het contrast tussen

indicatief en subjunctief wordt toegeschreven aan het type model waar de

free relative gelvalueerd wordt: in tegenstelling tot de indicatief geeft de
subjunctief aan dat het model werelden bevat die meer afwijken van de
basiswereld en die in een rang geplaatst zijn volgens een ordenende bron
(ordering source) in de zin van Kratzer (1991). De alternantie van
grammaticale wijs is wederom een weerspiegeling van model shift.
Tenslotte wordt in hoofdstuk 5 de contributie van alternanties van

grammaticale wljs in het gebied van adjunctzinnen onderzocht. In het
bijzonder wordt gekeken naar concessieve adjuncten. De belangrijkste
conclusie die getrokken wordt, is dat grammaticale wijs een beslissend
onderscheid veroorzaakt: anders dan concessieve bijzinnen in de indicatief,
die simpelweg een tegenstelling uitdrukken tussen twee proposities, horen
de versies in de subjunctief in feite tot de categorie van concessieve
conditionele bijzinnen, d.w.z. ze leveren een conditionele lezing op die
ontbreekt bij de gevallen met indicatief. Op die conditionele lezing rust een
concessieve relatie. De aanwezigheid van subjunctief in de tweede categorie
is gemotiveerd door de modale interpretatie van die structuren.

Bl mode a Ia interficie
Aquesta tesi presenta un estudi aprofundit dels factors que determinen el
mode de les oracions subordinades finites i que expliquen els contrastos
entre indicatiu i subjuntiu en aquest domini. Des d'un punt de vista empiric,
l'estudi se centra en les llengiies rominiques, amb especial dmfasi en el
catalir i el castellh, tot i que s'hi estableixen un bon nombre de connexions
amb d'altres llengties i s'hi proposen generalitzacions interlingtifstiques.
L'autor argumenta que en l'elecci6 del mode hi influeixen diferents

components del sistema del lleguatge i que la interacci6 dels factors
determinants confirma la visi6 de com s'estructura la capacitat del
llenguatge dins el marc dels desenvolupaments de la lingtifstica generativa
chomskiana en els darrers dos decennis. En aquest sentit, aquest estudi es
diferencia de la majoria d'intents previs d'explicar la distribuci6 del mode a
partir d'un sol tipus d'explicaci6 (lExica, sinthctica, semhntica o pragmhtica).
D'altra banda, l'estudi no es limita a un sol tipus d'oraci6 subordinada, sin6
que s'examinen els tres tipus d'oracions incrustades tradicionalment
reconeguts (oracions argumentals o completives, de relatiu i d'adjunt).
Al cap(tol I es resumeixen les anhlisis recents del subjuntiu m6s
importants que en major o menor mesura reapareixen a les discussions
posteriors. S'hi introdueixen tamb6 els trets generals de la teoria sobre
models i sobre modalitat que ocupa un lloc central a tota la tesi.
El capftol 2 s'ocupa de la distribuci6 del mode a les oracions
argumentals. S'hi motiva la hipbtesi que la selecci6 ldxica td un paper
decisiu en el cas dels predicats intensionals forts com'voler'. Des d'una
perspectiva interlingtiistica i diacrbnica, aixi com en els processos
d'adquisiciS del llenguatge i de desgast d'una llengua, la presbncia del
subjuntiu 6s extremament robusta en aquesta mena de contextos. Tot i aixf,
el paper de la selecci6 ldxica no es limita a les subordinades argumentals: les
oracions finals es comporten de manera iddntica pel que fa a la selecci6 del
mode. Tots dos casos reben una explicaci6 unificada sota la generalitzactil
segons la qual la propietat que compalteixen 6s que tant els predicats en
qiiesti6 com el complementador de finalitat s6n elements que 'ancoren
intensionalment' les proposicions que en depenen, en el sentit de Farkas
(1992a) (intensional anchoring): com a part essencial de la seva semhntica
ldxica, introdueixen en el context un conjunt de mons on s'avalua la
proposici6 expressada per l'oraciS subordinada. Giannakidou (1997a, c)
proposa una alternativa a aquesta generalitzaci6 i defensa que els models
introduits per aquests predicats s6n no verfdics. En llengties com el catalh o
el castelli que disposen de paradigmes distints d'indicatiu i de subjuntiu, el
sistema computacional ha de codificar aquest tret lBxic explfcitament, una
opci6 que no pot supeditar-se a d'altres requisits del component interpretatiu
de la gramhtica (semintica/ pragmhtica).
Els complements de predicats epistEmics, d'altra banda, no estan
sotmesos a restriccions de tipus lExic pel que fa a la selecci6 del mode. En
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absBncia de factors externs a l'oraci6 principal, el complement oracional
s'expressa amb el mode 'no marcat', l'indicatiu. Tanmateix, si un operador

oracional com negaciS o Q apareix a l'oraci6 matriu, l'alternanEa modal
esdev6 possible, perb comporta contrastos sistemhtics en la interpretaci6 de
la cliusula subordinada: quan s'expressa en subjuntiu, la proposici5 esti
ancorada al referent del subjecte de la principal, mentre que la selecci6
d'indicatiu va associada a la pressuposici6 que la proposici6 incrustada 6s
verdadera per a l'enunciador. Aquesta mena de contrastos ofereixen suport
addicional per a la noci6 d'ancoratge individual (individual anchoring),
d'acord amb la qual la veritat o falsedat de les proposicions ha de ser
relativitzada respecte a un individu present al context de conversa, l'hncora
individual. Dins el marc de Giannakidou (1997a, c), on I'ancoratge
individual 6s incorporat a un sistema de models relativitzats respecte a un
context, l'autor proposa que I'alternanga modal (mood shift) constitueix el
marcatge expl(cit del canvi de model (model shift) per a 1'avaluaci6 de la
proposiciS corresponent. La pressuposici6 que sorgeix en aquesta mena de
contextos com a conseqtidncia de I'elecci6 d'indicatiu forma la restricci6 de
l'estructura tripartida mitjangant la qual l'operador rep una interpretaci6
quantificacional (Partee 1991, 1995, Giannakidou 1997a). Tot i aixf, la
pressuposici6 esmentada 6s local: l'alternanga modal en nivells consecutius
de subordinaci6 legitimada per un operador a l'oraci6 matriu no td aquesta
mena d'impacte en la interpretaci6. S'observa el mateix tipus de contrastos
als adjuncts causals i se n'ofereix una anhlisi en els mateixos termes.
Les alternances de mode als arguments oracionals no tenen lloc
nomds com a resultat de la seva participaci6 en estructures quantificacionals.
Els verba dicendi i, m6s en general, els predicats de comunicaci6 poden tenir
sistemhticament tant completives en indicatiu com en subjuntiu, perb d'aixb
se'n deriven clares conseqiiEncies interpretatives: amb l'indicatiu es
comunica una asserci6, mentre que l'opci6 en subjuntiu reprodueix una
ordre i assimila el predicat amb els verbs de mandat, que s6n intensionals
forts. S'argtieix que aquest segon cas implica un predicat no manifest
CAUSA que determina la forma i la interpretaci6 de I'oraci6 subordinada.
Aquest 6s un exemple de canvi de model associat a la presdncia d'un
element abstracte.

L'alternanga modal com a marca de canvi de model d'avaluaci6 no
es restringeix al domini de les oracions dependents argumentals, sin6 que
s'est6n a tot el domini de la subordinaci6. Al capftol 3 s'examina la

influEncia del mode en la interpretaci6 de les oracions de relatiu. Les
relatives poden aparEixer en tots dos modes, perd existeixen restriccions
clares sobre la legitimaci6 de la versi6 en subjuntiu (cf. Farkas L982., 1985):
les relatives en subjuntiu han d'aparEixer dins l'abast d'un element creador
d'opacitat com un predicat intensional o negaci6. La condici6 descriptiva
que la relativa imposa sobre I'assignaciS de valor a la variable ha de ser
avaluada necesslriament al model introduit per I'element creador d'opacitat.
Si se situa una relativa en indicatiu al mateix context, s'indica un canvi de
model i la condici6 descriptiva 6s avaluada fora de l'abast de l'element
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intensional, 6s a dir, al model epistEmic de I'hncora matriu o b6 al model de
l'enunciador.
S'hi argumenta tamb6 que en determinades circumsthncies pot tenir
lloc un canvi de model fins i tot en absEncia d'un element intensional.
S'analitzen dos casos, les relatives amb valor final i el subjuntiu d'estil
indirecte a les relatives en castellh., on una oraciS de relatiu en subjuntiu en
un context extensionaUepisddic apareix com a indicador de la presdncia d'un
model que difereix del que ja 6s present (el model de l'enunciador, en la
majoria dels casos).
Al capitol 4 l'autor s'ocupa dels efectes interpretatius de I'elecci6
del mode a les oracions de relatiu sense antecedent o lliures. Les relatives
lliures en subjuntiu mostren la mateixa mena de sensibilitat que els elements
free choice als contextos legitimadors. S'hi argumenta que les condicions
per a la legitimaci6 d'aquest tipus d'oraci6 subordinada es poden identificar
amb els requisits que els elements free choice imposen als contextos on
apareixen de forma legftima, 6s a dir, la presdncia de quantificaci6 sobre

mons alternatius, amb la qual cosa es pot satisfer la seva atributivitat
inherent, tal com proposen Dayal (1997) i Giannakidou (1997b). A
diferdncia d'aquests treballs, perb, l'autor no recoffe a alternatives
d'identitat: la propietat crucial exigida per les lectures free choice 6s
garantida dins models no-verfdics que comporten quantificaci6 sobre una
pluralitat de mons. Les relatives lliures en indicatiu reben dos tipus
d'interpretacions en funci6 del context d'aparici6: en contextos no genErics
s6n interpretades de la mateixa manera que altres descripcions definides, 6s
a dir, referencialment, perd en contextos genErics poden donar lloc a una
interpretact6 free choice (atributiva, per tant), cas en que aporten la
restricci6 de l'operador gendric. El contrast entre indicatiu i subjuntiu en
contextos genErics ha de ser atribuit al tipus de model en qud la relativa
lliure 6s interpretada: en contrast amb I'indicatiu, el subjuntiu indica que el
model inclou mons m6s allunyats del m6n-base, d'acord amb una font
ordenadora (ordering source) en el sentit de Kratzer (1981, 1991).
L'alternanEa modal constitueix novament un reflex de canvi de model.
Finalment, el capitol 5 esti dedicat a I'alternanqa modal a les
oracions d'adjunt. Com a objecte d'estudi s'han pres les oracions
concessives. La conclusi6 principal a qud s'arriba ds que el mode crea una
distinci6 decisiva en el nivell interpretatiu: en contrast amb les clhusules
concessives en indicatiu, que simplement expressen una oposici6 entre dues
proposicions, les seves contrapartides en subjuntiu formen la categoria de les
condicionals concessives, que involucren una interpretaci6 condicional que
6s absent en els casos de les concessives en indicatiu. Sobre aquesta lectura
condicional reposa una relaciS concessiva. L'aparrci6 del subjuntiu a la
segona classe va lligada ala seva interpretaci6 modal.
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